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WELL HARD HARDWARE ROUND-UP. 



...TO 
THE fICiHT 

WORLD!” 

“FROM OUT OT 
nils WORLD... 

VENOM™ 
STRIKES BACK 
Incoming message on MASK 
computer - **W^Jtsv€ kidnapped 
seem TRAKI^and are holding 
him on the moon. Unless you 
surrenderee entire MASK forces to 
VENOM you wHtnever see him 
again.** Signed Miles Mayhem. 

Matt is faced with a terrible dNema. 
To agree to VENOM'S demands 
would give them total control over 
the Peaceful Nations Alliance, but to 
ignore their demands would surely 
mean Scotts life. 

Can you as Matt Trakker rescue Scott 
and return him safely to Earth? 

Spectrum 48K £^9 cassette 

CBM 64/128 
£9.99 Cassette £14.99 Disk 

Amstrad £9.99 cassette £14.99 Disk 

MSX £7.99 Cassette 

MASK^M AND THE ASSOCIATED TRADE MARK 
ARE THE PROPERTY OF KENNER PARKER TOYS. 

INC. (KPT) I9S7 

" Spectrum 4BK £7.99 Cassette 

Amstrad £9.99 cassette £14.99 Disk 
Atari ST £19.99 Disk 

CBM 64/128 * 
£9.99,Casr’ette £14.99 Disk e 

NORTH STAR™ 
Alone it stands, majestic and 

^proud... the final hope to Earth's 
sava^ry and overpopulation... 

North Star, a glorious space station 
orbiting serene tranquility, too much 
tranquilly... preparations should be 

underway for the final evacuation. 
Communications are dead, scientists 
cannot be raised... a dreadful gloom 
overtakes the population... has their 

^ last hope gone? 

Only one can find out. only one has 
the necessary piwers. That one is 

you... a unique leing oq a mission to 
rescue a unique project. 

WORLDS flPHRT OIHER SOTTWpEI 
Gremlin G^hics Software Limited. Alpha House. fO Carver Street, Sheffield SI 4FS. Telephone (0742) 753423 



£7.99 

(f^oiiVe tk (Jiyifwl from £?Y)C,^mfll (ove tk spdof from. ^^KUlO! 

SCREEN SHOTS 

FROM CBM VERSION 

Ws A sfifttrenftiO EXPEiss**^ 
j .seam f 

Gremlin Graphics Software Ltd., Alpha House, 10 Carver Street, Sheffield SI 4FS. Tel: (0742) 75S423 

(^tiO&RlPSWlTHA game from 

,..a« 

Why be serious when there is so much fun in taking an alternative 
view of things? This ingenious but hUarious spoof will have you in 
stitches, not to mention the river, canal, sack ... 
You’ll be racing in Naples, Boot Throwing at the Colosseum, Pole 
Climbing in Verona and Running Up Walls in Venice! If yon can still 

stand the pace, try your hand at Balancing Plates, Jumping Rivers, 
Pogo and Pillow Fighting. 

Recapture the very essence of competitive spirit in this comical 
collection of ALTERNATIVE WORLD GAMES! 
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COVER GAME 

Rolling Thunder/US Gold 
It’s causing a storm on the Speccy. 

MEGAGAMES 
Bedlam/Go! 

It’ll drive you crazy! 

Dan Dare ll/Virgin 71 
Flying Shark/Firebird 67 

Gryzor/Ocean 30 
Terramex/Grand Slam 33 

YS COMPOS 

WIN! WIN! WIN! 

Walkie Talkies, hi-tech watches 
and piles of games. wa/;/ 

DON’T MISS THE NEXT CORKY ISH OF YOUR SINCLAIR - OUT ON 10TH MARCH! 

PubliCcilion 

Hints tips and POKEs on 

Thu^l^ 
OrWer.Pltsfu®) 

Frontlines.6 
Love is giving her Good News! 
Letters.13 
Write on, man. (Or woman Ed) 
YS Subscriptions.53 
On The War path.54 
Quick March! Left, right, left 
right... to the strategy front. 
Street Life.22 
Top films, top games, top Jaffa 
cakes. It’s the tops! 
Slots Of Fun.80 
Check out this month’s hot 
arcade releases. 
Adventures.84 
Mike Gerrard ’av dentures. False 
tooth! 
Program Pitstop.76 
David MaCandless has more. 
Back Issues.61 
Compo Winners.90 
Are you one of them? 
Input Output.92 
Backstabbin’.98 
John Minson sguawks about the 
birds and bees. 

EDITOR Teresa Maughan 
PUBLISHER Kevin Cox 
SUBSCRIPTIONS Adrian 
Greenaway 
ADVERTISEMENT ENQUIRIES 
Mark Salmon, Simon Stansfield 
All departments 01-631 1433 

Your Sinclair Dennis Publishing 
Ltd, 14 Rathbone Place, London 
W1P1DE 

Watch out for’em! 

Jiggle ’em joysticks! 

Andy Capp/Mirrorsoft 
California Games/Epyx 
Captain America/Go! 
Compendium/Gremlin 

Enlightenment/Firebird 
Garfield/The Edge 

International Karate +/System 3 
Jet Bike Simulator/Code Masters 

Madballs/Ocean 
Masters Of The Universe/Gremlin 

Oink!/CRL 
Out Of This World/Reaktor 

Outrun/us Gold 
Pro Golf ll/Atlantis 

Psycho Soldier/lmagine 
Rampage/Activision 

Road Wars/Melbourne House 
Street Hassle/Melbourne House 

The Colditz Story/Atlantis 
Tour De Force/Gremlin 

ATF/Digital Integration 
Karnov/Activision 

Predator/Activision 
Rastan/lmagine 
Teladon/Destiny 
Tetris/Mirrorsoft 
Thingl/Players 

Yeti/Destiny 

Pick up a peripheral. 

YOUR 

PREVIEWS 

REGULARS 

insideYS 



Zi^iTBUYBY 
® PHONE I 

ofUlG 01-748 35^ 

BARGAIN SOFTWARE 
309B Goldhawk Road, London W12 

SPECTRUM 

ACE 
ACE II 
ACROJET 
ACTION SOURCE (OISC 10.99) 
ACTION REFLEX 
ARK OF YESOO (128K/48K) 
AOVANCEO ART STUOlO (128K) 
ARMAGEOOON MAN 
ARMY HOUSES 
AUF WIEOERSEIN MONTY 
ALIEN 8 
BUGGY BOY (OISC 9.99) 
BRAVE STARR 
BLOOO VALLEY 
BOOT CAMP 
BASKET MASTER 
BOMBJACK II BOMBJACK 
BUBBLE BOBBLE 
CAPTAIN AMERICA 
GRYZOR 
CAL. GAMES 
COMBAT SCHOOL (OISC 9.99) 
CONTACT SAM CRUISE 
COLOUR OF MAGIC 
COUNT OOWN 
ORILLER 
OARK SCEPTRE 
DEFEKTOR 
DAN DARE MEETS THE MEXICOM 
DYNAMITE DAN 
DYNAMITE DAN II 
DANDY 
DRAGON'S LAIR 
DRAGON'S LAIR II 
DRUID II OR DRUID 
ELITE 
ENDURO RACER II OR ENDURO RACER 
EUREKA 
EXELON 
FLYING SHARK 
FIS STRIKE EAGLE 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 
FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR 
FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR 
FLASHPOINT 
FAIRLIGHT II 
GARY LINEKER'S SOCCER 
GAME OVER 
GAUNTLET (DISC 9.99) 
GAUNTLET II 
GUNSHIP (OISC 9.99) 
GUNBOAT 
GODS OF WAR 
GLADIATOR (128K) 
HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER 
HI-JACK 
HACKER (128K) 
IMPLOSION 
IRON HORSE 
INTERNATIONAL KARATE+ 
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION II 
JACK THE NIPPER II OR J/ 
JACKEL 
JAILBREAK 
KNIGHTWEAR 
GRAND PRIX 
KAT TRAP 
MASK II OR MASK 
MERCENARY 
MOON CRESTA 

REC 
PRICE 

9.95 
8.95 
9.95 
9.95 
7.95 
9.95 

24.95 
12.99 
7.99 
7.99 
9.99 
7.99 
8.99 
7.99 
8.95 
7.95 
7.95 
7.95 
8.99 
7.95 
8.99 
7.99 
7.99 
8.99 
7.95 

14.95 
7.95 
7.95 
9.95 
7.95 
7.95 
7.95 
9.95 
7.95 
7.95 
9.95 
9.95 

14.99 
7.95 
7.95 
9.95 
8.95 
7.95 
9.95 
7.95 
9.95 

OUR 
PRICE 

4.99 
6.00 
7.45 
6.50 
2.99 
3.99 

16.00 
9.99 
4.99 
4.99 
4.99 
5.20 
6.50 
5.20 
6.50 
5.90 
5.99 
5.20 
6.50 
5.50 
6.50 
5.20 
3.99 
3.99 
5.90 
9.90 
5.20 
5.20 
7.45 
3.99 
4.50 
3.99 
4.99 
3.99‘ 
5.20 
7.45 
6.50 
4.99 
5.20 
5.20 
6.50 
6.00 
5.20 
6.50 
5.99 
4.99 
5.20 

PRICE PROMISE 
If you wish to purchase any product from our list and 
find that you can buy the same product cheaper from 
another mail order company, simply enclose the lower 
amount, stating the name of the other company and 
where you saw the advert. (It must be a current issue). 
Price Promise does not apply to other companies 
"Special Offers”. 

ALL 30 GAMES ONLY £5.90 
ANTICS DEMON KNIGHT TUBECUBE 
PLANETFALL NED'S GARDEN INVASION 
GRIDRUNNER SPACE INTRUDERS ESCAPE 
BISMARK MIGHTY MAGUS LAZERZONE 
METEOR STORM FALL OF ROME STRONTIUM DOG 
JET SET GERTIE DRAUGHTS PYRAMANIA 
30 TUNNEL XADOM MICROMOUSE 
STOCKMARKET DETECTIVE DRAGONS BANE 
FRIDGE FRENZY 20 TONS CARPET CAPERS 
THE VALLEY CHESS PLAYER BLOOD 'N GUTS 

SOLID GOLD ONLY £7.45 
DISC £10.99 

GAUNTLET 
ACE OF ACES 
LEAOERBOARD 
WINTER GAMES 
INFILTRATOR 

MAGNIFICENT 7 ONLY £7.45 
DISC £13.95 

HEAD OVER HEELS 
COBRA & ARKANOID 
SHORT CIRCUIT & WIZBALL 
FRANKIE GOES TO HOLLYWOOD 
GREAT ESCAPE & YIE AR KUNG FU 

GAME SET AND MATCH ONLY £8.99 (DISC £13.99) 
FEATURING: BASKETBALL • SOCCER • VAULT • SWIMMING ■ SHOOTING • 

ARCHERY • TRIPLE JUMP • WEIGHTLIFTING • PING PONG • PISTOL SHEETING • 
CYCLING • SPRINGBOARD DIVING • GIANT SLALOM • ROWING • PENALTIES ■ 

SKI JUMP • TUG OF WAR • TENNIS • BASEBALL • BOXING • SQUASH • 
SNOOKER/POOL 

COMP HITS 1 ONLY £5.99 
WRIGGLER & CHUCKIE EGG 
HARRIER AHACK & JASPER 
BRAXX BLUFF & SKOOL DAZE 
PROJECT FUTURE & OVERLORDS 
SORCERER OF CLAYMORGUE CASTLE 
BRIAN JACKS SUPERSTAR 

COMP HITS 2 ONLY £5.99 
CODE NAME MAT & WIZARDS LAIR 
TECH. TED & MUTANT MONTY 
SNOOKER & ANDROID 2 
COVENANT & CIRCUS 
ON THE RUN 
SUPER PIPELINE 2 

LIVE AMMO ONLY £7.45 
DISC £10.99 

ARMY MOVES 
RAMBO 
GREEN BERET 
TOP GUN 
GREAT ESCAPE 

COMP HITS 5 ONLY £3.99 

WIZARDS LAIR 
STARSTRIKE II 
2112 AD 
MANTRONIX 
ATTACK OF KILLER TOMATOES 

7.95 5.20 
8.95 6.00 
8.99 6.50 
9.99 6.40 
8.95 5.90 
7.95 5.99 

10.99 3.99 
14.95 11.20 

7 QC 0 QQ 

BEST OF ELITE VOL 1 
ONLY £4.99 

BOMB JACK 
F. BRUNO'S BOXING 
COMMANDO 
AIRWOLF 

HIT PAK 6 VOL 2 
ONLY £7.45 

INTO THE EAGLE'S NEST 
BATTY 
ACE 
SHOCKWAY RIDER 
LIGHTFORCE 

9.99 3.99 BEST OF ELITE VOL 2 FIVE STAR ONLY £6.50 
8.99 4.99 ONLY £7.99 ZOIDS 
7.95 5.99 PAPERBOY EQUINOX 
9.99 6.50 GHOST 'N GOBLINS 3 WEEKS IN PARADISE 
8.99 6.50 SPACE HARRIER BACK TO SKOOL 

THE NIPPER 7.99 5.20 BOMBJACK II SPINDIZZY 
7.95 5.20 
7.95 3.99 10 GREAT GAMES ONLY £7.45 NOW GAMES ONLY £5.90 
9.99 6.50 AVENGER & FUTURE KNIGHT LORDS OF MIDNIGHT 
9.99 6.99 CRAKOUT & BOUNDER BRIAN BLOODAXE 
8.99 3.99 FOOTBALLER O.T.YR. & TRAILBLAZER STRANGELDOP 
7.95 5.20 HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER & MONTY ON PYJAMARAMA 
9.95 6.50 THE RUN ARABIAN NIGHTS 
7.95 3.99 WESTBANK & JACK THE NIPPER FALCON PATROL II 

REC OUR 
PRICE PRICE 

MINDSTONE 8.99 3.99 
MS PACMAN 7.99 2.99 
MORDON'S QUEST 8.99 4.99 
MANIC MINER 7.95 3.99 
MASTER OF THE UNIVERSE 7.95 5.99 
MATCH DAY II 7.95 5.90 
MAD BALLS 7.95 5.20 
NEMESIS 7.95 4.25 
NIGHTMARE RALLY 7.95 5.50 
JUDGE DEATH 9.95 6.50 
DUT RUN 8.99 6.50 
DUT DF TIME WDRLD 9.95 7.45 
DRBIX THE TERRDRBALL 8.99 2.99 
PHANTOM CLUB (DISC 9.99) 7.99 5.00 
PSYCHD SDLDIER 7.95 5.00 
PLATDDN 7.95 5.00 
NIGHTSHADE 9.99 4.25 
NETHER EARTH 8.99 3.99 
PITFALL II 7.99 1.99 
PDOL 7.99 2.99 
PDLE PDSITIDN 7.99 2.99 
QUAZERTRON 8.99 3.99 
RENEGADE 7.95 5.20 
PREDATOR 9.99 7.45 
RYGAR 8.99 6.50 
ROY OF THE ROVERS 9.99 6.40 
RASTAN SAGA 7.95 5.90 
RAMPAGE 8.99 6.50 
REVOLUTION 8.99 3.99 
ROBIN OF THE WOOD (128K) 8.99 3.99 
SILENT SERVICE 9.99 6.50 
KEY SLAINE THE KING 8.99 6.50 
SORCERER LORD (DISC 13.99) 12.95 9.99 
STAR WARS 9.95 6.50 
STAR GLIDER 14.95 10.50 
SUPER SOCCER 7.95 5.90 
SCRUPLES 9.95 7.45 
SUPER HANG ON 9.99 6.45 
SALAMANDER 7.95 5.90 
SIDE ARMS 8.99 6.50 
720° 8.99 6.50 
SHAD LINS ROAD 8.99 4.99 
SPLITTING IMAGAES 9.99 4.25 
S.O.S. 7.99 1.99 
SCREEN MACHINE 9.99 2.99 
SIGMA 7 8.99 3.99 
THUNDERCATS (DISC 9.99) 7.95 5.20 
TRIVIAL PURSUITS 14.95 9.99 
T.T. RACER 9.95 6.99 
THROUGH THE TRAP DOOR 8.95 6.50 
THUNDERCEPTOR 8.99 6.50 
TRAZ 8.95 6.50 
THUNDER ROLLS IN 8.99 6.50 
TOUR DE FORCE 7.99 5.90 
THANATOS 8.99 3.99 
TOY BIZARRE 7.99 1.99 
TINDERBOX 4.99 1.99 
UNDERWURLOE 9.99 3.99 
WIZBALL 7.95 5.90 
WIZARD WARZ 8.99 6.50 
WINTER OLYMPIAD '88 7.95 5.50 
WORLD CLASS LEAOERBOARD 8.99 6.50 
YOGI BEAR 9.95 6.99 
YES PRIME MINISTER 14.95 11.20 
WORLD GAMES 8.99 6.50 
WINTER GAMES (128) 8.99 6.50 
VICTORY ROAD (DISC 9.99) 7.99 4.99 
ZENJI 8.99 1.99 

K 
BARGAIN SOFTWARE ORDER FORM 
Please send me the following titles. BLOCK capitals please! 
Type of computer_ 

YOUR SINCLAIR/MARCH ISSUE 

Title:— 

1 
Total Enclosed £ 

Amount 

Date .. 

Name. 

Address 

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to BARGAIN SOFTWARE, 

Prices include P&P within the U.K: Europe please add £0.75 per tape: 

Elsewhere please add £1.00 extra per tape 



iHWtelalHiilshiiid 
Schwarzenegger 

in 
Kays Mail Order Catalog I 

Arnie is wearing the very 
latest in sleeveless 

''esfs, over a chic 
little khaki number with 
utility pouch pockets, and 

a skin tight camouflage 
V' neck T-shirt. Arnie 
make-up was done by 
Monsieur Frank at 

Frankie's Lube And Lunch 
Garage, Scranton, New 
J^ersey. Photo by Hold It 
There Lovey 

Photc^raphic. iputer game 

Tell Me Your Namff 

1 2000ADmd getting T0e 

deal even better, they're banding the 
„ouse together with a pr^rorn called 

Sbectrum Toolkit. This is basically a 
program which allows you 

own WIMP (Windows 
Pointers) on-screen enwron^nt. You ca 

edit the icons to your own designs, and 

Spe^%m!lr7yoo7eady own one of 
t oWKempstonSpeccy mouses you ca 

net Toolkit for a mere tV-Va* 

Trainspotters Through History 
Our irregular and irreverent series in 

conversation with the World’s Greatest 
j Ever Trainspotters 

12 • Simon Bates ^ 

Hello listeners, Simon Throaty’ Bates here, and now in 
’lonous technoslobber, it’s time for Our Tune (cue 
iquelchy music) ...ooo, this one’ll tear your heart out 

:Gee,Sorge,who.o^^^^^^ 

getlinr^ “'"itti? What's this war all °^°'''rascad^tee''''='"9 

, senseless woste of human life? I '* 

bnaron... cos that s her name (haw haw). Anyway, 
Sharon met this boy, Dave, on a blind date, and what 1 
with being St Valentine’s Day an’ everything, they 
tell in lurve. But on the way home from their 

date, they were kissing while crossing the 2 
road and, well, basically they got hit by a W 
truck. Later in hospital, Sharon was frantic " 
to find out what had happened to her W W 
new love, ’cos, she’d never had a f j 
boyfriend before and didn’t want to '' / 
lose her last chance of happiness, (snif) / 
Finally she was told that her boyfriend 

was blinded in the accident, and that a 
donor was needed to retain his sight. ^ 
And so, after a bit of soul searching, 
she agreed to donate her eyeballs to i 

him. And that was that. They were 

(Sheffield with their faithful guide dog 
Stinky, Sharon adds a message y 

you Dave, and dedicates this very special 
Our Tunexo you. And here is is... Can’t Take My Eyes Off Of Youhy Andy Williams 

Roses Are Red, Violets Arc ] 

Frc 

FRONT 
O my love, can we have been parted for so long? 

clipped our news stories 



en yo^eed to complete 
. wiWe lost issue, but now 
gg&ree for two, and four for 
1 be o^ng questions later.) So 
'■tuallyTly the other one you 
r one of tfi^her badges- but 
Kuwait until y«^ve collected oil 

con get the whd^set. Ail 
in mind if you do 
tokens for the next 

. to send in your two tok% now, 
n to: Y5 Bodge Offer; 
irpfullv stating which design§% 

correct entries (for we receivpH n° wasn’t even 

And now, live from the Beating-Yourself-in-T^e-H^k- 
With-Flu^Toy-Piranhas-Finals m Guacamole, hoi^ 

America, iTs Rbger Hulley of Alternative Software. 

out for (biff!) Piranha games Trap Door, 
StrikiForce Harrier, Rogue Troopermd 
related by Alternative at £1.99. At these pnces (biff!) you 

afford to buy the set! (biff biff!) Yahoo. 

- Hi Hfl 

_J.1_'flT’i-'L 

^1 Desk 

‘■■■■"Tim ^ , 

eBlue, A Valentine Wish, 

rLINES 
<0 y)u! 

? Has it been but one short month since you last 
'S firmly to your breast*.. ? 

c, T— WU5 Sing 

a?iS55 " 

:^WCQMPo' b)1666 

yoS know 'he^^Lw" ?:end'*t'^on:“'''^‘ think Lrzv““»s8"™4 F»ri'c,s 
R..,r- T answer, send it on a 
Burning^ondon’s Burning Fetch Tht """* i-onaon's 

—. 09 
Wn thon’iSC:"/"•"»■■« «•■'• m.tchbZk’ “'" 

/S/Telecomsoft compo to The h«,Vf“" I*"®* do a special 
(o wtn one of 15 of these speciai^Ki^fr '* "eed to do 
burning question: “ answer this single 

T7ERS 
December is usually a fair old month 
for software sales — as you’d expect 
really, what with Christmas slap bang 
in the middle of it. But Gallup reports 
that this year we bought on average 
2.5 times as many games as in a 
normal month — or at least, our 
parents did. And there was a big 
reversal in the market shares of full 
price and budget games, with the £8- 
£10 games accounting for two-thirds 
of all sales. As you’ll see in Street Life, 
the chart was rather dominated by US 
Gold and Ocean, who between them 
managed more than half of all full 
price sales. Yes, funsters, we’re 
talking serious piles of dosh here, 
vast wads of notes packed into 
suitcases and driven by tall men with 
helmets and truncheons to the bank. 
Anyone fancy starting a software 
house...? 

The biggest game of the pre- 
Christmas period? Out Run, of 
course, which in about two minutes 
sold over 200,000 copies on all 
formats, which makes it just about the 
quickest selling game ever. But was it 
any good? Opinions in the YS office 
are sharply divided, but for Jonathan 
Davies’ review, see Screenshots. 

And at last — the spring games! What 
will we be seeing on the shelves as 
the flowers burst forth into bloom, 
trees are blown out of the ground by 
120 mph winds and icy conditions kill 
three m Grimsby? Toy-connected titles 
are still fashionable, so there’ll be 
Action Force II from Virgin, and from 
Gremlin, Venom Strikes Back, the 
third game in the MASK series. CRL 
too is busy, with loads of titles 
including a Ballbreaker Construction 
Kit with Ballbreaker II on the flipside), 
and Loads Of Midnight, a text 
adventure parody of guess what? 
Activision’s currently working on a 
spruced-up version of Supersprint, 
entitled Championship Sprint, while 
budget pretenders The Power House 
have ten titles due in the first three 
months. So there’s no need to despair 
— you won’t have to play Out Run for 
ever! (Sorry.) 

Meanwhile, there’s still no release 
date for the much-delayed Ikari 
Warriors from Elite. Turns out that the 
Speccy version’s been ready for 
months, but Elite wants to wait until 
the C64 (ptui) version is finished and 
then release them all together. So 
we’ll all have to wait. 

The New Year has also brought with it 
a few quiet cancellations of games 
we’ve mentioned in the past but never 
seen hide nor hair of. Matthew Smith’s 
supposed comeback for Software 
Projects, Attack Of The Mutant 
Zombie Flesh-Eating Chickens From 
Mars, is probably the best known — 
others are PSS’s Hero Quest, 
Lothlorien’s Stellar Holocaust and 
Circus Maximus (bad news for 
strategy fans), and Elite’s Trojans. Oh, 
and Virgin’s Duelmaster game has 
been ‘postponed’, so don’t expect to 
see that either! 

A bit of good news for -1-3 owners 
(both of ’em) — Gremlin decided to 
leap in at the deep end and release 
every game from now on on the new 
format. Woss more, a few of the 
company’s pre-Chrimble games will 
also get the disk treatment, 
specifically Gary Lineker's Superstar 
Soccer, Jack The Nipper II, Masters Of 
The Universe, Deflektor and Basil The 
Great Mouse Detective. We’ll be 
having a good look at what’s 
happening for the -1-3 in the next ish! 

7^ 



A/hrkefing 

For ZX SPECTRUM - Compatible with 48/128k/ +2 For ZX SPECTRUM - Compatible with 48/128k/ +2 

Digital Drum System 
for the Spectrum 48K 128K +2 

and Amstrad 464.664.6128. 

Computer Music at it’s best... 

• MIDI DELAY FACILITY • STORES THOUSANDS OF NOTES 

• MIDI IN/OUT/THROUGH • FULL MIDI COMPATIBLE ASSIGNMENTS 

• CONTROL ANY MIDI COMPATIBLE INSTRUMENT 

• FORWARD AND REVERSE SEQUENCE PLAYBACK 

• REAL OR STEP TIME INPUT FROM INSTRUMENT OR COMPUTER 

• SUITABLE FOR HOME OR PROFESSIONAL USE 
• FULL SYNC FACILITY • 8 TRACK MIDI SEQUENCER 

• COMPLETE WITH HARDWARE / FULL SOFTWARE 

• TRANSPOSE FACILITY • MICRODRIVE COMPATIBLE 
• COMPREHENSIVE INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

• MIDI LEAD INCLUDED 

• EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 
128K/+2 to Midi Lead 
(BT style plug to 5 pin DIN) 

ONLY C9.75 

Extra 5 pin DIN 

to Spin DIN Midi Leads 

ONLY £4.99 

• SAMPLE ANY SOUND • SYNC FACILITY • MIXING OF SAMPLES 
• SUITABLE FOR HOME OR PROFESSIONAL USE • SIMPLE TO USE 
• REPLjAY at various PITCHES FORWARDS OR BACKWARDS 
• POWERFUL EDITING FACILITY • ECHO. REVERB ETC. 
• SAMPLE SOUND EFFECTS INCLUDED • COMPLETE SYSTEM 
• EACH SAMPLE SOUND STORED AS FILES IN MEMORY 
• BANDWIDTH-AN AMAZING 17.5KHz 
• OUTPUT THROUGH MOST HI FI’S • MICRODRIVE COMPATIBLE 
• GRAPHICS SAMPLE DISPLAY • PLAYBACK FROM KEYBOARD 
• REALTIME PITCH HARMONISER __ 

Prices include VAT, postage & packing. Delivery normally 14 days. 
Export orders at no extra cost Dealer enquiries welcome 
Cheetah, products available from branches of DiXOns 

kAdPKW WHSMlTHf|l High St. Stores 
and all good computer shops or direct frorh Cheetah. G 

; CHEETAH MARKETING LTD 
Norbury House, NorburyRoad 

Fairwater, Cardiff CF5 3AS. 
Telephone; Cardiff (0222) 555525 

Telex: 497455 Fax; (0222) 555527 
Marketing 

8 DIGITALLY RECORDED REAL DRUM SOUNDS 
SIMPLE TO USE - UP AND RUNNING IN ONLY 
MINUTES 
A TRUE DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE 
‘REAL TIME’ OR ON SCREEN PROGRAMMING 
COMPLETE WITH SOFTWARE 
EXTRA SOUNDS CAN BE LOADED FROM TAPE 
CREATIVE. EDUCATIONAL AND FUN 
THE MOST EXCITING PERIPHERAL EVEB 
DEVELOPED 
DYNAMIC FILING SYSTEM — STORE OVER 
1000 PROGRAMMED RHYTHMS 
SONGS CAN BE SAVED 
ON TAPE 
TAPE SYNC FACILITY 

' POLYPHONIC 
• COMPREHENSIVE 

MANUAL 
JUST PLUGS IN 
TO MOST HI FI’S 

r-^^a'St&Editor 
L C3-99 
pfegroKrtA Editor 

AX ^4-99 
' Afro Wt&Editor 

-M.99 

• Four Independantly Controllable Fire Buttons, each of which may activate it s own 
Assignable Functions • Centre Return. • Extra Strong Stabilising Suctiort Cups. 

• Auto Fire Facility. • 12 Month Warranty. • Compatible with SPECTRUM 16K, 
48K, 128Ktusing dual port interface),+2. +3, ATARI, COMMODORE 64, 
AMSTRAD CPC Range ( with adaptor) etc. • 8 Directional Control. ^ 

• Unique Rotate Function. • Ergonomically Designed Hand Grip. 

• Rugged Long Life Contacts. / 

• Also functions as Standard Type Joystick. 

Jo^sCtcif 
CHEETAH present The Most Innovative Development Ever In 

Joystick Technology. Imagine one of the first computer games - 
‘TANKS’, a plan view of two tanks on a battlefield. First, put in a 

realistic background and some great sound effects, which is 
easy by todays standards - the game is still DULL. Now add 

more control to the tanks. Instead of the tanks only being able 

to fire in the direction that they are facing, you can now Rotate 

the Turret. You can Fire Broadside whilst dashing for cover, or 
Fire Backwards whilst retreating. The second fire button could 
fire a machine gun at the front, the third button lay mines and 

the fourth buttton shoot flares to light up the screen in night 

battles; or perhaps call up information on ammo or fuel left. 

Now Imagine this new concept being applied to other 
gomes - Loop The Loop in Flight Simulator games. High 
Jump in the Decathlon. Instant Realism, instant 
Excitement, and Instant Skill are added. All this Is now 

I possible with the patented 125 SPECIAL. 
All the major software houses are now 
releasing games to take advantage of this 
new development making their games even 
more exhilarating. The Special will also act as 
a normal joystick. 

£12.99 ONLY I 

Please state computer model when ordering 

Prices include VAT. postage & packing Delivery normally 14 days 

^Export orders at no extra cost Dealer enquiries welcome Cheetah, products available 

from branches of DiXOnS -||nVtMl5 WHSMITH# 

High St. Stores and all good computer shops or direct from Cheetah. 

PRESTEL 

.V* V • - fv • >. —/ CHEETAH MARKETING LTD 
Nortxxy House, Nodjury Road, 

Fairwater, Cwdiff CF5 3AS. 
Telephone; Cardiff (0222) 555525 

Telex: 497455 Fax:(0222)555527 



•PREVIEW-PREVIEW-PREVIEW- 

More previews than Large Mixed Rehiilingl More screenshots than Pig Iniernafienail 
More stupid {ekes about nothing in particular than WerU Petatel Yes, its... 

Who is Karnov? One thing's for sure, 
he does moke exceedingly good 
arcade licences. And if these screens 
and the little rolling demo we saw is 
anything to go by, exceedingly 
brilliant FULL COLOUR Spectrum 
conversions from Electric Dreams, 
too! Data East's coin-op Karnov is 
the story of a big and butch fire¬ 
breathing Russian of the same name, 
who runs amok through nine levels 
full of baddies in his search for the 
Lost Treasure Of Babylon. The 
baddies are a bit unusual too, with 
hordes of angry dragons, deadly 
ostriches, killer biscuits... whaat? 
Nah, can't be. Anyway, so you've got 
to walk, swim, fly, jump, run and 
climb through all the nasties, and 
grab the dosh before any of them try 
to put your fire out. 

It's true, when we looked at the 
transparencies we shook our heads 
and said, "Nah, that's norra Speccy 
game. Too many colours, cock." But 

we were wrong, and we had to be 
shown an actual demo to be 
convinced. This has to be the most 
accurate conversion of an arcade hit 
in years, with all the colour pizazz of 

the original squeezed down into the 
Speccy, and all for £9.99. A snip, we 
reckon, and if this game isn't number 
one in a couple of weeks, we'll eat 
one of these biscuits here... AARGHI 

OF THE 
MONTH 

Wow! Here’s a prime example of the stunningly colourful screens 
in Electric Dream’s fabby new Kamov. The thing we can’t get our 
heads round is how do they get all those colours on the character 
and background without them mixing like a kiddles paint set? We 
think it’s magic, but you can make up your own mind. 

Gasp! There are ladders around that you can climb (you little 
ladder climber you!) to escape from the baddies and collect extra 
powers on your quest to collect the final doshbag. Kamov was a 
popular machine in the arcades and we confidently predict it’ll be 
a fire-breathing success on the wubber keyboard too! 

THING 
There are certain things even your 
friends won't tell you. You know — 
you've got bad breath, you smell like 
a halibut, your face is upside down 
and so on. But according to the 
instructions to this game... well, we 
don't like to mention it... but 
apparently. You Are The Thing. 

Fortunately, this is not the sort of 
Thing that eats humans for breakfast, 
not to mention lunch, tea, dinner and 
the post-elevenses, pre-lunch mid¬ 
morning, snackette (as favoured by P 
Snout). It's a kindly soul, a sort of 
intergalactic postperson (postthing?) 
who has to deliver a special package 
to the leader of the Dingalingers. 
Hey, that rings a bell. 

Or rather a ball, 'cos that's what 
the package is. The Ball, which turns 
out to be more of a passenger than 
a package, travelling in mufti, or 
rather brown packing paper. This Ball 
cove is political adviser to the Astral 
Harmony Council, whose services 
are needed to prevent the 
Dingalingers getting into a, er, 
dingaling. 

The story goes on a bit more in 
this vein, but never mind about 
fhat.Thing! has been written by Colin 
Swinbourne, who did Joe Blade and 
Deviants, and is in the same explore 
'n' shoot vein. Players is the label, 
March is the release date, and the 
price? £1.99. 
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•PREVIEW-PREVIEW-PREVIEW- 

PREDATO 
Time to don your butch riding gear 

again, inmates. Activision is all set 

to release Predator, where Arnold 

"My Thighs Are The Size Of Oak 

Trees But My Brain's The Size Of An 

Acorn" Schwarzenegger struts his 

manly stuff around the Latin 

American jungle. 

Activision claims that the game 

follows the storyline very closely 

(no giggling at the back), and you 

take on the role of the big man 
himself in an attempt to rescue a 

group of allies who have been 

caught by the guerrillas (sounds 

painful). 

This all proves to be a bit futile 

when you reach the base camp to 

find that your pals have already 

been given a wooden box each, 

and the real aim of the game is to 

actually get back home. Hardly 

seems worth making the effort to 

go in the first place, eh? 

On the return journey you find 

yourself up against a particularly 

nasty enemy who tries to terminate 
your existence whenever he can — 

and as long as you can survive long 

enough in the jungle, you'll 

eventually meet him in a head-to- 

head confrontation, where you've 

got no weapons except your own 

physical strength. 

By the time you read this, copies 

of Predator should be around for . . 

the normal Activision price of 

£9.99. Available at your local ..... 
armoury now! 

Destiny's other game is Yeti, an 

arcade adventure based in the 

Himalayas, which have obviously 

changed a bit since the last time we 

were all there (brag, brag — actually 

none of us have been further east 

than Colchester) — if only that they 

now resemble a scene out of Exolon! 

But in truth, aardvarks, this looks a 

rare old challenge. It's up to you — 
you poor sap — to battle through the 

harsh sub-zero temps of Tibet and 

Nepal in order to find the mythical 

snow creature known as the Yeti. 

Why bother? You may ask. Well, 

think of the chat shows, the spin-off 

TV series, the books, the newspaper 

articles, the enormous house in 

Henley-on-Thames. Right, so pay 

attention. It's no party, 'cos the Dalai 

Lama disciples, fearing that you will 

destroy the auld beastie, are out to 

stop you — and they won't just write 

a rude letter to their MPs, you know. 

Again, there's no release date yet 

for this one, but we're assured that 

the damage will not exceed £8.95. 
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•PREVIEW-PREVIEW-PREVIEW- 

Here's one we saw in an early form 

up at Ocean's luxurious Manchester 
HQ last autumn, and it looked a 

cracker even then. You'll probably 

know the coin-op, a riproaring slice- 
athon from Taito which takes your 

overmuscled hero through a never- 

ending quest across hill and dale, 

slashing to pieces anyone unlucky 

enough to be in the way. The 

original, of course, had fairly spiff- 

ho graphics, even for a coin-op, but 

it's remarkable what a good job 

Imagine's programmers have done in 
converting it. Big sprites, loads of 

colourf- we can't wait. Let's hope it 

doesn't have a case of the Out Runs, 

and that it moves a little faster than 

Phil on the way to the bar when it's 

his round. A review, let's hope, in the 

next ish — meanwhile, keep your pee¬ 

pers peeled, 'cos it's out soon, £7.95. 

comfxades, our glorious union haz come up viv ze answer to ze 
British intelligence problemslcL Vee hav developed dis new topov secret 

veopon vtv vich vee vil kill off ze fascist elements of ze vest, ie. you lot! 

Our comrades in ze esbionage division hav cunningly disguised ze 

veopon os a computer game vich viN eventually vipe out ze minds of zose 
Maggie-loving running dogs of capitalism. 

Our comrades in ze Mirror hav total agreements with us on passing 
the gameski around. 

You vish to know how it vorks — ve shall tell you, comrades. At ze start 

of ze game all zeese differently shaped blocks fall from ze top of ze 

screen. Ze player must zen arrange zem to form horizontal lines. As ze 

lines buBd up ze player iz hipnotised and Boris is your uncle, no? 

Ve hope to hav zis out by March for 9.95 roubles. Zenk you comrades, 
and let's now move to ze next itemskiPravda Bingo! 

NEXT 

QUIT 

A*T*F 
No, it's not an anagram of 'fat' — 

this is the Advanced Tactical Fighter, 

a whizzy new kite designed by 

Lockheed and flown by barmpots in 

the US Air Force or some such. And 

now Digital Integration (the people 

who gave you Tomahawk, which is 

now available on +3 disk, by the 
way) has put together a simulation 

based on this hi-tech plane, so you 

too can fly across enemy territory 

and shoot down gooks without 

having to learn what all the knobs 

and lights mean, and without having 

to start a war either. Yeah! Still, looks 

a bit neat, narmean? ATF's out from 

Dl ASAP at £9.95 - and it'll 

probably be on disk too! 

COMING NEXT MONTH... 

...the month of April. Well lets hope so, anyway. Can you imagine the 

palaver if August suddenly turned up instead? Well, some of our old faves 

in this column have about as much chance of appearing in this office as 

August — Firebird's Cholo to name but one. But there are distinct signs on 

the horizon of The Last Ninja by System 3, Buggy Boy by Elite, PHM 

Pegasus and The Bards Tafe by Lecky Arts and possibly even Roy Of The 

Rovers from Piranha. We won't promise anything, though... 

■T
O
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COMMODORE SPECTRUM 

CASSETTE DISK 

EB.9B £12.95 
CASSETTE +3 DISK 

£7.95 £14.95 
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WRITE TO THE ED, YS, 14 RATHBONE PLACE, LONDON WIP IDE 
Star letter winners receive three games! All letters win a VS badge. 

WEUFAIKYTHAT 
There are two reasons why I am 
writing this letter. First of all, I 
would like to say thank you for 
the free stickers which you gave 
away a long time ago, and 
secondly to say that you are a 
lifesaver. How is this, you might 
ask? Well, last Christmas my 
faithful Speccy broke down so I 
packed it away and sent it to 
Specialist Computer Repairs, and 
after about six weeks I got it 
back. Three days later it broke 
down again so back it went. 
Well, as you know the company 
went bankrupt, and I didn't know 
my computer's serial number, but 
the only thing that saved it was 
one of the stickers that you gave 
away a long time ago. 

Nigel Wakeling 
Cwm Penmachno, 
Gv^nedd 

/ knew our stickers were good — 

but not that good! Lifesaving, 
eh? It makes me feel all warm 
inside to think that a YS gift 
should breathe life into a poor 
ailing Speccy! Hope the cover 
mounted games came in just as 
useful. Maybe you could stick 
them together and make a 
lifeboat. Ed 

WBL USEFUL 
Here's a useful tip for +3 
owners. A 0.1 mfd capacitor 
across the Load jack will convert 
the input circuitry so that it'll 
work with any tape recorder. It's 

a pity that Amstrad couldn't 
afford the expense of a whole 
lOp to do this modification! 

G A Bobker 
Unsworth, Bury 

Sounds like a well crucial tip 
there. But make sure you know 
what you're doing before you try 
this. And remember never 
attempt to fettle about in a 
Speccy's innards with the power 
switched on! Ed 

BOG RHYMES 
How utterly pervgusting of you! I 
refer to December's Star Letter, 
ie the poem written in Irish. 
Obviously nobody in the YS 
offices can speak Irish (even Irish 
people have problems!) so I sha!l 
give you a loose (but fairly 
accurate) translation: 

The wind is screaming through 
my hole(!!!) 

Without stopping, without 
stopping. 

(Do we want any more of this? 
Ed) (YEAHI Rest of staff) 

Your breast (oo-er!) is like a 
large mountain. 

Your legs are like a boat. 
Maybe you're not a ... (Right! 
Stop it there! Ed) 
Note that the poet's grammar is 
dismal in places, so this 
translation was the best I could 
manage. 

As a member of the People 
Who Are Worried About 
Increasing Perviness In YS, I shall 
haul you before the courts unless 
you immediately give this the 

Star Letter and denounce 
Ciontaigh O Cialla as a perv 
with bad grammar. 

Stanley The Elk MBE (aka 
Jim Shine) 
Dungarvan, Co Waterford 

/ was shocked and stunned when 
I read your translation. Are you 
sure it's right? Ciontaigh may well 
be a perv with bad grammar but 
at least he's donated the games 
to a worthwhile cause. I'm afraid 
you don't get the Star Letter 'cos 
I don't want to encourage this 
sort of thing. Not only that, you 
might start translating YS! Ed 

SHELLY OR SHAirr HE? 
I was delighted to see that you 
gave me the Star Letter in the 
December issue. That was just 
one of my many poems from my 
new book, "Ciontaigh O Cialla's 
Love Poems". 

Regarding my prize of three 
free games, I would like to 
donate them to a children's 
charity, as I can accept no 
material reward for my poetry. 

Ciontaigh O Cialla 
Carryblusk, Co Cork 

After finding out what your 
poem said I wasn't going to send 
three games to you anyway. You 
should be ashamed of yourself 
you disgusting pervert. 
Thankfully nobody else knows 
what a truly indecent human 
being you really are. Still, at 
least the games are now going 

DOODLEBUGS 
Keep on doodling — its a doddle! Send 

your cartoons to Doodlebugs, YS, 14 

Rathbone Place, London W1P 1DE. 

There's a prize of a new game for any 

cartoon we do bung in. 

This month's Doodlebug 

'somowhoro' 'cos Chris 

from Christian Coenioads from somewhere in Holland. We say 

to include his address! So write today, and claim your prize! 

to a good cause. We'll send them 
to the NSPCC on your behalf. Ed 

OO-ER! 
I'm writing this letter in my 
kitchen while my mum and sister 
are talking. (Believe me, it's 
awfully hard.) 

Danny Kings 
Hanley Swan, Worcester 

Thank you Danny, but we didn't 
wish to know that — kindly leave 
the stage. Ed. 

HAKTAND 
It's me again. What do you 
mean. Who? Who else writes in 
blood with a sea dart missile? 
Phil does? Oh... sorry... sniffle... 

Call me Susan If you like, but 
T'zer is short for 'The Zer', an 
ancient poliographical mega¬ 
cure for zits. Don't worry, your 
secret's safe with me! 

And behold, three bright 
lights materialized, and did 
hover over downtown Nazareth 
for two hours, and of course this 
proves conclusively that the only 
similarity between ZZ Top and 
the Zero Option is that they both 
have long hair... eh? 

Je voudrais apologise pour 
cette V daft letter, but wot the 
hell, wot are you if you're not 
mad? 

Captain Chaos 
Burnley, Lancs 

Wot indeed? I haven't the faintest 
idea what you're wittering on 
about but we were rather short 
of letters so we're putting it in 
anyway. Ed 

WORRABERK 
I think that 'the thing upstairs' in 
Trap Door is in fact our one and 
only Phil South. Two clues to this 
are 1) 'The thing upstairs' eats a 
lot, same as Phil, and 2) They're 
both fat and cuddly slobs. 

Phil Houghton 
Carlisle, Cumbria 

/ really think you're being totally 
unfair. 'The thing upstairs' 
couldn't possibly eat as much as 
Phil and I doubt he's as fat and 
cuddly. And anyway Phil doesn't 
work for a Berk. Ed 
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POiNT-IESS 
I will get straight to the point, as I 
feel that a letter should always 
be right to the point with no 
beating about the bush so to 
speak — or write — so here it is 
— the point of the letter, that is 
(Get on with if. Ed), 

I am a Vic 20 owner and am 
intending to send it to you bit by 
bit, piece by piece, if you don't 
send me a badge. I must warn 
you that I own a fair bit of 
software for the Vic, and having 
that sent to you in the post all the 
time is not a nice thing to 
happen, I can tell you. To prove 
my threat is real, I enclose a Vic 
20 program, with the reminder 
that more will come if you don't 
do as I ask. 

Stephen Bond 
Plymouth, Devon 

POKE 36878,10 
FOR L = 230 TO 128 STEP -1 
POKE 36876,L 
FOR M = 1 TO 20 
NEXTM 
NEXTL 
POKE 36876,0 
POKE 36877,200 
FOR L= 15 TO 0 STEP - .05 
POKE 36878,L 
NEXTL 
POKE 36877,0 

Oh my God! Not the Vic 20 
program please. Anything but 
that! Okay okay /'// send you a 
badge if you promise never to 
send me anything remotely Vic 
20 like again. Ed 

SHORTCHANGED 
I am utterly confounded with 
disbelief. I walked into the 
newsagents and grabbed my YS, 
and found I had forgotten about 
the free VIZ comic. As I bought a 
packet of crisps a cheeky sales 
woman suddenly said "Let me 

TRAINSPOnER 
AWARD 

OOHYOUTBS 
I claim to be a trainspotter. Take 
a look at pages 70 and 71 of 
the December '87 issue, at the 
text for the T-shirt offer. "This is 
just what you need now that 
summer's on its way". Are you 
kidding? 

Jerry Stathatos 
Athens, Greece 

No we're not. As it's winter at the 
moment that means if isn't 
summer and since summer comes 
after winter every year by 
deduction this must mean that 
summer's on its way. So you don't 
actually qualify for a Trainspotter 
Award. Still, since you come from 
Greece it may still be summer for 
you so I'll give you the benefit of 
the doubt and send you an 
award anyway. Ed 

MERDEALORS! 
I claim a Trainspotter Award for 
spotting a word in the Compo 
Winners^ section of the 
December edition, which I don't 
think should have been there. 
The word began with SH and, I 
hasten to add, ended with IT. It 
shouldn't have been there, 
should it? 

Michael Bowen 
Llandudno, Gwynedd 

No, you're quite right if should 
actually have read spit. Ed 

see your receipt." So I handed it 

over, and she took my YS away. 
Two minutes later she came 

back and said "I'm sorry but the 
mag with it is offensive and you 
are not allowed to have it." 

If you had to be 18 to buy it, I 
demand a Trainspotter Award as 
this wasn't printed on the mag. If 
I was ripped off then I demand a 
free copy of VIZ immediately. 

M Andrews 
Radcliffe, Manchester 

You're quite right, you do not 
have to be 18 to get a copy of 
VIZ. Unfortunately, some 
newsagents objected to VIZ, 
considering if vulgar, and so 
removed if from the magazine. 

I'm afraid the only way to get a 

copy is to buy a Back Issue as we 
don't have any here in the office. 
Ed 

ANNirSSONG 
Sorry to be so bold, but do you 
have any jobs at Rathbone 
Place? obviously I would pay 
for such a privilege. I'm sorry I 
can only afford to pay £100 a 
week but I have to buy important 
things like food. 

Jon Denver 
St Ives, Cornwall 

You're hiredi Has your singing 
career taken a turn for the worse 
then? 1 can't honestly say I'm 
surprised. Ed 

AAAHHH,STR0ARDIIIARY! 
In the October edition of Your 
Sinclair, the review of Renegade 
got 9 and a megagame. In the 
November edition Draughts 
Genius by Rack-it got the same 
marks as Renegade and only got 
eight. Why is this? 

David Coleman 
Litherland, Liverpool 

The TOTAL mark isn't worked out 
as an average of the other marks 
— it's just the reviewer's overall 
impression of the game. And as 
reviewers tend to mark 
differently (being different 
people) you often get what seem 
like contradictory marks. But it's 
still reasonable. I'd say, for both 
games to have the same 
graphics, playability, vfm and 
addictiveness marks, while 
Renegade is judged better, in the 
end, than Draughts Genius. 
That's really what the TOTAL 
mark is for. Marcus 

STICKY PROBLEM 
As you know, in the past people 

have hadtrpijjble ^tting your 

free gai^ pffffliditJag- Until 
now, thesis, f developed a 
way of gettin0|them off without 
tearing anything. So just follow 
these stmghsffmons: 
1. Lift the c^settf^a centimetre 
off the cov^ c 
2. Place ydur hanefe (make sure 
they'r^|w||K|d)|)tip#|he tape. 
3. Liftbf®i4tape^|(^ly. 
4. If it tears the mag, buy a new 
one and start again.. 

Tony Murphy 
Killarney, Co Kerry 

BrilliantI If we make the 
Sellofape even stickier you'll just 
have to go and buy loads of 
mags. I think your tip is so good 
that I'm sending you three bazzy 
games for being the Star Letter 
winner. Ed 

-TAKE COVER! RAGING STORMS 
I recently purchased the 
December issue of YS. The mag's 
great but I don't know about the 
'free' game on the front! How 
can you have the nerve to put 
out a game as bad as Play For 
Your Life? More like Plague Of 
Your Life. This game is totally 
hopeless! You can never tell 
where the ball actually isl You 
just cannot do 3D effects with 
this type of game! It does not 
work! 

Another criticism — Road 
Race! I don't know how you can 
say that you 'ran me ragged'. I 
certainly didn't play the stupid 
pathetic lousy game more than 
once! 

However, congratulations on 
Batty. Great! Now that Is a game 
I have played more than once! 

Now I know you can do better 
than Road Race and Plague Of 

Your Life (oops, sorry), so keep 
up your good name (/ always 
thought T'zer was a pretty silly 
name myself Phil) and don't let 
yourself down! 

Andrew Witt 
Salisbury, Wilts (Does it?) 

One out of three ain't badi What 
are you moaning about? We 
give you three superb games at 
next to nothing and all you can 
do is complain. You could well 
have paid eight quid for a game 
that turns out to be worse. 
Anyway for your information 
some people found Play For Your 
Life and Road Race very 
stimulating! Ed 

Having received the December 
issue of your excellent mag and 
seen the cover game on the 

front, I just couldn't wait to get 
back home from school to read 
the mag and play the game. 
Well, what a load of pitiful crap 
it was (the game, that is). While 
waiting for it to load I was 
thinking about the other games 
you've done, the best of the lot 
being Batty. For Play For Your 
Life, though, I've compiled my 
own clapometer. 

NL CLAPOMETER 

Pathetic attempt to follow 
the excellent game Batty. 
Not at all addictive. 

GRAPHICS ■■■■□□□□□□ 
PLAYABILITY ■■■□□□□□□□ 
VALUE FOR MOWY ■■□□□□□□□□ 
ADDICTIVENESS □□□□□□□□□□ 

TOTAL T 

Nigel Lee 
Dentons Green, St Helens 

Thank your lucky stars that you 
enjoyed Batty. It seems that most 
people thought that was the best. 
But what about Moley Christmas 
— that's as brill as all the rest 
and certainly as much fun as 
Batty. Ed 

On your December issue of Your 
Sinclair you gave a free game. I 
was at first pleased but when I 
played it I found it was not 
terminally addictive but 
terminally crap. 

Ian Parkinson 
Enniskillen, Co 
Fermanagh 

Short but not so sweet! Okay so 
you didn't find Play For Your Life 
terminally addictive but there's no 
need to be rude! Ed 
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QUALITY APPROVED REPAIR CENTRE bPHRtb 
HOW TO GET YOUR SPECTRUM REPAIRED FOR ONLY £19.95 K 

SPECIAL OFFER! W SPECIAL OFFER! 
Why not uograde your ordinary Spectrum into 

the fantastic Dk Tronics typevynter keypoaro 

for only £51.50 Including fitting vat and 

return post and packing 

Normal recommended retail price 

£49 95 Replacement printed 
Ok Tronics key 

sets £7.50 
including post & 

packing 

Update Your Rubber 
Keyboard to a 

New Spectrum + 
For only £24.95 + £1.50 p&p 

or can be fitted for only £31.90 + £l .50 
postage & packing 

LIMITED OFFER 

Why not upgrade your is* Spectrum to a 48K 

^or as little as £17.95 including vat post and packing 

If you would like us to fit the kit for 

you just send us £1995 which IS 

a fully Inclusive pnce to cover 

^ all costs including return 

postage 

" Full fining instructions 

supplied with every kit 

issue 2 and 5 only 

TEN ★ REPAIRSERVICE 
★ While you wait Spectrum repairs £22.50. 

Also spare parts over the counter 
★ All computers fully overhauled ahd fully 

tested before return. 
★ Fully Insured for the return journey. 
★ Fixed low price of £19.95 including post 

packing and VAT. (Not a between price 
of really up to £30.00 which some of our 
competitors are quoting).(Mail order only) 

★ Discounts for schools and colleges. 

★ Six top games worth £39.00 for you to 
enjoy and play with every Spectrum repair. 

★ we repair Commodore 64's, Vic 20's, 
Commodore 16’S and Plus 4’s. 

★ The most up to date test equipment 
developed by us to fully test and find all 
faults within your computer. 

★ Keyboard repairs. Spectrum rubber key 
boards only £10.00. 
3 month writteh guarantee on all repairs. 

BEST PRICES! 

56 Way 
ribbon cable to 

extend vour ports for 
your peripherals 

£10.95 
plus £1 50 p & p 

SOUND THROUGH YOUR T.V. WITH 
MECASOUND 

want better sound through your T V? Hear 
sounds you've never heard before? Then 
you need "MECA-sound". Play games with 
unbelievable mega sound. 

£10.95 plUS£1.50p&p 

REPLACEMENT 
I POWER SUPPLY 

ARE YOU ANOTHER CUSTOMER - fed up 
waiting weeks for your estimate? 
Need your computer repaired fast? Then send it now to the Number One Repair 
Company In the U.K.. or call in and see us at our fully equipped 2,500 square foot workshop 
with all the latest test equipment available. You are more than welcome, 
we will repair your computer while you wait and help you with any of your technical problems. 
Commodore computers repaired for only £35.00. Please note we gove you a 100% Idw fixed 
price of £19.95 which includes return post and packing, vat, not a between price like some 
other Repair Companies offer. We don't ask you to send a cheque in for the maximum amount and 
shock you with repair bills £30 upwards. Don't forget we are Amstrad aproved for quality and 
speed, don't risk your computer to any other unauthorised repair centre. We dont just repair the 
fault and send your computer back, we give your computer a:- 

OVERHAUL WITH EVERY REPAIR WE DO:- 
We correct Colour, sound. Keyboard, Check the loading and saving chip. Put new feet on 

the base if required. Check for full memory, check all sockets including ear/mike and replace 
where needed. All for an inclusive price of £19.95 including VAT, all parts, insurance and post 
and packing, no hidden extras whatsoever, we don't have to boast too much about our 
service as we have thousands of customers from all over the world highly delighted with our 
service. A first class reputation for speed and accuracy. Don't forget, we also now have 
Service Branch in Manchester City Centre for while you wait service._, 

Spectrum replacement 
power transformer 
suitable for all makes 
of computer £9 95 
plus £1 50 p&p 

kEYBOARO 
membranes 

The Cheetah 125-^ Rapid Fire 
Joystick and Ram Dual Port 
Turbo interface. 
Recommended retail price £20.90 
Special offer price £18.95 
Items can be purchased 
separately, Ram Dual Port Turbo 

interface £12.95 £1.50 p & p. 
125+ Joystick £7.95 + £1.50 p&p. 

Commodore 

replacement power 
transformer £29.00 

plus£l 50D&P 

URGENT NOTICE Don't be misled by adverts showing between prices.' A recen* 
complaint against a Manchester repair firm, Mancomp, was upheld by the Advertising 
Standards Authority on two counts, "It had stated BBC repairs between £14 and £45 
then charged the customer £85. ” Their guarantee policy was misleading as it did not 

make clear that all repairs were not covered. 

THE VIDEOVAULT COMPUT 
COMPANION] fEDlTiON NOW HOT 

KTS^spectrum 
^ 3 CASSETTE 

LEADS 

,syS^C THESE LEADS. 

£4.50 
+ £1.50 p&p. 

Spectrum keyboard 
membranes 
£5.50 plus £1 50 p&p 
Spectrum Plus spare 
keyboard membranes 
£12.90plus£l 50P&P 

ZX 81 membranes 
£5.00 plus £l50p&p 

ON-OFF SWITCHES 
FOR THE SPECTRUM 
AND SPECTRUM + 
ORDER No 
1067 SPECTRUM 
1067A SPECTRUM+ ' 

£4.95 + 1 50 p -F p 

JOYSTICK wn 
YOURSPECTRUM 
SINCLAIR JOYSTICK ADAPTOR FOR 
CONNECTING SPECTRUM +2 
COMPUTERS TO MOST JOYSTICKS ^ 

New bigger catalogue now available containing over 2,500 items including sdiTware for all computers, joysticks, 
[spare parts, business software, books, plus many more. Just send 2xi8p stamps for yourfree copy. Over 20 pages 
'ull of top quality products delivered to your door by return post. 
-POST + PACKING 

CHARGES UK ONLY 
OVERSEAS 
POST + PACKING 
CHARGES PLEASE 
WRITE FOR 
OUOTE 

140 High Street west, Clossop, Derbyshire SK13 8HJ 
Tel: 04574-66555/67761 Head Office & Access orders, queries. 
Mahchester 061- 236 0376 while you wait repair centre ohly. 

COPYRIGHT VIDEOVAULT LTD NO. 789003 FAX NO. 04574 68946 



GEHING TO THE POINT 
Tve been scrutinizing your mag's 
progress for the past couple of 
months, and I've got a few good 
points to put to you. 
(1) Don't you think you went 
megagame mad in the January 
'88 ish? Out of the 25 reviews, 
11 were megagames. I'm sure 
the reviewers got tiddly on the 
Christmas liquers! 
(2) Do you intend to raise the 
price of YS, like other magazines 
I could mention? Crash!!! Oh 
dear, the cat's been Zzappedll! 
(Very subHe. Ed) 
(3) Your mag's strong and weak 
points. The letters page should 
be much longer. And the reviews 
are too short. Look at the Shine 
review in January. Less than half 
a page was given to the game, 
yet you gave it a megagame 
status! Surely you could have 
moved the Basi! review 
somewhere else in the mag so as 
to give Shine a full page? 
(4) Getting John Minson from 
Crash was sheer genius, as his 
column is an excellent read. 
(5) I've run out of points. 
(6) Goodbye. 

John Hunt 
Irvine, Ayrshire 

(1) ! agree. !t's a!ways tricky at 
that time of the year, as 
companies usuaHy rehase their 
best stuff in the run-up to 
Christmas — and standards 
generaHy have gone up in the 
past year or two. Remember too 
that different reviewers have 
different enthusiasms.! myse!f 
wouldn't have given either Aliens 
US or Slaine a megagame, but 
Phi! thought they were briH, so 
megagames they were. 
(2) Not for the moment. We'!! 
only go up in price when we 
need to. 
(3) We!! it a!! comes down to 
space, and we never have 
enough. We'd love four pages of 
htters each month, but there just 
ain't the room. !t's the same with 
reviews. With Slaine, though, 
remember we did a double page 
preview on it a few months back, 
which is why we didn't make too 
much of a hoohah about it this 
time around. 
(4) Yup, I agree. (5) Seems so. (6) 
Bye. Marcus 

VITYNUNS 
Ouch, phew, fab! Wow, beasty, 
an intelligible thing, was it not? 
A/ioley Christmas or whatever it's 
called. It has ace 128 music, 
smart graphics and after half an 
hour I've got to level three. Here 
are my percentages: 

Road Racer - 55% - okay. 
Batty - 85% - RazI 

SMAUPRMT 
You are very very beautiful, yum 

yum yum. 
Barry Leigh, Romford 
Ten out often for observation. Ed 

The above statement is untrue — I 

just want to see my name in print! 

Barry Leigh, Romford 
How could you possibly see your 
name in print — you having a guide 
dog and all. Ed 

Who is Dweezil Zappa? 
Claire Terry, Southampton 
Search me! Ed 

How come I never win your 

competitions? 
Richard Marks, Manchester 
Probably because you're a 
Mancunian! Ed 

Pootle Carbunkle is a pseudonym. 

Bet you didn't guess! 

Pootle Carbunkle, 
Huddersfield 
Yes, of course I did. But what is a 
pseudonym? Ed 

Just the thought of T'zer covering my 

letter in editorial red ink sends a 

shiver down my spinel 
Mark West, Wellingborough 
It sends one down mine too. Ed 

PFY Life - 65% - not too bad. 
Mo!ey Xmas - 88% - Ace. 

So there you are, eh? 

Vincent Vity 
Morecambe, Lancs 

Finally! A satisfied customer. 
Glad you liked our exclusive, 
extremely cheap to you John, 
games. Maybe we'll put another 
fab game on the cover in May 
just for you. Ed 

MODEST 
Hi fans. Just a quick note 
requesting that you post all my 
fan mail to my secretary, unless 
of course you plan to donate to 
the "Tim is such a megastar that I 
will make him even richer than he 
already is" fund. In which case I 
will accept donations with 
gratitude. 
Uncle Tim 
Pulborough, W Sussex 

I'm sure you will, Tim me old 
china. Please send your 
donations to us at the usual 
address and you never know, we 
may even post one or two of 
them on. (Or we may not!) Ed 

CYNKAL 
It is now completely impossible to 
borrow a Speccy. 

"Can I borrow your Speccy?" 
"No." 
See what I mean? Incredible. 

Captain Chaos (again) 
Seattle, Wash. 

You poor crumpet! I suppose you 
want two badges for getting two 
letters printed. Bad luck! Ed 

BOMG DOING 
Whoopeel I couldn't believe it! 
After reading YS I turneckfrom a 
depressive teenager into a young 
boing boing of a happy 
trainspotter. Soothe me of my 
anxiety please T'zer, and tell me 
if I'm going mad! (You're going 
mad. Ed). Excuse me. I've got to 
catch a train! Woooo woooo, 
chuffa chuffa chuffa chuffa! 
Jason Hodge 
Linthwaite, Huddersfield 

The reader now standing at 
platform 4 is the 4.30 service to 
Hatstand, via Loopy, Quirky, 
Interesting, Unusual and Bonkers. 
This service is well over three 
days late. Thank you ... yibble 
yibble yibble... Ed 

AFTER 

Welcome Robert Collier, who 
looks a little young to be reading 
this incredibly grown-up and 
sophisticated magazine (hem 
hem). But although of tender 
years, he’s already managed to 
squeeze a fair amount of 
gameplaying into his young life. 
Carry on... 

Renegade/Irm^ne 
A brilliant beat ’em up. The best 
bit is the crunching noise when 
you knee the baddies in the 
wedding tackle. Enough to bring 
tears to your eyes (Not to 
mention theirs. Ed). 

Cbbra/Ocean 
Don’t push him. He’s gonna fall 
off that ledge or else. More 
mindless violence with the BIG 
man. 

Down To Earthl¥\reh\r& 
A neat Boulderdash clone. It’s 
had me coming back for more 
time after time. 

Turbo Esprit/DuveW 
Put your pedal to the metal and 
bust those dealers. A decent 
simulation. Quick, turn the 
comer! Blammo! Too late. 

Batty/Elite 
It just had to be here, didn’t it? 
The damn thing is so addictive. 
I’ve got to round six. Is that a 
record? No? Ah well. 

Enduro Racer/Activision 
Gibber gibber! Yabba yabba! It’s 
brill, it’s got great graphics and 
it’s wheelie addictive! (Groan! 
Ed) 

Wizball/Ocean 
A wizard central character and a 
game which has lasting appeal. 
Don’t make jokes about Wiz’s 
pussy — it’s very sensitive. 

Barbarian/Palace 
Guess what I bought this for? 
Yes, the game. (Poster? What 
poster?) Dice up your opponent 
and you’ll win every time. I just 
love the little character in the 
nappy which kicks the heads off 
the screen. 

What are your eight fave games? 
Write to Desert Island Disks and 
tell us. You could win a badge 
and three new games! 

KINDLY LEAVE THE STAGE 
This month's crap jokes comes 
from Bill "Tarby" 
Morrison, Paul "Nick 
Nick" Thomas, and E 
"Brucie" Tomlinson. Gor 
lumme, they're bad! 

Q: How does a squirrel 
keep its nuts dry? 
A: It swims on its back! 

Did you hear about the 
Irish woodworm? It was 
found dead in a brick! 

Q: How many Commie 
64 users does it take to 
paper a room? 
A: Three if you slice 
them thin! 

Do you know any jokes that 
make these sound like Yes 
Prime Minister? Then stop 
messin' about — send them at 
once to Kindly Leave The 
Stage, YS, 14 Rathbone Place, 
London W1P 1 DE. If it's 
abysmal enough, we'll print it 
and you'll win a rinky-dink YS 
enamel badge! 
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wizari 

A super sequel to the much 

loved dungeon based shoot 'em up. 

As much of a blast as the first, 

and about twice as addictive. 

YOUR SINCLAIR 

•• A first rate conversion of a first 

rate arcade game. 
ZZAP64-ZZAPSIZZLER 

Great graphics, good sound, 

perfect playability, what more could 

you ask for? c & v c hit 

•• Gauntlet is definitely the most 

exciting coin-op conversion ever for 

the 64. For sheer fun and hours of 

entertainment value this is game 
the best yet. 99 

COMMODORE USER - SCREEN STAR 

•• A corker, fast action and superb 

gameplay." 
SINCLAIR USER - SINCLAIR USER CLASSIC 

The game's brilliant! 
AMSTRADACnON-MASTERGAME 

SCREEN SHOTS FROM VARIOUS SYSTEMS 

(l.S. Gold Ltd., Units 2/3 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX. 
Telenhone; 021 356 3388 
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Undercover Police to stop him. So you 
break into the deserted warehouse, and 
search for the secret door. Suddenly you 
are plunged into the winding corridors 
of Geldra's underworld.., everywhere 
you turn, his hooded minions leap from 
doorways, spitting bullets from their 
pistols and broken limbs from their 
flying fists. You've got to be quick on the 
draw and a very fast runner if you want 
to rescue the hostages instead of joining 

second time around 
some new hazards 
are added, with things 
like laser cannons 
and precarious lava 
pits, making a 
difficult job impossible. 
That's the one thing I ^ 
would say to you about Roiling 
Thunder. Ifs piggin' hard! It's one of the 
fastest shoot 'em ups I've played this 
month and, with the possible exception 
of US Gold's other biggie. Bedlam, the 
one requiring the most skill. 

So make like a cold cure and don't 
waste a second. Nip down to the shop 
and get Rolling Thunder. You won't 
regret it. 

It's difficult to play arcade games 
these days, without thinking about 
the time when they'll certainly 
appear on your Spectrum. And 
sure enough, the other day, 

arriving home from the arcade after 
spending about three quid on Rolling 
Thunder, 1 found that Tizzy from US Gold 
had sent me a copy of the self-same 
game... Tskl And what a corky little 
number it is tool Why be like me and 
dribble all your spondulicks into an 
arcade piggy bank, when you can play it 
here and now for free on your own 
Spectroid? 

Rolling Thunder, if you haven't seen it 
(where've you been?) is a totally 
spondicious shoot 'em up, where you 
play the part of a sharp shooting 
undercover cop, codename Albatross, 
whose mission (should you choose to 
accept it) is to penetrate the 
underground fortress of the evil Geldra 
and rescue some unfortunate hostages. 
What's on his mind? Well, it seems that 
Geldra's got a plan to conquer the world, 
and it's up to the Rolling Thunder 

them. 
The format of Rolling Thunder C0Ki\d 

be described as a sort of deluxe 
platform game, with two-way/left to 
right scrolling (sometimes even up and 
down!) with most of the action taking 
place on two levels. 

The upper level is a catwalk high 
above your head, which you can leap up 
to by pressing fire and up at the same 
time. Along each level leading down to 
Geldra's Palace, are doors through 
which his minions spring, ready to do 
you a mischief. There are five levels, 
which you must go through twice in 
order to get to your final objective. The 

There are only a couple of ways you can avoid a bullet besides 
ducking, so jumping up a level can sometimes save your life. 
But getting the joystick to do it for you is sometimes a bit 
tricky. Practice this move on lower levels so the skill won’t 

In one of the warehouses, there is a stack of tyres. Not very 
dangerous, you might think, but this section can decide a 
game on it s own. You have to jump over the edges of the 
tyres, making sure you don’t stand on them. The reason being 
that some of Geldra’s baddies are lurking inside the tyres. 
Stand up and they’ll shoot! 

As well as the single shot ammo, there are doors leading to 
Rapid Rre amnx), too. Collecting and conserving these is 
crucial to your being able to finish the game. So don’t spray 
bullets around haphazardly. Try to squeeze off single rounds 
on your way through the complex, and shoot to kill. 

Once through the cosmetic parts of the complex, you begin 
penetrating deeper into the real hideout. The normal man¬ 
made corridors become rougher as you enter the caves upon 
which the complex was built. Further still and you begin 
walking over stalagmites, but still the villains pursue you. 

Level six is just like level one, except for the fact that all of a 
sudden, high voltage laser nozzles prod out of the ceiling and 
begin strafing the ground. So you have to cope with more 
baddies than you had last time, plus avoid the laser 
beams... That is, unless you enjoy being a Walkers crisp. 

FAX BOX 
Game... ________ Rolling Thunder 
Publiaher.. .US Gold 
Price...... .£8.99 
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Your Sinclair's resident cartoon spy, 
Philip Snout, rolls up his thunder and 

trots along the platforms of this latest 
US Gold arcade smash I 

BOMBS AWAY 

Sometimes more difficult to get past than a laser, these bomb 
hurling minions can be pretty nasty. Just time your sprint very 
carefully, that’s all. Then you can dcHible back and blast him to 
get to the machine gun. 

Oka^ so maybe it’s not face-to-face, but you’ve got to hit Geldra as 
many times as you can before he can turn his evil magic on you. So 
perhaps shooting him in the back isn’t such a bad idea after all. 

Getting through the doors with a bullet sign on them allows 
you to fill up with single shot ammo. Although it’s slower to 
shoot than automatic ammo, it lasts a lot longer, and you don’t 
waste any if your finger hangs on the trigger a micro second 
longer than it needs to. 

On one of the first levels you encounter, to the rear of the 
warehouse section of the game, you will come across a stack 
of packing cases. You soon realise that you have to climb 
these to continue through the section as there’s a catwalk in 
the roof and no door on the ground. 

B At the end of the caves are the lava beds. Now these would be 
B impassable if it wasn’t for the handy little platforms. That 
I ^ makes it much easier, yes? Well it would, but for the fire 
I . demons who waft across the pits, blasting people to death. 

^ Unless you shoot them in time you’ll be back in the crisp bag 

Once you make it to the control room the first time around, 
you have completed the first objective and are sent back to 
the beginning again. You have to work your way through the 
same five levels again, with more baddies to shoot, until you 
take the control room again and go through it to Geldra’s 
palace. 

Although you don’t actually see the hostages, they are 
released as soon as you destroy Geldra. This isn’t easy, as 
you need to hit him with quite a lot of bullets before he’ll die, 
and single shots just aren’t quick enough. So collect as many 
machine gun tokens along the way as possible. 



DACEL ELECL=tOniO 

GENIUS MOUSE 48/128/+2/3 
□ Now a top quality mouse system at a realistic 

price. 

□ TVro button action. 

□ Full optical operation for superb accuracy. ..... 

□ Comes complete with interface - Just plug .. ZlZmm 

in and go! jgSSSSSSSSSSSmSmllmk. 

□ Compatible with Artist n (see offer) and 

OCP Art Studio. 

ONUr £39.99 COMPLETE 

ROBOTEK 
□ Robotics & model control made easy on 

Spectrum. 

□ 4 independently controllable outputs for 

relays, models, lights etc. 

□ 8 independent inputs for sensing etc. 

□ This is the product that the lego publication 

“Make and program you own robots” was based 

upon. 

□ Comes complete with cables. 

QEaqytouse. 

oNur £29.99 

lAKRAMPACKS 
FORZX81 

□ Brand new guaranteed Sinclair product. 

□ Simply plug in for 16K! 

□ Limited amounts at these prices. 

□ Send now. 

oNiy£5.99 

EXTENSION 
CABLE 

□ Distance peripherals j&nm your computer. 

□ 56 way. 

□ 6" extension. 

□ Tbp quality connections. 

oNiy£8.99 

TWOIBAY 
EXTENSION 

□ Allows two peripherals to be connected 

together (memory conflicts allowing). 

□ 8" long. 

□ Tbp quality connections. 

ONur £10.99 

ARTIST II ILLUSTRATOR 
□ Described ty Sinclair User as “the best artist 

program - bar none”. 

□ Superb quality multi feature. 

□ Pull down menus. ^ 

□ Wndows icon driven. 

□ R)nt and sprite designer. i m<«m 

Q Zoom mode. 

□ Supports many printers. .JHHMHHHHNBBEBBIL 

□ Flexible cut & paste. 

□ This package has too many features to list - it is safe to say it has them all! 

Special Offer - Buy Artist n 6* Genius Mouse system for only 

£49.99 POSTFREEI 
State 48K or 188K version of software required. 

LIGHTVmiTER 
□ Just plug in and draw circles, rectangles, 

squares & fi?eehand drawing. 

□ Choose inks, papers, erase. All etc. 

□ Save results into memory or tape. 

□ Animate screens from memory. 

INTERPRINTER 
□ Connect fuUsize Centronics printers to your 

Spectrum. 

□ Complete with printer cable. 

□ Microdrive compatible. 

□ Menu driven. 

□ Complete package includes lightpen & 

interface plus software. 

ONur£14.99 

□ Thsword 2 compatible. 

□ Hires screen dump (Epson). 

□ Easy to use. 

ONLf £24.99 

ALL ORDERS NORMALTY DESMEGHED WITHIN 48 HRS 

HOW TO ORDER.... 
BT PHONE BY POST BTPRESTEL/EAX 

Q ® S |\/| 
Prestelft^es *25880000A 

0782 273815 Send cheques/POs made Phx Orders 
24 hr Credit Card Line payable to ‘Datel Electronics’ 0782 264510 

DAiEL 
aECi^OniO 
UNITS 8/9, DEWSBUET BOAD, FENTON INBUSIBIAL ESTATE, 

FENTON, STOKE-ON-TBENT 

SALES ONIY I TECHNICAL Oi^ 
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NEW QUICKSHOT TURBO 
□ Complete with interface - plugs straight into Spectrum (aU models). 

uJ All the features of the best selling Quickshot n 
plus: 

□ Microswitch action for even longer life. 

□ Extra rigged construction. 

□ Superb styling. 

ONur £f 7.99 complete 

SNAPSHOT II 
□ Now you can backup your games to microdrive 
or tape. 

□ Simply press the button to “freeze” the 
program. 

□ Save to microdrive or tape. 

□ Special compacting techniques. 

□ Add pokes or peek program then restart. 

□ AU backups restsirt firom the point they were 
saved. 

□ BuUt in joystick interfece (Kempston system). 

£24.99 POST FREE 

+2JOY5TIOC 
ADAPTOR LEAD 
□ AUows standard 9 pin Joysticks (Quickshot n/ 
Hirbo etc.) to be used on +2/+3 computers. 

□ Supports rapid fire models. 

ONur £2.99 

SMRTCHABLE 
JOYSTICK 

INTERFACE 
□ AU three Joystick systems at the flick of 
switch. 

□ ‘Kempston’ - ‘Cursor’ - ‘Interface]!’. 

□ Accepts any 9 pin Joystick including rapid fire 
models. 

ONur £8.99 
Ck>mplete with Quickshot n 

£14.99 
Complete with Quickshot Thibo 

£18.99 

.■4: 

GAMES ACE 
□ Joystick interface & sound booster. 

□ Accepts any 9 pin Joystick for maximum 
compatibUity (Kempston system). 

□ Plus - deUvers sound from games through 
TV speaker (fully controUable). 

ONur £10.99 
Complete with Quickshot n 

£17.99 
or complete with Quickshot Thrho 

£21.99 

DIGITAL SOUND 
SAMPLER 

□ AUows you to record any sound digitally into 
memoiy. 

□ Replay at variable pitch or with amazing 
effects. 

□ Eaiwards/backwards/with reverb/echo/ 
flanging etc., etc. 

□ Fully menu driven. 

□ On screen ksyboard and firequenpy plotting etc. 

□ FuU 8 bit conversion. 

□ Complete hardware/software package. 

ONur £34.99 

QUICKSHOT II 
□ The world’s top seUing Joystick. 

□ Complete with interface. 

□ Plugs straight into Spectrum/Plus/+2 etc. 

□ Maximum compatibUity (Kempston system). 

□ Auto fire/rapid fire. 

□ StabUizing suction cups. 

□ Tbp ^ trigger fire buttons. 

□ Complete - nomoreto biy. 

ONur £13.99 
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Distribution for compiling the chart. 

ore celebrities than ever are reading 
Street L/fe. “Ifs a rippeif says Sir 
John Gielgud. “Absolutely tophole,” 
chines BcH3by Robson. “As full of 
flavour as a bees-turd in the Sahara,” 

writes iris Murdoch. Dare you miss out? Do you 
reaiiy want to ignore what L. Ron Hatstand, 
ieader of the First Church of Spectroiogy, has 
caiied “the best charts page in Your Sinclair”? 
Turn the page at your peril... 
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Elisabeth Shue 
Keith Coogan 

always enjoy babysitting. 
Arrive at seven, get rid of 
the parents PDQ, sit on 
the children (and do 1 
mean sit-SS Schmidt 

RoboCop (18) 
Peter Weller 
Nancy Allen 

when it means cancelling a oaie 
with new boyfriend Mike, the sort 
of dumb hunk who could stop an 
express train, as he crossed from 
the wrong side of the tracks. So 
she’s stuck with sweet li’l Sara and 
brother Brad, who has the junior 
high-school hots for her. Bo-nng? 

Wrong! This is one job she 11 
remember for the rest of her life or 
the rest of the night-whichever 
comes first! For a start Brad s 
buddy Daryl shows up and boy, is 
he an early developer! He rolls off 
the cheap chat-up lines like he wai 

bus station, but her first encouMu 
with the weirdos who travel by 
Greyhound starts her screaming 

for help. _ 

hotthings 
’ZERG TOP TEN 

3. Matt Dillon 
4. Phil’s armpits 

5. El Salvador 

6. Coalite , 
7 ValDoonican-stV'ew 

rice,28papadams,t 

Q The surtace ol t 
thermal undies, 

And so Chris, Mike, Sara and the 
unstoppable Daryl take a trip from 
the nice, safe suburbs into the 
heartof darkness. Downtown 
Chicago. Now this is where it really 
nets complex. A tyre blows out on 
the freeway, and they get help from 
this one-handed tow-truck driver, 
but before he can deliver thenri to a 
oarage, he... 

Gasp! I’m getting breathless 
trying to explain it all. You should 
get breathless yourself, laughing 
and gasping as their situation gets 
ever more crazy. Turn down all 
babysitting engagements and go 

. see it! 

dtiooo 
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Last 
Month Month 

Game/ 
Publisher 

Operation W&IfXTaito 
Guerilla H^ars/SNK 
Street Fighter/Capcom 
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Time Soldier/SNK 
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Tiger Road/Capcom 

Terra Force/Nichibutsu 
Midnight Landing/Taiic 
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All the month's 

higgles, smallles 
and in-the-middlies 
from the rumpiest 
reviewers ef them 

all! Read on, 
Macduff! 

YS Seal Of Approval 
All games reviewed In 

Screenshots are finished 
products. 

Melbourne Hoiise/£8.99 
Rachael There’s a moral in this 
one. In the early 25th Century 
everyone Is living in peace, not 
doing any work, picking flowers 
and talking to the trees (rather 
like the VS office)... apart from 
the tyrannical Tar’Sians. 

Being a fun bunch of baddies 
they’re Into B&B (Bovver and 
Breaking Fings), which brings 
down the massed GBH of the 
Galactic Federation on their 
poor little heads. But does their 
home planet get trounced? Not 
one bit of it. Instead, the fall-out 
falls on Sarac, one of the 
Federation planets that they’ve 
occupied. 

Once the dust has cleared It 
becomes obvious that to save 
Sarac, first the Feds had to 
destroy it. Whoops! With friends 
like that — etc. Not to worry. 
Everyone goes to the moon — or 

. more accurately, moons “ 
because Sarac, now re-named 
Armageddon and a major tourist 
attraction for ghouls who want to 
gawp at the last world destroyed 
in a war, has several. 

Living In a different orbit to 
your office could make it hard to 
get home in time for tea, so the 
Federation builds a series of 

adjustable roadways, each 
computer controlled. But an 
overheating power-supply In the 
Spectrum -1-76 means that these 
Severn Bridges of the stars are 
no longer safe. Guess who has 
to secure them. 

Yes, once again you’re rolling 
down the road (fitting, really, as 
you’re driving a sphere), dodging 
and blasting at various hazards. 
There are patches of spikes, 
deadly road markings, bowling 
balls from hell and worst of all, 
grey walls which shoot out 
electronic arcs. These short- 
circuiting barriers are crucial, 
because until you’ve cleared 
them you can’t proceed to the 
next level. 

The roadway scrolls 
automatically, so all you have to 
worry about Is gliding left and 
right, lowering and raising your 
shields, and aiming your gun. 
You set out with a partner and in 
two-player mode you’d be 
advised to work together, though 
you can also blast each other. 

And that’s about It. If you can 
imagine driving down the M4, 
taking pot shots at the road¬ 
works and every Reliant Robin 
that comes towards you, you’ve 
got a pretty good Idea of what’s 

involved — and how boring It all 
becomes. 

The graphics are pretty but 
the pace is sluggish and there’s 
far too little variety in the 
hazards. A two-player game 
should offer a twin-joystick 
option in these days of Plus 2s, 
particularly when the keyboard 
responses are a little slack. 

The packaging goes on about 
‘the power of your 16-blt 
machine’ and includes Amiga 
screen shots. Well, this may be 
okay for those poor fools who 
invested a second mortgage in a 
supermachine with no real 
games available ~ but more 
discerning Speccy owners are 
liable to drive off elsewhere, real 
soon. 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Drive, dodge and shoot 
game, with nice graphics 
but iet down by a repetitive 
set of hazards. 

□□□□ 
□□□□ 
■□□□ 
■■■■ 
■■■■ 

TOTAL 7 
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Gremliii/£7.99 
Richard Yes, you’ve read the 
movie: you’ve won the breakfast 
cereal; you’ve heard the bendy 
toys with the eyes which light up 
when you press their private 
plastic parts; now eat the game 
— Masters of the Universel 

Yes folks it’s another licensing 
deal! Let’s not bother with 
quality, throw the plot out of the 
window; and who cares about 
programming? The punters are 
going to lap It up! 

Five games in one package, 
all based on events in Masters of 
the Universe — The Movie. The 
objective Is to get through the 
five games, and collect the eight 
parts of the lost Cosmic key, 
possession of which will ensure 
that its finder will have the right 
to call him, her or itself the 
Master of the Universe. The key 
has, for reasons known only to 
Itself and the scriptwriter of the 
film, slipped through a hole in 
time and space and ended up 
with an American college 
student. 

The first offering is a search 
through the streets of 
Smalltown, USA. You control 
He-Man, who unfortunately 
looks like just one more purple 
blob in a whole bunch of purple 
blobs. Your attempt to find your 
friends and various bits of the 
key, are hindered by the minions 
of the evil Skeleton 

The streets are shown from 
above, and the minions (and He- 
Man) look pretty similar, like 
walking plastic robots. Luckily, 
you can tell which Is He-Man; 
he’s the one who moves and 
shoots when you twiddle the 
joystick, and doesn’t when you 
don’t. Plus you also get attacked 
by flying nuts. 
You have to try and shoot the 
minions before they shoot you, 
or. If the worst comes to the 
worst, charge into them. If you 
get hit by their bolts, or If you 
touch them or the nuts, you lose 
energy. The amount of energy 
you have left Is shown by the 
sword to the left of the graphics 
window; as It melts — a bit like a 
candle — you have less and 
less. Luckily, you have four lives, 
and you can also find little 
swords just lying about which 
give you extra energy. 

Every so often, you will also 
find chords — which look like 
musical notes — lying in the 
street. Again, you want to collect 
them. 

One of the main problems I 
had was that I kept going round 
In circles. There’s a direction 
arrow Indicating north at the top 
left of the screen, but north Isn’t 
always the same direction. If you 
exit one screen at the top, going 
north, then going up to the next 
screen isn’t necessarily still 
going north. In fact, it might well 
be going south, in which case 
you just return to the screen you 
were on previously. Keep going 
In the same direction, and you’re 
back onto screen two and so on. 
Seems strange to me! 

You may by now have got the 
impression that I don’t like the 
game much. You’d be right. But 
to be fair, I don’t think it’s really 
aimed at me; I suspect it’s like 
Mask, meant for a younger 
audience, presumably the same 
one that watches the shows, and 
forces its parents to buy 
extremely expensive lumps of 
plastic. But If you want a bit more 
bite from an arcade game, then 
give it a miss. 

There’s a very basic map in 
the instruction leaflet, but as the 
design of the town is pretty basic 
too it’s very useful. The only 
places worth visiting are the 
electrical store, the scrapyard 
and the rooftops. As they’re the 
only things marked on the map, 
they should be fairly easy to find. 

That’s game one. Game two is 
a bust-up In the scrapyard, 
where you punch, dodge and 
kick your way through a battle 
royal with two of Skeletor’s 
nastiest henchbeings. Typical 
kung-fu style stuff, it seems. 

Game three is a shoot-out at the 
electrical store; you control the 
cross-hairs and try and pick off 
Skeletor’s warriors. Game four 
and you’ve nicked a flying disk; 
zip around the air-lanes, zapping 
the gribblles with your trusty 
laser guns. Finally, I am reliably 
Informed, once you’ve nicked, 
er, collected, all the chords then 
you can make your way to the 
throne room in Eternia, where 
you battle with Skeleton Beat 
him, release the sorceress, and 
whammy! You’ve won. 

VS CLAPOMETER 

Disappointing tie-in, 
presumabiy aimed at a 
younger audience. There^s 
iess here than meets the 
eye. 

GRAPHICS 

PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■□□□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■□□□□ 
AOOICnVENESS 

Who are these strange beings who 
review the games for YS? Are they 
seedy journos wondering 
desperately where the next 
buttered bun is coming from? Or 
are they Thralls from the planet 
Zarg? All is revealed ... 

Tony Worrall — 
The biggest thing to 
come out of Preston 
since Nobby Stiles, 
so we’re told. 
Assures us that his 

ears are far smaller than that in real 
life. 

Jonathan 
Davies — 
Continuing the 
gradual takeover of 
these pages by 
fanzine editors, JD 

assures us that he’s soon to 
relinquish the leadership (with Nat) 
of Spectacular, to concentrate on 
academe and, of course, YS. Good 
egg! 

Duncan 
McDonald - Like 
most cartoonists, 
he likes to make 
sure all of his plots 
are true to life and 

so acts through each one before 
committing it to paper. Currently 
serving five years In Parkhurst. 

Mike Qerrard - 
Falling on his 
tootsies again, the 
Troll Supremo this 
month waggles his 
way through the 

corkiest of 48K shoot ’em ups. 
Worrizzit? Well, read through and 
find out yourself! Really. 

David Powell — 
Apologies for our 
entirely inaccurate 
suggestion in the 
last ish that DP 
programs huge 

computers with millions of knobs 
and lights as In Star Trek. In fact he 
programs huge computers with 
millions of knobs and lights as In 
Lost In Space. Sorry. 

Richard Blaine 
— A man of 
mystery. An 
enigma. A 
conundrum In 
human form. So 

why Is he still playing Old Mother 
Goose at the Empire, Bletchley? 
Isn’t the panto season over? Does 
the dole beckon for this fine 
performer? 

NatPryce- YSs 
very own hard man, 
fully equipped with 
Billy idol sneer and 
a quiff you could 
build a skyscraper 

on. Don’t mess with him, ’cos If you 
do he might regret It. 

RachaelJ 
Smith - Doe¬ 
eyed, soft and 
wibbly to the touch 
she may be, but this 
frail demeanour 

hides a will like iron and a headbutt 
like a cannonball. And when she’s 
on a Rampage, watch out! 
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The Edge/£7.95 
Phil Hah! I think I know why they 
gave me this game to review. It 
might have something to do with 
the fact that the hero is a fat lazy 
slob, with a liking for coffee, 
snoozing and large amounts of 
nosh. First person to draw 
comparisons with me is looking 
for a typewriter in the gob! 
Anyway, where was I? Oh yes, 
the game. 

There’s usually two ways a 
game based on a well known 
and loved cartoon strip can go; 
either brilliant or complete trash. 
You run the risk of not doing the 
character justice, annoying fans 
of the strip, and more often than 
not doing a sub-standard rush 
job into the bargain. So where 
does GarfieldiW in? 

You have to collect items from 
around your house in order to 
escape to rescue your true love, 
Arlene, from the City Pound. In 
order to keep going in the game, 
you’ve got to drink coffee to stay 
awake and eat to stop yourself 
getting tired. But as well as this 
ceaseless drive for nourishment, 
you have to solve the problems 
in the game too, like how to stop 
yourself running out of coffee 
and food, and how to get to the 
Pound without nodding off on 
the way or just getting lost. 
There are some interesting little 
twists to the game, like where 
you find one of the first pieces of 
food (I defy anyone to find the 
hidden healthfood store on their 

first go!) and how to distract the 
butcher long enough to snatch 
and eat the sausages, and this 
all adds to the fun. 

There’s little or no sound in the 
game, no music anyway, just the 
sound of Garfield’s paddy paws 
(cat's don’t make a noise when 
they walk, do they? Ed) on the 
carpet. I’d have thought It would 
be better to have a noise in 
there for when he kicks Odie (the 

stupid dog) out of the frame, 
rather than just a constant tick, 
tick, tick as he walks around. 
Still, It’s not too annoying, and I 
suppose most of the memory in 
the computer is being used for 
the graphics, which in this game 
are far more important. 

I’ll have to be honest; I didn’t 
really like this game when I first 
played it, and I fully intended to 
slate it completely. But after 

playing through it and solving 
two or three puzzles, it started to 
grow on me quite unexpectedly. I 
must say I was very impressed 
by the quality of the graphics; 
the guy who drew and animated 
them must be a real Garfield fan, 
‘cos he’s captured the essence 
of the madcap cat, and 
squeezed it all Into a 48K game. 
All his famous facial expressions 
are there, changing along with 
his moods, and in time with the 
game action. The gameplay, I 
thought, was just a tiny bit bland, 
but I suppose like the music It 
came second to the fact that the 
game had to look right, first and 
foremost._ 

YS CLAPOMETER 

A good licence deal, 
mounds of dosh for The 
Edge, and a playable and 
fun arcade adventure for us 
lot Everybody wins, really 

GRAPHICS ■■■■■■■■■□ 
PLAYASILITY ■■■■■■■□□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■■■□□ 
ADDICTIVENESS ■■■■■■■□□□ 

TOTAL 7 

6o!/£8.99 
Duncan The other day I was 
having awful problems trying to 
read the Captain America 
instruction sheet — I couldn’t 
understand a single word. Then 
a friend pointed out that I had 
been reading it in German, and 
that the English instructions 
were overleaf. Luckily we both 
saw the funny side. 

Anyway, it seems that Dr 
Megalomann, an ‘evil’ genius, is 
threatening to release a lethal 
genetic virus (Jeremy Beadle?) 
over the good ole U.S. of A. The 
launching site for the virus 
carrying missiles is an 
underground silo in the Mojave 
Desert. This is the ‘Doom-Tube’ 
and where the action of the 
game takes place. You, as 
Captain ‘Cap’ America, have to 
(and I quote): “Save the free 
world...God save America!” 
Bleeeeeuuuuucch!!! 

The game is controlled from a 
screen called the ‘Orbivator’. It’s 

a sort of lift (sorry, elevator) 
which will move you around the 
‘Doom-Tube’ by pressing the 
relevant buttons (you control 
Cap’s hand). There’s also a 
monitor screen which, again by 
button pressing, will give you 
little hints and tips. You’re totally 
safe in here, but there’s a clock 
ticking away. 

The Doom-Tube is five stories 
high (or deep, really), and the air 
gets progressively more toxic 
the further down you go. You 
have a preset immunity level, 
which is enough to get you 
around deck one, but you need 
to get a bonus immunity before 
you can go to the deeper, more 
toxic levels. I can only tell you 
about level one, ’cos I couldn’t 
get any further. 

There are four rooms, viewed 
from slightly above, in which 
your Cap sprite has to kill nasties 
by throwing his shield at them (it 
bounces backj so you can use it 
again and again). Clear one 

room and move to the next. 
There are things to pick up and 
places to put them (for bonus 
immunity). Ultimately, work your 
way down to the fourth room on 
deck five (the basement) and 
abort the missile’s countdown. 

Simple as that. Except it Isn’t. 
It’s really hard. Okay, the 
graphics aren’t going to win any 
awards, but they’re a nice size 
and very clear. Ditto the sound. 
Blimey. 

RS. On the B side of the tape 
Go! have enclosed a ‘freebie’: A 
mono recording of an insipid 
American West-Coasty ‘Mild 
Metal’ “rock” song by a band 
called “Resister”. It sounds like a 
poor quality eight track demo- 

tape. I’m glad I’m not a member 
of “Resister”. It would be almost 
as embarrassing as waking up 
one morning and realising that 
one was actually Sid Little. 
Graaaaaaa^rrrrgghhhh!!!!! 

VS CLAPOMETER 

Jolly little explore 'n’ shoot 
game that hasn't got an 
awful lot to do with Capt 
America but is fun all the 
same. Unlike the soundtrack. 

■
■
■
■
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■
■
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SPECTRUM £8.99 Tape 

SPECTRUM +3 £12.99 Disk 

CBM 64/128 £9.99 Tape £12.99 Disk 

Gremlin Qtaphics Software Ltd., Alpha lO^Iarjpr Street. Sheffield SI 4FS^Tel: 0742 753423 



USGolll/£8.99 
Jonathan After what must be 
one of the longest and most nail- 
biting build-ups in the history of 
computer games, my most 
favouritest arcade game ever 
has finally been crammed into 
our rubbery buddy’s miniscule 
memory. Has It survived the 
operation Intact? Read on and 
see, folks... 

Out Run the arcade machine, 
places you in the driving seat of 
an open-topped Ferrari 
Testarossa with a stunning 
blonde in the passenger seat 
(ladies have to pretend it’s a 
right-hand-drive vehicle), the 
idea being to negotiate a series 
of courses as quickly as 
possible. 

As you probably already know 
from the YS mega-preview a 
while ago, every effort has been 

made by the programmers. 
Probe Software, to reproduce 
the original in full. And by heck 
have they made a good job of it. 
Obviously the pneumatic bits ’n’ 
pieces and the jiggling steering 
wheel have had to go, but 
graphically it’s all there. 

In fact, the graphics are 
excellently drawn and true to the 
original. If a little on the 
monochromatic side. There’s 
even a copy of the arcade 
version’s cool ’n’ groovy 
soundtrack thrown in for you to 
listen to on your Walkman as you 
play (or. Indeed, review). 

Like most things these days, 
it’s a multi-load job. Every time 
you complete a stage you’ll have 
to load the next in, but the 128K 
seems to store them as they 
load In, so next time round 
they’re still there. All the same. 

the enormous amounts of 
rewinding and fast forwarding do 
spoil the fun a bit. 

The one big snag, though, is 
the speed. It’s to be expected 
really, but everything moves at a 
pretty sedate pace, and when 
you get to the bit with the stone 
tunnels, the whole thing slows 
down to the speed of a 
Commodore owner’s brain 
waves. This doesn’t actually 
affect the gameplay too badly, 
but you’re constantly aware that 
you’re playing around with five 
and a half year-old technology. 

In most respects this Is a 
superb conversion, despite the 
fact that US Gold may have 

been trying to achieve a bit too 
much In the first place. It’s a 
shame that even the awesome 
power of the Speccy wasn’t quite 
enough to pull it off. 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Almost but not quite a 
brilliant conversion of the 
totally wonderful arcade 
machine. 

TOTAL 

00 

Atlaiitis/£1.99 
Tony When giving an overall 
mark for a computer golf 
simulation I’m usually tempted to 
shout...FOUR! But that would be 
too corny (Dead right there. Ed) 
Anyway this newie from budget 
house Atlantis deserves a better 
mark than that. 

Pro Golf II is, astonishingly 
enough, the follow-up to the 
hugely successful Pro Golfl. 
Follow-up usually means retread 
in this business, and it has to be 
said that the main difference 
between old and new is the 
addition of a couple of new 
courses to test your wares on 
(oo-er). Still, as these courses 
are Royal St George and Lytham 
St Annes, let’s not moan too 
much. 

The action is all seen from 
above — first the drive down the 
fairway (Faster than walking, I 
s’pose. Ed), then a zoom-in for 
play on the green. The graphics 

have a very UDG feel about 
them, but they work well and I 
especially like the animation of 
the tiny golfer. 

Play options include a 
Championship round against 17 

other players, a single round 
game, and a useful one-hole 
practice session. The 
Championship option can take 
the computer some time to work 
out, with dozens of scores to 

collate at any one time, and this 
can become a bit of a bore. 

In the end, I suppose, all golf 
games must be compared to the 
classic Leaderboard. Pro Golf ls 
certainly not in that class, but for 
two measly quid it’s no disgrace. 
Above par. In fact, and 
handicapped only by the lengthy 
input before you can tee off. I 
can see Atlantis knocking up Pro 
Golf III even now! 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Not surprisingly a retread of 
Pro Golf with knobs on. 
Hardly Leaderboard, of 
course, but quite fun all the 
same. 

6RAPHICS ■■■■■■□□□□ 
PLAYAtILITY ■■■■■■□□□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■■■□□ 
AOOICTIVENESS 

TOTAL 6 
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Screen shot from CBM version. 

Screen shot from Spectrum version. 

Screen shot from Amstrad version. 

Have you got 
what it tahes.... 

....to be an RT 
undercover cop? 

CBM 64/128 £9.99t, £11.99d 
SPECTRUM 48K £8.99t 

AMSTRAD £9.99t, £14.99d 
ATARI ST £19.99d 

AMIGA £24.99d 

U.S. Gold Ltd., Units 2/3 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX. Tel: 021 356 3388 



Slogging through the jungle, with the only light relief provided by a 
few suicidal aliens. They make some decidedly interesting noises 
when hit by your gun, which can be upgraded, by the way, when you 
shoot those little square weapons dumps. 

Making your way through the 3D maze, pick off the soldiers as they 
run across the end. Just like a shooting gallery. (Don’t mind me ~ I’ve 
always had this bloodthirsty streak!) And watch out for the knee- 
level rollers! 

CRL/S8.95 
Duncan Okay^ I promise: no 
jokes or clever remarks about 
pigs in this review because I 
know how banal such 

journalistic trickery can appear. I 
may be off my bacon, but I’m 
NOT going to get sausagey 
about this particular can of pork. 
(Whoops.) 

0ceaii/£7.95 
Jonathan Yes it’s arcade 
conversion time, usually that 
part of the day when you load up 
with hopes high, only to be 
dashed on the rocks of crummy 
programming. Oh, and the fact 
that the original game wasn’t 
much cop in the first place. But 
not this time. No, no, Nanette. 
Gryzor’s a bit of all right. 

Okay, picture this. The Durrs 
from the planet Suna have 
infiltrated the Earth’s defences 
and set up a base which 
contains an atmosphere 
processing plant. With this they 
plan to start another ice age and 
take over the Earth in the 
ensuing chaos. I can think of 
better ways of doing it myself 
(the mind-control techniques of 
the alien known as ‘Paul Daniels’ 
being a case in point), but that’s 
the plan. 

Luckily, the people in charge 
of Earth’s defences have got 
wind of this (oo-er) and have 
decided to send in everything 
they have to stop them. His 
name’s Lance Gryzor, and he’s 
got enormous muscles and a 
trendy black headband. Why 
they didn’t just call in the Marines 
(or a few Leeds supporters) isn’t 
entirely clear, but we’re lumbered 
with or Lance. 

Still, you’re not writing the plot 
— you just follow orders. So 
before you can shut down the 
atmospheric thingumy you’ll 
have to smash through five main 
types of enemy defence. 

The first part’s probably the 
best. It’s a sort of Green Beret 
lookalike, in which you must 
negotiate a horizontally scrolling 
landscape riddled with alien 
guards, gun emplacements and 
heaven knows worrelse. Shoot 
supply dumps and you can pick 
up loads of extra rinky weapons. 
Make sure you get your fave 
weapon while you can, ’cos 
you’ll be stuck with it for the rest 
of the game. 

When you’ve made it to the 
end of part one, blast a hole in 
the door and you’re onto the 
second bit, a series of 3D 
tunnels. Shoot the target at the 
end of each corridor to move 
onto the next. Then blow your 

You get to play Uncle Pigg, 
proprietor of OINK comic, which, 
at start of play. Is just nine pages 
of empty panels. The idea is for 
you to play three ‘sub-games’ In 
which you pick up the panels to 
place In, and hopefllly fill up, the 
comic. Oh, and as with all 
publications you have a 
deadline, in this case three days. 
Righto, onto the sub-games, 
which have to be loaded 
(screeeeam), even on the 128 
(hiss). 

PETE’S PIMPLE 
This is a bat and ball Arkanoid 
clone, except that It’s played 
horizontally like Krakout (okay oh 
pedantic ones, so It’s a Krakout 
clone then). Completion of each 

way through the main entrance, 
dodging the defences, and 
you’re in... 

...Part three. You’re getting 
closer here, but first there’s the 
side of a gorge to climb up. 
Watch out for falling boulders 
and rather short-looking aliens. 

Next is the first stationary 
sequence, where you must 
knock out the zappers and 
blasters before they zap or blast 
you. Hard, but challenging. You’ll 
then fight through variations of 
all these basic formats before 
reaching the final confrontation 
with the Alien. Shoot the alien 
heart for the amazing (hmmm) 
end-effect. 

Graphics are well up to 
scratch all through the various 
parts, with some deliciously 
smooth scrolling, and I’m reliably 
informed that apart from the 
omission of the odd exploding 
bridge or two, Gryzor's about as 
accurate a conversion as you 
can get. And with all the different 
-sections to fight through, you 
certainly get your money’s 
worth. 

But what really makes Gryzor 
stand out from the millions of 
other conversions of scrolling 
arcade games with silly names 
that seem to be pouring forth at 
the moment, is that this one 
actually feels like an arcade 
game. The 128K sound FX and 
music certainly help to create an 
atmosphere of fag smoke, fruit 
machines and leather jackets, 
something almost unheard of 
before on a Spectrum. 

I don’t normally go in for the 
pumping-lead type of game, but 
they had to resort to crowbars to 
drag me away from this one and 
back into my straitjacket. 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Nothing new, but this is one 
co/n-op conversion that 
really works on the 
Spectrum. 

GRAPHICS ■■■■ 

□ □□□ 
□ ■■■ 
■ ■■■ 
■ ■■■ 
■ ■■■ 
■ ■■■ 

TOTAL 9 

level gains you bonus panels, as 
does zapping certain symbols 
with your lasers. Very hard and 
quite addictive but not as slick 
as, say. Elite’s Batty (Yo ho! Ed) 

RUBBISHMAN 
Oh dear, I’m afraid Rubbishman 
is actually a bit... erm... rubbishy. 
You have to control 
Rubbishmaiis altitude as he flies 
over hazards and under bridges 
to reach the bonus panels you 
need so badly. You view from 
above as the monochrome 
screen scrolls from right to left at 
about three picometres a year 
(i.e. quite slowly). The blurb says 
you can speed up later in the 
game but the glacial stealth at 
the beginning had me so 
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you ARE NOT CARRYING 
ANYTHING 

YS CLAPOMETER 
Clever and original arcade 
adventure that accurately 
simulates the breathless 
non-stop action of Andy's 
life. Champion! 

TOTAL 

radiard hteway, pet, wha^ all 
tfien? They’ve gcm^nd 

poot rrrrin ay computa ^em. 
Thass norron, pet — unless 
theyte 0Dnna pay me_ay 
munnai. Wheat? Ay pocket full of 
bras^ ay Mirrorsoft? Ay well, 
worrcanyi expect of ay paper Flo 
reads all~ay time... (Angry 
Geofdies who v^h to complain 
abOEi the above feeble atterrpts 
to con^ the full flavounoT their 
owmnirrntable styJe should 
com^ain to the editor.) 

Andy Capp^ the latest, butt^ 
no means the fast computer 
game published as the«sult of 
a licer^ng de^. Theonly , . 
(sHghtly) Integesting thing about 
this Jatestlittte ccaip de 
matetinge (as teey call itin 
France) is that iie company 
licensed to praluce the game, 
MrrBDTBof t, is owned by the same 
person, Robert Maxwell, as the 
paper, the Da?^ Af/rrocwhich 
owns the copyri^t to the 
chaacter tt^ game is bas«j 
Lpo® — An% Cai:^. Simple, 
really, inrnt? 
What we teve here is^ graphic, 
icon drivers adventure. Your 
objective is to sui^ive a we^n 

di our favourite typical 
Geordie stereotype, Andy-Gapp. 
What this iroans is tt^t ycEJ 
h^ie to: a) beat Ro up every so 
oftm — after wouldn’t 
want her getting uQ^ity, wuuld 
you? b) beg, bDrrc»^nd=steal 
enough money to keep yours^ 
aheacion the rent; o) throw your 
money aw^ or\ the do^; d) 
sta^ as drunl^as po^ab^y 
can; e) avoid ^tting thrownin 
chokey by the police: f^ enjoy a 
little flirtation with your fancy tit. 

So there \m hare it. In order to 

buying, betting, paying rent etc; 
the speech bubble is for 
speaking, (believe it or not); the 
glove is for when you want to 
have a punch-up; and the 
atdamaion mafefe for when 
yoifwant to check your pockets, 
examfee something or use ai 
fteL 

When you transact, talk or use 
your brain, the prc^am will give 
youaiist of optiof^. Highlight the 
one youwant with the cursor 
ke|re, than hit fire and bingo. 
Child’s play. A (xaaple of tips: try 
apd avcffld the pc^emen — th^ 
_seem to sdDer yocrop quicker 
when you walk imst one; buy 
yonrs^fa mcmg paper, as-ycxj 
need a tip some money; 
and don’t forget tha^sery street 
has tv^aides^iteh you can 
walk down. 

to conclusion, Mtrrorseft has 
ccxns up with goods hm; 
cfever tmtori^issy graphics, 
stin^ gaEBBBplay with 
challenging probtens ancfcali 
wrei^jed aroun<tocharacte^at 
everybody lo’res to hale — and 1 
dorft mean the rent callectcr. No 
matter hts per^naiiife 
might on the small 
samn Andy Capp isa vwnner. 

Howaythelad! 

score as many points as 
possible, you have to be viotent, 
criminal, sexist, alcoholic, and a 
spendthrift. And the sociologists 
sayltaitthe problem with youth 
today is that they need role 
models! What more^ould one 
want from a hero? 

Actually if you can ignore our 
Andy’s persoosity defects -- 
and let’s face it, only GuarcMan 
readas wouldn’t be afefe to 
forgive the lo^gahle-Northern 
tyke;toght? — then Andy Capp 
teoks like being an excellent 
acafe adventure. Great fun, 
simple but^ective graphics 
and tough gam^lay. Everything 
yotfcaeed really. 

The'top half of the screen is a 
gcaphics window. In it you will 
see Andy and his present 
location, in glorious black and 
sod of off-white. Andy and tire 
other characters are about half 
the window hrgh, which means 
that the programmers have been 

^le to get a pfea&tog amount of 
graphiobetail in without ni^dng 
the sprites clumsily large. Each 
loc^^ion is the width of the 
screen; walk off on^^e, and 
you mo»to the rrext loeatiDn. 
Every so often, you carrwalk off 
atiight angfes to tire screen — 
justget Andy to face away from 
you and press up aed youte in 
another location. 

Below the graphics windaar, 
you have a c^teion of different 
Icons, along with other 
infoii«relion. This dispfey panel 
tells you the c% and ttore, how 
many kisses yjou have leftin 
your amouf*y4^y important — 
^e further on), hew drunk you 
a®, howmuch morrey you have 
and^M^ your score is, "Wren 
there areiaur spedHtreons 
which you use to get Andy to 
perform unusual acthrife — 
w^t, speech butte, boxii® 
glove and exclamMion sign. The 
wa^ds forjgn^stlons ~ 

I 

annoyed that I soon gave up. 
Vaaaaaaarrrgghhhhh! 

TOM THUG 
Another bird’s eye view game, 
but this time a flick-screen (like 
Danofyf’rinstance). Move Tom’s 
Thugmoblle through the 
monochromatic maze collecting 
extra energy, keys and, yep, you 
guessed it, bonus panels. 
Rudimentary graphics and a 
very budgety feel, but quelle 
surprise, it’s actually quite 
playable — for a while. 

OINK is one of those games 
whose whole (luckily) Is rather 
greater than the sum of its parts. 
It’s not bad. It’s not brilliant, it’s 
sort of fun for a bit, it’s eeeerrm... 

well, I think you know what I’m 
getting at. Anyway, I think I can 
tell a pig joke now. 
Q: What’s the difference 
between a pig and the Empire 
State Building? 
A: Crikey, I wouldn’t send you out 
to buy a tractor! (Eh? Ed) 

YS CLAPOMETER 
Three slightly budgety 
games tied nicely together 
in a full-price package. 
There’s a challenge in here 
somewhere. 

□□□□ 
□□□□ 
□ □□□ 
□ ■■■ 
■ ■■■ 
■ ■■■ 
■ ■■■ 

TOTAL 7 
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lAanlY^ovfs . ! 
You area member of the SOC (Special DperatlonsCorpI a crack regiment of 
Specialist Commandos picked for tf^lnost dangerous missions. 
Locked In a safe at theemenyhe«cl4tf»rters is information . , .information so 
vitas that the turning point of the cgriflict depends upon its discovery. To get 
to the headquarters means crbssingjlngles and deserts, manipulating many 
forms of transportation and harnessiig a variety of weapons systems. 
Only the best will succeed on this de< Jly venture.. . Will you be one of them? 

Thebdx-offlce smash cqnvmedfor ^lir ibme-micro that rocketed to the IMo. 1 spot 
Is now offmd to you In this amazir^ LhiE AMMO action pack. As Rambo you have 
aformidaMe array of weapons which yo j will need against an.equally formidable 
enemy. Rescue your friends and esc^pe b r helicopter—If you get that farl 

.^1985 An^ba^is Irwes^rits ; 
AH fights reserved tM gsec^by Oceah So ware Limited under a|jthori^tioncf 
Stephen J tailnell KodLk:ti^ns..LK;ehsin Agent. 

';RESCUi THE CApTiv BS! 
You are the GREEN BERET, a highly train d combat machine. Your mISslon; Infiltrate 
all four enemy Strategic Defense Inttalliflons—you are alone gainst Immeasurable 
odds, have you the skill and! stamina to ^cceed? A slick conversion of the arcade 
favourite displaying all the play featur^vbf the original. 

feKonamil . ' ■ i ^ . f. 
JiQdnami 

the "tOI* GUN " gameputs^u In th (pilot's seat of an F-14jet fighter. 3-D 
vector graphics and split screen dispi y allow one or twp players to combat 
head to head or against the compute i Your armaments In this nerve-tingling 
aerial duel are heat seeking missfl« i id 20mm rapid ^re cannon. Many skills 
have to be brought in to play suc,h as efiexes, manoeuvring ability and 
accuracy to become the bestof the b it. "TopGun"mawricks enter the 
danger zonel^ 

TDPGUN TM&©i98<i). 1987 f^iramoun Pictures Corpcjrat|3i| lights Reserved 

dangerous and each one requiring dl Terent skills or equipment. 

Game Design Copyright person Designif 1986. 

Screen shots taken from variou!"' formats li computer 
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Grand Slaiii/£8.95 
Marcus Grand Slam? Wossat? 
Turns out, rancheros, that this is 
the brand new name and 
corporate style of dear 01’ Argus 
Press Software — and much do 
they need it, I hear you cry. ’Cos 
let’s face it, the standard of 
games from that much knocked 
software house has scarcely 
been Olympian in the past 
couple of years. (Remember The 
Tube? Grange Hill?) But 
Stephen Hall, the MD, liked the 
company so much that he 
bought it (a la Victor Kiam), and 
he’s pledged that in future things 
will be very different. And I for 
one am prepared to believe him 
if Terramex is anything to go by. 

As you know. I’m a bit of an 
arcade adventure man, and the 
current lack of same on Speccy 
Is a source of great sadness to 
me. Boo hoo. I mean, you can’t 
go on playing Head Over Heels 
forever, can you? So this one’s 
more than a little welcome in 
Berkmann Towers, and a right 
little cracker It is too. 

Your mission is a fairly perilous 
one, certainly. The world’s under 
threat from an enormous 
asteroid, that has foolishly 
chosen to head in this direction. 
Unfortunately the one bozo who 
can save us all is a certain Dr 
Albert Eyestrain, a wacky genius 
who disappeared into self- 
imposed exile when his 
prediction of the forthcoming 
KER-BOOM! was met by 
universal indifference. Result: 
you are parachuted into a 
rugged desert landscape, and 
it’s up to you to find the old 
barmpot and put together the 
pieces of his Positronic Asteroid 
Deflector. 

What it all comes down to, 
then, is our old chum Problem 
Solving, so I shan’t give too 
much away. But essentially, 
you’ve got to find your way 
around a maze of screens, and 
pick up any objects hanging 
around. You can play one of five 
characters — an Englishman, a 
Frenchman, a German, an 
American or a Japanese — and 
the problems change slightly 
depending on which one you 
pick. 

This bald description, though, 
cannot possibly do justice to 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Cracking arcade adventure 
fresh from the kreative 
keyboards of Those Who 
Made Monty. An auspicious 
start for Grand Slam. 

f—. 71.- for 
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such a complex and subtle 
game, and this thinx I, has a 
smidgeon or two to do with the 
chaps who dreamt it up to whit, 
Teque Productions. This is the 
Gremlin breakaway of Shaun 
Hollingsworth and Peter Harrap, 
the programmers who gave us 

the Monty games — including, of 
course, our very own Moley 
Christmas. This game’s much in 
the same line of fire — loads of 
jumping about avoiding things 
and trying to work out what the 
heck’s going on. 

As usual with Shaun and 

Pete’s games, Terramex (awful 
title, doncha think?) is crammed 
full of jokes and atmosphere. If 
you try and push your little 
helper over the sort of precipice 
he’d rather not go over, he’ll 
shake his head two or three 
times before venturing any 
further. Sometimes, as for 
instance when you’re trying to 
get the barrel near the start, this 
hesitation can be fatal. All your 
booty is carried by a line of 
bearers (bottom right in the 
display) who can be scrolled 
from left to right as you decide 
which implement you need to 
use at any one point. And to give 
you a hand, there’s a think key 
(T) when you’re wondering what 
to do next — although this has 
been known to tell you serious 
porkies, so take what it says with 
a barrelful of Saxa. 

Naturally it’s viciously hard to 
get anywhere much, though like 
all the best games It s not too 
tricky to get going. And there’s 
enough of it all to keep you going 
for more than a couple of loads, 
so it does a bit more than just 
look pretty. I’ve sussed a few 
things out so far — mainly that a 
fair number of the objects don’t 
count for much, but you may as 
well pick them all up anyway. Oh, 
and that thing that looks like an 
outside privy on the far side of 
the scrolling landscape is in fact 
a balloon and basket. And 
whaddya need to make it fly? All 
I can say is, don’t try the party 
manifesto, even if it is mostly hot 
air! Haw haw. 

So, a great start for Grand 
Slam — even if all they’ve done 
is hire the right people to do the 
job. But isn’t that what 
delegation is all about? Phil, 
make me a cup of coffee... 

TOTAL 
wmm. 
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System 3/£9.99 
Jonathan Ancient Japanese 
legend tells of a time when 
software producers were so 
short of ideas that all they could 
come up with were hundreds of 
Exploding Fist clones. They say 
old legends never die... 

I needn’t tell you what 
international Karate Plus (or 
/K+, as System 3’s trying to sell 
It as) Is the follow-up to. That you 
can probably work out for 
yourself. What you may be 
clamouring to know, on the other 
hand, Is what progress has been 
made since those early days. If 
any. 

The most obvious 
development Is that with Pius, 
there are three blokes on-screen 
at once. Up to two of them can 
be controlled by players, so If 
two people are playing It’s often 
a good Idea to finish off the 
computer’s fighter first and then 
get down to the nitty gritty. 

Why? Well, the bods who 
come first and second In each 
round get to move on to the next 

round, but the dishonourable 
tosh who comes third has to 
pack his kimonos and leave. 

Every couple of rounds there’s 
a bonus screen In which you 
have to deflect balls that come 
bouncing towards you to score 
extra points. And there’s also a 
more than reasonably llstenable 
128K soundtrack, which helps to 
cover up the otherwise naff 
sound effects. 

All the familiar moves are 
here, plus some you may not 
have encountered before. My 
personal fave’s the headbutt, 
closely followed by the double 
face kick which lets you flatten 
two other players at once. Mean 
stuff. 

I can’t say I thought much of 
the graphics, though. They’re all 
sort of splodgy with thick black 
outlines, but at least they do the 
job. The background is nice, 
though, with an Interesting 
wobbly effect on the lake. (What 
poetry I Make this man the Poet 
Laureate immediately! Ed) 

So, although this is probably 

the best of the karate games, It’s 
still...just another karate game. 
There’s no attempt here to prod 
anything new out of the old 
genre, except of course that’s it’s 
more slickly programmed and a 
bit more fun to play. The 
package is different; the game 
remains the same. 

Still, anyone still playing Fist 
after ail these years shouldn’t 
miss out on this one. 
Haaaaillliiliileeeeeee THWOKK 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Yes, it’s another karate 
game, but with siicker 
programming and 
presentation it’s weii up to 
the standards of ’88. 

BMPHICS ■■■■■■□□□□ 
PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■■■□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY 
ADDICTIVENESS ■■■■■■■■□□ 

TOTAL 7 

COMPENDIUM 
GreiiiKii/£7.99 
David There have been several 
games like Monopo/y converted 
to computer games, although 
before now software houses had 
sensibly avoided the really 
traditional ‘bored’ games. But 
with Compendium, Gremlin has 
changed all that — free stickers 
or no! 

Three of these ol’ 
grandpappies of the modem 
board game have been 
reincarnated here, together with 
a totally original pub set-up that’ll 
suit all us devotees of the great 
God Bacchus (slurp!) But they’re 
not as you remember them. Out 
go the traditional counters and in 
come the Wink family, a typically 
normal group of reprobates. Up 
to four of them can play in each 
game — the remaining two only 
seem to get in your way. 

This is particularly a problem 
in Snakes And Hazards, where 
you have several creatures all 
trying to push you to the heads 
of the snakes, and other objects 
too which you can bung in front 
of opponents to slow ’em down. 
Why bother, I ask? A norma! 
game takes long enough as it is! 
Here It took me just under an 

hour to complete a one-player 
game (too many snakes, too few 
ladders). Bo-ring. 

Xmas Ludo is no better, as 
before you can move a piece, 
you have to get to It first! With 
Mavis and Tiddly to worry about, 
It’s like a race between a hare 
and a tortoise. Worse still, you 
need to throw a six to get one 
piece on the board, but the 
authors obviously don’t like that 

number — rare ain’t the word. 
Shove-A-Sledge is a neat 

adaptation of the once popular 
pub game and is at least partly a 
game of skill (unlike the others), 
but control is so tough that you 
get the sled-ln-a-bed more by 
luck than by judgement. 

There are nice touches 
throughout the collection, like 
the little tunes that greet each 
character’s appearance (better 

be ready with the ‘sound off key, 
though). The cute monochrome 
graphics are good, especially in 
Tiddly Drinks, which sadly is 
better to watch than to play. It’s 
rather a pain trying to catch 
Dad’s empty glasses, anyway — 
gimme a full one any day. 

Since the best parts of all are 
probably the loading screens, 
which rate as fab and a half — at 
least the first time — let me tip 
you the Wink. Compendiurris full 
of good ideas, but its slowness 
too often takes all the fun out of 
it. My advice: nip up to the loft, 
grab the real McCoy (He's dead, 
Jim. Ed), dust ’em down and 
give me a call when the gargle’s 
a-flowing! 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Nice graphics and joHy 
music, but oid age may set 
in before you compiete the 
game. 

DRAPHICS 
PLAYABILITY 
VALUE FDN MONEY 
ADDICTIVENESS ■■■■□□□□□□ 

TOTAL 6 
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1PSHOP 
Having survived Christmas and 

New Year celebrations, Phil South 
braces himself for the Spring Silly 
Season with a generous helping of 
your most savoury Hints ‘n’ Tips. 

mm...the piquant 
aroma of finely 
chopped hints, 
simmering in a 
rich sauce of 

tips, sprinkled with our very own 
special blend of herbs and 
POKES. That’s the essence of 
Tipshop, my friends, a carefree 
kitchen of madcap arcade 
culinary delights, which makes 
the Galloping Gourmet look like 
Pope John Paul, and Keith Floyd 
look like Michael Fish. Anyroad 
up, enough of this seasoning of 
witticism, onward to the main 
course. Everything is filed neatly 
in the office’s IFWIF filing system, 
ready to be plucked out and 
used in the Shop... What? 
What does IFWIF mean? It’s 
Filed Where It Falls, of course! 

Lots of stuff in this edition of 
the Shop, and bags left over for 
sandwiches. So without further 
ado, or even agadoo, let’s hit the 
hints. A fair showing from our 
freebie games, with hints for Play 
For Your Life, but first up, Moley 
Christmas. 

• Our exclusive Monty game 
has really caused a bit of a stir, in 
spite of the fact that we all 
thought at the time It would be a 
bit too hard for you. How wrong 
could we be? You seemed to 
race through it, pausing only to 
send in hints and tips to yours 
twooly. There are so many of you 
that I can’t mention you all, but 
some of the names off the top of 
the pile Include Fraser 
“Strawberry” Macdonald, 

Adrian Bhagat, Brian “Frosty” 
Frost, Jonathan Dobson, Tom 
Salinsky and Jonathan Barr. 
Their scores are various, but one 
thing they all agree on is that 
Moley Christmas Is a terminally 
skillo game, and that they’ve got 
the perfect solution. 

Jonathan Barr — a mole among 
moles! 

Room One - Gremlin HQ 
Go up to the left side of the 
screen and collect the disk. 
Come down the ladder and go 
right, picking up all the objects 
on the way and avoiding the 
creepies. Go to the place 
where the ladder goes up to 
the top of the screen. Climb 
this ladder and go right, 
avoiding the monster. Get the 
final object and drop off the 
end of this platform and wait 
for the gateway to the next 
room to fall on you. Okay? 
That’s Room One. 

Room TWo - The Mastering Plant 
Go right, avoiding the spool 
which is rolling towards you. 
Jump on the chairs and get the 
first object. Climb the ladder to 
the first platform and go left 
until you’re between the two 
control boxes. When the wire 
which you are standing on 
begins to flash, go left and up 
and jump onto the conveyor 
belt. Drop off the edge and wait 
for the spool to fall on you. 
There goes another room. 

Room Three - The Duplication 
Plant 
You should now be carrying 
the spool from the last room. 
Go up the ladder avoiding the 
crusher. Go to the black box 
and STOP!!! Very quickly, go 
right, then left, and the spool 
should appear on the black 
box. You must not touch this as 
it’ll kill you. Drop down, go right 
to the platform just above the 
tape dispenser and wait. When 
the eight tapes are piled up, 
drop down and walk into them. 
And so ends this easy room. 

Room Four-The M.1. 
You should now be carrying 
the tapes. Go right until you 
arrive at the bottom of the 
screen. Go towards the little 
car that has the teeth. Slowly 
walk about half-way into it. The 
teeth should chomp, and as 
soon as they’ve done this, 
walk past the car into the YS 
Offices. Easy so far. 
(Speak for yourself! Ed) 

Room Five - YS Offices (Quiet 
Piease) 
Okay, now go collecting 
everything, avoiding the Pac- 
Man Monster. When the flying 
cassette at the top is left on the 
screen, go up and right. Get 
the last object and walk onto 
the pile of tapes. Right? That’s 
another room done — you 
should still have all your lives 
left. 

Room Six - The Newsagents 
Collect one tape and take it 
across the road to the shop. Do 
this until all the tapes are gone. 
And that’s it! You’ve done it. 
Well done. And your reward is 
this festive message: 
‘MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM 
MONTY MOLE. WATCH OUT 
FOR GREMLIN’S AMAZING 
NEW RELEASES’ 
followed by a scrolling list of 
games: Coconut Capers— 
featuring Jack The Nipper, 
Samurai Trilogy, Compendium 
(starring Tiddley Winks), Maskil, 
Basil The Great Mouse 
Detective, Alternative World 
Games, Masters Of The 
Universe — The Movie, Blood 
Valley, Gary Lineker Super 
Soccer Skills, Night Raiders, 
Deflektor, Tour De Force, Hill 19. 

A more interesting piece of 
information was sent to us by a 
gent who hasn’t sent his name, 
unfortunately, but only his 

address in Streetly, Sutton 
Coldfield. His tip goes a bit like 
this: 

“Monty can do strange 
things! In Moley Christmas 
Room One, Monty can fly and 
walk through thin air. Do as 
follows: jump onto the first 
block and position Monty in 
between the two tape cables 
and press down. If nothing 
happens reposition Monty and 
try again until he starts to 
move down. When he reaches 
the bottom of the screen, 
press jump twice and Monty 
will dig — his little bum should 
appear at the top of the screen. 

“Anything more than his legs 
and bum means you’ve 
boobed, but if all’s well, move 
Monty to the left and he’ll drop 
down, and walk to the cove on 
the far right of the screen. 
Keep pressing down and fire 
and Monty will appear at the 
top of the screen, this time 
normal again. So Monty can 
dig, fly, and walk through the 
air. (With the greatest of ease? 
Ed) Oh, by the way, in dig/fly 
mode, Monty can’t collect 
objects.” 

Thanks boys, the badges are 
in the post. It’s nice to see that 
our readers are so skillo, so 
neato, so hep to the jive, that a 
hard game like Moley Christmas 
is but a piece of cake... 
Christmas cake, of course. 
(Yum!) 

'jjvomA , 

-pte 

• Now then, after all this time 
of tinkering around with Indy, 
some bright sparks have 
happened across a rinky little 
cheat mode In the prog. Both 
Alberto Giorgi from romantic 
Roma and Bob Gaffney from 
poetic Scunthorpe have the 
technology. Apparently, if you 
type ‘jimbo’ into the selection 
screen, you get Infinite lives. 
Thanx chaps, and may the heart 
of your bottom never catch fire 
on the gasfire of your smile. 
That’s telling you. 
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Not one of my favourite 
Speccy games, although 
certainly a fave arcade title. But 
It seems popular with the 
Speccy fraternity, so who am I to 
cast nasturtiums over It, hmm? 
G Allen, Michael Alexander and 
Tipshop regular Andrew Males 
all have some interesting ideas 
for you to chew on. {But don’t 
swallow them ’cos it’ll spoil your 

dinner. Mum) First here’s a list of 
uses for various bubbles and 
bobbles in the game. 

Bubbles_ 
Water - sends stream down screen 

E,X,T,E,N,D -extra life 

Lightning - sends bolt across screen 

Pulsing -10,000+ fireballs 

Fire - sends flame down screen 

Bobbles_ 
Candy - large bonus 

Hearts - indestructible 

Orange Sweets — firing speed 

Cyan Sweets - weapon speed 

Purple Sweets — weapon distance 

Shoes - speed up 

Umbrella - warp 

Ring —points for left and right 

Silver Ring - stars down the screen 

Purple Kettle -full fire power 

Blue Kettle - points 

Red Kettle - explodes 

Skull - kills all baddies 

Seckrit Door - secret 100m 

Spell Book - explodes 

Bomb - explodes 

Clock -resets timer 

Watch — freezes bullies 

Potion — fill screen with fruit 

Red Cross — fireballs 

Cyan Cross — fill screen with water 

Yellow Cross - zaps lightning across 

screen 

Fruit - paints 

Necklace - ball bouncing 

Green Potion — lightning bubbles 

Now some tips: 

• On the first levels bubble the 
nasties, but don’t burst them, 
as this gives you more time. 
• Don’t worry about Count Van 
Blubba. He moves fast but not 
very often, and is easy to 
avoid. 
• When confronting the cookie 
monsters, always fire and then 
jump to avoid any cookies. Get 
them from behind if possible. 
Don’t wait for them to speed 
up, as they’re then deadly. 
• On level three trap the 

monsters quickly, then go to 
the bottom of the screen and 
collect any letters for EXTEND. 
When the monsters flash, keep 
firing to trap them again. When 
HURRY UP appears, burst 
them all and go to the bottom. 
If you’re lucky, a big diamond 
will appear. 
• Don’t be greedy and try to get 
fruits in dangerous places. 
• There is a way round every 
screen, try, try to look for ways 
to do it. Level 32 is a hard one, 
but keep at it. 
• When playing two player, 
work as a team. 
• Watch the meanies patterns, 
they’re predictable. 
• BIG TIP: you have six credits 
at the start, so if you lose all 
your lives, you can press your 
fire button and 1 or 2 giving 
you three or more lives. You 
lose your score but not your 
letters! 

I 

j 

The Wraith” Townshend, you think you’re a better 

your rendition of 
too. Haw haw. 

HINTS: 

Use portable blocks to maitoever Spider underneath the flooting lady 

Use the Spray Can to protect yourself from the flies. 

Use the Food to attract the fly underneath the floating lady. 

Jump at the bell to drop the lady on an insect. 

SPRAY CAM 

SERVICE LIFT 

EMTRAMCE (START) 

BASEMENT LIFT 

USEFUL OBJECTS 

Spiders 

THIRD FLOOR 

SECOND FLOOR P 

FIRST FLOOR ^235 Conveyor 

GROUND FLOOR 

BASEMENT 

B 

|m E 

T C 

L2 LlJ 
F 

L2 TOP FLOOR 
L1 

w— 

F 

B 
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TIP O’ THE MONTH 

PK iLLBK 
This month’s Big Tip is on Incentive’s 

Freescape epic, Driller^ Tommy Nash whips his 
Black and Decker out. 

OCHRE 

A BASALT TRACHYTE GRAPHITE C 

As you can see on 
the 32nd scale 
model of the moon 
of Mitral, there are 
things added and 

nothing taken away. Yes, we’ve 
added placenames and what 
follows is a sort of Wish You 
Were Here for Drillerists. Right 
then, let’s make like Julie 
Andrews and start from the very 
beginning. 

Amethyst (Starting Platform): 
Shoot the wall for extra points. 
Worth up to 750 extra if shot in 
the right order. Don’t shoot the 
top of the tower, although you 
can, as this contains essential 
energy reserves. Land on it with 
the jet to collect them. In the 
store shed shoot the ground 
based crystals first as the 
suspended ones have special 
properties and scores attached. 
Lapis Lazuli (East of 
Amethyst): Blast pyramids to 
allow travel eastwards. At the 
low wall, raise yourself to look 
over and activate the switch. 
Obsidian (North of Amethyst): 
To cross the ravine, shoot or 
knock over the slab to form a 
bridge. Knocking over gives a 
better score though! 
Incidentally, it’s safer to go in the 
shed the back way. 
Topaz (West of Amethyst): The 

EMERALD MALACHITE RUBY 

OPAL 

AQUAMARINE BERYL 

OBSIDIAN 

TOPAZ AMETHYST 

NICCOLITE 

LAPIS 
LAZULI 

F 
F QUARTZ DIAMOND ALABASTER G 

laser beacon is more of an 
irritation than a real threat. 
Shoot it and it turns through 90° 
to face the other way. Watch 
you don’t walk into its beam 
again though. 
Emerald (East of Lapis Lazuli): 
Walk close to the walls to avoid 
the attentions of the beacons. 
The beacon to the west is not 
active! 

General Hints 

• Activating teleporters allows 
for quicker travel. Go to Topaz, 
then over the wall and west to 
Beryl. Activate the lift up switch 
and go into the suspended 
complex. Find the hidden tunnel 

(not hard) and destroy all the 
blocks to activate all the 
teleports. 
• The jet can be found in the 
hangar in Aquamarine. Go west 
to Topaz, then over the wall and 
west into Beryl. Sever power 
lines overhead to disable the 
beacon. Enter and set all 
symbols to squares. This 
reveals a doorway west, leading 
to aquamarine. 
• To gain access to the light 
side, shown white on the model 
you got with the game, set all 
four switches in Niccolate, 
Alabaster, Opal and Quartz to a 
downward position, so all four 
lights are lit. This destroys the 
southern wall of Opal (so guess 

which one you do last?) 
allowing access to Diamond! 

Drilling 
• On Topaz, the centre to drill is 
right over the south end of the 
low wall. 
• Use arrows on Aquamarine. 
• Use west arrow In 
Aquamarine to position rig on 
girders in Ruby. 
• The numeric clue to position 
is on the big slab In Opal. 
• Alabaster’s centre is In the 
swimming pool. Evaporate the 
water with your lasers. 

And there you have it. Good 
luck, and watch out for the 
satellite! 

CO 

ycuR, UFB 
Another big surprise here, 

Play For Your Life has turned out 
to be a very popular game. I 
thought it was just okay, but from 
the huge wad (fnar fnar) of tips I 
got from readers, you wacky 
coves, you thought very 
differently indeed. So from Matt 
Lupton, Paul Harding, Mark 
Williams, James Wheeler, 
Duncan Hodder, Kevin Barsby, 
Neil Pritt, Andrew Paterson, 
Luke Ball, Robert Eastland, 
Michael Reed, Michael Pini, 
Andrew Mawson, Robert 
Hartfield, Adrian Ashurst, W K 
Benson, Darren Tuffery, Philip 
Lai, Simon Rose, Martin 
Stonebridge, Alex Celant, and 

R Bradshaw... gasp!... here 
are the hints: 
1. Hit the robot opponent with 
your bat, it’s much faster and 
gives him a hell of a headache, 
whilst running his energy 
down. 
2. The net which changes 
shapes on its sides is deadly. 
Jump up against it, but not 
onto it to hit the robot, or you’ll 
lose energy. 
3. Don’t bother with the 
random screen option, ’cos 
this will start you on a harder 
set of screens with a rating 
of-A-. 
4. On this screen; 

jump between the balls and 
then by them to get to the 
robot. 
5. If you have a small thingy 
trundling about (fnar fnar) 
trying to kill you, then jump 
against the net to get through 
to the other side and the robot. 
6. It’s easier to judge where a 
ball is by watching its shadow. 
7. When trying to hit balls, stay 
in the centre of the playing 
area. 
8. Dodge other objects like the 
big balls, the giant eggcup and 
the big coin. 
9. When confronted with all 
four bails starting at the same 
time, jump forward twice and 
then press fire. Three of the 
four balls should land in the 
goal. 

And that’s it. Except my tip of 
just stand in the middle and keep 

blasting a way with your bat. 
Blam, blam, blam ... Heh heh 
heh. I’m such an unsubtle little 
beggar, really I am. 

A quick and skillo tip from 
def skateboardist Clinton 
Sorrell is this: If you earn 
enough money, buy skateboards 
because this changes the score 
from 400 to 700 when you jump. 
Brilliant. And incidentally, James 
Scott of Midlothian, I didn’t spell 
‘deaf wrong, the word is DEF, 
you big waz. Def Is a word 
meaning, as Marcus would say, 
meritorious or good. So ner! 
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TAKEN 

1 SALE 1 SALE 1 SALE 
SPECTRUM SPECTRUM SPECTRUM 

Argus Press 30 games 2.99 Dan Dare 1.50 Grange Hill 1.99 

Avenger 1.50 Dogfight 2187 1.99 Galvan 1.99 

Aerojet 2.50 Druid 2.99 Gunrunner 1.99 

Ace 2 6.50 Druid II 5.30 Greyfell 2.50 

Artist 11 10.95 Deep Stike 1.99 Gunfright .99 

Arc of Yesod 1.50 Dragons Lair 2.99 Giron .99 

Action Force 6.50 Death Lair Pt 11 2.99 Hive 1.99 

Arnhem 6.50 double Take 1.99 Hybrid 1.50 

Auf Wiedersehen Monty 2.99 Danger Mouse 1.50 Hot Runestone 1.99 

Barbarian 6.50 Enduro Racer 4.95 Hydrofool 5.50 

Jack the Nipper 11 2.99 Desert Rats 6.75 Hysteria 5.25 

Bounty Bob .99 Death Wish 3 5.25 Indiana Jones 6.45 

Bubbler 2.50 Every One's a Wally .50 I.C.U.P.S. .99 

Breakthrough 2.75 Explorer 1.99 Into Eagles Nest 2.99 

Butch Hard Guy 1.99 Enduro 1.50 Impossible Mission 1.99 

Bride of Frankenstein 2.50 Future Knight 1.99 MASKI 2.99 

Brave Starr 6.50 Fat Worm Blows DEATHWISH 3 2.99 

Basil-Mouse Detective 5.25 a Sparky 1.75 Jackal 5.45 

Bismark 6.75 Firelord 1.50 Killed Until Dead 6.50 

Bubble Bobble 5.30 Footballer of Year 2.25 Kung Fu Master 2.99 

Buggy Boy 5.50 Falcon Patrol II .99 Kat Trap .99 

Captain America 6.25 Fairlight II 2.99 Korronis Rift 1.99 

Champ Football 5.50 FA Cup 87 1.50 international Karate 2.75 

Cluedo 6.75 Evening Star 5.25 International Karate 6.75 

Conflicts 1 9.50 FI 5 Strike Eagle 6.75 Legions of Death 4.95 

Conflicts 2 5.25 Football Director 6.50 Legend of Kage 1.99 

City Clicker .99 Freddy Hardest 5.50 Leaderboard 2.99 

The Centurions 1.99 Gallipoli 6.50 Last Mission 4.95 

Challenge of Gobots 2.50 Game, Set & Match 8.95 Living Daylights 6.95 

Contact Sam Cruise 1.99 Gnome Ranger 6.75 Livingstone 6.25 

Crystal Castles 1.99 Gauntlet II 6.45 Miami Vice 1.99 

Captain Kelly .99 Gunship 6.95 Mars Port .99 

Camalot Warriors 1.99 Ghosts & Goblins 5.25 Marble Madness 2.95 

Dracula 3.95 Guadalcanal 6.95 Mantronix .99 

Dynamite Dan II 2.50 

SALE 

★★★★★★★★★★ 

STOP PRESS 

Just arrived! 

MASK II 
RRPE7.95 

Our Price £2.99 

ALSO 

Masters of the 

Universe — the movie 

RRPE7.95 

Our Price £2.99 

CATCH 23 
RRPE8.95 

Our Price £2.99 

COSMIC SHOCK 

ABSORBER 

RRPE8.95 

Our Price £1.99 

SIDEWALK 
From Infograms 

RRPE9.95 

Our Price £2.99 

SUPER CYCLE 
Now only 

£2.99 

RRPE7.95 

★★★★★★★★★★ 

Castle House, 11 Newcastle Street 
Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent ST6 3QB 

Tel: 0782 575043 (10 lines) 

1 SALE 1 SALE 
SPECTRUM SPECTRUM 

Masters of Uni. Adven. 1.99 Stainless Steel 1.99 

Mean City 5.25 Southern Belie 3.95 

Mercenary 6.75 Silent Service 3.95 

Monopoly 6.95 Sorodons Shadow 2.50 

Mag Max 5.25 Slap Fight 2.99 

Moon Strike 5.25 Solomon's Key 2.99 

Mystery Arkham Manor 5.25 Sabrewoif .99 

Napolean at War 6.50 Shockway Rider 1.99 

Nebulus 5.50 Saboteur II 5.25 

Nightmare Rally 5.25 Sailing 5.25 

Nexor 1.99 Scalextric 6.95 

Nightshade 1.99 Scrabble 6.95 

Nemesis Final Challenge 2.99 Sentinel 6.75 

Nemesis the Warlock 1.99 Shadows of Mordor 5.25 

Orbix the Terrorball 1.99 Side Wize 4.95 

PSI5 Trading Co. 1.99 The Sidney Affair 6.25 

Prodigy 1.99 Silicon Dreams 10.95 

Puisator 1.75 Slaine 6.25 

Pentagram .99 Sorcerer Lord 9.50 

Pyracurse 1.50 Space Harrier 5.25 

Pegasus Bridge 9.50 Star Wars 6.95 

Power Play 6.75 Starglider 10.50 

Quartet 6.50 Street Hassle 5.25, 

Quazatron 1.99 Super Sprint 6.95 

Ranarama 2.50 Survivor 6.25 

Roundheads 5.95 Tarzan 1.50 

Rygar 6.50 They Stole a Million 1.99 

Road Runner 6.45 Toad Runnder 1.50 

Ramparts 6.25 Triaxos 1.99 

Renegade 5.25 Terror of the Deep 1.99 

Red L.E.D. 6.45 Super Hang-on 6.75 

Rastan Saga 5.25 Thundercats 5.50 

Strange Loop .99 Through the Trapdoor 6.25 

Sorcery .99 Thanatos 1.99 

Sky runner 1.99 Treasure Hunt 3.95 

I 

WE NOW OFFER AN EVEN FASTER SERVICE THAN EVER BEFORE! 
TRY US, YOU WONT BE DISAPPOINTED. 

P&P 50p on all orders under £5, over £5 P&P is free. Overseas £2 per tape. 
Please state Spectrum when ordering. 

SALE 

★★★★★★★★★★ 

JUST ARRIVED 

DOCTHE 
DESTROYER 

RRP75p 

Our Price £2.99 

DON'T HANG ABOUT 

MICRONAUGHT 
ONE 

(from Nexus) 

RRPE9.95 

Our Price £2.99 

(Be quick for this one) 

PROHIBITION 
RRPE9.95 

To clear at £2.99 

STARFOX 
RRPC8.95 

On offer at £2.99 

MUST GO-HENCE 

SILLY PRICES! 

SPY V SPY 
Artie Antics 

RRP£9.95 

Our Price £2.99 

★★★★★★★★★★ 

SALE 
SPECTRUM 

Thing Bounces Back 2.99 

Trantor 6.25 

TT Racer 6.50 

Worm in Paradise 2.99 

The Young Ones 2.50 

Virgin Atlantic Chal. .99 

Vera Cruz 

(not 128 comp) 2.99 

World Chess L'Board 6.25 

Zoids 1.99 

Rampage 6.75 

Combat School 6.25 

Matchday II 6.25 

720° Degrees 6.25 

Driller 10.50 

Vulcan 6.95 

Flying Shark 5.25 

Werewolves of 

London 6.50 

Mad Bails 5.50 

Dark Sceptre 5.25 

Knightmare 6.75 

Football Manager II 6.95 

Winter Olympiad'88 6.75 

Gary Lineker Soccer 5.50 

Back in stock... 

OUTRUN £6.50 

Wonderboy 6.50 
Yankee 6.95 
Zulu War 6.50 

SALE 

★★★★★★★★★★ 
TO CLEAR 

SAMURI 
RRP£7.95 

Now £2.99 

DARK EMPIRE 
(from Lothlorien) 

RRP£9.95 

Last few at £2.99 

tHRONEOF 
FIRE 

RRP£7.95 

Selling fast at only 

£2.99 

^NOW REDUCED TO 

£1.50 ARE ALL THE 

FOLLOWING... 

POPEYE, STRIKE FORCE 

COBRA, S.W.A.T., 

KICKSTARTII, AGENT X, 

AGENT XII, NOSFERATU, 

PRO SKI SIMULATOR. ATV, 

FOOTBALL FRENZY, LEAGUE 

CHALLENGE, JOE BLADE, 

SOCCER BOSS, INDOOR 

SOCCER, OCEAN RACER, 

GRAND PRIX SIM, SEA 

SURFER, RED ARROWS, 

PARK PATROL, NINJA 

MASTER 

SALE 
SPECTRUM 

COMPILATIONS 

4 SMASH HITS 
(Exelon, Zynaps, 

Ranarama, 
Uridium + ) £6.95 

DURELL BIG 4 (Turbo 
Esprit, Saboteur, 

Combat Lynx, Critical 
Mass) £3.95 

NOW GAMES 3 (Code 
name Matt, Sorcery, 
View to a Kill, 

Everyone's a Wally, 
Nick Faldo Plays the 
Open) £2.99 

NOW GAMES 4 
(Mission Omega, 

Hacker, Dan Dare, 
Back to the Future, J. 
Barrington's Squash) 

— Pocket money 
price £3.95 

MAGNIFICENT 7 

(Head Oyer Heels, 

Wizball, Arkanoid, 
Great Escape, Frankie, 
Cobra, Short Circuit, 
YieArKungFu) £6.95 

★★★★★★★★★★ 

NEW RELEASE! 

PLATOON 
Special Price 

£6.75 

★★★★★★★★★★ 

SALE 
SPECTRUM 

COMPILATIONS 
TO CLEAR 

COIN OP 
CONNECTION 
(Breakthrough, 

Express Raider, Metro 

Cross, Crystal 
Castles) 
For only £3.95 

10 GREAT GAMES 

(Avenger, Krackout, 

Future Knight, 
Bounder, Footballer of 
the Year, Trailblazer, 
Hiway Encounter, 

Monty on the Run, 
Westbank, Jack the 
Nipper). 

All these games 

for only £5.95 

Less than 60p per 

game! 

UNBELIEVABLE 
ULTIMATE (Tranz Am, 

Jet Pack, Lunar Jet 

Man, Psst 
To clear — 
now only £1.99 

128K GAMES 
Winter Games 6.50 

Spitfire 40 6.95 

Advanced Art Studio 16.95 

The Pawn 10.95 

Little Comp People 7.50 

Elite 7.50 

Austerlitz 2.99 

Nodes of Yesod 2.99 

Hacker 2.99 

Robin of the Wood 2.99 

Gladiator 2.99 

1 SALE 1 
SPECTRUM + 3 DISCS 

Action Force 10.95 

Ace II 10.95 

California Games 9.50 

Deluxe Scrabble 12.95 

Driller 13.95 

Eye 10.95 

Football Manager 6.95 

Game, Set & Match 12.95 

Gauntlet 9.50 

Gunship 9.50 

international Karate 6.95 

Live Ammo 10.95 

Magnificent 7 12.95 

The Pawn 12.25 

Renegade 10.95 

Thundercats 10.95 

World Class L'Board 9.50 

Tai Pau 10.95 

Tomahawk 9.50 

Phantom of the Opera 6.95 

Sorcerer Lord 13.95 

30 Game Maker 12.95 

Dracula 12.95 

The Boggit 12.95 

Outcast 12.95 

Balibreaker 12.95 

1 
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GRYZOR 

The coin-op smash hit from 
Konami now for your home- 
micro. This fantastic 
conversion with all the 
original play features takes 
you into a thrilling alien world 
.negotiate force fields 
and take on fanatical 
guerillas as you infiltrate their 
headquarters. 

Split second timing and 
nerves of steel are a must for 
this fun packed program 
where addiction will always 
bring you back for more! 

Survive to become a captain 
through the toughest training 
academy. Konami’s arcade 
blockbuster has already 
reached No 1 in the Gallup 

charts with this superb 
conversion for your 

I home-micro. 
Featuring all the game- 
play of the arcade 
original, Combat School 

offers a real challenge 
to the toughest thorou^bred 
gamester. 

Seven gmeBing events, plus a 
penalty stage and if you don’t- 

you’re out! 
COMBAT SCHOOL 

IN SIQRE NOW. 
EACH AVAILABLE ON DISK AND CASSETTE ; 

SPECTRUM CCWIMODORE AMSTRAD 

fil is 2* i il’SS 
+3 DISK DISK DISK 

mar L. 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
FOR 

PC+COMPATIBLES 
AND ATARI ST 

Ocean Software Limited ■ 6 Central Street • Manchester • M2 5NS • Telephone 061 832 6633■ Telex 669977 OCEANS G 



Welcome, love bunnies, to 
a special Valentine’s 
Day surgery at Dr B’s 
Clinic. As you see. 
Nurse Rumpy is ladling 

out seasonal good cheer to every 
patient, and with a bit of luck to the doctor 
later on. But a medic’s work is never 
done, as they say, usually ’cos we keep 
nipping out for a round of golf. Fore! 

' Right, nurse, show the first patient in. 
Robert Turner, eh? What can I do you 
for? 

“I need help desperately with 
Firebird’s Megabucks. I can almost finish 
it but there are three things I’m stuck on. 

' First, there is a yellow door in the room 
with the stereo. How do I get past it? 
There there’s a pink robot in the church’s 
lower levels I can’t get past. And last but 

' not least, what do I do with the budgie? 
I’ve taken it to every screen but all it says 
is‘cheep cheep cheep’.” 

Well, Robert, this was one of my fave 
budgie games of last year, and budget 
games as well, come to that, so I think I 
may be able to help. For the door in the 
stereo room, you’ll need the secret key, 
and to get that, you’ll want to use the safe 
cracker (guess where?). The pink robot s 
a pushover if you happen to have the 

robot control with you, and this you’ll find 
if you use the dynamite in the right place. 
Oh, and as far as I’m aware, the budgie 
does nowt but go ‘cheep cheep cheep’. 
Unless you know better... 

AVENGER & INFILTRATOR 
Some top notch Good Eggery from 
Craig Thornton, who’s responded to 
pleas by Martin Terras and Simon R 
in the January issue. First, a much- 
needed POKE for Avenger: 

10 LOAD ""CODE 
20 POKE 33071,i95 
30 POKE 33072,80 
40 POKE 33073,195 
50 POKE 33046,48 
60 POKE 33047,93 
70 FOP fs=50000 TO 50028s READ 

DR. BERKMANN'S 
CLINIC 

a;POKE f,a:NEXT f 
80 DATA 33,98,195,17,48 

90 DATA 93,1,20,0,237 
100 DATA 176,221,33,0,132 
110 DATA 195,51,129,62,201 
120 DATA 50,207,202,50,92 
130 DATA 160,195,128,157 

160 RANDOMIZE USR 32768 

And as for Infiltrator, clock these hints ‘n’ 
tips: 

‘ENEMY CODES FRIEND CODES 

Boomer Whipple 

Zippy Haymish 

Rhambow Nappies 

Scum Gizmo 

Buzz Seth 

Rattie Gomer 

Komie Geoff 

V\(easle Dweezir 

I think these spellings are correct, but ^ 
don’t murder me in cold blood if they ain’t! 
Sorry, Craig, carry on. 

“Because fuel is pretty tight, don’t 
attack or fight with other aircraft, and 
keep airspeed between 250-300, or the 
battery will overheat! Apply turbo as soon 
as possible, turn off when it begins to 
overheat, but turn on again when it cools 
off. Proceed in this way to the Enemy 
HQ. Then set whisper mode, slow down 
air speed to zero, and descend to 100 
feet, making sure you get your chopper 
level (oo-er) before you go any lower. 
Then drop down very slowly - just judge 
the joystick! Watch it, ’cos if you go down 
too quickly... KERBOOM!” 

Merci beaucoup, vieux haricot! 

UNIVERSAL HERO 
Paul Dagnall’s having a few 
gamesnags here, the poor chickpea. 
Come on, Paul woss wrong? 

“On the second planet, what might I 
use ‘curiosity’ or ‘a pretty pink flower’ for? 
What’s the point of putting lOp in the 
telescope? On the third planet I can get 
to the underground caverns all right, but 
then come to a grinding halt. What now? 
I’ve been through to a room with ‘Fetch 
me the orb’ but can get no further. I’ve got 
a key, a diamond, some axle grease, a 
brake lever, a babbling fish, curiosity and 
a pretty pink flower, so where do I go from 
here?” 

Not very far, it seems, but maybe you 
lot can help. There’s a badge in it! 

JACK THE NIPPER II 
Andrew McLean’s right up the jungle 
In Gremlin’s fabbo Coconut Caper. 

“Can anybody help me find the 
blowpipe and what do I do with the 
mouse?” 

A swift call through to Greg 
Holmes, who wrote the little wonder, 
soon solved these problems. It turns out 
that there’s no blowpipe anywhere in the 
Speccy version (they couldn’t fit it In), so 
I’d stop looking for it, if I were you, 
Andrew. The mouse, as you’ll know, can 
be found at the bottom left of the map, so 
inevitably you’ve got to take it to the top 
right, through about eight billion screens, 
until you find the elephant. Use it next to 
the big fella and see what happens! 
(Thanks very much, Greg!) 

RENEGADE 
Scott Stalham’s plea in the Jan ish for 
hayip on this Incredibly popular thump 
’em up has been answered by Clinic 
reader Dominic Carter. How, asked 
Scott, do you hit a floored assailant? 

“Knock him/her over then move 
forward and press both ‘DOWN’ and the 
‘DIRECTION YOU ARE FACING’. You 
can then kill him/her by pressing ‘hit’ a 
few times, but be quick because he may 
get up (in which case you’ll go over) or 
one of his mates will hit you.” 

Ta muchly, Dorn, the badge is In the 
post (so expect It in about 1993). 

HAYIP! 
Simon Mathews has ground to a halt 
on Virgin’s Dan Dare and would just lurve 
a POKE. No prob, you’d have thought, 
but Simon has the more recent version of 
the game (Virgin remastered it after 
hiccups with the hyperload). This one 
loads with pink and red border lines 
(pretty, huh?) and no other POKES he’s 
seen, ever seem to work. Any ideas? 

Kevin Luck has had none with The 
Happiest Days Of Your Life, and would 
welcome any help anyone can give him. 
I’ve got a Multiface POKE for the game, 
Kev - POKE 55885,0, POKE 55886,0 - 
which’ll give you infinite lives, but nowt 
else. 

GOOD EGG 
One more Boti Oeuf for this month - 
Jason Drury by name. He’s got hints, 
tips and POKES for all sorts of games, so 
write with an sae to him at Harbex, 
Telham Lane, Battle, Sussex TN33 OSW. 
(And if you’ve got a few hints to swop, 
forget the sae.) 

And don’t forget to drop me a line if 
you’ve got the answer to one (or more) of 
these gamesnags, or if you too are stuck 
and need a helping paw. Write to Dr 
Berkmann’s Clinic, YS, 14Rathbone 
Place, London W1P1DE. Tinkerty tonk! 

GO 

of the small creatures gets 
stuck between the two rocks: 

? 
foci 

f /V 
t foci 

• It’s about time somebody 
sent me a tip for Thundercats. 
Such a classy little game, so 
fast, such marvy graphics, so 
pretty, so why no tips? Who 
knows, p’raps folks spend so 
much time noodling about wiv 
the game, they haven’t got any 
time left to lift a pen and send 
me a letter. But fortunately for 
us, at least one Thundercats 
player owns a biro and a stamp, 
and that is hoopy Martin 
Stonebridge. Let’s hear it, 
Smarty Marty. “On level one of 
Thundercats, it’s best to duck 
down all the time and kill 
everyone. Jump up and get the 
bonuses in the trees. The white 
bonus L is an extra life. If one 

go off the screen and come 
back and he’ll have 
disappeared. On level two, 
watch out for the crumbling 
rocks. Obtain the fireballs at 
the first opportunity, and 
always keep running. On the 
bonus mission you must go to 
the left. Kill the rhino-like 
people, and jump the person 
with the shield, as you can’t kill 
him. Watch out for the rivers 
which you have to jump, ’cos a 
big eyeball comes out of the 
river and attacks you. On level 
four, watch out for the fireballs 
and when you come across the 
small gravity craft, get in and 
blast to the end of the level. On 
level seven look out for the 
chap with a snake around his 
shoulders. He fires little flies at 
you which circle and kill you. 

“General tip: On most levels 
the bonus items eg. lives, 
fireballs and so on, are white 
objects. Level one has white 
objects on trees, and level 
three has skeleton heads.” 
Well, thunderthanks to you, O 
mighty Stonebridge. And may 
your sword never tarnish, and 
the glint in your eye be ever 
twinklesome. Your 
thunderbadge is on its way... 

• A quickie (Fnarrr) from Nick 
Wright on this hoopful little 
cheapie. “When you see a door 
on the screen window, press 
fire and pick-up and 
immediately there will be a 
blast which destroys all the 
doors on that screen. I hope 
this will be printed in the 
magazine as it’s my first time.” 
Well, my little honey roast ham, 
how can I refuse a plaintive cry 
like that? Easy, I just say NO! 

• Not exactly a big pile of tips 
for everyone’s fave arcade 
game, but one is better than 
none I guess, or better than a 
slap In the gob with a wet fish. 
(Splatto!) Martin Stonebridge 
again?!! What has this guy been 
doing this month? Well look here 
matey, you only get one badge, 
so jest watch it. 

“Use the gears to slow you 
down as the speed drops down 
from 280km/h to 189km/h 
straight away. This is useful on 
corners and when approaching 
other vehicles. As you pass the 
other cars, change up again 
and accelerate away. From the 
start, head for the left hand 
checkpoints, as these seem to 
be the easier tracks.” Well, 
short and sweet this time Marty, 
but dead good, my def little 
pedal masher. Dead good. 
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PRACTICAL 

POKES 
Once again it’s David ‘Fab Macca’ 

McCandless,i/Mfb ail the POKEs it’s fit to 
print. Take it away, small Franco-Scottish 

person with no candle... Er.. .extraordinary, 
absolutely 
extraordinary, Phil 
South — that famous 
gerkin guzzler — has 

managed to stuff...er nine NINE! 
hamburgers Into his gob at the 
same time! Now let’s see him 
swallow them...euchhhh! It’s like 
something out of ‘V’! Er...l have a 
voice in my ear, what’s 
that?...geton?...fGef on with the 
POKES. Ed) Er..yes your 
extraordinary Maughan-ness! 

DEATHIV/SHS&JOE 
BLADE 
...and first, FIRST! is Steffan 
Westcott, a quite extraordinary 
hacker who has hacked... 
er... Deafhw/sh 3from Gremlin 
and Players’ Joe Blade. 

10 REM DEATHWISH 3 HACK 
20 REM by STEFFAN WESTCOTT 

30 CLEAR 24575* LOAD ""CODE 

40 FCW n»33543 TO le9s READ a 

! IF a<999 THEN POKE n.as hCXT 
r» 

50 POKE 33019,131* PRINT USR 
32768 

60 DATA 33,0,64,49,255,95,17, 
0,128,1,0,4,237,176 

70 DATA 62,201,50,176,155* RE 
M NO INJURY 

80 DATA 62,175,50,22,151,50,1 
85,153* REM INFINITE AIWQ 

90 DATA 175,^,6,163* REM NO 

BACK-STABBINB 

100 DATA 195,64,108,999 

10 REM JOE BLADE hack 
20 REM by STEFFAN WESTCOTT 

30 CLEAR 32767* LOAD ""CODE 

40 PCKE 65108,194* RANDOMIZE 
USR 65088 

50 POKE 65407,96 

60 FOR n*6S469 TO le9s READ a 
s IF a<999 THEN POKE n,a! NEXT 

70 RANDOMIZE USR 65324 

80 DATA 175,50,165,147* F^M 1 
NFINITE STAMINA 

90 DATA 50,164,167* ROl INFIN 
ITE AMMO 

100 DATA 50,172,152,50,221,152 
,50,242,135,60,50,61,130* REM DO 
N'T NEED CELL KEYS 

110 DATA 62,201,50,94,150* REM 

INFINITE TIME 

120 DATA 62,175,50,53,120* REM 
NO BOMB SCREEN 

130 DATA 195,55,139,999 

NEBULUS 
Astounding, quite astounding, 
Emiyn Hughes has managed to 
fondle eight contestants in just 
one programme of A Question Of 
Sport. Er...there’s something in 
my ear...er...Nebraska? Nebu- 
Nebulusl A hack for Hewson’s 
Nebulas from... erPaul Rosenthal 

10 REM NEBULUS hack 
20 REM by PAUL ROSENTHAL 
30 FOR n=23296 TO 23302* READ 

as POKE n,a* NEXT n 
40 CLEAR 25086* LOAD ""CODE 
50 POKE 65102,103* RANDOMIZE 

USR 64512 

60 
128 

DATA 175,50,153,128,195,0, 

TRIPLET 
Er...l say...I’ve got something 
right, there must be a Q in the 
month. It’s a trio of hacks for the 
VS freebies Play For Your Life 
and Moley Christmas, and 
Gremlin’s Basil Mouse 
Detective...er...an6 they’ll give 
you Infinite Coleman’s...no...er 
David’s?...er...lives LIVES! Yes 
LIVES! 

10 REM PFYL hack by DM 
20 CLEAR 28999* LOAD “"SCREEN 
t LOAD •"•CODE 
30 POKE 30066,0 

40 RANDOMIZE USR 30000 

10 REM MOLEY XMAS by DM 
20 CLEAR 24575* LOAD ’•"CODE 

30 POKE 38302,0* POKE 38352,0 
40 RANDOMIZE USR 33024 

10 REM BASIL hack by DM 
20 CLEAR 27000* LOAD "•'CODE 

30 FOR i=»547B5 TO 54795* READ 
as POKE i,a! NEXT i 

40 DATA 175,50,80,161,62,201, 
50,240,163,195,0,128 

50 POKE 55832,195* Pa<E SSB33 
,0* POKE 55834,214 

60 RANDOMIZE USR 5SB08 

BOSCONIAN 
...and Nick Faldo scores a goal. 
And er... here’s Roy Goodall on 
the ball...and oh I say! A hack for 
the cheapie Bosconian In the 
back of the net! Well played Roy! 

RAMPAGE 
Aaargghhhh! Just 
enough...er...space to squeeze 
in this little hack for Activision’s 
Rampage by me. 

10 REM RAMPAGE HACK by DM 
20 CLEAR 32767* LET t«0* LOAD 

••“CODE 65088 

30 FOR n=23296 TO 23333* READ 
a* POKE n,as LET t«t+a! NEXT n 

40 IF t-4056 THEN RANDOMIZE 
USR 23296 

50 DATA 33,64,254,17,0,128,1 

MULTIFACE CORNER 
So many men have been 
mailing their Multiface 
manipulations (oo-er...) to me 
(alliterating a lot there) for 
Multiface Corner. These, plus a 

couple of my own, are here! 
Now! 
Multifacers were Dean Ashton, 
the Tefal men (with Dura-Glide 
foreheads no doubt), Paul 
Rosenthal, and John 
Perkington. 

GAME POKE EFFECT 
Nebulus 32941,0 lives 
Freddy Hardest pXI 63519,24 invincible 

64011,183 lives 
Freddy Hardest pt 2 61607,183 lives 
Rampage 56693,0 lives 
Basil Mouse Detective 41296,0 lives 

41968.201 
Trantor 56596,0 strength 

56711,0 time 
54236,0 ammo 
52514,0 no aliens 

Moon Strike 52221,0 lives 
Thundercats 31407,0 lives 

60 DATA 20,0,237,176,33,19,12.8 130 DATA 32,4,175,50,62,224,58 
70 DATA 54,246,35,54,201,205 140 DATA 180,224,254,253,32,7 
80 DATA 0,128,33,31,91,34,105 150 DATA 175,50, 1^,224,50,181 
90 DATA 255,195,44,255,175 160 DATA 224,237,176,235,54 

100 DATA 50,117,221,195,0,222 170 DATA 201,30,231,205,0,125 
110 PRINT •■ERROR IN DATA!"* STOP 180 DATA 

190 DATA 
221,35,221,35,221,35 
193,16,197.33,119.232 

FREDDY HARDEST 
Er...and Fatima Whitbread has 
scored a try, a try! She shattered 
that scrum single-handedly and 
threw the post 50 metres through 
the air...! But...er...here’s Dean 
Ashton, an extraordinary mega¬ 
hacker, from Scarborough who’s 
er. hacked Freddy Hardest 1 and 
2, and also given me the code for 
part 2, which is 897653. 
Astounding! (I say that’s a new 
word!) Quite astounding! I like 
that, it has that certain... 

30 
w»0 

REM FREDDY HARDEST Part 1 
REM HACK by Dean Ashton 

CLEAR 49151* LET t«0* LET 

40 FOR f=47872 TO 48024* F«AD 
a 

50 POKE F,a* LET t“t+w*as LET 
wn»«^l 

60 NEXT i 
70 IF t<>1403607 THEN PRINT 

"ERROR IN DATA”* STOP 

80 LOAD ••■•CODE * REM RANDOM I 
ZE USR 47872 

90 DATA 221,33,134,187,6,6 

100 DATA 197,221,110,0,221,102 
110 DATA 1,221,78,2,6,0,17,0 

120 DATA 125,58,63,224,254,249 
130 DATA 32 ,Trr75,50,63,224,58 

140 DATA 181,224,254,253,32,7 

150 DATA 175,50,181,224,50,182 
160 DATA 224,237,176,235,54 

170 DATA 201,30,231,205,0,125 

DATA 221,35,221,35,221,35 
DATA 193,16,197,33,119,232 

DATA 17,167,251,1,0,4,237 

DATA 176,33,85,187,34,195 
DATA 254,195,170,254,205 

180 
190 

200 

210 
220 

230 

10 REM BOSCONIAN hack 
240 DATA 

20 REM by ROY GOODALL 250 DAT.4 

30 CLEAR 25599* LOAD ""CODE 1 260 DATA 

6384 270 DATA 

40 LOAD ••••CODE 25600* LOAD "" 280 DATA 

CODE 32765 290 DATA 

50 POKE 33356,60 300 DATA 

60 RANDOMIZE USR 32765 310 DATA 

320 DATA 
330 DATA 

w=0 
40 

1,20,0,237,176 

3,92,62,183 

REM FREDDY HARDEST Part 2 
8EM HACK by Dean Ashton 

CLEAR 49151* LET t«0# LET 

FEW f *47872 TO 48019* F«AD 

PC»CE f,a* let LET 50 

w^w+1 
60 NEXT f 

70 IF 101303593 THEN PRINT 
"ERROR IN DATA"* STOP 

80 LOAD ""CODE * REM RANDOMI 
ZE USR 47872 

90 DATA 221,33,129,187,6,6 

100 DATA 197,221,110,0,221,102 
110 DATA 1,221,78,2,6,0,17,0 

120 DATA 125,58,62,224,254,249 

200 
210 

220 

230 

240 
250 

260 

270 

280 
290 

300 

310 
320 

330 

8ATA 17,167,251,1,0,4,237 

data 176,33,85,187,34,195 
DATA 254,195,170,254,205 

data 28,254,33,111,187,17 

DATA 129,255,1,20,0,237,176 
data 62,195,50,165,254,33 

DATA 129,255,34,166,254,201 

DATA 253,33,58,92,62,183 

data 50,91,236,49,223,96 
DATA 195,0,91,0,0,0,17 

data 224,16,33,224,36,113 

DATA 224,12,125,224,15,139 

DATA 224,25,175,224,13,0 
DATA 176,224,13,0,0 

CRASH PREVENTOR 
Now you wouldn’t want a crash 
would you? Who would? At least 
not when you were RUNning a 
hack program anyway. So follow 
this easy-to-use, get-your-hack- 
worklng method to stem those 
tears of rage and frustration (and 
letters of complaint): 

1. Type in the Hack program 
exactly as it is printed in the mag. 
2. Save the Hack program on a 
blank tape (for future use). 
3. Rewind game tape right to the 
beginning. 
4. Type RUN followed by 
ENTER. 
5. Play the game tape from the 
start. 
6. And ultimately, play the game! 
(ho-ho). 

YS SCROLLING CREDITS 
This section is dedicated to 
those unsung heros who sent in 
hacks but were too late: Paul 
Hemmings, Martin Wood, 
Nathan Reynolds, D. Martin, 
C.P. Turner, R J. Fawley, Adrian 
Best, A. Watson, and Forbes 
Manson. 

Extraordinary, I’ve run out of 
space just when I thought I could 
go on for ever. So mail all your 
mail to me at YS, 14 Rathbone 
Place, London, W1P1DE and 
label It Practical Pokes, so it gets 
to me. Look out for the Multiface 
Special next month. See-ya then! 

Farewell! It’s been fun, but we 
gotta go. If you’ve got any hot 

40 

tips that are burning a hole in 
your pocket (snigger) then wrap 
them in a strong envelope and 
send them to me, Phil South, YS 
Tipshop, 14 Rathbone Place, 
London W1P IDE. 

►And remember, every 
tip or map or POKE 

printed in The Shop’ gets 
a super classy Tve Got 

Big Tips’ 
badge. 
Yayl mBStr 
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THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM 

MASSIVE DATABASE Poolswinner is a sophisticated Pools 
prediction aid. It comes complete with the largest database 
available - 22000 matches over 10 years. 
PREDICTS Not just SCOREDRAWS, but AW AYS, HOMES 
and NO SCORES. 
SUCCESSFUL SELEC guarantee that Poolswinner performs 
significantly better than chance. 

ADAPTABLE Probabilities are given on every fixture - 
choose as many selections as you need for your bet. The 
precise prediction formula can be set by the user - you can 
develop and test your own unique method. 

SIMPLE DATA ENTRY All team itames are in the program. Simply type in the reference 
numbers from the screen. Or tise FIXGEN to produce fixhure list automatically (see below); 

LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE All English and Scottish League teams are supported, 
and also the non-league sides often used on pools coupons. 

PRINTER SUPPORT Full hard copy printout of data if you have a printer. 

PRICE £15.00 (aU inclusive) 

1^ AT LAST: No more struggling for hours to get the 
W y y/D fixture list into the computer. FIXGEN has been 

I w Jill V V A/ U programmed with all English and Scottish League 
fixtures for 1987/8. Simply type in the date, and the full fixture list is generated 
in seconds. FuUy compatible with Poolswinner. Yearly updates available. 

POOLSWINNER with FIXGEN £16.50 (for both) 

COmtSEWnOIIERvs 
NOT JUST A TIPSTER 
PROGRAM, Coursewinner 

_ __ V3 can be used by experts 
THE PUNTERS COMPUTER PROGRAM and occasional punters alike. 
You can develop and test your own unique winning system by adjusting the 
analysis formula, or use the program in simple mode. Coiursewinner V3 uses 
statistical analysis of major factors including past form, speed ratings, course 
statistics, prize money, weight, going, trainer and jockey form etc, etc. It 
outputs most likely winners, good long odds bets, forecasts, tricasts etc. The 
database includes vital coiurse statistics for all British courses. You can update 
the database - never goes out of date. FULL PRINTER SUPPORT. 

PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive) includes Fiat and National Hunt versions. 

ALL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR: AMSTRAD CPCs, AMSTRAD PCWs, PC 1512, 
AU BBCs, AU SPECTRUMS, COMMODORE 64/128. 

SiqjpUed on tape (automatic conversion to disc) - except PCW and PC1512 (on disc - add £3.00). 

Send Cheques/POs for return of post service to .. 

phone 24 hrs SOFIVCARF phone 24 hrs 

37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE SK8 2HX. S 061-428 7425 
(Send for full list of our software)_ 

AMAZING OFFERS! 
Brand New 

SPECTRUM PLUS'S 48k 

only £69.95! 
with power supply. User Guide, 

introductory cass, TV aerial & 90 day warranty 

ELECTRON COMPUTERS 

Superb value — only £59.95 
ELECTRON PLUS 1 's 

only £43.95 
with View & Viewsheet — only £65.95 

Please add 95p for P. & P. 
Cheques, P.O or quote Access or Visa 

gr* SOFTWARE BARGAINS 

" DEPT.YS 

8/8A REGENT STREET 

LEEDS 
0532 687735 

SAE for latest product offers 
Please state which machine L57 4Pc 

TRADE OR EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

THETFORD MICROS 
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 
21 GUILDHALL STREET, 
THETFORD, 
NORFOLK. 
IP24 2DT 
(0842) 61645 

SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
2 LEYLAND CLOSE, 
FISON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
THETFORD, NORFOLK. 
(0842) 65897 

SPECIALIST COMPUTER REPAIR SERVICE 
★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

WE'VE LEAD OTHERS HAVE FOLLOWED. Thetford Micros offers you their experience and a fast efficient repair 
service with our guarantee that your computer is being diagnosed by the best and most up-to-date test equipment. 

WE ALSO OFFER YOU: 
★ ON THE SPOT SPECTRUM & COMMODORE 64 REPAIRS 
★ SAME DAY REPAIRS ON MAIL ORDER 
★ THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS 
★ ALL FAULTY COMPONENTS RETURNED TO CUSTOMER SO YOU THE CUSTOMER CAN SEE WHAT'S WRONG 

★ ALL ICs REPLACED ON CARRIERS — Makes life easier 
★ ALL COMPUTERS RETURNED POST PAID AND INSURED IF POSTED IN THE U.K. 
★ FREE — ON-OFF SWITCH FITTED TO ANY SPECTRUM REPAIR (fitted in Spectrum Casing — Please state if required) 

★ SPECTRUM REPAIRS - £16.00 
★ KEYBOARD REPAIRS - £10.00 
★ INTERFACE I - £19.50 
★ MICRODRIVE - £19.50 
★ SPECTRUM 128 - £19.50 

(Prices inclusive of Parts, VAT and Postage) 
Repairs undertaken on Commodore, BBC, Amstrad, IBM, and Atari — We are an approved ATARI SERVICE CENTRE. 

Ouotes given on repairing any Printers and Disk Drives. 
SORRY NO FREE SOFTWARE - YOU'VE PROBABLY GOT IT ANYWAY! - ON-OFF SWITCH IS HANDY THOUGH. 

For fast delivery service — Parceline £9.00 4- VAT 
Payments can be made by Cheque, Postal Order, Barclaycard, Access or American Express. 
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Win five spanky Casio sports watches in our earthshattering 
Mega Apocalypse compo! 

JjW es, there’s no 
apocalypse like a 
mega-apocalypse, 
as the old song 

mK goes. And as the 
world awaits the release of 
Martech’s mega shoot’em up 
on the Speccy (mainly to see 
whether it’ll remain Intact by 
the end of it), here’s your 
opportunity to win one of five 
Casio SDB 300W sports 
watches, each worth £27.95 
(or thereabouts), In another 
amazing YS caption compo. 

You may well have seen the 
Commodore original of the 
game at the PCW Show — 
especially if you came to see 
us, 'cos we were almost next 
door! It’s a fairly zappy affair, 
written by Simon NIcol and 
converted to our more 
glorious format by John 
Wilson (who gave us Planets 
and The Armageddon Man). 
The basic plot of the game 
can be summed up in four 
sentences: 
1. Shoot everything. 
2. Carry on shooting 
everything. 
3. Make sure nothing shoots 
you in return. 
4. Er, that’s it. 
But what a zaperama it 
promises to be, if the C64 
attempt Is owt to go by. Still, 
while we all wait, how about a 
little compo to get us all in the 
mood? 

WHATTODO 
See this ’ere illustration? Not unlike our poster, eh? In fact, it is our poster, but lovingly 
rendered in black and white just for you. As you can see, our little astronaut chum has just 
finished blowing up a planet, and seems not unpleased with things. Why? Do you know? If 
you do, fill his parting thoughts in the bubble provided, and here’s the tricky bit — they’ve gorra 
be funny. You know — droll, amusing, witty, wry, chucklesome or even side-splittingly trouser- 
wettingly hilarious. ’Cos If you make us chortle, you could well win one of our whizzy prizes! 

And when you’ve sussed It all out, send the coupon, caption ‘n’ all, to: Less Of A Compo, 
More Of An Explosive Competition Experience, YS, 14 Rathbone Place, London WIP IDE. 
You’ll only blow it if you don’t! 

Address 

Name 

Want jokes? Move out of the way, small fry, and take some lessons from the master. C’est mol, 
stoatbrain! 

• You work for us? You 
work for Martech? You 
work for anyone who’s 
related to either? You’re 
related to anyone who 
works for either? Well, you 
won’t be if you try and enter 
this compo! 
• Get those entry forms in 
to us by March 31st 1988. 
Anyone even a day late will 
be a complete April fool! 
• The Ed’s decision is final, 
unless she changes her 
mind of course... 

yS/MARTECH COMPO 

4S 



CUNSHIP 

The Apache... Fierce and elusive, like its warrior namesake 
... Capable of defeating enemy tanks, infantry, and hostile 
aircraft on the modern electronic battlefield. 
Gunship's revolutionary 3-D graphics enable you, the pilot, 
to fly into the world’s hottest trouble spots .. .You’ll use an 
unbelievable array of high tech information and weapon 
systems, including lasers, video cameras, night viewers, 
radar warnings, jammers, computers, missiles, rockets, 
flares and a 30mm cannon! Successful missions will be 
rewarded with medals and rank promotions. 

GUNSHIP is available for the CBM 64/128K, Spectrum, IBM 
PC and Atari ST. 

SIMULATION • SOFTWARE 

Please send-copy/ies of Gunship CBM 64/128 □ Cassette £14.95 □ Disk £19.95. 

Spectrum □ Cassette £9.95 □ Disk £12.95 □ Further details. 

Name (block capitals)_Address_ 

---^Post Code_ 

I enclose £_including 55p P-FP. Cheques payable to MicroProse Software Ltd. 

or debit my Access/Visa card. Expiry date_No. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~l 

MicroProse Ltd., 2 Market Place,Tetbury, Gloucestershire GL8 8DA. UK.Tel: (0666) 54326.Tlx: 43422 MPS/UKG. 
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r5SUBSCRIPTI0NS 

AYS SUB MEANS.... 
..more than you could 

ever guess. 
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F R E E G A M E ! 

PICK ANY ONE OF THESE TRIFFIC NEW OCEAN/IMAGINE 
GAMES - FREE WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE TO YS! 

BASKET MASTER 
Spanish software 
amigos, Dinamic, with 
a new sloppy and very 
very dappy basketball 
simulation. 
Worth £7.95 

PHANTOM CLUB 
3D arcade adventure 
from the writer of VS's 
Play For Your Life, 
where superheroes 
slug it out in the 31st 
Century. 
Worth £795 

PLATOON 
If war is hell, then so is 
this fabby licensed 
game from Ocean's 
Imagine label. Fight the 
gooks and win. 
Worth £7.95 

RASTAN SAGA 
Speccy version of 
Sega's wangy coin-op, 
be a barbarian, and 
we don't mean the 
alcohol-free type. 
Worth £7.95 

YOUR SINCLAIR SUBS 
Put me out of my misery. Send me YS every month, starting 
with the.issue. 

□ Piease charge my Access/Visa/Amer Ex/Diners Club/ 
card number... 
(Delete where applicable) 

Signature. 

Please tick the appropriate box: 
□ One year £15 UK 
□ One year £20 Europe and Eire 
□ One year £25 Rest of the Earth and other places in the 
Universe 

The free Ocean/Imagine game I’d like is: 

BASKET MASTER □ 
PHANTOM CLUB □ 
RASTAN SAGA □ 
PLATOON □ 

Your free game will be sent separately from your first copy of YS. 
Because these are brand new games, we can’t say exactly when 
they’ll be despatched. So please be patient. Phone the 
Samaritans or something. 

I enclose my cheque/postal orderfor £.made payable to 
Dennis Publishing Ltd. 

Name . 

Address. 

.Postcode. 

Send this completed form to: 
Your Sinclair Subs, FREEPOST 7*, London W1E 4EZ. If you 
don’t want to shred your pristine copy of YS, then a 
photocopy of the coupon will do. 

^Overseas readers will have to pay postage. 

SPY 

Start i_ 

.1. i 
C 9 9 99 

End. 

RateL J 
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Owen and Audrey Bishop are back in the Frontline 
entertaining the troops with the latest strategy hits- Oh dear! We’re in real 

trouble this month. 
Mark Rodgers of 
Newcastle on Tyne 
writes, “Wargames 

are wrong. They make people 
think war is a good thing — and 
fun too. I think they should be 

banned.” You have a point there, 
Mark, and you deserve a YS 
badge for standing up for your 
beliefs. Obviously we don’t 
agree with you — if we did, we 
wouldn’t be running this column. 
But what do other readers think? 
Are there any of you out there 

who think the same way as 
Mark? Or what can you say in 
defence of wargaming? You 
must have some point of view on 
the subject — for or against? 
Write and let us know — a 
sentence or two will do. Let 
battle commence! 

PEGASUS BRIDGE 
Pegasus Bridge has certainly 
been well researched — in each 
turn British Airborne units land at 
the spots where they really 
landed on that eventful day. 
German troops and other British 
troops arrive by road. If you 
command the British side, your 
task is to capture and preserve 
certain bridges, destroy or 
occupy others and to capture the 
tactically important Merville 
battery. If you play the German 
side, your aim is to hold off the 
Brits for 18 vital hours. Plenty to 
think about and some interesting 
tactical situations. 

The game Is for 1 or 2 players 
— single players can command 
either side, the computer 
commanding the other. 
Command is by keyboard or 

joystick (Kempston, Interfaces 1 
and 2 supported). Graphics 
consist of a very large scrolling 
map, with a small-scale map on 
which the outline of the larger 
map moves as It’s scrolled. Dots 
on this indicate the position of 
your units. These flash until you 
have moved or fired them, so it’s 
easy to find your way about. The 
glossy-paged handbook 
includes a detailed map of the 
area, full Instructions and plenty 
of info about the forces involved. 
A panel on the screen displays 
full details of all units on the 
cursor square. The game follows 
the usual sequence of phases 
for each side, including a 
Support Phase In which you call 
up fighter or bomber strikes, and 
naval gunfire on any target. 

SORCEROR LORD 
PSS (Cassette £12.95, Disk £17.95) 
At last! A game that looks like a 
wargame and plays like a 
wargame! Let the canikin clink 

long into the night as we pit 
ourselves against the mighty 
Shadowlord! 

Sorceror Lord comes in a 

niceiy oesigneo and printed 
cardboard box, just like the ones 
that real (board) wargames 
come in, instead of those pop- 
album-style plastic cases. Inside 

you find an exciting assortment 
of goodies — a handbook 

(beautifully Illustrated, simply 
laid out and clearer than most 
we have seen lately) and a 
handy card summarising 
symbols, terrain preferences 
and so on, to prop up beside the 
TV screen. There’s also a large 
map of the Lands of Galanor 
printed on parchment-like paper 
to lend an air of romance and 
authenticity to the proceedings. 
With all this plus a copy of PSS’s 
glossy catalogue, we already 
begin to feel that we’re getting 
value for money. 

The game, written by the 
author of Battlefield Germany, is 
an imaginative fantasy conflict at 
tactical level. You are the 
Sorcerer Lord, defending 
Galanor from the hordes of 
warriors and riders under the 
command of the Shadowlord 

(played by the computer). The 
enemy advances quickly in large 
numbers, at high speed and with 
devastating effect. It’s a waste of 
effort to try to halt them at first. 
The better tactic is to send your 
leaders to visit the fortresses 
and citadels of the land to recruit 
as many men as you can muster. 

The warriors at your service 
include the Barbarians of 
Savantor, the Elves of Imryth, 
and several others, each with 
their own preference for different 
terrains, carrying different arms, 
and with leaders skilled In 
Sorcery to different degrees. All 
these features are taken into 
account as you mobilise your 
army and throw it against the 
forces of the Shadowlord. It’s an 
easy game to get into, yet It may 
take you some time to master its 
intricacies. We found the 
computer opponent most 
formidable, even at Level 1, 
possibly because of its new 
routines based on artificial 
Intelligence techniques. 

Graphics are oood and non¬ 

R PLRTOON 
Move 4" 
M.Left 
Range 
R/p oa 
Effect 14^44^ 
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PSS (Cassette £12.95, Disk £17.95) 
D-day 1944 and the landings 
begin! The British 6th Airborne 
Division are parachuting in, 
detailed to secure the east flank 

of the beach-heads. Their main 
objective is the bridge over the 
Caen Canal, later renamed 
Pegasus Bridge in their honour 
after their divisional emblem. 
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comes from Boss 
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Sd Storm R'J'fiJ°rate WW3 
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NATO lines, ttiey run imu 

fussy, though the ‘ancient script’ 
of the text is hard to read, 
especially as many messages 
are not on the screen very long. 
There is a large scrolling map 
(based on hexes, in true 
wargame style), with an overall 
strategic map on call whenever 
you need it. The information 
appears just above the map and 
the screen is uncluttered with 
graphical bric-a-brac at other 
times. This could be taken as a 
model for other wargames. Oh 
yes, and — wonder of wonders 
— there are no stupid sound 
effects either! The control 
system is easy to learn and 
operates perfectly. 

Sorceror Lord allows you to 
concentrate on the game Itself 
without distractions. Whether 
you are into fantasy or not, the 
tactical aspects of this particular 
wargame will hold you 
spellbound. Recommended. 

I GRAPHICS 
PLAYABIUTY 
VALUE FOR MONEY 
ADDICTIVENESS 

I STRATEGY 

■□□□□□□□□□ ■□□□□□□□□□ ■□□□□□□□□□ 

We thought this game 
sounded just the ticket and were 
excited as we sat down to give 
the Jerries a good going-over. 
Probably we could have done, 
for suddenly, in the middle of our 
(true blue Brits) turn, we found 
that the computer had handed 
control of the German forces 
over to us! Being Brits we were 
obviously too gentlemanly to 
take advantage of such a 
situation. In short there was a 
bug in our version (and in the 
replacement copy sent us) which 
lets the game go its own way, 
jumping from one phase to 
another Inexplicably. What with 
that and the excessively high 
speed at which the messages 
flash on and off the screen we 
just gave up trying to play. 
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ANGEL 
EYE 

WIN WIN WIN 
Five Halo Jones Book Sets 

PLUS 
Ten Halo Jones Spectrum Games Young Halo Jones was alone 

and unemployed, and like 
most youngsters in the future 
her only real option was the 
army. Her experience in the 

forces only managed to destroy the little 
vestiges of hope she had left, what with 
her best friend getting killed on a 
campaign to a far-off planet, and the 
man in her life turning out to be 
something like an extra terrestrial Adolf 
Hitler. And after her tour of duty was 
over, she was sent to The Hoop, a slimy 
^etto and massive wasteland of scum 
and villany for all the unemployed folks. 

And so the story continues, week by 
week in 20(X)AD, in Piranha s new smash 
Spectrum game and, for those that can 
afford it, in the colourful and expensive 
Titan Books graphics novels. But fear 
not, for now you too can own these hot 
items. If you win this magic YS/Piranha 
compo, you could walk away with one of 
five full sets of Halo Jones graphic novels 
(volumes 1,2 and 3), plus a copy of 
Piranha s new Halo Jones game, hot off 
the presses! How can you refuse? You 
can t, especially as there’s 10 prizes of the 
Halo Jones game for the lucky runners 
up, too. 

And the game is really whizzy, just like 
the 20(X)AD strip. We follow Hdo as she 
tries to go down to the shops to get her 
monthly raticms. Okay, so this mi^t not 
be much of a problem where you Hve, but 
life in The Hoop is very different. The 
streets are full to brimming with punks, 
freaks, maniacs, lizard men and dl kinds 
of lunatics out for your blood, your'wallet 
or even your Cashbase card (Oh no! 
Anything but that! Ed). But Halo has 
packed a few extra items in her handbag, 
just to make sure she gets to Tesco’s 
unscathed. You know, the usual stuff you 
take with you on a shopping spree; a 
couple of extra carrier bags; your bus 
pass; a woolly hat... oh yes, and those 
hallucino^nic gas bombs and a rocket 
launcher, just to be on the safe side. Then 

Rules 
• Unemplpyees of Dennis Publishoids 
and Pirmiha M en Software will be 
gassed if they attempt to enter this 
compo. 
• The last chance to get in on the 
action is March 31st, so you’d better 
go for it, punk. 
• The Ed knows it’s tou^ ai the 
streets, and her decisiai is final there 
as well. 

off she goes, armed to the teeth and 
pretty as a picture. 

And that’s where you come in. You 
control Halo in her battle to hold onto her 

shopping, nuking the lizard men, and 
gassingthe punks. Sound like fun? Okay, 
here’s what you have to do to win these 
totally bozzy prizes. 

What You Do 
The vety best thing about this compo is how ea^ it is to be in the runningfor a prize. 
All you’ve ^ to do is check out the word square on this page, find the 10 words 
embedded in it, and draw a line throu^ them with a blue or red pen. Then snip out 
the coupon, includingthe square, and send it to the She’s Called Halo But She Ain’t 
No Angel Compo, Your Sinclair, 14 Rathbone Place, London WIP IDE. 

p-- 
Army Jones Ration 
Gasbomb Lizard Unempioyed 
Ghetto Shops 
Halo 
Hoop 

Okay punks, make my day and send me a Halo Jones game! Look, I’ve got all 
ten answers and everything. 

Name.... 

Address... 

Postcode 

se 
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Sports Simulations from E & J Software (Established 3 Years) 

.SKILL.TACTICS.DECISIONS.STRATEGY .... 

4 CLASSIC Strategy Games packed with GENUINE & REALISTIC Features 

PREMIER II - CAN YOU HANDLE ALL OF THIS ? - Play all teams Home & Away - Unique & 
Comprehensive Transfer Market Features - Full Team & Substitute Selection - In-Match Sub¬ 
stitutions - Named & Recorded Goal Scorers - Match Injuries - Team Morale - Transfer Demands 
- Full Squad listings of ALL teams showing details of ALL Players in the League - Financial 
Problems - 7 Skill Levels - Manager's Salary - Continuing Seasons - Offers to Manage Other 
Clubs - Full League Table - Attendances - Season Ticket Sales - Sackings - Save Game - Team 
Styles - Bank Loans - Match Receipts and SO MUCH MORE ! 

EUROPEANII - THE MOST COMPLETE EUROPEAN SIMULATION YOU CAN BUY ! - Home 
& Away Legs - Full Penalty Shoot-Out (with SUDDEN DEATH) - 2 IN-MATCH Substitutes 
Allowed - Away Goals Count Double (if DRAWN!) - Full Team & Substitute Selection - Extra Time 
- 7 Skill Levels - Disciplinary Table - Save Game - TEXT MATCH SIMULATION including: Match 
Timer, Named & Recorded Goal Scorers, Corners, Free Kicks, Goal Times, Disallowed Goals, 
Sending Off, Injury Time, Penalties, Bookings - Enter your own PREMIER II Winning Team and 
MUCH MORE ! 

WORLD CHAMPIONS A COMPLETE WORLD CUP SIMULATION -Select Friendlies - Squad 
of 25 Players - Qualifying Round - 2 In-Match Substitutes - Disciplinary Table - Select Tour 
Opponents - Save Game - Change Player & Team Names - Quarter Final Group - Player gain 
exTOrience as competition progresses - 7 Skill Levels - Extra Time - Penalty Shoot-Out - TEXT 
MATCH SIMULATION including: Bookings, Goal Times, Named & Recorded Goal Scorers, 
Injury Time, Corners, Free Kicks, Match Clock, Penalties - and MUCH MUCH MORE ! 

CRICKET MASTER A SUPERB SIMULATION OF ONE DAY CRICKET - Captures the DRAMA 
arxJ ATMOSPHERE of the One Day Game - Weather, Wicket & Outfield Conditions - Batting & 
Bowling Tactics - Team Selection - Fast, Spin & Medium Pace Bowlers - 4 Types of Batsmen 
- Select Field Layout - 3 Skill Levels - Wides - Byes - No Ball - Run Outs - Misfield - Dropp^ 
Catches - Scoreboard - Batting & Bowling Analysis - Run Rate - Run Single Option - 3 Game 
Speeds - STAR FEATURE: Complete Match Overview showing Ball by Ball Action & Commen¬ 
tary and MANY MORE FEATURES, Price includes a FRK pad of CRICKET MASTER 
Scoresheets. 

Software Spectrum Commodore Amstrad 
availability Any 48/128 64/128 CPC 

Tape Disc +3 Tape 5 1/4" Disc Tape 3" Disc 

PREMIER II £6.95 £10.95 £7.95 £10.45 £7.95 £11.95 
EUROPEAN II £6.95 £10.95 £7.95 £10.45 n/a n/a 
WORLD CHAMPIONS £6.95 £10.95 £7.95 £10.45 £7.95 £11.95 
CRICKET MASTER £7.95 £11.95 n/a n/a £8.95 £12.95 

GREAT VALUE buy any 2 Games and deduct £2.00 from total 
SUPERB VALUE bi^ any 3 Games and deduct £3.00 from total 
FANTASTIC VALUE buy any 4 Games and deduct £5.00 from 
total 
All Games available by MAILORDER for /MMED/ATEdespatch 
by 1st Class Post. Prices include P & P (add £1.00 outside UK) 
and full instructions. 
PLEASE STATE MACHINE AND SPECIFY TAPE or DISC. 

Send to: E & J SOFTWARE, Room 2,37 Westmoor Road, ENFIELD, Middlesex EN3 7LE 

MAILSOFT 
it -k * SIMPLY THE CHEAPEST MAIL ORDER COMPANY it k k 

OUR OUR OUR 
PRICE PRICE PRICE 

OUT RUN 6.30 SORCERER LORO 9.95 SEGA MASTER SYSTEM 95.95 
BUBBLE BOBBLE 5.40 STAR WARS 6.50 LIGHT PHASER + CART 42.95 
ORUIO II 5.40 ANIMATOR 1 6.99 3-0 GLASSES 38.95 
BARBARIAN 6.99 NAPOLEAN AT WAR 6.99 CONTROL STICK 13.99 
SlOE ARMS 6.30 ALT WORLD GAMES 5.50 F16 FIGHTER 13.99 
COMBAT SCHOOL 5.40 AOV TACT'L FIGHTER 6.40 TRANSBOT 13.99 
IRON HORSE 5.20 STAR GLIDER + 3 DISK 10.95 SUPER TENNIS 13.99 
FLYING SHARK 5.20 GAUNTLET II (DISK £10.50) 6.50 GHOST HOUSE 13.99 
FLASH POINT 5.40 ZULU WAR 6.99 MY HERO 13.99 
GRYZOR 5.40 GRAND PRIX 6.99 TEDDY BOY 13.99 
SUPER SPRINT 6.99 ACE II (128K £6.99) 6.99 ZAXXON 3-0 21.99 
TANK 5.40 RED OCTOBER 10.50 OUT RUN 21.99 
NEMISES 4.99 MAD BALLS 5.40 MISSILE DEFENCE 3 0 21.99 
RYGAR 6.40 BOB SLEIGH 6.50 ROCKY 21.99 
GRYZOT 5.40 RAMPAGE 6.99 SPACE HARRIER 21.99 
RED L.E.D. 6.50 OCP ART STUDIO 9.95 SHOOTING GALLERY 17.99 
ELITE 7.50 TIME ^ MAGIK 9.95 OUARTET 17.99 
THEATRE EUROPE 4.99 ANNALS OF ROME 9.99 WORLD GRAND PRIX 17.99 
PSYCHO SOLDIER 5.40 BUGGIE BOY 5.50 SECRET COMMAND 17.99 
JAIL BREAK 4.99 720 6.30 CHOPLIFTER 17.99 
GAME SET+MATCH 9.90 OURELL 4 VOL II 6.99 FANTASY ZONE 17.99 
RASTAN 5.40 LEADER BOARD 6.99 BLACKBELT 17.99 
WORLD GAMES 6.50 ALIENS - US VERSION 6.99 PRO WRESTLING 17.99 
WORLD CLASS L/60ARD 6.50 BATTLEFIELD GERMANY 9.99 WORLD SOCCER 17.99 
FREDDY HARDEST 5.50 MASK II 5.40 THE NINJA 17.99 
JACKEL 5.20 SUPER HANG ON 6.50 ALEX KIDD 17.99 
SCALEXTRIC 6.99 SILENT SERVICE 6.99 WONDER BOY 17.99 
BANKOK KNIGHTS 6.99 PEGASUS BRIDGE 9.95 ZILLION 17.99 
YES PRIME MINISTER 10.95 GRAPHIC CREATOR 18.95 ENDURO RACER 17.99 
DEATH OR GLORY 6.99 JACK NIPPER II 5.40 ASTRO WARRIOR 17.99 
IMPLOSION 6.99 DRILLER 10.95 A.K. IN MIRACLE WORLD 17.99 
CALIFORNIA GAMES 6.40 THE DOUBLE 7.99 GANGSTER TOWN 17.99 
kJAnUICirCUT 7 COMPENDIUM 5.40 MAuNli iLuN 1 / 
NIHILIST 
PRESIDENT 

6.99 
2.99 

DESERT RATS 
JEWELS OF DARKNESS 

6 99 
9^95 AMX MOUSEMRT/OP 59.95 

LAST NINJA 6.50 SILICON DREAMS 9.95 LIGHTPEN + INTERFACE 18.95 
BLOOD VALLEY 5.50 KNIGHT ORC 9.95 KEMPSTON INTERFACE 6.95 
LINEKERS FOOTBALL 5.40 STARGLIDER 9.95 MULTIFACE 128K 43.95 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 6.50 NEBULUS 5.20 MULTIFACE 3 43.95 
MAGNETRON 5.40 TRIVIAL PURSUIT 10.95 K) X 3" DISKS 24.95 
ARTIST II - 48K 10.95 THR'H THE TRAP DOOR 6.50 PLUS 2 LEAD 2.99 
AOV ART STUDIO 16.95 ROY OF THE ROVERS 6.50 PLUS 2 DUST COVER 4.50 
GNOME RANGER 6.99 BRAVESTARR 6.40 RAM TURBO 10.95 
RENAGAOE 5.45 RAMmRTS 6.40 KONIX - AUTOFIRE 11.99 

GUNSHIP 
DELUXE SCRABBLE - DISK 
TAI - m 
DARK SCEPTRE 

7.25 
12.95 
5.45 
5.40 

SLAINE 
SEPTEMBER 
FOOTBALL MANAGER II 
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION II 

6.99 
6.99 
6.50 
6.99 

TAC - 2 J/STICK 
TAC - 5 J/STICK 
CHEETAH 125 SPECIAL 
CHEETAH MACH 1 
KONIX J/STICK 
COMP PRO EXTRA 

9.99 
12.99 
11.99 
13.99 
9.99 

THE PAWN - 128K 9.95 OUT CAST 6.99 14^95 
ARTIST H - 128K 13.95 MASTER OjUNIVERSE MOVIE 5.50 COMP PRO 5000 13.95 
IKARI WARRIORS 5.40 THUNDER CATS 5.50 PROFESSIONAL PLUS 18.00 
LIVE AMMO - OCEAN 6.99 TRANTOR 6.50 QUICK SHOT II 7.95 
JUDGE OREAD 6.99 STREET BASKETBALL 6.99 QUICK SHOT TURBO 13.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P IN U.K. EUROPE ADO E1.00 PER TAPE. ELSEWHERE ADD f1.50 PER ITEM. 
ADO [5.00 FOR P&P FOR MACHINES (UK ONLY). CHEQUES/POs PAYABLE TO; MAILSOFT (YSC), PO BOX 589, LONDON N15 6JJ. 

(Km, access AND visa ORDERS welcome, please specify computer type IN YOUR ORDER. 
iC^lj * Denotes new releases which wi be sent to you as soon as they are released by the Software Houses concerned, 
★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ PRICE MATCHING ************************* 

If YOU SfAf.Y SOFTWARE YOU WAMT ADVERTISED CHEAPER THAN OUR PRICE IN THIS MAGAZINE. JUST ENCLOSE THE LOWER 
AMOUNT TO US.AND TELL US WHICH COMPANY IT IS AND WE WILL MATCH THE PRICE - THIS ONIY APPLIES TO CURRENT 

- TITLES AND NOT.TO OTHER COMPANIES SPECIAL OFFERS 
IF YOU 00 NOT SEE THE TAPE YOU WANT SIMPIY DEDUCT 30'.. OPF THE R.R F AND WE WILL SEND IT TO YOU 

• ■ ' lEXCEPT BUDGET SAGA. » UTILITIES) 

NEVER • EVER • HAS a football management game been available for 66 TEAMS 
of which 65 ARE COMPUTER MANAGED with GENUINE MATCH RESULTS (not random) 
using the INDIVIDUAL ABILITIES of 1000 PLAYERS WITH AN INTELLIGENT METHOD 
OF MATCH PLAY. 

NEVER - EVER • HAS a football management game allowed the TRANSFER OF 1,(XX) 
PLAYERS between 66 INDIVIDUALLY MANAGED TEAMS with INDIVIDUAL SCOUT 
REPORTS on 1,000 PLAYERS and 66 CLUBS, plus squad details of EVERY CLUB containing their 

number of games played and goals scored of ALL 1,000 PLAYERS. 

NEVER • EVER • HAS a football management game allowed you the CHOICE OF 
ANY FIXTURE from ANY DIVISION with ALL goalscorers, ALL results for ALL matches 
plus League Tables and fixtures for ALL divisions with ALL gates individually 

calculated. 

PLUS Policing, Gate Income, Full administration. Staff, Injuries, Physio, Crowd 
control. Match programmes, League enquiries. Ground Improvements, Squad details, 
'-leld positions, Hotel, Travel expenses. League fines. Promotion & relegations. Banking 
with interests. Sackinas. Manaoer aoproach. Save facility. Printer option. 

HOW HAVE WE DONE IT? By two years of research and planning plus using 
th^ most sophisticated data compaction methods OUR AIM was to produce the 
ultimate in a football strategy game - we think you’ll agree, we have. 

WARNING • This Is a serious management strategy game. (No skill levels, 
gimmicks, or random simulation) 

HOWARD KENDALL says: “This must be the ultimate of all strategy games - excellent. ” 
COMPUTER GAMER says: “This is by far the most realistic game of its kind I have ever 
come across." 
YOUR COMMODORE says; “On balance the game is streets ahead of Football 
Manager." 

it NOW AVAILABLE ON SPECTRUM it 

ORDER NOW... ORDER NOW... ORDER NOW... 

£10.95 Including V.A.T. Plus 50p post & packing 

ACCESS RING:- 
0702 710990 (9am-1pm) 

PLEASE SEND CHEQUES/P.O. TO:- 

JOHNSON 
ril-iniNj nTQriM 39T0TTERD0WNR0AD 
Ql|f1|g1f1 I nlJM WESTON SUPER MARE 

LIMITED AVONBS23 4LHt 

_COMMODORE 64, SPECTRUM_ 

ORDER NOW - ORDER NOW - ORDER NOW 

ne 

Howard Kendall says... 
This must be the ultimate 

of all strategy games...Excellent 
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(Course you have, Malcolm. Ed) 
Movy if I can only get strapped 
into the cockpit of this Spectrum 
before Rachael gets back... 

The instructions waffle on 
about this being the ultimate test 
for cadets at the Stellar 
Imperium's Pilots Academy. We*ll 
see about that. Remember, I was 
massacring Space Invaders 

' before most of you were born. 
Kappow! Peeow! Zing! 

Whoops... Oh well, must have 
bfeen the cold. Let's have another 
go. (More zippy sound FXl) Okay, 
so this really is hot ^tuff. but I'll 
soon have it puzzled. Or maybe 
not. because there are 15 space 
stations plus ten moonscapes 

ar^d four special sections 
before' you can take your 

• ♦ 125cc spacesjiigout 
on the road. Now I 

, see ^^hy they 
~ • needed all 

' those K. 

‘“Snot fair! Duh gorbi; 
trash de ubi verse!” Wei 
with the inflamed mucn 

the cold to bla^: 

/. ediam — wasn't that 
1 ' ) the infamous 

" eighteenth century 
I lunatiQ asylum 
1 whose last remaining 
inmates now rattlelheir chains 
atound Castle RatTOone? * 

Fitting'titlethen. because this 
is enough to drive anyone dotty 
— particularly all you prannies 
who tried tq 163d it into your 48K 

machines. Cos this is one mega¬ 
sized mega-garf!e whfch requires 
the whole 128 kilobytes. 

One for the big boys, what? 
Just the thing I need to clear my 
6atarrh^’ve alwa^ said that a 
gobd shoot ’^m up was the 
sottware equivalent of Sinex. 

In the style of '''t" 
Uridium, this is w 
the classic scrolling ^ " 
formula with eng 
nice touch|[S,ana 
much speed to keepybu.^^1 
back for hours. The verticg^Ml 
landscape rolls away 
while waves and waves 
swoop in. 

There are deck f 
dodge on the statidir^^i^pKe 

the 
screen when ybubdliide. and at 
worst yopUl lose four Jife. And 
therearesiliEla! bonus features 

The first wave filters down the sides before performing a sideways 
figure of eight. Position yourself above one of the score boxes to 
pick off one column, before gliding to the centre to take out the 
remainder. 

I Later on in the first level and it’s time for T. Avoid the aliens and aim 
for the icon, which will take you to the Teleport. But blast as much 
of the deck furniture as possible, as some of it may hide other 
pick ups. 

I’m a pinball wizard. After rebounding around the deck, it’s time to 
bounce a ball into that hole at the top for a big bonus. Knock down 
the flags for a double or ten-time score increase in the main game 

0 
I ® : 1^0 
1 ^ 

1 j 
1 
_ 



FAX BOX 
Game. 
Publisher. 
Written by. 
Price. 

.Bedlam 

.Go! 
Beam Software 
.e8.99 

PICK-UPTECHNIQUES 

There are three other types of pick-up for you to collect, 

is for Invincibility — an alternative to the troublesome 

technique of shooting an entire formation. 

is for Life — and you’ll be glad to find another one of 
these, even though you do start with a generous five 
lives. 

is Mine though. Okay, you can have it — but use this 
smart bomb wisely, because it goes off immediately 
you press fire. 

Oh sprite! This boy’s big. He moves his ciaws, erupts in steam and 
you’d better be prepar^ to diKige untii it’s time for him to go home. 
Uniess you’ve managed to gather enough invincibiiity that is! 

111411 

Even the space stations shoot back. The biiiiard baiis are actualiy 
bombs, but position yourself hatf-way up the screen and they’ll all 
miss you by miles. Not so on later levels, when they’ll follow you 
around. 

A chance for invincibility on the first planet. Shoot the salamander, 
but don’t stop while it goes skeletal. Instead, collect the rapid Fire 
icon then head for the bottom left comer to conquer a complete 
wave. 

to collect too. There’s enough . players against each other 
here to blow your mind — or blow option, there's an opportunity 
your nose if you’re like me. friends to tackle the game 
PARRRRP! That’s wetter! together. But though you can' 

As I was saying before I shoot your pals, you can bour 
creamed that Kleenex, there are each other into danger. Which 
four teleports which shoot you to just what I intend to do if that 
the next level. But better than gormless tottie has forgotten 
that, they also give you time off Lemsip. AH-CHOO! 
on the space station for a quick 
game of pinball. Keep your 
fingers on the flippers, because ■■■■■■■■■□* 
it’s a handy way of boosting your ■ ■ oL 
score. 

The aliens use different 
attack patterns, and a lot of the 
fun is learning the best position KSgigffl 
to be in when they arrive. Get it 
right and you can sit there and 
shoot them like black-puddings 
in a bath. Wipe out a whole wave 
and you get a brief spell of 

Usethis wisely to wipe out Ihe 
next invasion, and you top up 
your shields, so that there are H 
stages when you should ne#r 
need to dodge the nasties. There 
are also mega-sprit^ at the end 
of e§ch level -s taltdhg of which, I 
hear RachaerretufningXripesU 
. Never mind — in keeping v^th 
current'trendsi as well as the two | j 

irbl<. tottie always gedsio 
We Gwyn Hugli^s, the man 
ucunembrahe, come in from 
siasiway at Bedlam! . 
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I VIDEOFACE digitiser takes pictures from 
a video camera or recorder and turns them] 

I into standard hi- res Spectrum screens. 

Screens can be copied to printer, saved to tape/microdrive/ 

Discovery/Beta, incorporated into other programmes (why not 

alter your image by, say, ART STUDIO), animated (6 different 

screens can be held by VIDEOFACE and changed as you wish). 

VIDEOFACE is menu-driven, fast (3 pictures a second) and very 

easy to use - all you need is a Spectrum. COMPOSITE VIDEO 

signal and a lead. You can even adjust the grain (the black and ^ 

white ratio) and create special e/Tects.^ VIDEOFACE is a unique, 

most useful and powerfi^j^-on - and it’s also SO much fun .. 

VIDEO CAMERA 

0-1 

TO CONTINUE OUR CELEBRATION OF THE YEAR OF THE ROBOT. 
WE ARE PROUD TO PF(ESENT ANOTHER SET OF UNIQUE OFFEF6 TO 

SPECTRUM OWNEFC: £25 off the VIDEOFACE, £15 OFF THE MULTIPRINT and 
£5 OFF THE HULTIFACE 128. YOU NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD! 

XI 
• IPRIMto 

AT LAST: THE MOST VERSATILE AND YET 
EASIEST TO USE SPECTRUM PRINTER INTERFACE 

FULLY compatible with Spectrum (+), Spectrum 128, Spectrum 2+ (128K & 48K) 
and with add-ons like Interface 1, Opus Discovery, VTX 5000, etc. 

INSTANTLY usable - has EVERYTHING you will ever need in its 8K ROM and 8K RAM 
FREEZE button - to activate MULtlPRINT anytime - STOP any program, LLIST it, SAVE or 

COPY screens, use built-in MULTI-TOOLKIT, (re)set MULTIPRINT, LPRINT, etc. 
A JOY to use - MENU-DRIVEN with screen prompts, one-touch commands, fulip error-trapped, etc. 
FULLY PROGFIAMMABLE - line feed, width & spacing, margins various COPY types (text, hi res, shaded! 

and sizes (whole or parts, standard or large), tokens — all can be instantly set AND programmed in BASIC 
With 8K RAM EXTENSION -H built-in MULTI-TOOLKIT -I- 1.2m printer cable* Compahblewith GENlE 

OFF 

J 

MrjHlifJCfJ EVERY SPECTRUM OWNER 
^ SHOULD HAVE ONE tg 

V4 

MULTIFACE can stop ANY program at ANY point and COPY t It works every time, is FULLY automatic and idiot-proof. 

It IS extremely simple to use, friendly. 100% reliable, fully error-trapped - it does absolutely everything for you. 

As long as you know how to load a game, MULTIFACE will COPY it at a touch of a button! 
Having saved a game, you can continue it or re-save later as you progress. Programs will re-load even 

, without MULTIFACE attached and run where you stopped and SAVED. 
MULTIFACE is menu-driven with screen prompts and most operations are achieved by pressing a single key - so easy! 

It uses the most powerful and efficient compressing for fast re-loading and for taking minimal room when saving. 

MULTIFACE can also save SCREENS only and COPY SCREENS to printers. 
It has a built-in MULTI-TOOLKIT with unique facilities to study/modify programs - essential for hackers! 
MULTIFACE I & 128 have a through port and can both save to TAPE, MICRODRIVE and DISCOVERY. Their differences are: 

ofAfj I 

p- 

■r^ 0) 

Saves also to WAFADRIVE, BETA or KEMPSTON 

Works in 48K mode on SpectrunrV+/l28/+2 

Has a built-in Joystick Interface (Kempston) 

. Please specify if you require a DiSCiPLE. 
PLUS D. KEMPSTON. BETA 5 or BETA 3 

version of MULTIFACE. 

Saves also to DISCIPLE, -FD, tape at hyper speed" 

Works in 48 & I28K mode on SpectrunV+/i28/+2 

Formats microdrive cartridges to lOO+K 
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multiface 3 

All prices valid strictly by mail-order 1.3,1988 - 30.4.1988. GENIE works with MULTIPRINT, MULTIFACE I and 128 only. 

Programs saved by MULTIFACE 3 and tapes saved at hyper speed by MULTIFACE 128 do not run independently. 

198s- T)IEYeKR Df THE ROBOT 

In the beginning there was the 
Spectrum. Lots of people bought 
one. Lots of other people wrote I games for the Spectrum, and lots of 

people bought those as well. 
But there was a snag - everything 

used cassette tapes, which were 
fine for Depeche Mode but not for so 
hot for computer software. Slow, 
unreliable and frustrating were 
some of the kinder terms used for 
the medium. 

Now there’s the 128K+3, a games 
machine that has all its software on 
tape and built in disc drive ... 
Guess what Romantic Robot has 
produced? 

Multiface 3, that’s what. Plug it 
into your 128K+3, and load a game 
from tape. Press the red button and 
you can port it on to disc at any 
stage, yours to load in a trice at a 

whim’s notice. Multiface works by 
waiting for the program to load and 
run. Then it takes a copy, and as the 
program was running at the time, it 
will run when the copy is loaded 
back later. 

The tape to disc function of the 
Multiface 3 would be enough to 
recommend it to anyone. But there’s 
more. When the red button is 
pressed, a whole range of functions 
appears. You can look through the 
128K+3’s memory, altering it at 
will. High scores have never been so 
easy to obtain. Memory can be 
displayed as hexadecimal, decimal 
or text. All of the 128K+3’s 128K of 
Ram can be fiddled with, not just 
the 48K’s worth that Basic has 
access to. 

You can also print out areas of 
memory and screens in a variety of 
different forms. The Multiface 3 can 
do the same types of graphics 
dumps as its brother Multiprint, 
straight text. Spectrum-style Copy 
and a couple of shaded screen 

dumps. It can’t do much more than 
128K+3 Basic does, but it does it in 
the middle of programs. 

The main purpose of the 
Multiface is to get things on to disc. 
As well as the simple Save and Load, 
it’s got a few other tricks up its 
interface. You can, for example, use 
the disc from 48K mode. Lots of 
people get excited by this. 

Other things that the Multiface 
can do is allow you to erase a file to 
make room on a disc, in case you 
need to save something in mid-game 
and can’t get to Basic to do the 
deed. You can’t Format a disc from 
the Multiface, alas. 

Multiface also compresses stuff 
automatically, and doesn’t Save 
empty areas of memory. These two 
features mean that you can get (for 
example) more than three games on 
the 170-odd K allowed you per disc 
side. But you can turn those 
features off, if need be. 

Everything is accessed by the 
traditional one- or two-line menu and 
single keypresses. Multiface 3 is 
very careful about invalid inputs, 
and didn’t crash or otherwise 
misbehave at all. And I did try to 
confuse it. 

More than that, what can I say? I 
enjoy a good rant, most reviewers 
do, but the Multiface 3 seems set on 
continuing the Romantic Robot 
tradition of doing the job reliably. I 
can’t even complain a little. 

Any 128K+3 owner will find it a 
wonderful device, indispensible 
even - I’m not giving mine back 
without a fight. I expect to see the 
usual extra programs appear for the 
best in due course (Genie et al), 
whereupon not owning a Multiface 3 
wilibrandoneacomp^^ 

NOW YOU HAVE 

SPCCT/?wivi+5 - the best ADD'O^ 
MULTI face 3 

“AmDRUSOMTOBUYSPECTRUM+Sr cr.s. 

wmssimsounm’’ (Sinclair User) 

65 ARE INFIN/TE 
PROTECTED BY 

LIFEGUAkD is an infinite life finder. Install it into 
the MULTIFACE I or 128, load a game, press 
the MULTIFACE'S button and LIFEGUARD is 
ready to look for infinite lives, ammunition, etc. 

Once it finds it, your playing and score will never 
be the same - you’ll win again and again - 

and for £6.95 ONLY! 

TH€ Df TH€ RDBOT- B€ FitRT Of IT 
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It’s been ages since we did 
a really ripping hardware 
spread, so we thought it 
was about time. After a bit 
of barking at Phil Snout to 

get his screwdriver out and look at 
these beasts, we’ve pulled 
together a positive cornucopia of 
hoopy hardware and super 
software, to turn even the most 
soft-boiled trainspotter into a hard- 
boiled egghead. 

The star of our show is Miles 
Gordon Technology’s Plus D disk 
interface, the only real alternative 
for tape users to upgrade to a +3, 
from the designers of the Disciple. 
Check out the review further on. 

Other contenders for the hardware 

crown are the Multiface family 
from Romantic Robot, the plastic 
pal who’s fun to be with; a couple 
of wacky Multiplugs for those of 
you who work all your household 
appliances from one socket; an 
aerial switch so you can plug all 
your computers, game consoles 
and videos Into your telly at the 
same time; and Computer 
Cupboard’s nifty little Trojan Light 
Pen for you to scribble on your 
screen. Worra lorra lorra stuff. 

As well as all this hardware, 
we’ve got a brainboggling 
selection of the most fascinating 
hardware-based software. So, 
let’s cut the babbling and launch 
Into the reviews. 

A year ago Rockfort Products was 
marketing a sort of Interface 1 
shaped disk Interface called the 
Disciple. It was a very fancy bit of kit, 
as it goes, with a couple of joystick 
plugholes, a snapshot button for 
saving off screens or games, and a 
parallel printer port. This wangy little 
peripheral was actually the 
brainchild of Cambridge based Miles 
Gordon Technology. So when MGT 
decided to upgrade the Disciple and 
market it themselves, they looked 
very carefully at the mail they got 
about the Disciple and what people 
said about it. 

The result of their research is the 
new slimline, MGT Plus D. The 
joystick ports are gone, and the 
device no longer looks like an 
Interface 1. Actually It now looks 
uncannily like one of those flat 
joystick interfaces, with a button and 
power light on the top, and two flat 
IEEE type ports on the back for the 
disk and printer plugs. If you buy the 
unit as a package deal you also get 
a three and a quarter Inch disk drive 
which is very slick and efficient. 

The Plus D is, to adopt the most 
massive critical cliche, a joy to use. 
It’s fast, efficient and wholly reliable, 
and although it’s rumoured that 
there are certain games it won’t 
‘backup’, so far we haven’t found 
one. (Incidentally, Info about what 
the machine can’t do will no doubt 
be featured in the Independant 
Disciple User Group Magazine, 
FORMAT, in the coming months.) 
The Plus D handles microdrive 
syntax (even the hook codes), so it 
can be used with a program which 

reads and writes to microdrives, 
without having to rewrite it. Using the 
button on the top you can print out a 
screen to your printer, save it to tape, 
or save the whole program in 48K or 
128K modes. 

Some of the nicer features of the 
gadget are the ability to rename 
files, and boot a file in one of three 
ways: the usual microdrive way with 
all those asterisks and semicolons; 
using a LOAD D1 ‘FILENAME’ 
format, the D1 bit meaning Drive 1; 
or by typing LOAD Pn, where n is a 
number. This is a special function of 
the Plus D, where each file has a 
number on the directory, and LOAD 
P1 loads the file numbered 1, LOAD 
P2 the one numbered 2. As well as 
this the computer can suss whether 
the file is a SCREENS or CODE or a 
Basic program from the entry in the 
directory. Neat, eh? Another item 
which should have been a feature of 
microdrive syntax in the first place 
(ahem!) is the wildcard. Basically, 
the Plus D can be as easy or as 
complicated as you want, and 
should fit into anybody’s current 
setup, making It faster, more 
powerful and most importantly, a lot 
more fun. This really is, pricewise 
and facllltywise, one of the best 
alternatives to a +3 system yet 
devised. 

FAX BOX 
Product.Plus D disk interface 
Price .(Plus D only) £49.95 

(with drive) £129.95 
Supplier .... Miles Gordon Technology 

Unit 4 Chesterton Mills 
French’s Road 

Cambridge CB4 3NP 

HARDWARE SPECIAL 

HARD NEWS It’s funny, but there’s two 
distinct categories of 
equipment that we get sent 
for review. There are the 
things we review which stay 

around for a long time after because 
we like to use them in real life. And 
then there’s the other stuff which we 
like a lot when it first comes in, but 
when all’s said and done has no real 
application apart from novelty value. 
First category things are used until 
they disintegrate, but second 
category things tend to just sit 
around collecting thick layers of 
dust. And why are we telling you all 
this? Because all the things on these 
pages are first category things, 
items of equipment that are so 
useful we have to buy new ones 
when they break down. 

1. Multiface +3 (Romantic Robot) 
£39.95 
Probably top of this list of things YS 
couldn’t do without is the Multiface 
family of gadgets from Romantic 
Robot. The most recent of these of 
course Is the Multiface +3. Without 
this box there would be no 
screenshots in YS, or if there were, 
they would be fuzzy photos rather 
than the technically perfect inkjet 
dumps we use today. How is this 
done? Well, having fastened a 
Multiface to your computer you 
simply blip the red button on the top 
of the machine, and follow the 
menus to save the screen, which is 
then done automatically. There’s a 
toolkit feature built into the unit, not 
unlike the previous Multifaces for 48 
and 128K, which enables you to 
POKE numbers Into addresses In 
hex or ASCII formats. The unit can 
also send shaded print dumps out 
through the printer port on the back 
of the 4-3. So if you’ve got a printer 
connected, the picture on screen 
comes out on the page. If you 
haven’t, the bits just spill out over 
your desk (that’s a joke, by the way!). 

2. Multiprint (Romantic Robot) 
£34.95 
This printing out of screens on 
proper printers is a trick favoured by 
the Multiprint interface, a dedicated 
printer box for all Spectrums to 
Epson compatible printers. As well 
as supporting all the usual Speccy 
syntax of LPRINT, LLIST. COPY etc, 
it also does a nifty line in various 
sized dumps, straight to printer. But 
more importantly, it is the only 

SOFT OPTIONS 

Music Machine Sound Sample 
Editor (Quasar Software) £9.99 
cassette 
Although this isn’t a legitimate 
Ram Electronics product, it does 
work marvellously well with the 
samples from this excellent sound 
sampling sequencer. Using key 
letters (the same as the Music 
Machine’s little menus) to activate 

various buttons on the screen, you 
can change the pitch of a sample, 
alter the volume and actually edit 
individual points in the waveform. 
You can also equalise the sound, 
shifting certain harmonics to make 
the sound easier on the ear. Brill 
for the closet Jean-Michel Jarre. 

The Last Word (Computer 
Cupboard) £14.95 cassette 
Word processing isn’t an 
application you immediately think 
of in connection with Spectrum 
computers. But with the advent of 
The Last Word, all that changed. A 

02 



You wanna know what’s hardest 
in hardware? Once again YS 

whips out the magic screwdriver 
in our first hardware round up 

of’88. 

interface that allows you to 
reconfigure it while the computer Is 
still running. That’s to say you can 
print out a listing at one measure 
which turns out to be too wide, press 
the red button, change the width, 
line feeds, margins etc and return to 
print it out properly without having to 
reset the computer. 

3. Smoothflow Multipiug 
(Cambrian Distributors) £23.99 

Speaking of resetting the computer, 
has a spike In your mains supply 
ever found you just topping the 
highest known score on Outrun and 
looking like you’re going to finish, 
when suddenly...PHUT! The lights in 
your room flicker for a moment and 
your Speccy resets? Could you do 
without this? Of course you could, 
which is why you need a snappy 
new Smoothflow Multiplug. This 
gizmo, made in the UK by Conblock, 

screws to your skirting board and 
accepts four wacky little micro-sized 
versions of the conventional 3 pin 
plug. So four Into one will go! Now, 
not only will you be safe from surges 
and spikes (fnar fnar), but you can 
also plug your tv, tape machine, 
Speccy and modem, or Indeed any 
four machines, into just one socket! 
Incidentally, if spikes don’t really 
bother you, you can just take 
advantage of the mini plugs by 
getting a regular Multiplug. 

4. Multiplug (Cambrian 
Distributors) £10.99 
Yes, for just over a tenner you can 
get a four-way Multiplug like this 
one, which, like it’s big brother, uses 
those dinky little plugs, but also is 
manufactured to British Standard 
5733, so it won’t go phut in your 
face. The same spec as the 
Smoothflow, but with no buffering for 
spike protection, so don’t blame us if 
your computer crashes when the 
mad scientist next door plugs in his 
generator. 

5.3‘2-1 Aerial Plug (Cambrian 
Distributors) £4.99 
Doesn’t it give you a pain in the neck 
switching around the aerial plug on 
the back of your telly with the RF 
lead on your Speccy. It does? And 
what about when you plug in your 
Nintendo to play Super Mario Bros'? 
Well, it really started getting to us, so 
we got ourselves a 3-2-1 Aerial 
Switch to solve the problem. This 
little box is a three-into-one coaxial 
switch, which means it can either 
drive three switchable receivers 
from one aerial plug (a coaxial plug!) 
or can send three switchable RF 
signals to one telly. This means that 
using this box you can not only have 
your Speccy game console and 
video going into the same telly and 
push the switch for which one you 
want, but also (if you had enough 
aerial cable) have a telly in three 
rooms and switch the aerial signal to 
each one depending on where you 
are! Not a bad little gadget, really, 
with low Interchannel interference. 

6. Trojan Light Pen (Computer 
Cupboard) £19.95 
And finally. If you want to do 
professional Computer Aided 
Design on your Speccy, why not buy 
a Trojan Light Pen? When you buy 
the Cadmaster graphics system, 
you get this pen shaped device, 
which allows you to draw straight 
onto the screen. This can be very 
handy if you are quite good at 
drawing with a pen, but not so hot 
with a mouse or joystick. With this 
package you can do freehand 
drawing, boxes, circles, lines, 
triangles and rays. You can choose 
line thicknesses, quills, brushes and 
text styles, copy, paste, fill with 
patterns, wash, colour and dump to 
printers to your heart’s content. The 
program Is now compatible with all 
flavours of Spectrum, from Issue 
One wubber keyboards, to the new 
-h3 (for £23.95), and is also 
compatible with microdrives and 
other media that use that format. It’s 
remarkably accurate, and doesn’t 
suffer from the wristache and slap/ 
rattle sound effects you usually get 
from using Spectrum mice. The 
biggest recommendation of the 
product is that it’s British and so all 
technical backup is available from a 
telephone number printed on the 
pen itself. 

In summing up, it’s nice to see so 
many good British products in this 
hardware lineup. There’s not many 
computers you could say that of, 
and fewer that could match the 
quality and design of the peripherals 
represented here. 

Contact 
Cambrian Distributors, Mochdre, 
Newtown, Powys SY16 4LF 
Computer Cupboard, 53 
Brunswick Road, Ealing, London 
W51AQ. 
Quasar Software, 83 Clerkenwell 
Road, London EC1 
Romantic Robot, 15 Hayland 
Close, London NW9 0LH. 
Seven Stars, 34 Squirrel Rise, 
Marlow, Bucks SL7 3PN. 
Tasman Software, Springfield 
House, Hyde Terrace, Leeds LS2 
9LN. 

sophisticated full featured word 
processor which, due to the -1-2 
and -1-3’s new keyboard, makes 
any kind of writing a piece of cake. 
There’s an 80 column screen, up to 
148 characters line length, mail 
merge for those important 
mailshots, a calculator for you to 
do Apple Macintosh impressions 
on, and over 60 commands for you 
to input and edit the text to your 
taste. The code for loading and 
saving is even user alterable 
allowing you to customise it to your 
own system. Also available on -1-3 
disk (£19.95) 

Tasword Plus Three (Tasman 
Software) £19.95 disk 

There can’t be a Spectrum user 
who hasn’t heard of Tasword It has 
been the standard text editor on 
the Speccy for more years than 
this magazine can recall. And now, 
keeping up with the times as ever, 
Tasman has produced an 
extended -1-3 disk version of the 
popular word engine. The thing 
which makes Tasword such a belt 
to use it it’s little on-line help 
pages, which means you can call 
them up while editing a document, 

just by pressing a couple of keys. 
Like The Last Word it’s user 
alterable to your taste, and like it 
says in the blurb “now you can 
write a manual without having to 
read one.” Who wrote that? 

Qualitas Pius (Seven Stars) 
£10.95 
The worst thing about writing on a 
Speccy has always been the 
quality of print you get from a 
normal Epson type printer. Either 
you use the quick draft mode 
(Ooooo) or you have to settle for 
one typestyle in the NLQ mode. 

But now all that has changed. You 
can beef up your printer’s output 
with Qualitas. Originally planned 
as an NLQ printout program for 
TaswordiWes, Qualitas has now 
had a Plus added, not to mention 
compatibility with Tasword Two, 
Three, The Writer and The Last 
Word. Now you can print out in the 
five fonts supplied with the basic 
Qualitas Plus pack, or you can lay 
out another £5.95 with the add-on 
Display Pack and have another 10 
decorative fonts to play with. 
Y’see? Quality doesn’t have to be 
expensive. 
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BYRITE SOFTWARE 
Spec-Drums... 

Splitting Images, Mailstrom, Vu-Calc, 10th Frame, 

Express Raider, Kinetik, Comet Game, Pole Position, MS 

Pac Man, Xcel, Skooldaze, Fighting Warrior, Battle of 

Planets, 3 Weeks in Paradise, PSI 5 Trading Co., Cosmic 

Shock Absorber, Mikie, Koronis Rift, Hive, Prodigy, 

Revolution, Fifth Quadrant, Galvan, Ice Temple, Double 

Take, Skyfox, Hacker, Action Reflex, Sai Combat, Future 

Knight, Highlander, Red Scorpion, Xeno, Rogue Trooper, 

Chuckie Egg II, Sky Runner, Miami Vice, Temple of 

Terror, Equinox, Cop out. Dandy, Agent Drange, Explorer, 

Xarq, Brainstorm, Orbix, Gerry Germ, Pulsator, Space 

Shuttle, Evil Crown, Starquake, Heartland, Back to 

Future, Martianoids, Ballblazer, Les-Flics, Frankenstein, 

Life of Harry, Speggraf, It's A Knockout, Sorderon's 

Shadow, Bizzicom Small Trader, Snooker, Arc of Yesod, 

Moonlight Madness, Galaxian, ICUPS, Noseferatu, Alienn 

Evolution, Return to D2, Omega Mission, Mario Bros., 

Eidolon. 

Unbelievable Ultimate, Now Games III, Big 4 Durell, Best 

of Beyorrd, Argus Press 30 Games, Scott Adams Scoops. 

Impossaball, Jailbreak, Trap, Nemesis, Challenge of 

Gobots, Hardball, Pyracurse, Sigma 7, Wibstars, Killer 

Ring, Elevator Action, Thanatos, Rebel Planet, Moon 

Cresta, Play Cards Right, Deep Strike, Dark Empire, Spy 

V Spy III, Football Manager, Fighter Pilot, Monty on Run, 

Gunrunner, Butch Hard Guy, Rescue on Fractalus, 

Ranarama, Tujad, Colour of Majic, Pub Games, 

Deactivators, Greyfell, Dog Fight 2187, Bridge of 

Frankenstein, Hybrid, Stole A Million, Triaxos, Oeadringer, 

Mountie Micks Deathride, Krakout, Nether Earth, 

Inflitrator, Dinamite Dan II, Fairlight II, Deathscape, Strike 

Force Cobra, Goonies, Leaderboard, Grange Hill, Southern 

Belle. 

Rotronics Wafadrive -*^1 free 64K Wafa ..£17.49 inc. p&p 

Currah Micro Slot.E2.95 each 

Alphacom Paper 5 rolls.£10.95 inc. p&p 

.£25.00 

Micro-Drive Carts.t1.75 each 

Extra Wafadrive Cartridges: 

16K.t2.00 each 

04l(.£3.50 each 

Multiface One.£37.95 

Multiface 128.£42.00 

Multiface 3.£42.00 

Multiprint.£37.95 

Video-Digitizer (Romantic Robot).£65.00 

Genius Mouse.£37.95 

SPECTRUM SPINNAKER EDUCATIONAL 

ALL £1.99 EACH 

Kindercomp, Alphabet 200, Make A Face, Aegean 

Voyage, Logic Levels, Kids On Keys, Fraction Fever, 

Ranch, Number Tumblers, Dance Fantasy, Up & Add 'Em. 

SPECTRUM NEW TITLES 

DRILLER £10.50; RASTAN £5.55; SIOEARMS £6.25; 

COMBAT SCHOOL £5.55; 720® £6.25; LIVE AMMO 

£6.95; OUTRUN £6.25; BASKET MASTER £5.55; DARK 

SCEPTRE £5.55; NEBULUS £5.55; GRYZOR £5.55; 

SCRUPLES £6.95; BOBSLEIGH £6.95; GUNSHIP £6.95; 

FREDDIE HARDEST £5.55; SOLID GOLD £6.95; 

MAGNIFICENT 7 £6.95; MATCH DAY II £5.55; 

BRAVESTAR £6.25; THUNOERCATS £5.55; BUGGY BOY 

£5.55; ELITE COLLECTION £10.50; GAUNTLET II £6.25; 

DRUID II £5.55; MADBALLS £5.55; SALAMANDER 

£5.55; RAMPAGE £6.95; PREDATOR £6.95; SUPER 

HANG ON £6.95; N. MANSELL £6.95; TRAPDOOR II 

£6.25; FLYING SHARK £5.55; SLAINE £6.25; WORLD 

CLASS LEADERBOARD £6.95; HYSTERIA £5.55; 

RENEGADE £5.55; CAPT AMERICA £6.25; OUT OF THIS 

WORLD £6.95; RASTAN SAGA P.O.A.; HUNTERS MOON 

£6.95; MASTERS OF UNIVERSE MOVIE £5.55; 

CALIFORNIA GAMES £6.25; HALO JONES £6.95; IRON 

HORSE £5.55; BLOOD VALLEY £5.55; TERRAMEX 

£6.25; PLATOON £5.55; ALTERNATIVE WORLD GAMES 

£5.55. 

DON'T FORGET A FULL 30% OFF ANY NEW TITLE 

NOT LISTED! 

All cheques/POs payable to BYRITE SOFTWARE. 

P&P 13 titles 75p; 4 or more £1.00. Access and Visa welcome. Prestel 

BYRITE SOFTWARE 
Department 3, 17 Leofric Square, Eastern Industry, 

Peterborough, Cambs. Tel: 0733 313870 

COME AND GET IT! 

TROJAN LIGHT PENS — 
THE BEST THERE IS 
— are available for all 48/128k 

Spectrums. They give you 
★ The best graphics on any pen — shovY us a better program 

★ The best back up — Helpline No on every pen 

★ The most reliable — every pen is tested 

★ Trojan make more pens than anyone in Europe and 

probably the world 

The Spectrum range: 48/128/+ £19.95 
+ 2 £19.95 
+ 3 (disk) £23.95 

— AND ANOTHER THING — 
"THE LAST WORD" (also the best) word processing for all 

48/128k Spectrums PLUS — AAailmerge, a Calculator with 10 

memories and 27 scientific functions and Datafile. Huge range 

of commands, variable column width, variable pitch, 

redefinable keys, 60 control tokens, all current disk and Wafa 

systems, etc., etc. "Very user friendly". "All the facilities you 

could possibly want of a word processors. 

+ 3 (disk) £19.95 Tape all other models £14.95 

— FINALLY — 
Introducing "GRAPH-PRO" the Combo Pack. 

A Light Pen PLU^ "The Last Word" in one neat package saving 

YOU money. 
+ 3 Pack — only £37.95 Saving £5.95 
+ 2 Pack — only £29.95 Saving £4.95 
48/128/+ Pack — only £29.95 Saving £4.95 

All available from your dealer — ask him or from: 

COMPUTER CUPBOARD 
Freepost LONDON W5 1BR 

YS388 Overseas orders add £2 

THE ULTIMATE ^ 
SPECTRUM UPGRADED 

PIUSD DISC/PRINTER 
INTERFACE 

★ Up to 780K storage with 3*5 or 5-25 discs. 

Instant transfer from cassette or disc with snapshot 
button - up to 16 48K games or 6 128K games per disc 

^ Load/Save in an amazing 3*5 seconds (128K in 10 secs.) 

^ Print screen at anytime with unique snapshot print. 
Single or Double size. 

★ ComfDatible with a wide range of serious 
and most games software. Can use Disciple discs. 

^ ★ From MGT... the designers of the Disciple - Supported 
by liMDUG - The Disciple Users Group 

\ FOR FULL DETAILS BY RETURN POST, PLEASE SEND SAE 

MGT, Unit 4, Chesterton Mill, public Fran?als 
French's Road, Cambridge ULEE^^^^EP m et francophone contactez 

i CB4 3IMP or call 0223-311665 ^^WEwE9 I M “ 

Add the power 
and speed of 
a DISC DRIVE 
to your SPECTRUM 
(any model except -+-3) 

Ouchet +44-291 257 80 

MILES OOROON TCCHNOIOCY 
*Timings are approximate, depending on drive. 



YS Seal Of Approval 
All games reviewed in 

Screenshots are finished 
products. 

Epyx/£8.99 
Duncan Crikey, it’s the game 
that Commodore owners 
(yeuch!) have been crowing 
about recently — California 
Games, a joystick waggling 
multiple-event affair. Last time I 
played a ‘waggler’ my joystick 
shaft suddenly went all wibbly 
and came off in my hand, but as 
the California Games menu 
screen finally popped into life 
can you guess what was 
missing? ... a joystick option! 
Anyway, onto the six multiple- 
loading events, which can be 
played in any order you desire: 

HALF-PIPE SKATEBOARDING: 
You have to ride your skateboard 
up and down the walls of a U- 
shaped ramp, performing as 
many stunts as you can In 75 
seconds. There are three stunts; 
ariel-turn, hand-plant and kick 
turn, and believe me, they are 
HARD to master. 

FOOTBAG: Keep a bean-bag 
In the air for 75 seconds by 
kicking with your left or right foot, 
or by heading it. Perform stunts 
(eg 180 degree turns) while the 
bag is in the air to get your 
points. Bit tricky this one, as the 
bean bag Is about the same size 
as a pixel! 

SURFING: This one’s totally 
simple, but strangely enough I 
found it the most satisfying of the 
lot to play. Just turn your surfer 
left or right to keep him upright 
on the wave. Points are gained 
by flying off the crest of the wave 
and then successfully rejoining it 
(le by not ‘wiping out’ or to coin a 
far hipper phrase, ‘crashing Into 
the water’). 

ROLLER SKATING: Pump the 
keys to gain speed and 
negotiate the hazards on the 
right to left scrolling sidewalk (or 
‘pavement’ as one would say 
here in good old blighty). Points 
are scored for 360 degree spins. 

BMX BIKE RACING: Again, a 
right to left scroller, but with 
bumps, humps and jumps. didn’t have to' CATCH that!! conversion) was a little bit of a 
Points are scored for performing Righto, summing up time. ‘rush job’. Crikey! 
a variety of stunts while airborne, Well, the graphics are certainly 
but be careful how you land, or big and chunky with reasonable 
you’ll ‘chew sand’ (erm, that animation and use of colour, but 
means crash, I think). And alas, the sound is kerrapp!!! (A 
finally... couple of ‘ping’ noises, but that’s 

FLYING DISK: Pump the keys it). The “challenge quotient’’ is 
to throw the frisbee with the average for a game of this genre, 
correct power and angle. Once but Is enhanced if competing 
it’s been launched the control against chums (’cos up to four 
switches to the catcher. Score bods can play, you see). All In all 
points for, well, for catching it not a bad bundle of games, but I 
basically. Similar to the javelin for one was expecting better, 
event In Daley Thompson’s Dare I say It? ... Yes I do: I think 
Decathalon although, luckily, you California Games (the Speccy 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Not too frenetic keytxyard 
waggler with six quite 
piayabie West-Coast 
fiavoured events. Up to four 
can compete. 
6RAPHICS 
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lmagine/£7.95 
Jonathan It’s good to see 
there are still a few decent 
people left in the world, even if 
they do have daft names like 
‘Athena’. Having returned from 
her first quest, she’s off to save 
humanity again. This time we’ve 
all been enslaved by a race of 
evil demons, and she’s coming 
to bust us out! 

While the demon-infested 
world scrolls smoothly across 
the screen (yup, it’s one of 
those!), you’ve got to dash to the 
end of each level and blow up 
the building you’ll find there. 

Naturally the demons don’t 
take too kindly to all this, and 
they’ll do their best to stop you. 
Sadly for them, all they seem to 
be capable of is wandering 
backwards and forwards hoping 
to bump into you, so they’re fairly 
easy to pick off with your 
standard issue laser weapon. 

As you’ve probably guessed 
by now, there’s more to this than 
just shooting things. That’s right, 
you can collect things too! 
Bombs come in quite handy. For 

some reason, once picked up 
they’ll orbit around Athena like 
flies around a copy of Sinclair 
User, but then whizz off and blow 
things up when fired. 

Graphically Psycho Soldier 
presents no problems. 
Everything is disgustingly slick 
‘n’ smooth, with the sprites 

almost oozing around the 
screen. It’s all monochrome, of 
course, as these days most 
programmers seem to have 
forgotten the Speccy works in 
colour too. So what’s wrong with 
the odd attribute problem here 
and there? 

I’d have liked a bit more sound 

too. All you get. In fact, is the odd 
PHLOORP noise when your gun 
goes off — not the sort of thing 
to keep you bopping through the 
night. 

What you want to know, 
though, is how it plays. Happily 
Psycho Soldier's simple design 
pays off and other than the odd 
unfortunate moment (like the 
time I appeared in a wall and 
couldn’t get out!) it’s fun all the 
way. Nothing amazingly original, 
but a well-tried formula that’ll 
keep the punters happy. 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Yet another scrolling 
shooting job, but so what? 
IVs fun fun fun! (Have you 
got the scroils...?) 

GRAPHICS ■■■■■■■□□□ 
PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■■■■□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■■□□□ 
ADDICTIVENESS ■■■■■■■■□□ 

TOTAL 8 
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Beat ’em up with a lorra 
iorra iaffs. Great animation 
of exceiient characters (if 
norra /of else). 

GRAPHICS ■■■■■■■■□□ 
PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■□□□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■■□□□ 
AOOICTIVENESS ■■■■■■■□□□ 

TOTAL 7 

Melbourne House/£7.95 
Tony He used to be an 
ornery peace-lovin’ sort of 
fella ’til the grannies came to 
town. 

Vicious bands of umbrella- 
wielding OAPs roamed the 
city streets, bringing fear and 
violence to once quiet 
suburbs. But it wasn’t just the 
grannies who made our hero 
tremble in his undies. Gangs 

of grey-haired old men armed 
with pointed sticks and bowls 
mats had also embarked on a 
reign of terror. 

In fact the streets were 
alive with the sound of 
fighting, and only one man 
could save the day (not to 
mention the week, month and 
year). So equipped with his 
trusty golden battle shorts, 
and very little else, our hero 

takes up the challenge. 
Street Hassle Is another beat 
’em up, but it’s one with a 
difference — it’s a big laff and 
no mistake. The assorted 
chunky characters who come 
to pulverise you into dust — 
worra weird lot they are! My 
fave is the chap who uses his 
extra-large turn as a (very 
effective) weapon. And there 
are banana-chucking 
gorillas, mad dogs and a 
phantom bomber with 
mystery effect bombs. 

The game’s only major 
letdown is the limited number 
of aggressive moves our hero 
can make, although to be fair, 
there are hidden moves on 
later levels. But apart from 

that I enjoyed it a lot. Okay, so 
for a full-price effort it may be 
a little on the thin side, but it’s 
novel and fun to play, and you 
can’t say that about many 
games today. 
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iteaktor/£8.99 
Nat Like heavy man! “A 
psychedelic experience” 
proclaims the inlay ~ not bad for 
a monochromatic game! 

Unfortunately Out Of This 
M/br/of doesn’t leave you with 
feelings of peace, happiness 
and love for mankind ’cos Out Of 
This WorldWs in fact, a pretty 
grotty shoot ’em up of the 
scrolling variety, (what isn’t these 
days?) where you can collect 
bouncing blobs and upgrade 
your weapon systems. Sounds 
good so far, eh? Actually, the 
scrolling is jerl^ and flickery and 
the aliens are just tiny circles or 
indistinct shapes. Hmm... and 
there’s worse to come. When 
your ship flies over some of the 
background graphics, It gets lost 
among the shading and detail 

and all but disappears. This is 
terribly frustrating, but it’s even 

more infuriating when you are 
killed by aliens who materialise 

on top of you. 
These are classic flaws as far 

as games design is concerned, 
and I’m amazed that games still 
act like this. It’s a pity ’cos from 
the inlay, you’d have thought that 
this was a pretty good Nemesis 
clone. As it is. Out Of This World 
is unaddictive and unplayable. 

An unplayable game that 
tried to be like Zynaps and 
the like, but failed miserably. 

!■■■■□□□□□ !■■■□□□□□□ !■■■□□□□□□ !■■■■■□□□□ 

GRAPHICS 
PLAYABILITY 
VALUE FOR MONEY 
AODICTIVENESS 

TOTAL 
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Firebircl/£7.95 
Mike By jove I enjoyed that. In 
fact I enjoyed It so much my 
joystick’s all hot and sticky. I’ll 
have to let it cool down before I 
dare go back and do it again. Do 
what? Why, play Flying Shark of 
course — what did you think I 
was talking about? 

I’ll gather my wits while I write 
this review. One... two... three. 
Right, that’s my wits gathered in, 
now on with the comments. 
Flying Shark is Firebird’s coin-op 
conversion of Taito’s arcade 
favourite, which I haven’t seen 
’cos I stay here writing reviews 
while everyone else goes dowi 
the arcades to check out what’ 
happening. Trouble is, they 
never come back, and with 
games like this around I can se 
why. 

It’s a vertical scrolling shoot- 
’em-up in the style of earlier 
raves of mine like Slap Fight ar 
Moon Strike where the action’s 
non-stop. You’re a lone fighter 
pilot and you have to blast youi 
way through five levels of enen 
forces, with a quick breather 
when you touch down on the 
runways in-between levels. 
That’s if you make it that far, of 
course. The first level is mainly 
over jungle, with tanks and gun 
emplacements on the ground, 
and planes buzzing round in th 
air like manic mozzies. Your fire¬ 
power’s pretty hot, however, and 
I do like these games where you 
can belt your way to a decent 
score right from the off rather 
than being wiped out in the first 
ten seconds. Or maybe it’s just 
the way I jiggle my joystick. 

At the end of the first level 
there’s a massive tank which 

TOOK me about a dozen games 
and a lot of joystick-jiggling to 
get past. I was then confronted , 
with action over the oceans 
where the planes and gun-boats 
and battle ships soon converted 
my Flying Shark into the sea- 
bound variety. 

On your side, you’ve got three 
lives, with each life having three 

that appear occasionally. The 
first of these gives you a double- 
barrel blast, then a triple-blast, 
and so on... though I’ve never 
picked up more than two before 
being deeded. If you manage to 
wipe out all the enemy on the 
screen while your ‘1-Up’ symbol 
flashes, you can also gain bonus 
points, and you’ve got to make it 
to 50,000 before you get your 
first extra plane. 

The graphics are great, very 
smooth, and it’s almost worth 
crashing into an enemy plane 
just to see the way you both twirl 
down to the ground. Well, it’s 
worth doing once. 
Programming’s by Dominic 
Robinson, and the music by 
Steve Turner is so terrifically- 
fabby-groovy-cool it seems a 
shame to start the game 
sometimes. You can use 
joysticks in profusion or the 
redefinable keyboard in one or 
two-player mode. A neat little 
touch is the way the high-score 
table remembers your initials so 
you don’t have to retype them 
each and every time. And that’s 
the end of the news. This is Mike 
Gerrard, Your Sinclair, with a 
sticky joystick. 

smart bombs. These wipe out all 
the enemy on the screen when 
used, as smart bombs should. 
There are bonus bombs to be 
earned in the shape of letter B’s 
that you might sometimes find 
under a wiped-out tank or 
elsewhere, and you can also 
increase your fire-power by 
flying into one of the circling S’s 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Flying Shark has to be one 
of the most addictive shoot 
’em ups ever. It certainly 
made my joystick sticky! 

TOTAL 
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0ceaii/£7.95 
Tony How about this for weird! 
A game license based on a 
totally nutty range of kids toys. 
Madballs are horrible squidgy 
little lumps of plastic that can be 
bounced around, or filled with 
liquid, each one having a 
different face and character (any 
resemblance to this reviewer is 
totally coincidental). 

After a couple of games I 
discovered why the title 
Madballs was chosen — the 
gameplay is so frustrating that it 
leaves you in a fuming, angry, 
hair-pulling state yelling 
“SPHERICAL OBJECTS” at the 
top of your voice! Not that 
Madballs is a poor game - far 
from It. After sticking at It for 
hours on end I began to get 
somewhere and finally sussed 
out enough details to jot down 

this review. 
The ultimate aim is to become 

the top ball, and this Is done by 
bouncing other Madballs into a 
goal. There are eight balls to 
collect. Each has a different 
character and power/energy 
levels. Once captured, a Madball 
can be swopped for the one you 
are controlling, by leaping over 
an empty dustbin (don’t ask me 
why! I’m only playing the game). 

Madball land is made up of 
several oddly shaped platforms 
with scenery that can either help 
or hinder you. Things like ramps 
or pyramids either slide the ball 
into more danger, or give it a 
nasty pain in the urals. 
Trampolines and catapults give 
your balls extra elasticity which 
can bring a tear to the eye at 
times. So watch out fellow ball 
bouncers. 

I quickly discovered Madballs 
was another version of an old 
Mastertronic game Motos, but 
with knobs on. Simply (simply - 
that’s a laugh!) knock the other 
Inhabitants of Madball world off 
the beaten track and proceed to 
the next level. Easier said than 
done. Controlling your balls (oo- 
er) is very, very hard, especially 
when the bureaucrat balls lay 
Into you. But I feel this works in 
the game’s favour. You just have 
to find out what’s around that 
next corner, so you’ll press the 
‘new game’ button without 
thinking. 

I enjoyed Madballs, even 
though I smashed three joysticks 
in the process. Maybe the 
graphics look a little washed out, 
but when you get into the game 
that is hardly noticeable. The 
scrolling gets nine out of ten, the 

sound, a feeble three. The only 
major drawback I found, was not 
being able to squash the 
chickens that made the 
Commodore version even better 
to play! It’s weird, it’s freaky, It’s 
the mostfrustratingly addictive 
game I’ve played all month. Nuff 
said! 

YS CLAPOMETER 

A completely wicked 
conversion of a completely 
weird kiddies toy. Good 
frustrating fun for games 
playing masochists. 

GRAPHICS ■■■■■■□□□□ 
PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■■■□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■□□□□ 
ADOICTIVENESS ■■■■■■■■■□ 

TOTAL 8 

M COLDITZ STORY 
Atlantis/£1.99 
David Rubbish! Cheat! Swizz! 
Sorry, I’m not referring to the 
game, just my fourteenth 
successive failure to get past the 
guards. Not that this is the the 
most enthralling game I’ve 
played recently, nor are the 
guards particularly difficult to get 
past. 

The Colditz Story Is a sort of 
arcade/adventure game where 
your task is (wait for It, wait for it), 
to escape from Colditz castle. 
You are presented with three 
windows, the first showing the 
available exits, the second what 
room you are In and the third 
showing commands, your 
Inventory and also doubling as 
the action screen. 

Pity about the action though. <a 

Certain rooms contain guards 
who must be crawled past (hard 
on the knees), shot (where did 
the gun come from?), dropped 
through trap doors (these 

inmates are certainly 
resourceful), or engaged In 
conversation (absolutely fab If 
you can sprechen sie Deutsch), 
and so on. Occasionally, to 
break the monotony, you can 

pick up objects In the vain hope 
you’ll be able to work out what 
they’re for, and some of the 
puzzles are difficult enough to 
keep the ol’ grey matter awake 
(just). 

But though The Colditz Story 
may be a little dull at times, it can 
be fun in an odd sort of way, and 
when you’ve died yet again, out 
goes the finger for “just one 
more game”. 

Fairly good graphics, a 
modicum of humour and semi- 
tough maze of puzzles make this 
game reasonably worth two 
quid. Just don’t blame the 
escape committee if you’re 
caught and shot! 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Not the most gripping 
arcade/adventure in the 
known universe but you 
may still find it hard to 
escape! 

GRAPHICS 
PLAYABILITY 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
ADDICTIVENESS 

■ □□□□ ■ □□□□ ■ □□□□ ■ ■□□□ 

TOTAL 
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Dare you switch on "The Black Lamp" and 
begin your journey through the enchanted 
land of Allegoria? 

You'll need plenty of courage and cunning, 
to fight your way through an evil host of 
superbly animated characters and animals. 

Skull dropping buzzards, evil eagles and 
spitting witches do their utmost to stop 
you in your quest to find the enchanted 
lamps, and ultimately The Black Lamp, 

Out now on Spectrum Cassette £7.95, 
Amstrad Cassette £8.95, Disc£14.95, 
C64 Cassette £8.95, Disc £12.95, and 
Atari ST Disc £19.95. 

guarded by the wicked dragon. 

Succeed and your reward is the hand of 
the beautiful Princess.^ Fail, and the price 
you pay is'life itself. 

Telecom Soft, First Floor, 64-76 New Oxford St, London WC1A IPS. 
J Firebird and Firebird Logo are trademarks of British Telecommunications PLC. 

A LEGEHD IK GAMES SOFTWARE 



being a monster can become a 
drag. Godzilla arrives home after 
a hard day in Tokyo. Mrs G has 
his slippers ready. “Hard day, 
dear?” “Graargh! I don’t care if I 
never see another skyscraper 
again!” Yes, there’s too little 
challenge to guarantee job 
satisfaction. 

So unless you intend to play It 
three-handed, when the fun 
factor increases a little (but you’ll 
need joysticks), or you’re a 
monster fan of the original, you 
might just give this a miss for 
something with more lasting 
value! 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Smash everything in sight 
but don’t expect too much 
of a smash from the 
thankiess task of clearing 
the inner cities! 

GRAPHICS 
PLAYABHJTY 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■□□□□ 
ADDICTIVENESS 

TOTAL 6 

RAMPAGE 
Activision/£8.99 
Rachael Watch out. I'm back! 
Kink Kong's on the rampage! 
Brave men shudder, women 
scream, children puke babyfood 
and gurgle. Yes. it’s arcade 
licensing time again! 

If this had been a movie they'd 
have advertised it with the lines: 
Too big for one screen! See the 
giant ape smash high-security 
banks into oblivion! Thrill as the 
giant lizard gobbles innocent 
bystanders' Go oo-er as a 30 
foot werewolf stomps everything 
in sight'' 

Promising stuff for a game of 
mass destruction which makes 
every other massacre look tame. 
Tiny helicopters swoop around 
your head. Tanks take pot shots 
at you (tanks for the pot shots, 
guys). Even the inhabitants of 
the skyscrapers lob dynamite. 
But It hardly bothers you 
because... you are invincible 
(almost)! 

The idea's simple — which is 
good because so are the three 
monsters. You stroll into town, 
and smash up the modern 

architecture like a 30 foot Prince 
Charles. Grab any goodies 
revealed to renew your strength, 
avoiding the rather obvious no- 
no's. such as bottles of poison, 
then jump off the building before 
it cracks up and collapses. 

One to three players can take 
part, with your Spectrum 
controllina anv unattended 

characters. If your fellow 
rampagers get in your way you 
can move them on with a swift 
fist. Once you’ve bashed a 
whole block you progress to the 
next screen. But don’t fall off too 
many roofs or you’ll turn back 
Into a minute mortal, shivering in 
your birthday suit. 

All great fun for a while but 

Gremlin Graphics/£7.99 
Tony Tour De Force is a micro 
version of that world famous 
Grand Prix Cycling event from 
the land of garlic, frogs legs and 
striped T-shirts. Well it would be. 
except for the violence and the 
fact that each race takes place in 
far off countries such as Japan 
and Israel. 

What was that about 
violence? Well we can't have a 
computer game without its fair 
share of blood and guts can we? 
In this cycling epic your biker can 
kick the living daylights out of the 
opposition and get points for it! 
You can even nudge fellow 
bikers into ramps or other deadly 
obstacles along the way. 

That’s not the aim of the game 
though. The idea is to beat 10 
other players along a strip of 
booby trapped road and be the 
first to cross the winning line. 
This earns you a place in the 
next race. Anything less than 
first and you have to try again. 

The playing area is jam 
packed with hazards. Bombs 
explode in your path, and people 
try to cross in front of you when 
you least expect it! There is even 
a young lady sprite that hitches 
up her skirt to divert your gaze 
for a second or two. It’s tough out 
there. 

All that pedalling can make 
you hot under the collar, so pick 
up the ice cream, wine or cans of 

Coke to stop your fella over¬ 
heating. Not too much wine 
though or the controls can get 
kinda tricky! 

Tour de Force is a multi-load 
game, but in the nicest possible 
way. There is none of that 
‘rewind tape to start’ nonsense 
here. If a level is not completed 
the game allows you to try again 
and again (and again). It saves a 
lot of time and trouble. 

The jerky scrolling distracts 
from the play quite a bit and I 
found my biker often became 
lost in a tangle of similar sprites, 
but that aside. Tour de Force is a 
polished and addictive little 
game. I liked it, but then again I 
like lots of tfiings I shouldn’t. 

It will not keep ardent arcade 
fans occupied for long. I 
completed it in under two hours 
— and I’m lousy at this type of 
game. Try before ye buy. 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Pedal powered arcade 
game that’s a cross 
between Milk Race and 
Mean Streak — and better 
than both. 

GRAPHICS 
PLAYABRJTV ■■■■■■□□□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■□□□□ 
AODICTIVENESS 

TOTAL 7 
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Vir9in/£9.95 
Tony Dan Dar^s back, and 
what a completely skillo follow¬ 
up to the original. Just a couple 
of games was enough to 
convince me that Dan Dare II is 
the first megagame of 1988. If it 
doesn’t top the charts in the next 
few months I’ll eat my pet 
hamster (lightly fried, with chips 
and peas)! 

Dan’s mission is no easier 
than his first outing on the 
Spectrum. The evil and 
thoroughly green Mekon is still 
up to his diabolical tricks. His 
plan this time is to invade the 
Earth with an army of mighty 
Supertreens — a new race of 
green tinted super beings 
genetically engineered by the 
Mekon himself. 

These creatures have been 
placed in protective life support 
capsules aboard a vast and 
powerful space ship. This ship is 
fast approaching the Earth and It 
Is Dan’s unenviable task to put 
his foot down with a firm hand, 
and show the green ones, once 
and for all, who’s the boss. 

The Mekon’s ship Is made up 
of four separate sections, each 
containing a certain number of 
Supertreens. Dan must search 
out and destroy all of the life 
support cells In each section 
before gaining access to the 
next. The Mekon has filled the 
space shlo with traps, force 
fields, and all manner of bits and 
bobs designed to slow down any 
potential attacker (oh, and there 
is a time limit to beat once the 
first Supertreen has had its 
comfy nest blown to smithereens). 
The Mekon has also installed a 
generous helping of normal 
Treens, but to combat this threat 
Dan can call upon his own 
troops, scattered about the 
space craft. 

As in the original, Dan can find 
objects to help him in his task. 
Extra firepower and energy are 
the most useful. Getting around 
the maze of tunnels could prove 
a bit expensive in terms of time, 
so In Dan Dare Hour hero Is 
fitted with a cool jet bike. The 

trouble with this is trying to 
handle the ‘realistic’ bike 
movements! Precious seconds 
can be lost while you frantically 
try to squeeze into a new 
corridor, or pass over strong 
magnetic currents. Of course 
this is part of the game. It makes 
it frustrating and extremely 

addictive at the same time. 
The graphics have to be seen 

to be believed. They are simply 
amongst some of the best I have 
ever seen on the ol’ pregnant 
calculator. In my opinion they 
knock spots off the original Dan 
Dare game, and that was terrific! 
The game is choc-a-block full of 

Desperate Dan Dare has to outwit a tailing TVeen while trying to 
blam the Supertreen baby bubbles on the left and right. As soon as 
the first bubble is burst Dan has a meagre 12 hours to accomplish 
his mission, or it’s goodbye civilisation as we know it! 

Well on his way to defeating the Mekon now, our hero has just 
wasted the force shield generator system and opened up the rest 
of the TVeen ship to exploration. Remember not to shoot your own 
troops or get caught in the deadly crossfire. 

brilliant little programming 
touches, such as the 
Supertreens thumbsucking 
animation, flickering 
backgrounds and computer 
panels, and refuse crunchers. 
Each a joy to sit and watch (If 
you have time!). Pop-up 
captions Inform you how you’re 
doing, and a frightening 
explosion ends the game If your 
progress has been exceptionally 
bad. 

If you are totally bored with 
playing the good guy all the time, 
there’s an absolutely spiffing 
option that lets you play the 
Mekon himself. But beware — 
this makes the game so hard 
that It Is best left to experienced 
(or heroic) players. 

Everything from the loading 
screen to the end sequence has 
been lovingly crafted by the 
programming team, and it feels 
as though the game has had a 
pretty thorough play-testing. 
Action Is non-stop and sweat- 
inducing, and about as playable 
and addictive as anyone could 
wish for. Could this be the 
perfect Spectrum computer 
game? If not, I bet you could 
count better games on the finger 
of one hand! 

I loved Dan Dare, and I simply 
adore Dan Dare II. I might as well 
go out and buy 100 gallons of 
midnight oil, because there Is no 
way I am going to put this game 
down until I have beaten that 
dastardly Mekon once and for 
all! See you in about two years (if 
I’m lucky!). 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Skillo follow up to the 
original classic. Flip screen 
arcade adventure at its very, 
very best. Destined to 
become a major hit. 

GRAPHICS ■■■■■■■■■■ 
PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■■■■■ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■■■■□ 
AOOICTIVENESS ■■■■■■■■■■ 

TOTAL 9 
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ENLIGHTENMENT 
DRUID II 
Firebird/£7.95 
David Admit it: how often 
have sequels failed to match 
the originals? That’s right — 
far too many. I missed the first 
Druid, but this particular 
“Part 2” is such fun that if the 
prequel is better, I shall buy It 
yesterday. (Eh? Ed) 

Enlightenment wasn’t 
inspired by a book, a film or a 
50-part Readers Digest 
serialisation. No, it was 
Inspired by Gai//?f/ef instead. 
Our hero is a druid. (Wot, did 
you gather that from the title 
by any chance? Well be 
patient, will ya?) Acamantor 
has returned after 103 years 
(so that’s when Druid was 
released) and Hasrinaxx the 
Druid must seek him out once 
again in his tower. Dotted 
within the lands of Belorn are 
spells — 32 of the blighters — 
which Hasrinaxx must cast to 
aid his battle against the 
living dead and the evil 
elementals. 

Hazza — that’s to say, you 
— can carry only eight spells 
at one time so you must 
choose which you need 
wisely. If you’ve reached your 
limit, you can always come 
back later (assuming you 
survive) or forfeit one, which 
makes for tough decisions as 
they’re all useful, and once 
gorn, they’re gorn forever. But 
use the little grey cells — cast 
a Waterwall against watery 
adversaries and they’ll love 
you to death for it! 

Only one of the four 
elementals may be used as 
your servant at any one time 
— you can either boss them 
about with the three 
commands Walt, Follow or 
Send, or you can control 
them properly with the 
joystick (if you’re willing, or 
course, to leave Hasrinaxx a 
sitting target). A useful trick if 
you’re low on energy and 
with-out a banquet spell is to 
block yourself into a corner 

i/SUTf/ t«ev.r/s 
O 017 

1 lx: ■ ' 

with your elemental (oo-er) 
and just wait. 

Although hard to tell from 
the booklet, it would appear 
that if you cast the White Orb 
spell against Acamantor in 
the tower, you win the game. 
The word used Is “properly” 
— I’ll leave you to find out 
exactly what this means. 

Colour could have been 
better used in the 
monochromatic scenes since 
characters often get lost in 
the shadows. Nevertheless, 
Enlightenment 'is a wizard 
wheeze (sorry) (Yes, so are 

we. You’re fired. Ed) that 
should keep you going well 
into winter and beyond. 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Truly magical Gauntlet 
variant, demonic in its 
difficulty — you’ll return 
for another spell again and 
again. 

GRAPHICS 
PLAYABILITY 
VALUE FOR MONEY 
ADDtCTIVENESS 

!□□□ 

■ ■■□ 

TOTAL 

CodeMasters/£4.99 
Tony Yet another Simulator 
from budget king Code Masters, 
but this time packaged in a novel 
and rather more expensive way. 
Jet Bike Sim is the first of the 
new ‘Plus’ series, offering two 
versions for the same game on 
two cassettes, together with 
extra course backgrounds. 

Jet bikes are those trendy 
mini-motor boat thingies that 
look like motor boats without 
wheels the sort of thing that 
James Bond can construct out 
of his cigarette case and yuppies 
are buying in droves (darling 
warlingl). In JBS you have the 
chance to drive one of these 
around a water course and try to 
beat a set time limit, as well as 
outspeeding three other 
competitors. Trouble is,' 
everything looks so small and 
tacky! The bikes are just UDGs 

[JjihmiiiinHiiiiiiuiiiiii 

It’s not bad, but JBS fails to 
capture the style and playability 
of BMX Simulator. The extra 
course makes it rather better 
value, but then of coutse it does 
cost two and a half times as 
much! ' 

CLUCK 

F* ' 
Jet Bike Simulator is more fun 

with a friend, but then again isn't 
everything? A definite try- 
before-you-buy. 

v? 
YS CLAPOMETER 

" ■ 
„ . V.:. 

A new concept in budget 
game packaging from Code 
Masters. (Pity the game’s 
not up to much, though!) niCHQLHS PlflVER a 

00:0 00:0 
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and the backgrounds feel very 
messy. 

On top of that, some dodgy 
controls make the game 

extremely frustrating to play. 
Later levels get very tricky 
indeed and you'll find you have 
tobeskillo. 

■□□□□□□ 
■■□□□□□ ■■□□□□□ 
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EVIL 
DOMAIN 

In the depths of the earth lies the most evil creature known 
to man. You must battle past fire breathing skulls, evil eyes, 
over obstacles and through a complex maze. Only then will 
you have the opportunity to destroy the creature, and save 
earth from an eternity of evil. 

Over 175 rooms, with lifts, platforms, conveyors and 
problems to solve. 

A full 3D style adventure for only 

£4.95 inci P + P 
overseas please add 50p P + P 

A 

NEW 

ADVENTURE GAME 
FROM BITCHIN' SOFTWARE 

You are Harry H. Hartman, intrepid explorer. Shut inside 
the tomb of Toot 'N' Come In by a rockfall, you must 
overcome a series of complex problems, travel through 
three different levels riddled with hidden passages, and 
do battle with strange Egyptian Gods to free yourself 
from the tomb. 

R'n'H MICROTEC, 32 Hazell Way, 
Stoke Poges, BUCKS. SL2 4DD. 

'"One I can recommend . . . refreshingly different . . . 
exceptionally well done" -r Mike Gerrard, YS. 

To order, please send cheque/postal order for £2.50 to: 

Bitchin Software, 7 Cornwall Road, Stourbridge, 
West Midlands DY8 4TE. 

NOW V-IAT I HAVE. 
'PeSIRE' I'LL NEVER 
SPSNP ANOTHER 

EVENING^ (N ALONE! 

HOW DEBBIE MET A STRANGER! 
‘Desire* is like an intimate conversation 
on your PC screen! Just phone in and 
join in for hours of enjoyment. There’s no 
enrolment fee — just one phone call via 
your modem puts you through to a new 
world of handy services and fun things to 
do. Take a look at the menu... 
Charge Rate 38p inc. VAT peak & 25p inc. VAT 
per min. off peak. On Line from mid. Febmary. 

DESIRE 
LONDON E14 9TW 

CHATTER BOX The interactive message board. Say what you want to say — 
stir up a hornets' nest, start up a friendship! See the immediate response! 

MAILBOX A handy way to leave messages with friends. 

DESIRE CLASSIFIEDS The perfect place to sell your old computers, or find 
a top computer Job! 

GRAFFITI CORNER Whatever you want to say, here’s where to say it! 

DEBBIE DESIRE’S PROBLEM PAGE Personal, emotional or sexual 
problems answered. 

PHONE NOW [Oj [9j m 



Sure beats a couple of plastic cups and a bit of string. It sure ain’t easy being a superhero. 
What with having to expose yourself in 
telephone boxes, wear your underpants 
over your strides and spend nearly four 
hours trying to get out of your one- 

piece supercozzie every time you go to the 
bathroom. And if that ain’t enough, just when 
you settle down in front of the TV with a M&S 
boil-in-the-bag Chien au Gratin the phone 
rings. 

Still, if you’re that wholemeal, all-American 
hero. Captain America, you can cope with 
anything! Even the President of the USA. who’s 
on the blower with the news that the evil Dr 
Megalomann is poised to destroy America 
with a deadly virus contained within a missile 
hidden deep in his underground bunker - 
unless he is allowed to take the President’s 
place. But can our butch hero save his great 
country from disaster in only four hours? 
Probably not, but you can always step into 
Captain America’s shoes (as long as you’re size 
20) and try it for yourself in Go!’s Marvel-ous 
new comic game. Captain America In The 
Doom Tube Of Dr Megalomann. 

SUPER HERO PRIZES 
And it just so happens that we’ve got 30 copies 
of the game to give away to the runners-up in 
this fabulous Go\/YS compo. But if you’re the 
sort of dude who can rip up a tissue in his 
bare hands, then you’re in with a chance to 
win one of three amazing top prizes of a sonic 
E-07 two channel CB walkie-talkie kit allowing 
you to ‘keep in touch’ without paying 38p a 
minute. Well British Telecom (out of order)! So 
here’s how to get your mitts on the loot... 

ACTION STATIONS 
All you’ve got to do is have a butchers at the 
two identical comic strips below, and using 
your super-hero powers, find ten differences 
between them, circle them with a ballpoint 
pen and fill in the coupon with your name and 
address. Send the whole lot, or a photocopy, to 
I’m So Butch I Wear My Underpants Over My 
Trousers But Now I Want To Walk Like You, 
Ooh, Ooh Ooh Compo!, Your Sinclair, 14 
Rathbone Place, London WIP IDE. 

Rules 
• Minions of Dennis Publishing Ltd. and 

Go! will go up in Holy Smoke if they 
attempt to enter. 

• Get your entries in by 31 st March or 
you're Buck Rogered. 

• Kerpow! Splat! Oof! You see what 
happens when you argue with the Ed. 

CAPTAIN AMERICA 
in; The Doom Tube 
Of Dr Megalomann 

Three pairs of fabby walkie talkies and 30 
copies of Go!’s Captain America must be won 

in our peasy-to-enter compo. 

They don't call me 

how hutch I really 
a super-hero for nothing — it costs i 

am 'cos I spotted all ten differences 

chance to prove just 

Name 

Postcode 
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^4AKESATRUE 
SIMUl ATSON O ^HE - ' ' * 
•APCACEHArCRYOUR • 
HOME MICRO. AS. • . 
RASTAN TAKES ON ’ 0 4 >> 
[’..‘l.AGiCA.L'vV cards; ' ■ 
F RE BREATH.NG E=ONS, BATS. SNAKES 

a;nd Finally the latng dead: 
AMS ■ F AD £• 5R5 COMMCDCRE £ 5^5 
ECECThM £7R5' COIN-OP 

Tn THE knife-edge WORLD- ■ ■ ^ 
OF THE VtGiLANTE THERE !S NO / 
PLACE TO REST, NO TIME TO 
THiNK-BUT LOOK SHARP-THERE IS ALWAYS ’ 
TIME TO DIE! 
A BREATHTAKING CONVERSION OF THE 

ARCADE HIT BY TAITO NOW FOR YOUR HOME 
COMPUTER. WITH ALL THE ORIGINAL PLAY 
FEATURES. PLAY RENEGADE... PLAY MEAN! 

COMMODORE^£8.95 

NEGADE Li( 



+++PROGRAMMING+++PROGRAMMING+++ 

PROGRAM 
PITSTOP 

Ta daah! Yes, the man with the POKEs, David McCandless, is back, back, back to bring 
you the iatest in byte-sized entertainment. Wf elcome to 

Program Pitstop 
with the new 
improved rather 
exotic flavour. 

Much, much more to titillate 
your tastebuds than Phil Snout 
ever gave you. Unfortunately, 
probably because it’s my first 
column, we have no Star Tips 
this month. All those 
programmers out there were 
too busy recovering from the 
New Year celebrations to send 

Ever lost track of time while 
slaving over a hot Speccy, typing 
in unfolding pages of endless 
hex? Missed a very important 
rendezvous with your girlfriend 
because you have no idea of the 
time when you were 
programming? If so then this 
program, from ol’ Peter 
Dackombe, is for you. Type it in, 
RUN it, and an interrupt driven 
clock will appear in the top right- 
hand corner of the screen that’ll 
give you the current time to the 
nearest second. Gosh! And 
what’s more you can still type in 
hex, basic or whatever with the 
clock running at the same time! 

Please Interrupt 
Interrupts are specialised 
instructions that, when used 
correctly, can enable you to run 
two programs simultaneously. 
What you see is actually an 
illusion: the computer is just 
jumping between the two 
routines every 50th of a second, 
so it only seems like the two are 
running together. Now you know. 

Method 
Nothing could be simpler. All you 
need to do Is type in the hex 
loader (or load it in if you’ve got it 
on tape) and use it to enter the 
machine code hex. Then, to get 
the clock ticking just: 

POKE 64026, seconds 
POKE 64027, minutes 
POKE 64028, hours (1-12) 
POKE 64029,0 if AM 

or 1 if PM 

Done that? Now type In 
RANDOMIZE USR 64001 to 

me anything. Anyway, luckily a 
few megabrained readers sent 
me in some rather juicy tips of 
their own. Round of applause 
pur-lease! First for Peter 
Dackombe who sent in a 
useful interrupt-driven clock, 
second for Philip Lock who’s 
supplied us with a plethora of 
ways to print a screen. Not 
forgetting Michael Wilcox and 
his stretchy screen routine. 
Gosh! 

Next month we’ll have some 

really juicy Star Tips for you, so 
mall all those super routines I 
know you’ve got lurking In the 
back of your drawers to me, 
David McCandless at Program 
Pitstop, 14 Rathbone Place, 
London W1P1DE. And while 
you’re at it send us a picture of 
yourself along with your 
snazzy routine. Any picture will 
do and that goes for the routine 
too — just make sure it’s not 
too long. Other than that It can 
be anything from a bubble sort 

TICK-TOCK 
start the clock. Then, hours later, 
when It comes to beddy-byes or 
rendezvous time just type In 
RANDOMIZE USR 64008 to 
stop time. 

Hex loader 
Guess what? It’s hex loader time 
again. Once more out pops (oo- 
er) that venerable program, 
especially designed for you to 
tap in to get these supa-doopa- 
programs working. RUN it and 
enter the start address (which is 
63999) and the length (248). 
Afterwards type In the eight 

bytes of hex per line followed by 
the checksum, after the ‘ ” 
sign. Then press ENTER and 
the computer will burp, making 
space for the next line and so on. 
When you get to the end. It’s a 
case of pressing “S” to stop. 

10 BO SUB 200 
20 LET a=5 

30 LET t*0 
40,PRINT TAB 0;a;"s"5 
50 INPUT '‘Line oP Hex"?hit 

60 IF h<:=s*‘S” THEN STOP 
70 IF LEN h»<>Ch THEN BEEP *5 

,“l5s PRINT ’’Length error*‘s BQ T 

0 30 
80 PRINT ht; 

90 LET x=0 
100 FOR b=l TO ch STEP 2 

to a full blown 3D Screen 
Creator. The sooner the better. 

110 LET z-FN h(hit)! LET t«t+z 

120 POKE a+x,z 
130 LET h«='h*t3 TO > 

140 LET x»x+l 

150 NEXT b 
160 PRINT '* * "ss BEEP .2,25! I 

NPUT "Checksums"Sq 

170 PRINT q 
180 IF qOt Tf«;N PRINT "INPUT 

ERROR‘‘‘t BEEP .5,-15! GO TO 30 

190 LET a*=a+(ch/2>! BEEP .1,35! 

OO TO 30 
200 DEF FN h (hit)«16# (CODE hid) 

-48-(7 AND hi(t)>"9"))+CDDE hi(2 
)-48-(7 AND hi(2>>‘'9'‘) 

210 POKE 23609,50: POKE 23658,8 

220 INPUT "Start Address";s 

230 LET ch«16 
240 RETURN 

Hex Dump 
These 31 lines are the clock 
program in hexadecimal (okay, 
yah!) form. Once you’ve finished 
typing them In, simply save 
“TICK-TOCK CLOCK” with: 
SAVE “clock” CODE 63999,248. 

63999: 

64007: 

64015: 

64023: 

64031: 

64039: 

64047?, 

64055: 

64063: 

64071: 

64079: 

64087: 

64095 

64103: 

64111: 

64119; 

64127: 

64135: 

64143: 

64151: 

64159: 

64167: 

64175: 

64183: 

64191: 

64199: 

64207: 

64215: 

64223: 

64231: 

64239 

64247: 

STOP 

0BFA3EF9ED47ED5E* 

C9ED56C9E5D5C5FS* 

CD1EFAF1C1D1E1C3= 

380006082D0A013E= 

20211440CDCEFA3A= 

1CFA211540CDB7FA* 

3E2E211740CDCEFA= 

3A1BFA211B40CDB7= 

FA3E3A211A40CDCE* 

FA3A1AFA211B40CD* 

B7FA211D403E20CD* 

CEFA2I1E403A1DFA= 

A728073E50CDCEFA= 

18053E41CDCEFA3E= 

4D211F40CDCEFA3A= 

19FA3D3219FAC03E= 

323219FA3A1AFA3C= 

321AFAFE3CC0AF32* 

1AFA3A1BFA3C321B= 

FAFE3CC0AF321BFA= 

3A1CF A3C321CF AFE^^ 

0DC03E0132ICFA3A- 

OFAEE01321DFAC9^ 

CDE8FAESD57AC630^ 

0E00CDCEFADIE123= 

7BC630CDCEFAC9E5= 

ED5B365C14D6206F= 

260029292919D106= 

087E2F12231410F9= 

C916FF14D60A30FB= 

C60A5FC900000000= 

0000000000000000= 

1211 
1609 

1548 

188 

868 
1034 

889 

844 

904 

913 

858 

920 

1017 

879 

924 

915 

769 

1057 

748 

T258 

978 

654 

1048 

1497 

1144 

1460 

851 

401 

519 

1021 
504 



++-i-PROGRAMMING+++PROGRAMMmG++ 
Yawn! Have you ever realised 
how the way a screen is printed 
is so totally boring? I mean one 
minute the screen’s blank, then 
the screen’s there — sooooo 
boring. But wait, here is Philip 
Lock to the rescue with a 
collection of no less than 14 
ways to recall a screen from 
memory. They include fades, 
shutters, slides and colour 
doors. And they are very 
effective I can tell you. What are 
you waiting for? Get typing! 

Method 
Easy as pie: all you have to do Is 
type in the hex dump using the 
hex loader (see TICK-TOCK 
CLOCK). Done that? Good, now 
save the whole lot by typing 
SAVE “effects” CODE 
60000,696. Now type in the little 
demo proggie and run it to see 
an effective compendium of 
effects. Go for it! 

If you want to use the routines 
independently just load your 
screen into the memory by 
typing LOAD “’’CODE 53000, (or 
alternatively load the screen as 
per normal, then RANDOMIZE 
USR 60016 to store in memory) 
then consult the table below and 
RANDOMIZE USR address for 
whatever address the routine 
resides at. 

If you really like a particular 
routine and want to use it in your 
own masterpieces, just save the 
routine by typing: SAVE 
“name”CODE address, length, 
substituting the words for values 
from the table: 

A Little Routine 
ROUTINE NAME: ADDRESS: LENGTH: 

PRINT 60000 12 
STORE 60016 13 
FADE 60025 53 
SHUTTER 60078 51 
SLIDE-DOWN 60129 75 

SLIDE-UP 60204 70 
SLIDE-LEFT 60274 67 
SLIDE-RIGHT 60341 65 
ATTR-DOWN 60406 24 
ATTR-UP 60430 35 
ATTR-LEFT 60465 52 
ATTR-RIGHT 60517 47 
ATTR-IN 60564 55 
ATTR-OUT 60619 75 

Demo 
Here’s a little demo program to 
demonstrate all the screen 
effects. Examine it for further 
info on how the routines work. 

10 REM SCREEN EFFECTS demo 
20 CLS » PRINT “tOAO SCREEN ( 

y/n)** 
30 LET INKEY* 
40 IF «*«»“y THEN SO TO 100 
30 IF e*««n*' THEN SO TO 60 
53 60 TO 30 
60 FOR i*l TO 13s READ b*,x 
70 CLS I RANDOHIZE USR K 

80 PRINT #0>AT 1,16-<LEN to*/2 
)|b*s PAUSE 200 

90 NEXT is RESTORE i SO TO 60 
100 CLS s PRINT *START TAPE"# 

LOAD --CODE 53000* CLS # SO TO 6 
0 

110 DATA "PRINT" ,60000, "FADE**, 
60025,"SHUTTER",60078 

LIDE^UP",60204 
130 DATA "SLIDE-LEFT",60274,"S 

LIDE-RI6HT",60341 
140 DATA "ATTR-DDWN",60406,“AT 

TR-UP",60430 
150 DATA "ATTR-LEFT",60465,"AT 

TR-RieHT",60517 
160 DATA "ATTR-IN",60564,"ATTR 

-OUT",60619 

Hex Dump 
The hex dump is pretty hefty but 
well worth the sore fingers and 
blurred vision. 

60000:1100402i08CF0100-330 
60000:1BEDB0C9110eCF00*a73 
60016;21004001001BEDB0-538 
60024; C921004011070043=»389 
60032;E5C57CFE583015E5“1190 
60040;C8B4D51108CF0019*853 
60048:ESDDE1D1E1DD7E00*1456 
600561 77191aE6C1E12376=969 
60064;10DE1100402I0aCF*567 
60072:01001BEDB0C92I08*683 
60080:CF11001819110058*378 

60088: 01000.3EOB0168006*573 
60096;08C52108CFDD2100*707 
60104:400100Ie7EA2DD77*717 
60112:0023DD230B78B120*631 
60120:F3C1CB1ACBFA10E1»1359 
60128;C9210aCF11001819*5I5 

60136;1100580I0003EDB0*522 

60144:2108CF06C0C53EC0*897 
60152:90672E007CE6C00F*854 
60160:0F0FC640577CE607*740 
60168:B2577C8787E6E05F*!160 
60176:7DE6Fa0F0F0FB35F*922 
60184:D52108CF7AD64057*948 
60192:1901012000EDB0C1*873 
60200;7610CAC92108CF11*802 
60208:001aI91100580100=155 
60216:03EDB006C1C50560*913 
60224:2E007CE6C00F0F0F*637 
60232;C640577CE6078257*927 
60240:7Ca787E6E05F7DE6*1298 
60248:F80F0F0FB35FD521*813 
60256;0BCF7AD640571901*936 
60264 s 012000EDB0C17610=773 
60272;CCC92108CF110018*694 
60280:19110058010003ED*371 
60288:B0DO2108CF111F00*693 
60296:DO19211F40130101*395 
60304:20C50608C5E5DDE5*!I19 
60312:06C0DO7E00A17719*850 

60320:OD1910F6DDE1E1C1*1372 
60328!CB110C7610E6C12B*832 
60336:DD2B10DBC9210eCF*950 
60344:1100181911005801*172 
60352:0003EDB0DD2108CF*a85 
60360:2100401120000180*275 
60368:20CS060aC5E5DDE5*l119 
60376;06C0DD7E00A17719*850 
60384:001910F6DDE1EIC1*1372 
60392:CB19CBF97610E5C1*1236 
60400:230023I0DCC92108=769 
60408:CF110040010018ED*550 
60416:B00618C5012000ED=673 
60424:B0C17610F6C92108*991 
60432;CFl10040010018ED*550 
60440;B001000309E5626B*623 
60440:09545DE1061aC501=639 
60456:2000EDB8C17610F6*1026 
60464:C92108CF11004001*531 
60472:0018EDB0011F0009*478 
60480:D5E5DDE1E1091120*1171 
60488:000620C5E5ODE506*920 
60496:18DD7E0077190019=761 
60504:10F7DDEIE1C12BDD*1391 
60512:2B7610E7C92108CF*857 
60520:110040010018EDB0*519 
60528;D5E5DDE1E1112000*1162 
60536:0620C5E5DDE50618*944 
60544;DD7E007719001910*753 
60552:F7DDE1E1C1002323*1402 
60560;7610E7C92108CF11*831 
60568:0040010018EDB006*508 
60576:0DC5E5D5210aCF11*917 
60584:8019190021805911*666 
60592:20001900I910FBDD*791 
60600:E5D1012000EDB0D1*1093 
60608;E1012000EDB076C1*982 
60616:10D7C92108CF1100=697 
60624:40010018EDB0060D*521 
60632:C5C52108CF11£017*906 
60640:191120000021£057*639 
60648:19001910FB012000=571 
60656;DDESD1EDB0C12108*1306 
60664;CF11001019DD2100*530 
60672;5B11E0FF19OO1910*874 
60680:FBDDE5D1012000EO*1180 
60688:B076C110C3C93169*1053 
60696:00000000000Q0000a0 
BTOF 

Ever wanted to recreate the 
stretchy pulsating (yes I 
know...oo-er) effect in games 
such as Max Headroom and 
Glider Rider? Well now, courtesy 
of Michael Wilcox’s 
programming skills, you can 
Involve just such a sproingy, 
flapping (Again? Okay...oo-er) 
effect in your own programs. 
And what’s more it’s a mere 180 
bytes. 

Method 
Simply type in the hex dump 
using the ol’ hex loader and 
once you’ve finished save the 
code by typing: SAVE “flap” 
CODE 27000,180. Then type In 
the DEMO PROGRAM and RUN 
It to see the flappy routine. 

27000;3EB0CDEC69210000*8I7 
27008:11B888012C6A3E00«550 
27016:CD8C69C922DE69ED*1249 
27024:43E069ED53E26932*1097 
27032;E46906A0C5ED4BDE*123^ 

FLAPPETY FUP 
27040;69783C32DF693DCD*929 
27048:B122ED5BE269E5C5*1296 
27056:2AE0697EFE00280C=803 
27064;E526006F29292929*S42 
27072:2919EBE12322E069=924 
27080:C1E13AE469FE0128=1104 
27088:14EB012000EDB0EB=936 
27096;2313C110BFC900A0*a15 
27104;CC6AB8a800012000*663 

27112;EDB018EC165C5F21*915 
27120:2C6A3E00322A6A3E*472 
27128:00322B6A1ACB7728*587 
27136:04CB7F28043E0118*465 
27144:023E02473A2A6A77*462 
27152:233A2B6A3C322B6A*501 
27160:10F2133A2A6A3C32*593 
27168;2A6A3A2B6AFEA0D0=977 
27176:18D27FA0000I0202*526 
STOP 

IB REN FLAPPETTY FLAP! 
20 REM by MICHAEL WILCOX 
30 POKE 27015,1: POKE 27035,1 

00# PCMCE 27174,160! LET a»0 

40 FOR f»27180 TO 27330# POKE 
f,ai LET a*a+l# NEXT f 

50 PAPER 0: IM< 7s BORDER 0: 

CLS # PRINT "LOADING SCREEN..." 
60 LCWD ""SCREEN* 

70 RANDOMIZE USR 27005: POKE 
27015,0; POKE 27035,160 

80 FOR #*240 TO 0 STEP -8i PO 

KE 27001,f: RANDOMIZE USR 27000« 
NEXT f 

90 FOR f»l TO 240 STEP 8: POK 
E 27001,Ts RANDOMIZE USR 27000; 
NEXT f 

100 BO TO 80 
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+++PROGRAMMING+++PROGRAMMING+++ 
Now it’s my turn (and anyone 
who suggests I can’t program, 
better watch their kneecaps!). 
Over the next few months I’ll be 
printing some routines of my 
own that’ll add that certain 
polished finish to your own 
arcade games. This month it’s a 
simple bar display routine, that 
you can use to show the amount 
of fuel or ammo instead of 
tedious numbers. 

Method 
Stone me. To use this program is 
a physical manifestation of 
easiness (and no, I don’t know 
what that means either!). Just 
type in the seventeen lines of 
hex, save the code, then POKE 
these variables: 

POKE 40131. Length of Bar (0>255) 
POKE 40129. screen-256*l!SIT{screen/256) 

40130. lNT(screen/256) 

NB: Screen refers to the position 
of the bar on screen; it must be 
in the range 16384-22527 
POKE 39991 to 39998 with the 
eight bytes of your pattern. It can 
beaUDG or anything. 

Then, once you’ve done that, 
just type RANDOMIZE USR 
40000 to see your bar. 

ARCADE 
ANTICS 

Hex Dump 
This puts the Bar Display 
program in hex. Type it in and 
use SAVE “bar” CODE 
40000,136 to plonk it on tape. 

40000;11379C2AC19C3AC3=872 
40008;9CD54FE6F80F0F0F=971 
40016;32699C79E6074F3E=810 
40024 s 089132899C3AC39C=905 
40032:FE0aDA7A9C0E08E5=1009 
40040:06011A772310FB22=488 
40048;C49CE1CD9D9C130D=1127 
40056:20ED2AC19C3A699C=979 
40064:5F160019D13E0808=429 
40072;06083EFFCB2710FC=841 
40080;4F1AA17713CD9D9C=922 
40088;083D20EBC97CE607=898 
40096;FE07CAA79C24C97C=1147 
40104:E6F8677DE6E0FEE0=1638 
40112;CABB9C3E20a56FC9=1081 
40120;7DE61F6F3E088467=802 
40128:C900400801470000-345 
40136:0000000000000000-0 
STOP 

Well, that’s it for this month. But 
never fear — I shall return to your 
screens next month with loads 
more wild and wacky routines. 
Meanwhile, get programming 
and send your routines in to 
Program Pitstop, YS, 
14 Rathbone Place, London 
W1P1DE. And remember, we’ll 
even pay for the very special 
routines. 

SUPER BURNER'S CIRCU 



RKT0 
A FAST GAME OF TACTICS 
AND ARMOURED COMBAT 
IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE 

* Intelligent computer opponent 
* Large highly detailed scrolling 

map in 3D and in full colour 
* Rotating counters 
* Multi-directional long range 

fire. 
* Fully destructable landscape 
* 2 Maps/Scenarios 
*Scale: tank to tank. 
Joystick or Keyboard control. 

D) GAME: 48K/+, 2 maps, 
2 scenarios, booklet £7.95 

E) GAME: 128K/+2, 2 maps, 
2 scenarios, booklet, extra 
option. £7.95 

§OBI 
AN ALL ANIMATED ROLE PLAYING GAME IN 
THE MAGICAL WORLD OF DRAGONIA FOR 

THE SPECTRUM 128K/+2 ONLY 

* Hundreds of screens with stunning graphics. 
*Three channel music, fully icon controlled. 
*Brew and cast your own spells, communicate, 

load/save facility etc. All 128K used. 
* Fully animated opponents: Centaurs, Dragons, 

Jinnis, mummies, ghosts, wizards etc. 
* Explore the Shadowlands, Forest of the Undead, 

Doomlands, and the Citadel of Hope. 
Joystick or Keyboard option. 

F) DRAGONIA: 128K/-H2 only : £11.95 
One item ordered add 40p p&p : Two or more titles post 
free. Europe plus £1. Rest of the world plus £3. 
AVAILABLE ONLY BY MAIL ORDER FROM ASTROS 
PRODUCTIONS(rs)AND NOT FROM OTHER SUPPLIERS 
34 Frieston Road, Timperley, Altrincham, M/Cr. WA14 BAP 

IMMEDIATE 1st CLASS DESPATCH GUARANTEED 

SOLAR FIRE 
A FAST ACTION GAME OF 
TACTICS IN THE FAR FUTURE 

* Intelligent computer opponent 
* Large highly detailed scrolling 

map. 
*360 degrees long range fire 
* Multi weapons option. 
*Scale: man to man 
* Icon control 
* Joystick or keyboard option 
* 2 maps, 6 incidents 
* Expansion modules 

A) STANDARD: 48K/t/128K/-i-2, 2 
maps, 6 incidents, booklet £7.95 

B) EXPANSION for above, 3 maps, 
3 incidents £3.95 

C) DELUXE: 128K/+2 only, 5 maps, 
9 incidents, booklet £10.95 

ARCADE SMASH 
CHAMPIONSHIP SPRINT 
Licenced from Atari Games 

your driving skills are put to the ultimate 
test. Ramps to jump, random obstacles 

to avoid,- driving blind through oil 
streaked underpasses!! There's no limit 
to excitement - because you can make 

up the circuits!!! 

ATARI 
ELEOTRIO DREAMS 
SOFTWARE GAME 

Commodore Screens 

Championship Sprint TM 
TM & © 1986 Atari Games Corporation. All rights reserved. 

Electric Dreams Software. Authorised User. 
Mail Order; Activision (UK) Ltd 

Units 3 & 4 Lloyds Close 
Finedon Road Industrial Estate 

Northampton NN8 4SR 
Tel: 0933 76768 

Commodore 64/128 Cassette (£9.99) 
and Disk (£14.99) ZX Spectrum 48|;[/128k/+ 

(£9.99) Amstrad CPC Cassette (£9.99) 
and Disk (£14.99) 
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' ci'^arcades for the la%e^ coin^ps. 
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i^ff B^^nMn stalks ^e 

SLOTS OF 

oin-op 
" c conversions did 

big business on 
the Speccy in '87 
— Outrunbe\r\Q 

one of the most popular. 
And it looks as if they'll be 
booming in '88 too ~ this 
month's big game, Rolling 
Thunder, is one of the first to 
set the balLrolling. So, ifs 
just as well then that there 
are plenty of new arcade 
machines around as well as 
many more on the horizon. 
Most, like Namco's 
Pacmania, SNK's Paddle 
Mania and Kona mi's Tycoon, 

are variations on a theme, 
not that thafs a bad thing in 
some cases, but there are a 
couple of novelties like Rack 
'Eni L/pfrom Konami. Still, 
read 'em reviews for 
yourself and make your own 
minds up. 

But before you do. I've 
introduced a little thing (oo- 
er!) called the Convertability 
Factor. Okay, it sounds a bit 
flash but all it really means is 
how well and easily the 
arcade game would convert 
on the Spectrum. It doesn't 
reflect how good the coin-op 
is could be dead easy to 
convert and get a high rating 
but be an abysmal game. 
Geddit? 

tiger road 
Scrolling platform games are a __ 
little bit dated in this day and age fjf 
so Capcom's latest oriental ' If 
offering doesn't really stand out ' 
as being anything remarkable. 
And although there are quite a 
few levels to battle through, the 
lack of variety between them 
makes the whole business a little 
bit tedious. 

The scenario is as dated as the 
gameplay, involving the ? ' .1 
kidnapping of a couple of princes 
and their subsequent rescue from 
swarms of evil enemies, but ' u ^ 
luckily this Is dealt with fairly 
quickly and it's then straight into 
the action. ^ .... 

temS and^hetu^l^but?h''/®' moves through ^ 

dodgy animation and chtbby charactS''°''"" 

upSrdJ moNe nlnt wamio^s 
costs by those seeking a splash oToriginaSy® "" 

CONVERTABILITY FACTOR- 7 
easy to convert but hardly worth the effort. 

80 

ill 

thought 

I Xas^'’^ Ssf" 

CONVERTARti xr.. '^®t:ommending 

a % 

typhoon 

aircraft and send you off into tne 
Slueyonder Most lying 

, this d^2?p?a"go^ 

'"TeSvll gives the player 
an unusual viewpoint as the ^ 
hurtles directly downwards 
through cloud cover towards the 

target - an impressively 
' revolving aircraft carrier. The 

- xs:sSnS3d^C 
superfighters wteh are %®ssed ff^n^o mean feat to 

TsSoy th%" etder^a^t^ ‘’-rvemio^arrolving flying a 
two is a touch more This time as 

helicopter along a horizonta y choppers, you have the 
well as blasting the oncoming ^ay and 
added task of bombi g _talk about multi-tasking. 
collecting extra weaponry i^eing just enough 

The gameplay | without ever becoming too 

amused. 



paddle Mania 
Remember Tennk Remember Tennis ~~ fu 

i through? Well ho^?1 

=-V"o*i"rr;r'^ 
99nie reveals itQoir ♦ 9®^®/this 

5pwK„°i°a2a;j^3™“'“l 

g^SHgass- 

warned de^n.fl detracts from the suntrh °'=‘=5'onally 

in the translatinn 

Tom Cruise musUje^^ 
favourite w.h ^3, „onth we 

these action in 
had Top now we have Afterburner and no 

out of the Color 

1 «nevm decorate V ' 
Tumped straigW^oj- this 

1 Konami. _ . -^poftwos 

from 

Konami. ^ ^^o styles of 
There's a cho.ceOtio^, is the 

pool on offer r . ^ 

usual 15 ba'19®5'and, while 'nine 
played on thi gtyle 

cue ‘ 

simulationisthe “ 
CONVEETABIbnV factor: 

PoMsofpotenUa^^^^ 

PACMANIA 

7 49P‘ 

Remember Clyde, Pinky, Inky and 
Blinky? Those spectres who 
Struck terror into the hearts of 
millions as they floated around 
Pac/and scaring all and sundry. 
Well now the four hungry ghosts 
are back - but this time with a 
new perspective on life ... a 3u 
perspective to be precise. 

Namco's latest offering is a new 
version of the ancient classic 
Pacmar? enhanced by the 
inclusion of a brilliant soundtrack 
and stunning three dimensional __ 

graphics^Also JfmS vlllow'disc around a flat maze, the player 

an attempt to avoid the all-to^j^j^eal^hos^ 

S^sissss 

wmmmm^ 
pocket. Highly recommended. 

rONVERTABILITY FACTOR: 6 u \a 
The graphics may not survive but the fun should. 

N(M that Christma$ behind us, let’s 

hope that the coin-op producers will start 
coming out of their caves and produce a 

few more blasters than theyfiave been of 

late. This month sees the release of two 

more horizontal scrollers; Konami’s City 

Bomber and Twir) Cobra from Taito. 

Although neither are partict^y original, 
they should both proy^ plenty to talk 

about as you read. former involves 

taking an aerial car oh afrail of destruction 

through an unnamed metropolis, while the 

latter is fast and furious blasting in a more 

conventional mode. Tune in next month, 

.wherTwel^ll bring you futianiewaof these 
and m^ more. 

On the conversions front, the grapevine 
has beepmerrily buzzing with a number of 

unconfirmed rumours (^ they don’t turn 

out to bs^r^ii^ou can say that you heard 

them somewhere else first, okay?). Anyway, 

the word is out that Double Dragon Is to be 

converted by the folks alMelbpume House/ 
Mastertronic, while the licence for last 

ninth’s smash Opmtiot^olf is said to be 

in the hands of Midlands supra^s US 

Gold. That’s the lot for^ mmfii, so until 
fiext month... keep watching the skies. 



ySSUPERSTORE 
If YOU want to know what every hip'n'trendy dude will be wearing 

next year. Look no further - it's here in the YS Superstore! 

Binders- 
Dress up in style with a very tasty 
(Mmmmmm! Phil) VS Binder. It 
comes in bright red with snaz^ gold 
lettering down the spine and is a 
must for up and coming fashion 
hounds. With space to keep 12 issues 
of Your Sinclaihn mint condition you 
can team it up with a casual shirt and 
jeans, or how about a pinstripe suit 
for that genuine City look. Don't get 
all tied up and in a rut — turn over a 
new leaf of /Sand buy a binder now! 

£4.95 

K5 MegaBasic 
Fling away your Filofax™ and toss 
away your Time Manager System 
'cos it's arrived — VS MegaBasic. A 
personal organiser for your Speccy 
— it's an absolute must for the 
aspiring yuppy. This t'riffic 
programming utility has on-screen 
windows, 64 column text, lots of 
fonts, user-defined character sizes 
and simply loads more. Wear it ■ 
anywhere and anytime — it'll give 
you and your Speccy that boost 
you've been looking for. Don't delay 
— fill in that coupon and send it off 
before it's too late! 

fS QR 

K5 Badge 
FREE BADGE! Order more 
than ten quid's worth of trendy 
YS gear and cop one of these 
tremendous 'Your S/nc/a/r is Skill' 
badges absolutely gratis! 

Well smackmalala! 

Sports Bag 
Bags are in! And the Your Sinclair 
sports bag made of striking red arid 
black strong nylon emblazoned with 
the ySlogo looks good with any 
outfit. Ideal for mountaineering 
equipment, surf board and 
swimming goggles, it measures a 
hefty 19" X 9^" X 9" and comes with a 
natty carrying strap. How can you 
refuse such a fashionable accessory 
that'll come in handy on any 
occasion? What's more, it's dirt 
cheap at only £7.95. Order yours now 
and be sure to have bags of fun in 
the coming year! 

£7.95 

T-Shirt 
You too could look like this! Well 
almost. 1988's look will definitely 
feature the big'n'baggy VS designer 
T-shirt. Wear it loose over jeans for the 
casual look. Or jazz it up with a belt 
and drill cotton trousers for evening 
wear. And on those cold winter 
nights snuggle up in it in bed to keep 
warm and cosy! Made of 100 percent 
cotton, it features a wacky Chris 
Long illustration in bright blue and 
black on the front and costs a mere 
£4.50! What are you waiting for? Fill 
in the coupon and get ready to stun 
the world. 

£4.50 

Makeup from: Coco The Clown's 
own private collection 
Hair by: Dragged Through A Hedge 

Backwards Salon 
Gear courtesy of : 

Your Sinclair Superstore 

rLET ME AT THOSE NATTY KS FASHION ACCESSORIES! 
• I'm a real trendy geezer so I'll be wearing one of those stylish YS T-shirts 
next year, especially at the bargain price of £4.50 each. I've ticked the box 
showing my size and I don't mind waiting 28 days for delivery. 
Small □ Medium □ Large □ Extra Large □ 

• Style's my middle name so I've got to nave one of those natty YS Sports 
bags to keep my dirty washing in. It'll look fab tearned up with the rST-shirt 
too! What's more it's dead cheap at only £8.95 and it's worth waiting 28 days 
to get it too! 

• Me and my Speccy would just adore a copy of YS MegaBasic — it s just ^ 
what we've been looking for to get ourselves on the fashion circuit. And it s 

only £795 tool 

• No outfit would be complete without a nifty /S binder tucked under one's 
arm so you might as well send me.binders too! For only £4.95 each 
they're a snip! 

I'm gonna get all togged up and have somewhere to go so I've ordered the 
following /S Goodies: 

ITEM NUMBER 

Sports Bags . 

T Shirts . 

I_ 

Binders . 

MegaBasic . 

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £.made payable to Dennis 
Publishing Ltd. Then again as I don't carry cash please charge my 
*Access/Visa/American Express/Diners card number . 
^delete where applicable 

Signature. 

Name. 

Address . 

. Postcode 

Now send the completed form with payment or credit card 
number to: YS Superstore, PO Box 320, London N21 2NB. If you 
don't want to hack up your mag send a photocopy instead. 

Overseas readers must add £1 to their order to cover postage and 

packing. j 
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ONUr FROM SUCil 
Finally, there’s a personal computer that not only solves problems like other computers, but also solves 
the one problem that other computers have created. Affordability. Silica Shop are pleased to present the 
ST range of personal/business computers from Atari. The ST was designed utilizing the most recent 
breakthroughs in semiconductor technology, producing a personal computer that performs tasks with 
fewer parts. Which means it costs less to make. And less to buy. The latest ST computers now include 
built in power supplies and built in disk drives. The TOS operating system and GEM window environment 
are now on ROM chips which are already installed in the ST keyboard. This enables automatic instant 
booting when you switch on. Silica Shop are pleased to offer the complete Atari ST range. Our mail order 
department is situated in Sidcup and we have 3 retail outlets at Sidcup, Lion House (Tottenham Court Rd) 
and Selfridges (Oxford Street). We have eight years experience of Atari products, longer than any other 
UK company, and are well established as the UK’s No.1 Atari specialist. With 'a group turnover of over £9 
million and in excess of 80 staff, we offer you unbeatable service and support. We provide several 
facilities which you will find invaluable during your Atari computing life and most of these facilities are 
available ONLY FROM SILICA. We suggest that you read through what we have to offer before you 
decide where to purchase your Atari ST. 

FREE STARTER KIT - Only From Silica 
When you purchase any Atari ST keyboard, you wilTnot only receive the best value for money computer 
on the market, but you will also receive the following from Atari Corporation as part of the package: 

* BASIC Language Disk * BASIC Manual ‘ ST Owners Manual * TOS/GEM on ROM 
If you buy your ST from Silica Shop, you wilt also receive: 

* NEOchrome Sampler - colour graphics program * 1st Word - Word Processor 
In addition, we at Silica would like to see you get off to a flying start with your new computer, so we have 
put together a special ST STARTER KIT worth over £100, which we are giving away FREE OF CHARGE 
with every ST computer purchased at our normal retail prices. This kit is available ONLY FROM SILICA 
and is aimed at providing users with a valuable introduction to the world of computing. We are continually 
upgrading the ST Starter Kit. which contains public domain and other licensed software, as well as books 
magazines and accessories all relevant to ST computing. Return the coupon below for full details. 

DEDICATED SERVICING - Only From Silica 
At Silica Shop, we have a dedicated service department of seven full time Atari trained technical staff ■ 
This team is totally dedicated to servicing Atari computer products. Their accumulated knowledge, skill 
and experience makes them second to none in their field. You can be sure that any work carried out by I 
them is of the highest standard. A standard of servicing which we believe you will find ONLY FROM 
SILICA. In addition to providing full servicing facilities for Atari ST computers (both in and out of 
warranty), our team is also able to offer memory and modulator upgrades to ST computers. 

1Mb RAM UPGRADE: Our upgrade on the standard Atari 520ST-M or 520ST-FM keyboard will 
increase the memory from 512K to a massive 1024K. It has a full 1 year warranty and is available from 
Silica at an additional retail price of only £86.96 (-I-VAT = £100). 

TV MODULATOR UPGRADE: Silica can upgrade the 1040ST-F to include a TV modulator so 
that you can then use it with your TV set. This is an internal upgrade and does not involve any untidy 
external boxes. A cable to connect your ST to any domestic TV is included in the price of the upgrade 
which is only £49 (inc VAT). The upgrade is also available for early 520ST computers at the same price. 

THE FULL STOCK RANGE - Only From Silica 
We aim to keep stocks of all Atari related products and our warehouse carries a stock of over £% million 
We import many software titles direct from the USA and you will find that we have new releases in , 
advance of many of our competitors. Unlike dealers who may only stock selected titles, we have the full 
range. In addition, we carry a complete line of all books which have been written about the Atari ST A 
range as wide as ours is something you will find is available ONLY FROM SILICA. 

AFTER SALES SUPPORT - Only From Silica . 
Rest assured that when you buy your ST from Silica Shop, you will be fully supported. Our free mailings I 
give news of releases and developments. This will help to keep you up to date with new software releases I 
as well as what’s happening in the Atari market. And in addition, our sales staff are at the end of a I 
telephone line to service all of your Atari requirements. If you purchase an ST from Silica and would like I 
any technical advice, we have a full time technical support team to help you get the best from your I 
computer. Because we have both the staff and the systems specifically dedicated to providing after sales | 
service on Atari ST computers, we are confident that our users enjoy an exceptionally high level of I 
support. This can be received ONLY FROM SILICA. ' 

FREE CATALOGUES - Only From Silica , 
At Silica Shop, we recognise that serious users require an in-depth information service, which is why we I 
mail free newsletters and price lists to our ST owners. These are up to 48 pages long and are crammed I 
with technical details as well as special offers and product descriptions. If you have already purchased an I 
ST and would like to have your name added to our mailing list, please complete the coupon & return it t< 
us. This information service is available ONLY FROM SILICA. 

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY - From Silica 
Most orders are processed through our computer within 24 hours of receiving them. Most hardware I 

‘’y overnight GROUP 4 courier service FREE OF CHARGE to customers within the 
UK. This method helps to ensure minimum delay and maximum protection. 

PRICE MATCH - Only From Silica . 
We hope that the combination of our low prices. FREE UK delivery service. FREE Starter Kit and FREE I 
after ^les support, will be enough to make you buy your Atari equipment from Silica Shop. If however, f 
there is something you wish to purchase, and you find one of our competitors offering it at a lower price, 
then please contact our sales department, providing us with our competitor’s name, address and 
telephone number. If our competitor has the goods in stock, we will normally match the offer (on a ’same 
product - same price’ basis) and still provide you with our normal free delivery. We realise that we are not I 
the only company who will match a competitor’s price. However, if you come to us for a price match, you I 
will also be entitled to our after sales service, including free newsletters and technical support. This I 
makes our price match promise rather special, something you will receive ONLY FROM SILICA We don’t I 
want you to go anywhere else for your Atari products. So shop at Silica, the UK’s Nol Atari Specialist. 

:P ; - Order) ^.0^-309 1111 
7-" ;he ■ HaVwrlay:load, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX 

01*580 48391 
n House (1st floor)/227 Tottenham Court Rd, London, W1POHX 

‘ , ^ ^ ^ 01-629 1234 ext 3914 
Selfr-pos : 1st floor), Oxford Street, t nndon, W1A 1AB 

+VAT=£299 
^ MUCH FOR SO UTTLE 

1 There is nothing that can compare with the incredible value for money offered by Atari’s 
I 520ST-FM. For only £260 (+VAT=£299), you can purchase a powerful 512K RAM computer 
I with a 95 key keyboard (Including numeric keypad), MIDI interface, GEM, a palette of 512 
colours, mouse controller, and a 512K built-in disk drive. The 520ST-FM has a TV modulator 

I built-in, and comes with a lead to allow you to plug it straight into any domestic colour 
television set. The mains transformer is also built-in to the keyboard, so there are no messy 
external boxes. You couldn’t wish for a more compact, powerful and stylish unit Atari ST 
computers are now firmly established in the UK, there are nearly 500 software titles already 

I available for a wide variety of applications and the list is growing all the time. And that’s not 
I all. When you buy your new 520ST-FM (or any Atari ST computer) from Silica Shop, you will 
I get a lot more. Including a FREE Silica ST Starter Kit worth over £100. Read the ONLY FROM 
I SILICA section on the left, to see why you should buy your new high power, low price 520ST- 

FM from Silica Shop, the UK’s Nol Atari Specialists. For further details of the range of Atari 
ST computers and the FREE Silica ST Starter Kit, complete and return the reply coupon below 

ATARI 520ST-FM NOW ONLY £260 (+VAT=£299) 
^520ST-FM with 512K RAM > mono monitor £399 (inc VAT) Upgrade from 512K RAM to 1024K RAM £100 (inc VAT) 

, ATA.Ri 1&®aST-F - NEW PfltCE 
We are pleased to announce a new reduced price point on the 

' 1040ST-F which is now available for only £499 (inc VAT). The 
1040 is a powerful computer with 1Mb of RAM and also includes 
a built-in 1Mb double sided ZW disk drive. The 1040 has been 
designed for use on business and professional applications 
most of which require a high resolution monochrome or colour 
monitor. It does not therefore have an RF modulator for use 
with a domestic TV set. Modulators can be fitted for £49 (inc VAT). 
1040ST-F Keyboard Without Monitor.£499 One VAT) 
1040ST-F Keyboard + High Res SM12S Mono Monitor.099 (inc VAT) 
If you would like further details of the 1040ST-F. return the coupon below. 

MEGA ST'S I40W IH STOCK 
For the user who requires even more RAM than the 520 or 1040 
ST’s offer, the new MEGA ST computers are now available. 
There are two MEGA ST’s. one with 2Mb of RAM and the other 
with a massive 4Mb. Both new computers are fully compatible 
with existing STs and run currently available ST software. The 
MEGA ST’s are styled as an expandable Central Processing 
Unit with open architecture and a detachable keyboard. They 
are supplied with GEM, a free mouse controller and all extras 
as with the 520 or 1040. Prices are as follows: 
MEGA ST2Mb Keyboard + CPU .099 (inc VAT) 
MEGA ST2Mb Keyboard + CPU + SM12S Mono Monitor.£999 (inc VAT) 
MEGA ST 4Mb Keyboard * CPU. £1199 (inc VAT) 
MEGA ST 4Mb Keyboard + CPU * SM125 Mono Monitor.£1299 (inc VAT) 

^If you would like further details of the MEGA STs, return the coupon below. 

ATARI 

I p To: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept YOURS 1287,1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DAW 4DX 

PLEMtE SEND ME FREE UTEUtniRE OH THE HUH ST 
Mr/Mrs/Ms: . Initials: . Surname: . 

Address: . 

Postcode: 
Do you already own a computer 
If so, which one do you own? ... 

I 
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irst off is Colin 
Thompson of Hamilton 
who’s first in with a 
solution to part one of 
Karyssia, which is no 
mean feat. But then 
Scotsmen are known for 
their mean feats, aren’t 
they? (All letters of 
complaint to T’zer.) 

Tim Whitehead of Uxbridge asks 
how to deal with the horde of gays in 
Bored of the Rings. RETSOP EHT PORD. 
Daniel Godrack of Gainsborough says 
first of all that that really is his name, and 
then asks how to get through the dead 
marshes in Shadows ofMordorss he 
doesn’t know what the raft is for. The 
answer is that the raft’s for getting you 
across the swamp! You need HCNARB 
EHT, and then with that you just TEAR 
ELOP, though you’ll have to make two 
journeys as you won’t 
all fit on at once. 

Thanks to Peter 
?adie of Ellon, 
Aberdeenshire for the 
solution to Forest at 
World's End I have to 
call him ?adie as 
whatever his surname 
begins with, that 
capital letter’s broken 
on his typewriter. 

Brett Loveday 
from Gillingham says 
he’s never written to 
me before, so if I don’t 
help him out on 
Imagination he may 
never write to me 
again. How to distract 
the dogs? The 
answePs a bag of 
chips. What to give to 
the beautiful woman? 
PAM EHT. What is the 
paint used for? TLEB 
RUOY. What should 
you send me if you do 
write again to ensure you get a quick(ish) 
reply? eas. 

Adrian Matthews is part of the 
adventuring mafia in County Armagh, 
where we seem to have plenty of readers, 
and he asks far too many (well, six) 
questions on the "excellent sci-fi 
adventure, RigeVs Revenge”. How to get 
out of the net? T’NAC OUY. What’s the 
significance of the small dog? TOL A 
TON. Can you find powerpacks for your 
stun gun? TIYRRAC TSlIf. How do you 
squeeze between the bars of the kitchen 
window? GNIHTON GNIYRRAC YB. 
How do you use the medikit? SNOTTUB 
EHT SSERP. Is the robotank of any 
importance? SEY. And the next one, 
please. 

Can anyone help an adventurer trying 
to get hold of a copy of Melbourne 
House’s Machine Code Programming for 

Beginners which is now out of print? The 
beginner in question is Mrs S.A. 
Hamilton, 43 Arkle Green, Sinfin, 
Derby DE2 9NW. 

Calling Mr Belcher, calling Mr 
Belcher! It’s Zodiac Software who’s 
calling Mr P. Belcher, as he bought 
copies of their games, SoapLandmd 
Scary Mansion At least, he wanted to 
buy copies of their games, but they 
cashed the cheque and then lost his 
address. 

If he hasn’t contacted them already, 
can he please do so pronto, and 
they’ll give him a free copy of their latest 
game, A Fistful of Blood Capsules (see 
January’s YS for a review) to compensate 
him for having a funny name ... no, 
sorry, I didn’t mean it... to compensate 
him for having to wait. Zodiac’s address 
is 22 Peak Dale Avenue, Goldenhill, 
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST6 5QP. 

Craig Detheridge of Coventry asks 
six zillion questions (count ’em! No, on 
second thoughts, don’t). One is how to 
have a good POI^, the one in question 
being the KentillaFOKE in a previous 
issue (bless you.) Craig says he can’t get 
this one to work . . . well write to the 
POKER, Craig, whose name and address 
were printed for all to see. Craig also 
asks for help in Matt Lucas, such as how 
to lift the cage to release your partner 
(THGIEW EHT PORD) and how to get 
oil from under the rocks in Imagination 
(EXAKCIP HnW ROOLF TIH). In 
Kayleth, how to get out of Yagmok’s 
quarters again: GNIR EDIR DNA POOH 
MAKE. 

Dennis Francombe of Dunnington 
also needs to write to the Kentilla 
POKER, Chris Jones, and says he’s 
nearly finished ‘that highly undervalued 

adventure, Castle Blackstar'Rsving 
recovered the orb, taken it with the 
treasures to the temple and prayed to the 
goddess, who smiles and beckons him 
up, he wants to know what to do next. 
Not surprising, really. Not often you’re 
beckon^ up by a goddess. The picture of 
the goddess that you see is only a vision, 
a clue to her ultimate location, and you 
should then MOORB YLF, ‘SRATS 
HCUOT’ YAS, then pass through the 
small punctuation maze and... oh. I’m 
sure you can finish it off for yourself. 

My thanks to Brian Power of 
Merseyside for the solution to 
Mindshadow — very useful to have, and 
Brian pleads with me in return to print 
the code to access the third part of The 
Fourth Protocol. Sorry, I wouldn’t do that, 
not even if you lived in Tiptree. 

Darren Davies of Derby just begs me 
to print a solution to Ques^obe III for 

him and his Icelandic 
friend Agust. I’ll bear 
it in mind for the 
future, Darren, but if 
you want to write in 
again with a sae and 
tell me where you’re 
stuck I’ll do my best to 
help. In English rather 
than Icelandic, though. 

And now for Manuel 
comer. No, that’s not 
the name of a reader, it 
just refers to my very 
desirable Manuel 
awards that goes to 
the duffest adventurers 
around. First to 
receive the award 
many moons ago was 
Anne Spom of Kings 
Lynn, who recently 
wrote again to tell me 
that she no longer 
qualifies for a Manuel 
as she has now 
actually finished an 
adventure. 

Just the one, but it’s a start. Hubby 
however, has now been converted from 
arcade games to adventures and is stuck 
in The Boggit, wondering how to get from 
part one into part two. The answer is to 
let yourself get caught by the goblins! 
Brings tears to the eyes, but if you do 
that in the dark cave and provided you’ve 
done everything you need to do in part 
one then you should be allowed to 
progress to part two. 

As for my latest Manuel, this clearly 
has to go to someone who signs himself 
only as ‘The Twit’ — his identity will be 
known to anyone who lives near 18 
Vicarage Crescent, Grenoside, Sheffield. 
The Twit has been playing adventures for 
three years, and still hasn’t finished one. 
Well done, that man. Or possibly 
woman. Difficult to tell with a twit. Keep 
battling away, anyway, and to help you 



along here are the answers to some of 
your questions. In The Boggityow need 
the key from the trolls to unlock the 
heavy rock door. To get that, pay close 
attention to everything that’s said near 
the start of the game, or ask someone 
who knows Latin for a light. At 
Smelrond’s Place, just WAFT till Grandalf 
and Smelrond exchange greetings. As for 
the thorny problem of Thorny, you 
should EM WOLLOF YAS. In Custerd^s 
Quest a coin will sort out the peasant 
problem: TSEHC EHT ENIMAXE. 
Before that, have you LENAP EHT 
DEKCIK? Ignore the stables and hay loft. 

Stuart Forbes of Newent is also stuck 
in Custerd's Quest, wondering how to 
overcome the Time Beast. How about 
with a timepiece of some kind? And if you 
haven’t found that yet, go back and chat 
to the white rabbit. And if you haven’t 
found that yet. . . oh, this could go on 
forever. 

A program here from that despicable 
cheat, Richard Alexander of S^e, who 
says it’s the quickest yet for reading and 
displaying text from QuilVd adventures. 
Naturally, I wouldn’t dream of allowing 
anyone else to cheat by printing the 
following listing: 
10 DATA 33, 168, 97, 62, 255, 174, 254, 
31, 56, 5, 254, 127, 48, 1, 215, 35, 124, 
181, 32, 239, 201 
20 FOR n = 23296 TO 23316 
30 READ a: POKE n, a: NEXT n 
40 PRINT USR 23296 

This month’s Bugfinder General is 
John Pettit of Weymouth, who points 
out how you can crash CRT’s Book of the 
Dead without really trying. Alternatively, 
he warns you how to avoid crashing it. 
When trading with the three traders 
(Mad, Bad & Sad), you should t^ to 
make the Sad trader Glad by giving him 
something. The Mad trader will run off 
with anything you give to him, but should 
you be a bit mad yourself (no offence, 
John) and try tradng three times with the 
Mad trader, the program crashes and you 
break through to the GACinput routine. 
Then touch any key and the program 
locks up. 

John goes on to point out some very 
bad errors in an adventure I haven’t seen. 
Alternative Software’s Football Crazy, 
though these haven’t stopped it getting to 
Numero Uno in our Adventure software 
chart recently. In the very first location, 
you’re told that a door is to the east but 
you have to walk west through a brick 
wall to get out. If you DROP BILLS in the 
bank you suddenly find yourself standing 
in the main street. If you try to ENTER 
SHOP in the cul-de-sac you’re taken 
inside the police station instead. I won’t 
repeat the message you get if you throw a 
footb^ onto the pitch, but try it and see! 

By jove, I’m right at the end again. I’d 
better stop before I fall off the 

paaaaaa^^^^ 
^ggggghhhh!!!! 

Venture forth with Mike Gerrard 
Not content with probing 
and soothsaying all over 

Wigan, Sandra Sharkey has 
now gone in for a bit of 
adventure-writing too. The 
Case of the Mixed-Up Shymer is 
a GAC*d game which I’ve been 
looking at a preview version of, 
and I liked it a lot. Aimed at 
kids from 7-70, this text-only 
adventure casts you in the role 
of Shirley Combes, private 
secretary to the great 
Sherlock himself. While he’s 
away investigating some 
boring case involving the 
Hound of the Baskervilles, 
you’re called in to sort out the 
problems on the Isle of 
Nersree, where the nursery 
rhymes have all gone wrong. 
Humpy Dumpty’s sitting on his 
wall but every time he falls off 
he bounces back up again. A 
game like this could have been 
cutesey and twee, but instead 
it’s great fun and very 
amusing. Priced at £1.99, a full 
review will follow just as soon 
as the Speccy version’s 
finished, but if you want to get 
your order in now the address 
is 78 Merton Road, Wigan 
WN3 6AT. 

To continue the buggy saga 
from last month’s news 

section, it is now known that 
there’s a fatal bug in Savage 
island II, preventing the 
completion of the game. 
Though published by Tynesoft, 
this is distributed by 
AdventureSoft, and if you’ve 
bought a flawed copy you 
should return this to 
AdventureSoft Ltd, PO Box 
786, Sutton Coldfield, West 
Midlands B75 7SL. The same 
goes for AdventureSoft’s own 
%mple of Terror, and to 
confirm last month’s news, 
faulty copies of Kentilla 
containing either of the two 
bugs to do with Elva or the 
silver dagger can be returned 
to Mastertronic for a refund. 

«««***« 

CRL stands for Computer 
Rentals Ltd, though maybe^ 

that should be Creepy Rentals 
Ltd if their recent adventure 
releases are anything to go by. 

Jack the Ripper is already out 
of course, and you may have 
seen my January preview of 
their forthcoming Jekyll and 
Hyde. They’ve already done 
Dracula, which Rod Pike 
adapted from the original 
novel by Bram Stoker, and the 
Pike/CRL combination then 
went on the produce 
Frankenstein. At least, they 
said several months ago they 
were producing it for the 
Speccy, but it ain’t never 
materialised in my tottering 
pile of review copies. Maybe it 
was something I said, I 
thought, but no, ’twas Just 
that the Speccy conversion 
was late. Very late. In fact It 
hasn’t arrived yet but may do 
before I finish writing this 
month’s adventure section, so 
hold onto those bolts in your 
neck for a last-minute review. 
Or possibly not. All that’s 
arrived so far is the price, 
however, a decidedly unhorrific 
£7.95. 

*««««** 

AI mentioned last month 
that several of the earlier 

adventures from Eighth Day 
Software are about to be re¬ 
packaged and re-published on 
double-play cassettes. That 
doesn’t mean the supply of 
new adventures will be drying 
up from a company that I 
know is popular with a great 
many readers. First, they have 
a sci-fi adventure called 
Ardonicus III, and this will be 
available for 128k machines 
only, as will a planned series of 
"Detective Tales**. 
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Second, for grubby 48k 

owners like me, there’ll be a 
sequel to Faerie, called Faerie 
II: The Buggon^s Gold, In three 
parts, one of the major 
problems in this one is that 
you appear to be dead. Then 
there’s the intriguingly titled 
The Weaver of Her Dreams, and 
the wonderfully titled swords 
and sorcery spoof: Barf the 
Barbarian, This is another 
three-parter and features Barf 
and his magical sword. 
Humdinger, sent on the 
dangerous quest to find a drink 
or three in the alcohol-free city 
of Crawlingthingee. 

If the adventures are as half 
as good as they sound, there 
should be some treats in store. 

Readers will know I’m a fan 
of Zodiac Software, whose 

Fistful of Blood Capsules got 8/10 
from me back in January. I’m 
pleased to hear that readers 
who’ve tried their games are 
enjoying them too. News of 
the next one has just come in, 
and that’s to be Fairly Difficult 
Mission, which should be ready 
about now. Wow. This is: “a bit 
of a sap-take of the dungeon- 
adventure-into-strange-wierd- 
lands-meeting-with-wizards- 
with-very-few-vowels-in-their- 
name-kind-of-thing!” I go for 
the idea and the title ... but 
what will the game be like? I 
shall review it as soon as I 
receive it, but if you can’t wait 
then order your copy today 
from Zodiac Software, 22 
Peak Dale Avenue, Goldenhill, 
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs 
ST6 5QP. 

#«***«* 

A Shock last-minute news 
item! It is reported that a 

computer software company 
somewhere has at last 
published an adventure that 
doesn’t have a bug in it! This 
incredible story has not yet 
been confirmed, and the 
company concerned has asked 
not to be named in case it 
damages their reputation with 
the public. More news as it 
comes in ... 

RONNIE GOES 
TO HOLLYWOOD AS regular readers will know, 

1 have a soft spot for 
Eighth Day adventures. It’s 
my brain, I think. Ronnie 
Goes To Hollywood is no 

disappointment, keeping up the 
tasteful style begun with KR.H.Jl 
your image of President Reagan is 
more that of the Spitting Image 
puppet, playing with toy submarines 
in the bath and not knowing if it’s 
Christmas or Yom Kippur, then this 
could be one for you. 

Like Yes, Prime Minister, you get to 
run the country for a week and see 
what it does to your popularity rating. 
Type SCORE in this one and you’ll get 
a popularity percentage, though don’t 
pay too much attention as you can get 
it up to 100 percent soon ^ter the 
start of the game — it won’t last, you 
can be sure of that. The aim is to see 
what it’s like at the end of the week, 
after you’ve visited not only Hollywood 
but Ireland, New York and even 
Geneva for talks with the head of a 
certain other powerful nation. Just so 
you know what’s going on, the 
adventure comes complete with a free 
8-page copy of Ronnie User, 

The game begins with you in bed at 
the White House. Nice blankets, with 
real cute pictures of plains and 
aeroplanes on them. Now what’s that 
ticking sound? My Mickey Mouse 
alarm clock? Heck no, it’s a limpet 
mine. Hey, Nancy!? No use shouting 
for the First Lady, she went on a 
dress-buying spree hours ago. Better 
get up and look around. What’s this 
hanging up? A truss? Yup, better wear 

that. After all, I need all the support I 
can get. And look at this neat little 
submarine in the bath . . . time for a 
quick splash? 

If you can make it downstairs in one 
piece (or in Ronnie’s case in several 
pieces, including truss, wig and deaf- 
aid) you might get to play with the 
White House computer, and a neat use 
of The input routine means that 
you can make decisions about world 
events by pressing the appropriate 
number yes. The events that come up 
on the screen change as time passes, 
quite a clever addition to the usual 
adventure scenario methinks. It 
means you have to keep a timetable as 
well as a map, and remember (if 
Ronnie’s braincells can cope with it) 
that you only have till Sunday evening 
before the game’s over. Type TIME to 
find out how it’s going. 

And before the game is over, you 
should have had quite a few laughs at 
the expense of Mr President. Not the 
hardest of adventures, and it isn’t 
quite in the same laughter league as 
Delta 4,1 don’t think, but it’s not far 
behind. 
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KINDSOULS 
nyone who buys me a drink goes straight 

to the top of the pile, and that means 

Allan Phillips who bravely forced his 

way through to the bar at last year's PCW 

Show and came back clutching two pints. 

Now that's what you call a Kind Soul! And he's prepared 

to be kind to lost adventurers too. No, he won't buy you all 

a drink, but he'll answer your questions on Eddie Smith, 

Zacaron Mystery, Matt Lucas, Aftershock, and Mindbender. 
And then Heroes of Kam, Star Wreck, Wk-Biz, Message 

from Andromeda, The Helm, Spiderman, Mafia Contract I, 

Spytrek, Imc^ination, Warlord, KobayashiNaru, Football 

Frenzy, you cm buy him a drink. Right, Allan? 

The adiress is Allan Phillips, 55 Torbay Court, Qarence 

Way, London NWl 8RL. 
A few more success for regular Kind Soul Jackie 

Holt, 36 Eland Street, New Basford, Nottingham NG7 

7DT: A Tangled Tale, Bugsy, The Castle, Forested World’s 

End, Strange Odyssey, Subsunk, Terrormolinos. 

And the next one please. That's Colin Thompson, 24 

Ness Terrace, Little Eamock, Hamilton, Scotland, and 

Colin can help on the first part of Karyssia and all of Hulk, 

Spiderman, Seabase Delta, Hobbit, Never Ending Story, 

Imagination, Holy Grail, Dracula and The Colour of Magk. 

And the next next one. Neil Ashmore reminds readers 

to send a sae and says that he's happy to answer a few 

questions, but he can't give full solutions. Quite right, too. 

So write to 5 Park Crescent, Furness Vale, Stockport, 

Cheshire SK12 7PU if you're stuck in any of the following: 

Seabase Delta, Dracula, Urban Upstart, Message from 

Andromeda, Robin ofSherujood, Mordon’s Quest, Heroes of 

Earn, The Helm, Holy Grail, Mafia Contract III!, Lords of 

Midnight, Valkyrie 17, Erik the Viking, Invincible Islandmd 

parts one and two of Eureka. 

Darren Sellwood of 10 Kingston Ave, Blackpool, 

Lancs FY4 2QA has a flash signature and also answers to 

any questions you might have on Waxworks, Hulk, 

Spiderman, Mindshadow, Seabase Delta, Imagination, Robin 

of Sherwood, Bugsy, Boggit, Espionage Island, Rebel Planet, 
Souls ofDarkon and the first parts of both Sinbad and 

Zacaron Mystery. 
A few less common titles from Steven House, whose 

house is at 1 Union Lane, Penrith, Cumbria CAll 9DU; 

Kentilla, Spy Trek, Zzzz, Serfs Tale, Golden Apple, 

Tinderbox, Heroes of Earn, Redhawk, Zacaron Mystery, 

TunnEingdom Valley, Wiz-Biz, Life Term, Dracula, Hobbit, 

Denis Through the IMnkingGrlass, Urban Upstart, Custerd’s 

Quest, NecrisDomemd Wonderland. 
And a few common titles from Greg Quinn of 

Portadown, but then he's a pretty common type of person 

The latest additions to his completed list include Eddie 

Smith, Custerd’s Quest, Spytrekmd Mafia ContractII. Help 

from Gregsy-baby at 71 Festival Road, Portadown, Co 

Armagh, N. Ireland BT63 5HE. 

Now this next address looks familiar... in fact it's 21 

Festival Road, Portadown etc etc, where Andrew 

Harrison has the misfortune to live 25 doors away (work 

it out) from Gregory Quinn. Can he really have completed 
all these adventures? Ask him questions on them to find 

out, (all Level 9 games): Hulk, Secret Mission, Fourth 

Protocol, Holy Grad, Robin of Sherwood, Valkyrie 17, 

Gremlins, Adventureland, Lord of the Rings, Souls of 

Darkon, Dracula, Demon from the Darkside, Dome Trooper, 

Book of the Dead, The Pawn, Bored of the Rings, Mafia 

Contract, Golden Baton, NeverEnding Story, Sorcerer of 

Claymorgue Castle, Spikrman, The Curse, Murder Hunt, 

Doomsday Pedfers, Espionage Island, The Castle, Boggit, 

Mordon’s Quest, Subsunk, Seabase Delta, Quann Tulla, 

Hobbit, Escape from Pulsar 7, Ice Station Zero, Hampstead, 

Mindshadow, Helm, Aftershock, Bugsy, Castle Blackstar 

Denis Through the Drinking Glass, Hunchback, Eentdla 

Zm, Murat Se-Eaa, Redhawk, Winter Wonderland, 

Colditz, Custerd’s Quest, Rebel Planet, Buckaroo Banzai, 

Imagination, Eayleth, Apache Gold, Matt Lucas, Mindstone, 

The ‘O’Zone, Pirate Adventure, Eye of Bain, Very Big Cave 

Adventure, Heroes of Earn, Claws of Despair, Eureka 

A slightly shorter list from ShMeyan Davies: 

InspectorFlukeitVery useful, though, as it's one not many 

people have finished. Send your sae's to Shirwedean, 

Sandyhill Rd, Saundersfoot, Dyfed SA69 9HN. 

Ken Green doesn't know what’s proper and what isn’t. 

He’s talking about adventures, of course, and says he likes 

the more ‘graphical’ adventures as well as the conventional 

type as they dl need lateral and logical thinking to 

complete. He’ll answer questions on the following for the 

usual sae, but if you want any full solutions enclose 20p 

each to cover the photocopying: DunDarach, Marsport, 

Pyracurse, Fairlight, Megdmeks, Happiest Days of Your Life, 

Sherlock, Enight Tyme, TirnaNog, BacktoSkool, Emg’s 

Eeep, Pyjamarama, Finder’s Eeepers, Everyone’s a Wally, 

Herbert’s Dummy Run Ken’s address is 65 Meadow Lane, 

Moulton, Northwich, Cheshire CW9 8QQ. 
Lots of people look for help on Valhalla, and if that 

includes you then look to Gary Stimson, 4 Fox Court 

Drive, Roade, Northampton NN7 2LL. Gary can also 

answer questions (but no solutions) on Spiderman, Very 

Big Cave Adventure and part one of The Boggit 

Finally just room for Hobson Bullman, 5 Manor Ave, 

Fulwood, Preston, Lancs RR2 4DW. Luckily there’s room 

for his list too, which is just as well: Lord of the Rings, 

Shadows of Mordor, Golden Baton 

LOST SOULS 
pace to squeeze in some quickies? Oh, it's 

only the start of the column so of course 

there is. Silly me. Help needed on getting 

past 95 percent of the obstacles, 

monsters, trolls etc in Heavy on the 

Magick, and general help on The Hobbit: Luke 
Beaumont, Shotley Cottage, Shotley Gate, Ipswich, 

Suffolk IP9 IPS. 
Stuck in Inspector Flukeitmd with a million questions to 

ask anyone who's solved it is K. MacRae, 20 

Bowlingfield, Tauterton, Ingoe, Preston, Lancs PR2 7DD. 

Andrew Orwin, The Old Post Office, Kirklington 

Road, Bilsthorpe, Newark, Notts NG22 8SS: in Temple of 

Terror, what to buy at the black tent, how to kill the giant 

centipede and the thing that comes out of the pit. 

Nick Cory, 23 Amodos Qose, Plympton, Bymouth, 

Devon PL7 ^W: any help on Matt Lucas, Robin of 

Sherlock, The Mural md Galaxias. 

Nigel Wakeling of Carreg Gam, 5 Odol Terrace, Cwm 

Penmachno, Gwynedd LL24 ORP, N. Wales boldly admits 

to being hopeless at adventures and begs any help at all on 

Eureka, Robin of Sherujood, Boggit, Spy Triol^md Valkyrie 

17. 

N. Edmonds, The Gate House, Frittenden, Kent TN17 

2DD boldly admits to thinking KS is the greatest. Yay! 

Now can anyone help him on The Serfs Tale, Mindshadow 

and The NeverEnding Story} He’s been playing the games 

since March and can’t get anywhere. 

Steven Whitely, 22 Redwing Lane, Norton, Stockton- 

on-Tees, Cleveland: how to pass the service droid to enter 

the lift in Project Volcano, how to locate the object and clue 

at Pound Green in Micro Drivin’md how to escape from 

the ground car in Solaris. 

Grovelling Ann Grant needs help on Greyfell, so send it 
to her at 15 Bossington, Nr Minehead, Somerset TA24 

8HQ. Neville ‘Stuck in the Mud’ Chesworth is playing 

That’s the Spirit and wants to know how to pass the cat 

near the chemistry bank, how to collect the object from 

inside the church and what to do when the computer is 

connected to the TV. Also how to end the game in Swords 

and Sorcery, having collected three pieces of Zob’s Armour. 

Help to Neville Chesworth Jnr, Whitehouse, Chapel Street, 

Gunnislake, Cornwall PL18 9NA. 

Gary Millings, 11 Pickard Street, Lancaster: in 

Blizzard Pass, how to get back over the fissure as following 

Tynesoft’s hint of TIE ROPE TO RING AND THROW only 

produces The rope doesn’t catch on anything 

And please, please, please, has anyone finished 

Stormbrir^eryet} If so then send me a solution at once, 

and also help Gary Millings (above) and Brian Harris, 

47 Valentine’s Way, Rush Green, Romford, Essex RM7 

OYD. I'd ask you to help Darren Martin, too, but his 

letter doesn't have an address on it so he’ll have to write to 

me again. 

Writing to me once more after a gap of a year and an 

appearance in Lost Souls that produced no replies at all is 
Mark Hanrahan, 190 Ballybeg Square, Waterford, Eire. 

Any help at all on Legend, which no-one else in the world 

seems to have solved. Please? Double-please? 

“I'm about as lost as anyone can get,” says Joanne 

Wilson of 3 Allington, Freehold, Rochdale, Lancs OLll 

4LA. “It’s White Door (Crisis at Christmas) that’s causing 

the trouble: I can't find a single present! Nor can I find the 

battery for the torch to explore the loft.” It’s that devious 

Tartan Software lot I blame. 

Have any of you layabouts out there got a full solution to 

Runes ofZendos that you could possibly spare or copy? If 

so, bung it in the direction of Mrs S. J. Burt, 39 Lowry 

Gardens, Sholing, Southampton, Hants S02 8SR. Mrs 

Burt will be forever in your debt, and for even longer if you 

can also provide an inMe lives POKE for Pssst. I know 

it’s not an adventure, but who reads down this far anyway? 

A good one to finish on. Jackie Holt can’t get out of the 

first location in one of her adventures. If that sounds a bit 

feeble then make allowances for the fact that the adventure 

is in Finnish! The title is Arendarvon Castle, so is there 

anyone out there who can help Jackie start the Finnish 

tale? Also, is it possible to score 100 percent on 

Earthboundl Info to Jackie Holt, 36 Eland Street, New 

Basford, Nottingham NG7 7DT. 

ADVENTURES IhTTERNATIONAL Some of those naughty Scandinavian-type 

persons to start with, the first being 

Anders Willman with the mind-borgling 

address of Borgarmalmsvagen 5 C 2, 

68620 Jakobstad 2, Finland. Anders needs 

help on Tower of Despair, and all he needs to do on that is 

send me an international reply coupon for a freebie. In 

Eurekahe’s having problems with the Brachiosaurus, 

whose motto is obviously Kill-A-Finn-A-Day. The answer, 

Anders, is not to rest, pause, wait or sleep, but to LLFTS 

YATS, and you may ned to repeat that command. Ok? 
Next Scandinavian is Steven Snedker, Hovedvejen 

124, 2600 Glostrup, Denmark. I have to include this one 

as Stephen says ‘I think you should have a substantial 

increase in salary and pages.’ What an intelligent chap, we 

need more readers like him. Steven (remember Steven, 

he’s the one who said I should have a substantial increase 

in salary and pages) also asks why he can't get part two of 

Bored of the Rings to start even though he’s typing in the 

right password. All I can think of is that maybe you’re not 

typing it all in capitals, or all as one word, the word being 

GOODTIME. (There, I wrote something forwards thus 

giving the game away. But I don’t care. I’m feeling reckless 

and just absolutely potty and mad today, Vyvyan.) 

Talking of which, here come The Crazy Goblins Band 

again, all the way from Belgium. I’m not surprised they’re 

CTazy, trying to play The Pawn How to move the 
wheelbarrow: TSUM OUY FI TILLUP. How to lever the 

boulder when the rake isn’t strong enough; TRIHS EHT 

HTIW TI or EOH EHT EFT. How to open the guru’s 

cupboard: WONS MIH GNIRB DNA TI ERONGI. 

Gerold Hofheinz of Tapachstrasse 55,7000 Stuttgart- 

40, West (jermany would like to use this section to thank 

Andy MacGregor for helping him finish Funhouse. And 

thanks to you for passing a copy of the solution and map 

on to me. Dankeschon, (jerold. 
On the shores of the Mediterranean is Oscar Pineiro 

of Exeter. No, that can’t be right, surely? Oscar’s from 

Spain and wrote to me from an Exeter address while he 
was visiting England. Unfortunately because I was away 

on holiday (again) his letter didn’t reach me till after he’d 

gone back to Spain and he didn’t ^ve me a Spanish address 

at which I could contact him. So if you’re out there, Oscar 

Pineiro, and my letter didn’t catch up with you, just write 

again. As to how you can subscribe to Your Sinclair, well 

just see the subscription details in any issue. Lots of 

Spanish readers do subscribe. Send us the money, we’ll 

send you the mag! Easy! 
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VENOM Good, I thought, when the 
first screen appeared, a 
Mastertronic adventure that 
looks promising after a few 
disappointments. But the 

promise didn’t last long... no longer 
than the second crash inside 20 minutes, 
which had me pulling the plug on what 
might have been an enjoyable game. 

The tale is set in Armosin, a world of 
magic and danger, the danger coming 
from Traklan, the proverbial evil one who 
keeps the realm in perpetual fear. The 
good guy is naturally you, Rikka, though 
you’ll need the help of Arrel who is Ruler 
of the Lost Realm. Venom is described as 
an icon-driven adventure, which it isn’t. 
Can we clear this up once and for all, 
adventure authors and software houses? 
An icon is an image that you click on with 
a mouse or joystick to save you typing in 
words. An adventure like this one that 
presents you with a list of words to move 
your cursor along and choose from is not 
an icon-driven adventure. Words are just 
words, not icons, understood? 

Right, having got that off my chest, 
the screen layout of the game is very nice 
indeed. You get a decent graphic in the 
top-left quarter, or where there’s no 
piccie you get part of a pocket history of 

the land of Armosin, sometimes 
containing useful clues. The text’s a bit 
flowery, but I can live with that. 

What I couldn’t live with were the 
responses I was getting from the game 
when combining the available verbs at 
top-right of screen with the words in the 
location description beneath. As I was 
mounted on a horse at the start, with a 
tie-rail beneath and an inn to the north, I 
naturally tried TIE HORSE. I was told I 
needed a thong. EXAMINE RAIL. Good, 
there’s a thong there, which seemed to 
have been added to my inventory. TIE 
HORSE. 'You’ll tie yourself into a knot,’ I 
was told. NORTH. 'What, on a horse?’ 
So I entered EAST instead and the game 
promptly crashed. 

I re-loaded, and going EAST was OK 
this time, so I wandered around on my 
horse for a while, saw an interesting 
monastery, avoided falling into a river, 
then back to the start and the tie-rail. I 
went through the same routine, but this 
time remembered to dismount. In the inn 
there was, naturally, an innkeeper. 'Full 
character interaction,’ the cassette cover 
promises, telling you that to talk to a 
character you first select the TALK verb 
from the list, then highlight the name of 
one of the characters present. As the 
only people present were me and the 
innkeeper, and I wasn’t (quite) talking to 
myself yet, I chose TALK and highlighted 
INNKEEPER. 'That makes no sense,’ 
was the response. Two inputs later as I 
tried to examine a locked door, the game 
crashed again. 

Now this wasn’t a pre-production 
review copy, this was a finished game! 
The first crash came using the keyboard 
inputs, the second with a Kempston 
joystick attached, which the game 
allegedly supports. After the recent fatal 
bugs in Kentilla, and in the Amstrad 
version of RigeVs Revenge (which is fine 
on the Spectrum), Mastertronic really 
ought to get their play-testing sorted out 
or adventure fans will desert them. 
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SHARD OF INOVAR Yet another of those flash little 
icon-controlled adventures, in 
the style of Zzzz and Kobyashi 
Naru, and filled with funny 
names in a heroic storyline. You 

don’t want to read it all, I’m sure, so here 
are the edited highlights: long ago on 
earth, plague every winter, natives 
grumpy, elves called Eharin turn up, 
create stone of Inovar, protects people, 
geezer called Arthemin looks after it, bad 
sort, loses it to Kiron, he bungs it in a 
chest, enter Varwield Secunda (that’s 
you, dingbat), must find Inovar . . . okay, 
yah? 

To perform this mighty task you can 
use the keyboard or a Kempston or 
Cursor-controlled joystick, and I 
recommend that adventurers blow the 
dust off their joysticks (it’s quite legal) as 
that makes the icons much easier to 
control. 

There are 26 icons around the sides of 
the screen, a graphic window on the left, 
an info window on the right, a scrolling 
info window at the top and your location 
and message text at the bottom. Icons 
cover moving, getting, dropping, saying 
and loading (including RAM), climbing, 
swimming, killing, examining, using — 
you know the kind of thing. With some of 

BeHOI^D. THe DAIS OF CA I RDROe 
UROn WHICH ARC I tlVOKCD SACRCD 
RITCACS OF THC CLFIH CHAR IH. 
OVCRHCAD THC CR I IllSOIl AURA OF THC 
BARR ICR OF CAIRHRUC HISSCS AS 
ITS encRoa absorbs thc raihfacc. 

the icons, such as the spy-glass for 
EXAMINE, you must then highlight the 
word in the text that you want to 
examine, and if there’s a response at all 
from the program then it’s printed on the 
screen. 

One of the icons is INVOKE, and if you 
can’t imagine what an icon for INVOKE 
looks like then it doesn’t matter as an 
explanation for each icon is printed up in 
one of the info screens as the cursor 
highlights it. INVOKE can be used with 
any of three Rituals that you’ve been 
given, and some information about these 
is given on the cassette sleeve. 

Although this type of adventure looks 
quite impressive, it’s unsatisfactory 
because one uses more a process of 

elimination than investigation. Use all the 
options in each place and in the end you’ll 
hit upon the answer. Icons also tend to 
respond too quickly — keep the fire 
button pressed for more than a milli¬ 
second and you’ve missed a screen of 
information that might have been vital. 
And for all its flash presentation, this 
one still suffers from the age-old 'sudden 
death’ routine, which most adventurers 
hate but lazy programmers love. 

This is one of the better examples of 
this type of game, I thought, and I know 
some readers do enjoy them very much, 
but it’s not to my taste. I lost interest 
when I encountered a Laryx, whatever 
that is, on the mountainside, and before I 
could retreat it butted me off the 
mountain to my death. I later discovered 
that you have to mount the beast. Well, 
what can I say? I hope you’ll be very 
happy together. 
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WIZARD’S WARRIOR Crusader’s first release was 
Prehistoric Adventure, which I 
thought was okay but nothing 
to get wildly excited about. 
Wizard's Warrioris much better 

presented, and from the layout and 
parser Td say it was PAWd, but the utility 
isn’t credited on my pre-production copy 
and notes. The better presentation is 
marred by some careless programming, 
though, which spoiled the adventure for 
me before I’d gone past the first dozen or 
so locations. I like to think I’m going to 
be presented with a challenge from the 
game, not from the parser. 

The story sounded interesting enough, 
being yet another tale of funny names. 
You play the role of Randorlorn, a 
sorcerer, and it was your duty to protect 
the child Reid from harm, this babe 
being the Wizard Warrior of the title. 
When Reid grew up he was to face . . . 
yes, an arch black wizard, Sator, in a 
fight to the death and so restore peace 
and good and all that stuff to the 
kingdom. Now you must recruit four 
great warriors and set off in search of 
Reid. 

In your room at the start you see the 
remains of your shattered door l3dng 
about the floor and “you study the 
western exit that it once blocked off with 
remorse” (that well-known building 
material.) You see a staff and a chest, 
which naturally you open. LOOK IN 

afoa'we tbe t^oae^ of 
tow-em. Tla.e sof" 
.s.battet^e5 5oor% lie ak>aat the- 

tbe ^■e.sterio exit 
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t»eniOM-se. coo aL^a ^ee ,o 
^ood>eo -s-torf' oo5 o lo«ce looo 
l3>ooo<& cbe-s-t . 

Hbot oov? 

CHEST: "In the chest you can see an 
unlit torch and a large travelling cloak.” 
GET CLOAK: "There isn’t one of those 
here.” Oh dear, it’s going to be one of 
those games, is it? Guess what the 
parser wants. TAKE TORCH FROM 
CHEST: "The unlit torch is too heavy for 
you to lift.” What, here I am carrying a 
large wooden staff and I can’t lift a torch? 
Let it at least say "Your hands are full.” 
You can only carry a few objects, which 
is a nuisance as you have to drop things 
and go back for them from time to time. 

Early on you have to saddle a horse, 
but you can’t SADDLE HORSE you must 
PUT SADDLE ON HORSE. When the 
time comes to remove the saddle you 
can’t GET SADDLE or GET SADDLE 
FROM HORSE, you must REMOVE 
SADDLE FROM HORSE, at which point 
I got the curious response: "You remove 
the saddle from the horse’s back. The 

sturdy saddle is too heavy for you to lift.” 
Oh yes, well how did I get it off the 
horse’s back, then, a mysterious invisible 
fork-lift truck? 

I gave up this game at the first major 
problem, when I knew I had to trade 
something with a shopkeeper, but could I 
find the right input to do this? In the end 
I looked at the cheat-sheet, which merely 
said that the shopkeeper liked second¬ 
hand goods, which at least reduced the 
objects I could offer him to two. But all 
commands failed: SELL SADDLE TO 
SHOPKEEPER, OFFER SADDLE, 
GIVE SADDLE, TRADE SADDLE, 
SELL SADDLE, SAY TO SHOPKEEPER 
"BUY SADDLE”, SHOW SADDLE . . . 
when I’d clocked up 250 moves and no 
further progress (and this on my second 
playing of the game and reaching this 
point) I admit to pulling the plug on it 
before I went up the wall and my dear old 
Speccy’s keys finally wore out. Could 
have been good, could Wizard's Warrior 
. . . but wasn’t. 

I Graphics | 
Text I 
Value for Money | 

I Personal Rating I 

!■■■□□□ 
!■■□□□□ 
!■□□□□□ 
!□□□□□□ 
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Tide. .Wizard’s Warrior 
Publisher.... 

_18 Henley Wood Road, Earley, 

Price. .£2.99 

FRANKENSTEIN 
fter a success with Dracula, 
it’s only natural that Rod Pike 
and CRL would turn to 
Frankenstein in the hope of 
having another monster hit. 

Dracula wasn't the hardest game, with far 
too much sitting round and waiting, but it 
had lots of lovely atmospheric text for 
players to read. With Frankensteinwe 
don’t even get that in what must be the 
biggest disappointment the Spectrum 
adventurer’s likely to see this year. 

The aim of the game is to find and 
destroy the monster you created some 
years previously. 

In the opening location you have four 
moves before a storm brings the roof 
down on your head. If you EXPLORE 
BEDROOM or SEARCH BEDROOM 
you’re told "I can’t for some reason”, 
while if you merely LOOK you find some 
money. Convincing, huh? So two of your 
four moves are LOOK and GET MONEY. 
No exits are given (they never are) so 
only by trying all exits in turn, N-S-E-W, 
and by dying a few times do you discover 
that there’s a door to the west. This is not 
the way to get the player on your side at 
the start of an adventure. Especially as, 
once you’re out of the room, you can’t go 
back in again. The programmer’s 

X am in a bedroom at my 
father's house. From here I 
Will begin the hunt for my 
creation.But no one must know 
Of my devil's worK.i must rid 
mankind of this scourge who 
owes his existence to me yet 
crushes the life from my dear 
sister.X tooK, through the 
window at the mountain in the 
far distance.soiid/unshaKeabie. 
X only hope my courage will be 
as firmfDarKening clouds rise 
ominously behind her creating a 
sinister backdrop for the snow 
capped peaks.The gentle breeze 
of an hour ago has turned into 
a raging tempest, driving wild 
White horses of foam madly 
across the lake/Which is almost 
hidden now in a frenzied mist 
o f spray•.« ^ 
Uhat Shall X do now'? eatH 

obviously got to keep you out as the 
roof’s just fallen in, but it seems strange 
how a few feet away the storm’s so 
violent that it smashes the bedroom to 
pieces, while on the other side of a door 
you can’t see or hear a thing. 

Downstairs in the living room if you 
examine the chimney you discover a 
picture of your parents, which you take. 
If you examine it again to check if 
anything else is there, you discover ... a 
picture of your parents. Type ‘X’ and the 
painting has gone from your inventory, so 
get it again. Even if you go upstairs and 
drop the painting on the landing, it 
always turns up on the wall again each 
time you examine the chimney. Type 
RAM SAVE and you’re told to start the 

tape. Type CLIMB ON CHAIR in the 
living room and you find yourself at the 
top of the stairs. You’re told the 
movement commands are N-S-E-W-V-D, 
yet the program recognises SE but not 
SW, NE or NW. And if you type D in the 
living room you’re told "I see nothing of 
particular interest.” 

The only exit from the living room is a 
locked door to the east, which it is 
impossible to get through unless your 
father comes in and opens it from the 
outside. But (and this is so bad it’s 
funny), he only comes in if you WAIT 
while sitting in an armchair. WAIT while 
not sitting and he doesn’t arrive. This is 
really scraping the barrel as far as 
problem setting goes. And then you’re no 
sooner out of the door and the 
programmer throws you into a maze. If 
this had been submitted by a reader I’d 
have sent it back and said it wasn’t good 
enough to review. As it’s from CRL and 
many may be tempted to buy it. I’ll 
review it just to say that it isn’t worth 
reviewing. 

fcraphics □□□□□□□□□□ 
Text 

Value for Money ■■■□□□□□□□ 
I Personal Rating BHIDGGGDDn 

Tide:. 
Publishen. .CRL 
Price:. .£7.95 
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1 JAH '86 Games: Rasputin • 
Commando • Winter Sports • 

Saboteur. Features: Droid Wars — A 
game to type in. Plus Program Power 
— Chopper Mission, Worm, Morse 
Saga. 

2 FEB '86 Games: The Young 
Ones • Bladerunner • Three 

Weeks In Paradise. Features: Maclone 
• Joysticks — The ten best test • 
Matthew Smith interview • Art Studio 
— reviewed! 

3 MARCH '86 Games: V • 
Movie • Zoids. Features: 

Switcha — Multi-tasking on the Speccy 
• SpecDrum — Cheetah's drum kit in a 
box • Wham! Make it big with 
Melbourne House's Music Box. 

^ APRIL '86 Games: Max 
Headroom • Skyfox • Lord Of 

The Rings. Features: the new 128K 
Spectrum reviewed • Dimmer Switch — 
Protection for your telly • Getting the 
most out of Art Studio. 

3 MAY '86 Games: Batman • 
The Planets. Features: Micronet 

— We communicate • Turbo Loader — 
Load in less time • Interview with the 
Elite programmers • Adventurers — 
Mike Gerrard shows you the way. 

A JUNE '86 Games: 
Ghosts'n'Goblins • Way Of The 

Tiger • 128K games review round-up. 
Features: SuperColour — Multi¬ 
coloured character squares • 
Hardware Bonanza — the latest Speccy 
add-ons. 

7 JULY '86 Games: 
Rock'n'Wrestle • Heavy On The 

Magik. Features: Music hardware — 
Make music on your Speccy • Saga 
2001 keyboard • Interview with Greg 
Follis and Roy Carter from Gargoyle. 

3 AUG '86 Games: Paperboy • 
Pyrocurse • The Price Of 

Magic. Features: Hardware Special — 
Get the most for your money • 
Animator 1 — Draw your own 
conclusions. 

3 SEPT '86 Games: Miami Vice 
• Jack The Nipper • HiJack. 

Features: Wild and wacky YS stickers 
— FREE! • It's all in the wrist action — 
T'zers coin-op special • Heavy On 
The Magik — Poster map. 

13 CNST '86 The Great 
'Oor, Features: 

Free Troins^>>^^^;de ••••• All the 
maps, hint: on the 
latest 9afne^V^/ ,,fe - The complete 
hacker's guide » DIY Speccy repoir. 

11 N0¥ '86 Games: Scooby Doo 
# TT Of^on Dare, 

Features: exposed « 
3D Gorrm arcade 
dream • The complete 
clue list tor the completely clueless. 

Pick up some new arty facts • 
Nosferatu — Poster map. 

15 MARCH '87 Games: Auf 
Wiedersehen Monty • The Hive 

• Fist II • Shadow Skimmer. Features: 
Let's Get Physical — Sports sims 
special • Fairlight II — Poster map • 
Ram Print reviewed. 

15 APRIL '87 Games: Nemesis 
The Warlock • RanaRama • 

Enduro Racer • Saboteur II • Head 
Over Heels • Leader Board. Features: 
Fist II — Poster map • This is The 
Modem World — Get into comms. 

17 MAY '87 Games: FREE cover 
mounted Ocean game — Road 

Race • Tai Pan • World Games • 
Arkanoid • Into The Eagle's Nest • 
Dragon's Lair II. Features: Stars On 45 
— Interviews with Eddie Kidd and 
Geoff Capes. 

13 JUNE '87 Games: Hydrofool 
• Sentinel • Star Raider's II. 

Features: FREE F-15 Strike Eagle poster 
• On The Warpath — Strategy on the 
Speccy • Into The Eagle's Nest — 
Poster map • Hacking For Beginners. 

19 JULY '87 Games: Thing 
Bounces Back • Flunky • 

Stormbringer • The Pawn • 
Compilations round-up. Features: 
Maps — Eight page pull-out • The 
Spectrum -f-3 reviewed. 

30 Games: Challenge 
Of The Gobots • Wizball • 

Stiff lip & Co 9 Killed Until Dead. 
Features: Indiana Jones — FREE pull¬ 
out posters • Slots Of Fun — Coin-op 
arcade smashes. 

31 SEPT '87 Games: Jack The 
Nipper II • Game Over • 

Catch 23 • The Living Daylights. 
Features: FREE Jack The Nipper 
wobbler and giant Game Over poster 
• Consoles vs The Spectrum -1-3. 

23 GCT '87 Games: EXCLUSIVE 
cover game 

Batty 9 Ro^CJ^/^^iiofhwish HI. 
Poster ond • 
Athe/io 9 YS 
Tipshop Eight pages of hints, tips 
and mops. 

33 NO¥ '87 COMIC 
Games' Of London # 

Mercenary • and 
preview « Throu^^ij »apdoor # 
Bravesfarr. ve Go Mad At 
Alton Towers. 

24 DEC '87 Games: EXCLUSIVE 
cover mounted Imagine game 

Play For Your Life • Combat School • 
Outrun • Rampage • Hysteria • 
Trantor9Thundercats. Features: 
Outrun poster • Spectacular Fanzine 
Feature. £1.70 including cover game. 

25 JAN '88 Games: EXCLUSIVE 
cover mounted Monty game — 

Moley Christmas • Gryzor • Masters 
Of The Universe • Deflektor • 720“ 
9 Dark Sceptre9Driller. Features: 
Dice With Death — board games 
reviewed • Eight page map booklet. 

35 FEB '88 Games: Platoon 
^ Inside Outing 9 California Games 

9 Dan Dare 119 Halo Jones. Features: 
FREE YS badge — collect the set! • Pull¬ 
out Predator Poster • Role Playing Games 
reviewed 

Drop in and pick up a back 
issue. 

13 DEC '86 Games: Dandy • 
Uridium 9 WAR • Lightforce 9 

Trailblazer 9 Dragon's Lair. Features: 
Music — Hit that perfect beep • 
Reader's Survey — See what everyone 
else thought! 

13 JAN '87 Games: Space 
Harrier • Gauntlet • Starglider. 

Features: Pull-out map book • Carry 
On Screening — T'zer's magnificent 
movie special • Red Box — The 
revolution's coming! 

13 FEB '87 Games: Short Circuit 
9 Aliens • Fairlight II • Cobra 

9 Jailbreak. Features: Gauntlet — 
Complete players' guide • Artist II — 

ORDER YOUR BACK ISSUES NOW! 

UK £1.20 Overseas £1.70 
I enclose a cheque/postal order for £.... made payable to 
Dennis Publishing Ltd. 

Name . 

Address . 

. Postcode. 

Complete the form and return with payment to: Your Sinclair Back Issues, 
PO Box 320, London N21 2NB. 

□ 1 Jan '86 □ 14 Feb '87 

□ 2 Feb '86 □ 15 Mar '87 

□ 3 Mar'86 □ 16 Apr'87 
□ 4 Apr '86 □ 17 May '87* 

□ 5 May '86 □ 18 Jun '87 
□ 6 Jun '86 □ 19 Jul '87 
□ 7jul'86 □ 20 Aug '87 
□ 8 Aug '86 □ 21 Sept '87 

□ 9 Sept '86 □ 24 Dec '87* 
□ 12 Dec '86 □ 25 Jan '88* 
□ 13 Jan '87 □ 26 Feb '88' 

* Comes with FREE game! 

' Comes with Free YS badge! 
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COMPUTER SHOPPER • The Computer Magazine That Saves You Money! 

Open All H 
Computer Shopper is the new round-the-clock 
shop for computer products. You can now go 
shopping for all the hardware and software you 
need at any time of the day or night. 

Check out the products. Then compare 
prices. And all without putting a foot outside your 
own front door. 

Whether you’re looking for a complete new 
system or just a spare printer ribbon, you’ll find the 
latest prices and product information in Computer 
Shopper. 

That way you can be sure of getting the best 
deals on all your computer-related purchases. 

You Can Count On 
Computer Shopper 

You’ll find the most competitive computer 
dealers advertising in Computer Shopper - and 
they want your custom. They know that 
Computer Shopper readers mean business - and 
they’U offer you the most competitive prices to 
prove it. 

For just 78p a month, you can save yourself a 
small fortune on computer products. 

When costs count, you can count on 
Computer Shopper. 

But it’s not just the ads that make Computer 
Shopper so specicil. We’ve taken a refireshing new 
approach to the editorial as well. 

From the very first issue, you’ll read the truth 
about machines, not manufacturers’ hype. If a 
product’s good, we’ll say so. But if it’s bad, we 
won’t pull our punches. 

We only take one side - yours! 
What you won’t get are two-hour tests or 

“world exclusives” on machines that never make it 

lAU IU4, 

to the shops. When we cover a subject, 
we cover it in depth. 

Computer Shopper is written by computer 
enthusiasts. Writers who know all there is to know 
about a subject because they use computers day in 
day out. 

More To Read 
And Computer Shopper covers all major 

makes and models of computer. Everything from 
the IBM PC and the major PC-compatibles 
through the Apple Macintosh, Atari ST and 
Amiga to the “games” machines like the Sinclair 
Spectrum and Commodore 64. In fact, all major 
makes and models. 

So, whether you’re in the market for a new 
computer or just new ideas on how to use the one 
you’ve got. Computer Shopper will prove 
invaluable. You’ll find issue one in the shops now. 

If you’re a reader or a buyer, or both, we’re 
certain you’ll find Computer Shopper so 

unputdownable that it really will be open 
all hours. 

Publication 
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■ Wanted Spectrum +3. Prepared to swop for 
a Spectrum+ and Spectrum 48K. Phone 
Richard Hikins (0788) 822377 after 4pm 
except weekends, or write to 10 Marsh Close, 
Crick, Northants NN6 7TL. 
■ Wanted Army Moves, will swop for Green 
Beret, Mikie or Wham! The Music Box. 
Interested? Phone (0535) 661521 between 4- 
6pm and ask for Richard. 
■ Wanted your Bombjack 2 tor any one of; 
Pub Games, Beachhead 2, Popeye, Saboteur, 
Arkanoid. I also want your Cricket Masks and 
Enduro Racer. Contact R Phillips 24 
Ormestone House, Hartcliffe, Bristol 
BS13 9HG. 
■ Wanted Opus 128 in good nick, will pay 
good cash. Phone Ben (0603) 55306 after 
6pm or write to 59 College Road, Norwich, 
Norfolk NR2 3JP. 
■ Wanted GAC and PAW. I am willing to give 
seven games for each including The Way Of 
The Exploding F/sf and £2 in cash. Contact 
Robert Frosdick, 1 Northolme Close, Grays 
RM16 2NX. 
■ Wanted Tamiya radio controlled Toyota 4X4 
or similar. Swop for my Spectrum 48K4- Ram- 
turbo interface. Cheetah joystick, £70 worth of 
games, including Wonderboy, Super Cycle. 
Phone Anthony (0297) 34757 after 3.30pm. 
■ I want to buy the latest games. Send your list 
and prices. Write today to Manual Rodriguez, 
Avda Burjasot, 224-2 Valencia 46025, Spain. 
■ Wanted: Brother HR5 printer with interface if 
possible and ink ribbon. Pay £50 ono. Phone 
(0383) 823491 ask for Jonathan. 
■ Wanted Elite, will swop View To A Kill, 
Sparkles Special {four games). Gift From The 
Gods, all these for Elite. Write to James 
Boulder, 17 Ceadhall Crescent, Harrogate HG2 
9NG. 
■ Desperately seeking Turbo Esprit, Chess, 
Scrabble, Monopoly and Enduro Racer for 
BMX Simulator, Milk Race, Hypersport, Tranz 
Am plus other classic oldies. For more info 
phone Tony on (0983) 616753 anytime. 
■ Wanted Alphacom 32 plus paper and 
microdrive. Must be in good nick. Write to 
William Bulmer, 31 Ash Avenue, Sherbum 
Road, Durham DH1 2HA. 
■ Multiface One in good condition with all 
instructions booklets. Have 32 games to swop. 
Phone Ron (021) 472 4539 after 7pm. 
■ Wanted urgently microdrive and some blank 
cartridges. Will pay reasonable fee or swop for 
loads of original games. Interested? Write to 
Steve Kidd, 5 Femhill Close, Ivybridge, Devon 
PL21 9JE. 
■ Wanted 3.5 or 5.5 inch disk drive and 
interface for Spectrum. Also want Commodore 
64 with cassette deck or disc drive, will swop 
games. Money, A.M.X. Mouse, lightpen. 
Phone (0705)732603. 
■ Urgently wanted — microdrive and 
cartridges, if you have one for sale please 
contact Ian at (0268) 769942. 
■ Football Director and Gary Lineker’s Super 
Star Soccer. Will swop for How To Be A 
Complete Bastard and World Class 
Leaderboard. Phone (031) 661 1137 and ask 
for Crawford. 
■ Microdrive or printer with interface or disk 
drive. Will swop if required for original games 
eg Sabateurll, Fist, Gremlins, International 
Karate, Decathlon, Football Manager and 
eight more. Phone Neil Mooney, Tamworth 
874196. 
■ Spectrum -1-3 disk program for filing records 
on. Must be able to update, store and handle 
500 records per disc. Contact Peter Wharton, 
68 St. James Road, Carlisle CA2 5PD. 

■ Swop World Games, Space Harrier, 
Footballer Of The Year, Super Cycle, GAC, 
1942, TT Racer, Avenger for Sentinel, Great 
Escape, Sidewize Sam Cruise, Elite, Super 
Sprint, Leaderboard, send sae to F. Stone, 52 
Kirkhill Terrace, Broxbuen, W. Lothian 
EH52 6JG. 
■ Volex TTX20005 teletext adaptor for 
Spectrum, will pay cash. Phone Keith on (091) 
514 0043. 
■ Wanted: Turmoil game for ZX Spectrum, 
willing to buy or swop. Contact E. Bird, 3 
Balshaw Close, Deane, Bolton, BL35NG. 
■ Wanted war games, especially science 
fiction and fantasy by Red Shift, Games 
Workshop, Lothlorien etc. Will swop for latest 
titles and some older. Phone (0483) 224016 
any time, ask for Paul. 
■ Wanted urgently, /npuf number 29. Will pay 
£1.50. Write to Andrew Ramsay, 1 Littleton 
Close, Noctorum, Birkenhead L43 9QY. 
■ Wanted: Multiface 128 or any good printer 
and interface. Also games to sell or swop 
including Army Moves, Living Daylights. 
Phone with your offers and prices, (0273) 
685767. 
■ Someone who would be willing to write a 
program in machine code (for a fee) to store 
details of my stamp collection. Please write to 
C. R. Sands, 63 Cloisters Avenue, Bickley, 
Bromley. 
■ Wanted: Attack of the Empire by Chilbur 
software. Will swop for any one of Cobra, 
Wonder Boy, Slapfight, etc plus more. Also all 
the latest software to swop 128 and 48. Phone 
(0648) 68662 after 4pm ask for Simon. 
■ Wanted ZX printer and a couple rolls of 
paper, preferably with instructions. Willing to 
pay £20. Phone (028) 572285. 
■ Wanted Virgin Games’ Horse Racing 
Manager, Ian Botham’s Cricket, swop for 
Batman, Way of the Exploding Fist, Impossible 
Mission. One for one swop. Also want 
International Manager {D&H). Contact David 
Cockayne, 87 Ogley Road, Brownhills, Walsall 
W58 6BD. 
■ Wanted disk drive swop latest software 
Speccy 48K in Saga keyboard plus cash. If 
required will consider microdrive or wafadrive. 
Write to Martin O’Connor, 56 Whittington Hill, 
Old Whittington, Chesterfield S41 9HA. 
■ Wanted; ZX microdrive and information on 
how to use it. Will swop all the newly released 
games. Write to Steve Taylor, 23 De Cham 
Road, St. Leonard on Sea, Hastings TN37 6JP. 

MESSAGES, 
CLUBS & 
EVENTS 

■ New Tips mag! Six sheets of A4 paper full of 
tips, cheats, maps, POKES solutions and all for 
the measly sum of 70p and sae. First two to 
reply get it at halfprice. Write to: G. Finney, 14 
Greenhill Road, Billinge, Nr. Wigan, WN57LG. 
■ PBM rugby league challenge. Manage your 
team to the league and cup double. Send sae 
for further details to Camelot Games, 1 Cae 
Ymryson, Caernarfon, Gwynedd, LL55 2LR. 
■ Expanding user club seeks new members! 
Send for Chic Computer Club’s latest free 
newsletter, jam packed with bargains. Chic 
Computer Club, Box 121, Gerrards Cross, 
Bucks SL9 9JP. 
■ Alphasoft Exchange Club - a software 
exchange/sales, penpal club rolled into one. 
Free life membership! Send a sae to A.E.C., 5 
Watson Close, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk 
IP33 2PG. 
■ Help! Thrill sucker attack! Need issues of 
2000AD comic to complete collection. May 
even lower myself to buy your DC & Marvel 
comics. London area only. Call Michael (01) 
675-1542. 
■ Hello, Louise Talbot of Sittingbourne. 
Matthew Carrier just wrote in to tell you how 
much he loves you. 
■ Booklet of 280 OP codes — includes over 
300 undocumented entries. Send £1.50 to M. 
Sargent, 27 Old Cavehill Road, Belfast BT15 
5GT, Northern Ireland. 

PENPALS 

■ Do you like strategy games? Do you want to 
PBM Apocalypse by Command Software? If 
so write to N. Churchill, 36 Hurst Road, 
Buckhurst Hill IG9 6AB. 
■ A new magazine on the screen called Blast! 
It’s new and it’s yours for just £1.50 a copy. For 
details send sae to 17 Sacombe Road, Hemel 
Hempstead HP1 3RF. 
■ 100 POKES for 100 games, all big hits, so 
get hacking and send £1.50 for all 100 POKES. 
Postal Order or cheque to James Gorfin, 
Kingfishers Charmouth, Dorset DT6 6QZ. 
■ Want to join a new library for games? Then 
write to David Kennedy, 42 Water Mill Road, 
Roaheny, Dublin 5, Ireland. Details if you write, 
or if you live in Ireland phone is (01) 314159. 
■ Software Club and other stuff. News, 
fanzines etc, hardware, tapes, everything 
for 48K and 128K Spectrums. Phone Tim Berry 
now on (02412) 4267.1’s Brill! Fab! Mega! 
■ Chips! Latest issue out now. No useless 
photocopying, we use mega print and all for 
only 35p including p&p. Apply to 9 Bateman 
Close, New Whittington, Chesterfield, 
Derbyshire. 
■ Hundreds of POKES for sale. In two 
volumes. Send for details to B. Swinscoe, 37 
Broomfield Drive, Hooe, Plymouth PL9 9PG. 
No sae needed. 

■ Wanted pen-pals from anywhere to swop 
games, I am into sport (Glasgow Rangers, 
Man Utd) and music, (Madonna, U2) must be 
aged 15-F. Write to Ian Fowlds, 23 Templar 
Rise, Dedridge West, Livingston, W. Lothian, 
EH54 6PJ. 
■ I am a 20 year-old male looking for female 
pen-pal around same age. Photo please, write 
to Howard Beevers, 56 Rydal Road, Freehold, 
Lancaster LAI 3HA. 
■ 1 am 14 and looking for a 12-15 year-old 
attractive female interested in computers and 
sport. If interested write to Peter Duke, 47 
Green Lane, Copnor, Portsmouth, P03 5EY. 
■ I am 14 and looking for a female pen-pal 
about the same age. Want a Speccy owner 
interested in pop music, preferably Iron 
Maiden and Def Leppard. Write to Graeme 
MacDonald, 11 North Corran, Ardogour, By 
Fort William, Inverness PH33 7AA. 
■ Poor unworthy slim little wimp, needs female 
for comfort. Rease enclose photo and write to 
Peter Collinson, 13 Maitland Hog Lane, 
Kirkliston. West Lothian. EH29 9DU. 
■ Pen-pals wanted to exchange POKES, tips, 
maps, and games. Any age, male or female 
from anywhere. I have over 250 games. All 
letters answered. Write to Manoj Ranchordas, 
Rua Sacadura Cabrai, Lote 23 loA, S Joao do 
Estoril, Lisbon, Portugal 2765. 
■ I would like to correspond with boys about 
13,1 have a -1-2 and like football, want to swop 
ZX Spectrum software. Write to Osman 
Yakoob, 57 Alwyne Road, London SW19 7AE. 
■ I am male, aged 14,1 have a Speccy +2 and 
would like to swop software with pen-pals from 
all over the universe. Write to Robert King, 27 
Bucklebury, Hanworth, Bracknell RG12 4YH. 
■ Pen-pal wanted. I have a few games to 
swop like Paperboy. Send your list for mine. 
Write to Gulvinder Matharu, 123 Pearcroft 
Road, Leytonstone, London Ell 40P. 
■ I am a 14 year-old male who seeks a nice 
looking girl, aged 14-16.1 like sport, computers, 
TV and girls! Rease enclose photo. Write to 
Dougie White, 43/5 Broomhouse Grove, 
Edinburgh EH11 3TY. 
■ Male aged 16 wants female aged 16-F who 
owns a Spectrum plus to swop games, ideas 
and tips. Send your list for mine. Write to 
Raymond Bannon, 13 Lynfield Place, Blakelaw, 
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE5 3TJ. 
■ Two 13 year-old good looking males seek 
two attractive females, same age, who live 
near Eaglesham. Send photo please to Colin 
and Lain, 1 Humbie Road, Eaglesham, 
Glasgow G76 OLX. 

■ 12 year-old female wants pen-pals from 
home and abroad, to swop games, ideas etc. 
All letters answered, write to Penny Emms, 
121A Old Birmingham Road, Marlbrook, 
B’Grove,B601HH. 

■ I would like female pen-pals from all over the 
world, aged 17-I-, all letters will be answered. 
Interests are sports, music and going out. 
Write to Anthony Leeds, 91 Howley Grange 
Road, Halesowen, West Midlands, B62 QMS. 
■ Greetings all you guys out there. Want to 
write to two gorgeous gals?! Then read on... if 
you are going to be the daring duo — write to 
Kat and Saz, c/o 22 Cherry Garden Avenue, 
Folkestone, CT19 5LD. 
■ Hi! I’m 13 and wish for a male/female pen¬ 
pal of same age interested in computers. If you 
fit the above then write to Jason Ellise, 20 
Empire Street, Whitburn, West Lothian, EH47 
ODX. 
■ Hi! I’m looking for an attractive female aged 
14-16. Interests include computers and having 
fun. Please send photo and write to Andrew 
Wilson, 7 Milton House, Kingsnympton Park, 
Kingston Hill. Kingston upon Thames KT2 7TL. 

■ Hi! All you Speccy owners out there. Are you 
looking for a female pen-pal aged 15? Get your 
pen to paper and start writing to me now with 
photo. Address: Faye L. Neal, The Anchorage, 
Richmond Race, Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR33 
OEW. 

■ Hi! I am 14 and looking for pen-pals aged 
between 13-15 any sex. I am into Beastie Boys, 
Madonna and Janet Jackson. All letters will be 
answered. Tracy Gallon, 44 Firtrees Avenue, 
Wallsend, Newcastle NE28 OAX. 
■ 17 year-old-male, desperately needs good 
looking female, age 16+. Rease enclose photo 
if possible. All letters will be answered. Daren, 
79 Lindon Road, Reading RG2 7EZ. 
■ 16 year-old male seeks, 16 year-old female 
must be attractive and fun to be with, and live 
within a ten mile radius. Rease write to: Gary 
French, 23 Shrubbery Road, South Darenth, 
Nr. Dartfort DA4 9AP. 
■ A13 year-old boy requires girl 12-14 who 
likes football and computers, write to Martin 
Watson, 21 Whitehorse Street, Hereford 
HR4 OER 
■ 19 year-old male seeks female pen-pal, 
similar age, preferably in London area. Tim 
O’Keefe, 16 Jellicoe House, Osnaburgh Street, 
London NW1 3AY. 
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HARDWARE 

m. 

■ 48K Spectrum, dust cover, reset switch, 
microdrive + cartridges. Interface I, DK Ironies 
joystick interface, data recorder, ZX printer, + 
dust cover, SpecDrum, Quickshot II, DK 
Ironies keyboard Kempston interface, £1000 
software — £295. Phone Vicki (0992) 463164. 

■ 48K Spectrum, data recorder, Ram lurbo 
interface, joyball and 50 games, worth over 
£400. Sell for £125. Phone (0403) 62961. 

■ Oris-148K, boxed with all leads, 30 games, 
books etc. Includes speech synth., Offers 
phone (0854) 82315 and ask for Ian after 6pm. 
■ Spectrum +, recent repair and service, 
including power pack, leads, Kempston 
compatible interface, user guide and games, 
£70 ono. Phone (021) 552 5730 after 6pm. 
■ Spectrum +, Wafadrive, 18 wafers, 
Alphacom printer, four paper rolls, joystick, 
interface, Centronics, RS232 cables, many 
games, magazines, all for £200, might split. 
Phone (061)226 6199. 
■ 128K Spectrum still boxed, with over approx. 
£350 worth of software, cassette recorder, 
joysticks with interface. Also 128 only music 
keyboard, £60 worth mags, all for £250. Phone 
(0845) 577320. 
■ Speccy 48K, joystick, loads of games for 
only £74.99. Phone Leo, at 01-340 9788. 
■ Spectrum -I- for sale, cassette recorder, 
manual, over £200 worth of m/code -f Basic 
books, over £250 worth of mags, over £400 
worth of games, sell for £225. Craig Bowman, 
24 Roosevelt Road, Durham DH1 1PR. 
■ Spectrum -I-, Interface I, microdrive. 
Multiface I, joystick, tape recorder, over £350 
of software including Sentinel, Mercenary, 
Nether Earth, Six-Pack, worth over £650, only 
£165 all boxed. Please phone (0628) 72184. 
■ Spectrum 48K co-profile keyboard, 
switchable interface and joystick, VIX5000 
modem plus some games, no tape recorder 
hence only £100, phone (0786) 824582 and 
ask for lorn, no separate sales. 
■ Spectrum 48K, Kempston tri-state joystick, 
interface with Quick shot II, the Graphic 
Adventure Creator, the ZX printer, over 30 
original games, Kempston Centronics printer 
interface, 100s of mags and a data recorder 
£215 ono. Phone Mike on Plymouth 344626. 
■ Spectrum -I-, data recorder, RAM lurbo 
interface, two Quickshot II, four games, on/off 
switch fitted. All boxed except joysticks, worth 
£120 will sell for £80 ono. Phone Peter on 
(692) 1176 after 4pm. 
■ Spectrum 48K, Saga I, keyboard, software, 
books, mags, microdrive Interface 1, joysticks, 
Alphacom printer, SpecDrum, two cassette 
recorders worth £900 will sell for £250 ono. 
Phone 01-942 9570 ask for Chris. 
■ Iwo Spectrum 48K’s, one still boxed, tape 
recorders, two interfaces, joystick, books, 
mags, 50-1- games £160 or swop for 
Commodore 64K (You’re mad! Ed) with 
joystick and few games. Graham Hall, 10 
laleworth Close, Bowthorpe Est., Norwich, 
Norfolk. 

■ Wanted ZX printer, two microdrives with 
ribbon cables. Also ZX interface I. Phone Ray 
on (01) 2051491 after 6pm. 
■ Spectrum 128 -I- 2 boxed as new, 3 months 
old, 2 joysticks. Cheetah 125-1- and fantastick 
F3, Cheetah interface 4, cassette banks, £50 
of software, £35 of mags/books, cost £255 sell 
for £155 ono. Phone Robin (01) 857 5791 after 
4pm. 
■ 48K Spectrum -I- and selection of games foi 
sale for £50. Phone W. Salduk (041) 959 2919. 
■ Spectrum 48K, turbo interface (dual port), 
everything complete and in excellent 
condition. Any offers? Write to Emil L. 
Engeland, Mehlen 8c, 3074 Skoger, Norway. 
■ Multiface 3 for sale for £35, brand new, still 
boxed. Phone (0909) 484260, ask for Keith. 
Also Cheetah joystick 125-f for sale £3. 
■ AMX mouse for sale with software for 48K 
Spectrum. Phone (0948) 3961 after 6pm and 
ask for Nigel, weekdays only please. Was £70 
now only £50. Unwanted Christmas present. 
■ Urgent swop. My speedrum and interface 
for your Multiface 1 or 128. Also want to swop 
games. Write to: Luis Miguel Pinto Rodrigues. 
Rua Saladura Cabral, Lote 23,4° Andar A, 
2765 Estoril, Portugal. 
■ Spectrum -1-2, over 60 games, over 40 
magazines, joystick, manual, sell for £180. 
Phone (0624) 815778, ask for Jason. 
■ For sale Spectrum 48K with Interface 2 and 
many games. Also included, 22 Inch colour 
television, £150 ono. Phone Julian on (069) 
712882. 
■ 48K Spectrum, cassette recorder, 
Alphacom 32 printer, paper, manual, books, 
plus £50 software, incl. Matchday, WS 
Baseball, all in very good condition. Cost me 
£300, will sell for £90 ono. Phone (061) 445 
6617, ask for Izzy. 
■ Spectrum +, tape recorder, joystick and 
interface, printer and paper, Currah speech 
and software, 62 games, manuals, books and 
mags, worth over £350. Will accept £200 ono. 
Phone (0582) 502520 ask for Arthur, 
weekdays only please. 
■ For sale Spectrum-H, £50 worth of games, 
joystick and Kempston interface. Interface 1, 
microdive. Microdriver version 2,14 
cartridges, worth about £260. Quick sale at 
£150 ono. Phone (01) 485 4792 ask for Joe. 
■ 128K -1-2 for sale with 2 joysticks, Quickshot 
II, interface, printer, over £210 worth of games, 
some magazines. Will sell for £220 ono. Phone 
Jonathan Bray (01) 946 2507 after 6.30pm. 
■ Saga 3 Elite keyboard plus Saga dust cover. 
Will sell for £40. Phone (01) 603 6472. 
■ ZX Spectrum 48K, with D K Ironies 
keyboard, joystick, interface, magazines, 
books, £200 software. All for only £75. Darren 
Jones, 7 Maes Melyn street, Margam, Port 
lalbot, SA13 2LU. 
■ Commodore -1-4, games, joystick, books, 
magazines. All in very good condition. Can be 
seen working. Call at any time. Only £45. 
C. Price, 31 Langford Way, Kingswood, Bristol 
BS15 2PD. 
■ For sale! DK Ironies lightpen, will sell for 
£20 or swop for a Multiface 1. Will throw in 
Laser Basil and Laser Genius. Phone Scott on 
(0563) 43190. 
■ Spectrum -1-2, joystick, 10 free games 
including Snooker, Defenda, Plus free mags. 
All for £135. Write to K. Skotny, 23 Drayton 
Close, Sale, Cheshire, M33 4ND. 
■ Swop VHS video recorder for Spectrum 
hardware. Glasgow area only. Phone Mark on 
(041) 954 7362. Examples: video digitiser, 
speedrum, ram music machine, mouse, VIX 
5000, disk drive, volex 11X2000, or sell. 
■ Spectrum 128K, Alphacom 32 printer, QSII, 
4 games. £100. Write to Steve, 110 St. Johns 
Road, Wembley, HA9 7JN. 

Hunting for hardware? Searching for 
software? Seeking someone to scribble 
to? Put a free ad in Input Output and 
bring an end to your quest. 

SOFTWARE 

■ Do you want to swop the latest games? 
Ihen send your list to Morten Jacobsen, 
Ryetvec 49,3500 Varlose, Denmark. 
■ Swop Play For Your Life, Star Runner, 
Beach Head II and Nuclear Countdown for 
Gauntlet 7 -I- 2 and Astro Clone. Preferably 128 
games. Stephen Lewis, 92 Coldbath Street, 
Greenwich, London SE13 7RL. 
■ Swop Greyfell, Popeye, Spitfire 40, World 
Series Baseball, Punchy, Trivial Pursuit, Jet 
Set Willy, Helichoppy, would like Monopoly, 
Cluedo, Exolon, RoadRunner, Saboteur2, 
Hydrofool, phone Glenn on (05531) 762419. 
■ Will swop GAC and Never Ending Story for 
Saboteur II, Enduro Racer, ScoobyDoo and 
Full Throttle. Originals only. Phone St. Helens 
58326 after 5pm and ask for Dave. 
■ Wanted Leaderboard ar\<i Winter Games tor 
Solid Go/c/which has Gauntlet, Ace of Aces, 
Infiltrator, and both Leaderboard ar\d Winter 
Games, in perfect condition. Phone lony on 
(0983) 616753. 
■ Loads of the newest games to swop incl 
titles like Freddy Hardest, Leaderboard etc. 
Guaranteed reply. Send your list to Antti 
Haarala, lerastehdas 1357,55610 Imatra, 
Finland. 
■ I will swop my American Football and Chess 
or Milk Race for Rock and Wrestle. Phone 
(0903) 761150 and ask for Stephen. Also want 
World Games or California Games. 
■ Latest original games to swop. Also three 
compilations. Send your list for mine to Clark 
Grade, Inchbroom, Monreith Newton Stewart, 
DG8 9LH. Will only swop originals. 
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• BOOK YOUR FREE AD HERE 
If you’d like to advertise in Input/Output, please write in BLOCK CAPITALS below and send 
the coupon to Input/Output Your Sinclair, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P IDE — oh, and 
don’t forget your address and phone number. We can’t accept any software sales, and this 
service is only available to private advertisers. 

Please enter my advert under the following classification: 
□ Hardware □ Software □ Wanted □ Messages & Events □ Pen Pals 

□ Lonely Hearts □ Fanzines 

."1 
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MAGAZINE HEALTH WARNING: 
Think before you snip — most people use a photocopy instead. YS27 

B Will swop Bat Man and Trio Hit Pack tor 
Barbarian. Phone Sheffield 584825 after 
3.30pm ask for Adam, 
fl I will swop Joe Blade, Avenger, Down To 
Earth, Hit Pak tor Paper Boy, Pac Manor 
Ghosts And Goblins, one for one! Phone after 
4.30pm, (01) 589 0703. 
B Swop Wizball, Short Circuit, Arkanoid, 
Batty, Shockway Rider, Space Harrier, 
Infiltratortor Athena, Sidwize, Quartet, Mask, 
Hit Six Pak II, Solomanskey, Trantor. Phone 
(0634) 251649 ask for Richard Brewster. 
B Interested in swopping games? I have over 
250 games including Paperboy, Enduro, Elite 
etc. If so send list to Peter Lewis, 135 Mold 
Road, Mynydd 15A, Nr. Mold Clwyd, N. Wales, 
CH7 6IG. 
B Swop Spiderman, Dodo and Questprobetor 
the Ou///illustrator. Contact Wayen Pitman, 46 
Glebe Street, Penarth CF61EF. 
B Swop Triv, Aliens, World Games, E. Racer, S. 
Skimmer, Hypaball, Thanatos, F. Protocol, T. 
Ceti, S. Soccer, Nemesis, Gauntlet, Exolon tor 
Dan Dare, Sam Fox, Bounder, Gremlins, Rats, 
Robin Of The Wood, Sentinel, J. Dredd, 
originals only. W. Harbison, 42 Barbieston 
Road, Auchinleck, Ayrshire, Scotland, KA18 
2EW. 
B Originals to swop: Taipan, Auf Monty, Miami 
Vice, Cobra, Feud and others and budgets. I 
want Renegade, Nemesis, Warlock or any 
other games. Write to H. Ihobhani, 
79 Ashleigh Road, Leicester LE3 OFD. 
B Want Combat School, Ace II and Gary 
Lineker’s Superstar Soccer. Will swop for 
Tasword II, Forth, Scrabble, Print Utilities, 
Beyond Basic and Make A Chip. Contact 
Grant Holmes, Greenpark, Helmsdale, 
Sutherland, Scotland. 
B Hello you Dutch folks! Want to swop 
games? Send your list for mine. Write to E. 
Dullaard, Groeneweg 11,2761 DD 
Zevenhuizen, Holland. 
BI have over 500 games to swop with you. 
Send your list for mine. My address is: Rui 
Jorge Gomes da Silva, Practea Joao Moreira 
Barros, 41 Candal, 4400 Vila Nova Gaia, 
Portugal. 
B Hi, if you want to swop some great games, 
then contact Neil Parr, 22 Carlton Close, 
Woodley, Reading or phone (0734) 695538.1 
have most new games like Combat School, 
72(f, Driller, Slaine, Gauntlet II. 
BCopy of Granny’s Garden for Spec 48K will 
swop. Contact Brian Lever, 9 Lower Fold, 
Marple Bridge, Stockport SK6 5DX 

BI desperately need a Multiface one and I am 
willing to swop it for a Currah speech unit and 
16 games! Phone Warren (0304) 611252. 
B Printer and interface wanted, must be 128K 
compatible, swop for software. Write to David 
Mennell, 72 Hemswell Ave., Greatfield Estate, 
Hull HU9 5JZ. 
B Wanted for 48K Spectrum plus, instructions 
for DK Ironies 16/48K lightpen, or if you have 
spare lightpen please contact Gary Hardman, 
63 Beauchamp Ave., Rownell, Gosport, 
PO130LQ. 
B Will swop Armageddon Man tor Hi-Softs, 
Dev Pac or GACand Trivial Pursuits and Baby 
Boomer, Extra Questionstor a Multiface one. 
Also swop games send list for list. Darran 
James, 27 Stuart Avenue, Richmond, North 
Yorkshire. 
BI will swop 3D Viewpoint, Super Gran, Zip 
Zap, G-Force, Super Spy, Meteoroids tor a 
Dood/er lightpen, other makes considered. 
Phone (0424) 432763 ask for David. 
B I have about 170 games to swop, many new 
and some golden oldies. Your list for mine. 
Write to Gavin MacFarlane, 13 Somnerfield 
Grove, Haddington, East Lothian EH41 3RR. 
B Will swop games, phone Dino for list (01) 
889 7281 after 3.30pm. 
B Will swop Action Biker, Defenda, Storm, 
1994 for Exolon or The Great Escape. 3 for 1! 
Write to Gary Lowson, 3 Muirton Bank, Perth, 
Scotland. Must be originals. Write soon! 
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VO U R 
Cl HI yii 10 D1 lLiL. 10 CLASSIFIED 

YOUR SINCLAIR DOES NOT CONDONE SOFTWARE PIRACY 

VO U R 

SPECTRUM TAPE TO TAPE - TAPE UTILITY B 
Yes TUb will back up most of your TAPE based software, including most 
of the recent jerky loaders and those programs with a counter — converts 
for reliable loading. Can measure speed of faster loaders, manages 100% 
accurately many blocks over 51k, etc, etc. Unrivalled. On tape at £7.50*. 

SPECTRUM TAPE TO DRIVE - TPS 
A complete software package (includes TUb) to transfer hundreds of 
programs to your drive — manages some that hardware devices cannot 
reach! Jerky and counter loaders managed easily, but program not for 
the novice. Only £12* ( + £1 on m/drive cart). INFORMATION BOOK 
covering over 400 transfers, including many top 20 hits. £2.50 extra with 
TP5. 

M/DRIVE OWNERS - MICROMAGIC 
The only complete package for m/drIve owners, and it pays for itself! 
These are just some of its features: Format (up to approx. 104k), Clone, 
sector editor, reconditions, cartridges, repairs and gives condition of files, 
“boot” program, multiple ERASE, rename, true CAT. Copies tape to drive 
(unsecured), drive to drive, drive to tape. It has so many features and is 
unique. YOU MUST HAVE THIS PROGRAM IF YOU HAVE A M/DRIVE! 
£13.99 on m/drive cartridge. 

CODE COMPRESSOR, ZOO TOOLKIT 
Code compressor — compresses machine code — many uses, but ideal 
with hardware devices that don’t compress code. Only £4.50. 
Z80 Toolkit — an superb assembler (full screen editor), fast disassembler, 
single step to see how m/c works, loader, hex/dec toggle, tutorial — ideal 
for ALL particularly beginners — only £7.99. 

* State TYPE OF SPECTRUM + drive system when ordering), e.g. PLUS 3 
or 128k with Opus disc drive. 

ALL PROGRAMS CARRY OUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE (not updates 
— phone for prices of these). Add £1 Europe, £2 others. SAE FOR FULL 
DETAILS. 

LERM, DEPT YS, 11 BEACONSFIELD CLOSE, 
WHITLEY BAY NE25 9UW 

TELEPHONE; 091 2533615 

48K/118K/ + 2/ + 3 UTILITIES 
NEW INTERNATIONALLY CONVERTIBLE COMPLETE MACHINE CODE 
PACKAGE 
TAPE £8.95 MD CARTRIDGE £10.75 + 3 DISC £12.75 

Crack, Hack or Learn the Knack 
Assemble, disassemble, test, de-bug, trace, single step, backtrack, break¬ 
points, decimal, hex, binary, relative addressing. Examples of character/ 
screen/games design and copying tapes given. Full details provided to 
teach yourself machine code on-line and how to convert software for other 
drives and menu screen displays to non-English languages. 

Plus the following micro-drive software each £9.75. 
M-DRIVE MANAGEMENT + RECOVERY 
Copy, sensible CAT, recovery corrupt files. 
RAMDOS M-DRIVE OPERATING SYSTEM 
Random access, screen edit, search, sort. 
FACE TEXT DATABASE — USES RAMDOS 
Multi-purpose, diary, address book, letters. 
ROYBOT YS2,45 HULLBRIDGE ROAD, RAYLEIGH, ESSEX SS6 9NL 
Write or tel: 0268 771663 for leaflets. 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
48K SPECTRUM FAULTS.£14.00 
48K SPECTRUM KB FAULTS.£8.00 
4164 MEMORY 1C.90p 
4116 MEMORY 1C.50p 
Z80 CPU.£2.10 

All prices include VAT and postage 

R.A. ELECTRONICS 
133 London Road South, Lowestoft, 
Suffolk NR33 OAX TEL: 0502 66289 

SEX 
Has nothing to do with this ad 

DECADE presents: 
Text Adventures for the Spectrum 
48K! LDW priced starting from only 
£4.95. Artificially intelligent 
characters, with full conversation 
capability and separate personalities. 
Create and expand your own 
characters from game to game. 

Send for FREE catalogue. 

©ecaisc 
555 Tumbleweed, Portage, 

IN. 46368, USA 

REPAIRS 
BEAT THESE PRICES 

Spectrum/ + £13.50 
128/+ 2 £16.50 

Inclusive prices 
Top quality repairs by 

experts 
Send cheque/PO, fault 

description and computer to: 
GSF SERVICES 

113 Mountbatten Road, 
Braintree, Essex CM7 6TP 

Tel: 0376 46637 

GSF SERVICES 
EXPERT REPAIRS 

Terrific Utilities for the Spectrum 48, Plus, 128, +2 
from BRADWAY SOFTWARE 

LETTA HEAD PLUS tape £9.00 3Vi " disc, mdv £10.50 

Create business and personal stationery, letterheads, labels, posters, etc. using graphics and 25 

different character fonts. Select the required format and print all the copies you need! 

DUMPY 3 tape £8.50 3y2 " disc, mdv £10.00 

Unique code generator produces all the screen dumps you will ever need. Simple menu options select 

from over 1000 different size, shape and density combinations. Less than 1 p per dump! 

LIN-O-TYPE tape £8.50 3V4 " disc, mdy £10.00 

Prints wordprocessor files in style in high density NLQ with a choice of 25 fonts, or becomes a full 

WYSIWUG electronic typewriter, superb for short notes, addressing envelopes, etc. 

WORDFINDER tape £9.50 S’/z " disc, mdv £ 11.00 

At last — rescue for the crossword and word game enthusiast! Instant access to 24,000 unique 

words (not derivatives), names and anagrams. 

ASTRUM + (statemdv/disc) tape £ 13.50 3y2 " disc, mdv £ 15.00 

Exceedingly versatile assembler/monitor. Wordprocessor editor, unlimited source code to mdv. 

Discovery or Disciple. Command driven monitor; multiple breakpoints, single step, slow run, etc. 

DISCOVERY DISC MANAGER S’/z " disc £10.50 

Powerful file manager and disc sector editor. Erase, rename, copy groups of files, recover corrupt 

data, backup & restore to tape. 

Programs drive all interfaces; Letta-Head, Dumpy and Lin-O-Type require an Epson compatible 

printer. Tapes transfer to mdv, Wafa or disc. Send for a full catalogue for further details. To order, 

please add 50p UK, Europe, £2.00 wordwide airmail P&P per program. 

Bradway Software (YS), 33 Conalan Avenue, Sheffield SI 7 4PG 

TAPETO +3TRANSFER 
(Available for other Drive systems on request) 

A total of FOURTEEN programs on one tape plus a 36 page 
booklet which on its own Is a complete course on transferring 
to +3 Disc. Tape includes FIVE tape Back-Up programs so 
that even some Fast/Jerky types can be converted to normal 
and then transferred to Drive. Programs transferred will RUN 
when loaded from drive. Can transfer FULL 48Ks. (Therefore 

SCRABBLE is easy.) 

Order as 007 MULTISPY.£9.95 

007 SUPERFILE 2 and LISTFILE 3 
Over 200 sold after demos at a small Comp show 

With a free MENU MASTER (for + 3 only). Simply Insert a Disc 
and the full Catalogue Is added to a Menu. Use to organise 
your Discs. Includes fast SEARCH/SORT and single key 

Loading. 

SUPERFILE can hold up to 500 name/address Records and 
finds any one in under one second. Fast machine-code 
SEARCH, ALPHA SORTS, etc. Prints out as FILES or LABELS. 
Print-out can be by SEARCH, SORT or STRING. 

LISTFILE holds 1,000 single line Records. Ideal for a Menu of 
games/discs, etc. Fast machine-code SEARCH, SORT, 

RENUMBER. 

BOTH on one tape and auto-transfer themselves onto Drive. 
(Can be supplied for other Drives on request.) 

Order as 007 SUPERFILE.£6.95 on Tape. £8.95 on Disc 

Postage: U.K./Ireland. . . Free. Europe + £1. Elsewhere -f £2 

G. A. BOBKER. ZX-GUARANTEED (Dept YS) 
29 Chadderton Drive, Unsworlh, Bury, Lancs. 

Tel: 061 -766 5712 (Do NOT phone if STARTREK on TV) 
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VO U R 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
A Belter Deal from Micro-World 

POWER SUPPLIES (Spectrum/Pius) 10.95 
KEYBOARD — REPLACEMENT 
(Not just a repair) (Mat, Membrane & Plate) 12.95 
Makes your Spectrum look like new 
ALL OTHER FAULTS SPECTRUM/PLUS 17.95 
KEYBOARD REPLACEMENT AND REPAIR 25.95 
16-48K UPGRADE (12 months Warranty) 
(Issues 2 and 3) 25.95 
CHEETAH 32K RAM PACK 15.95 
ZX - INTERFACE I — REPAIR 19.95 
ZX — MICRODRIVE — REPAIR 17.95 

• Prices fully inclusive of VAT & 
Insureid Return P&P 

• 48hrturn rouncf on most machines 

• 3 months warranty on repairs 

• Send SPECTRUM ONLY suitably packed clearly stating | 
fault, your name & address, cheque or postal order to: 

Micro-World Computers (YS) 
25 Hill Top Road. Slaithwaite, Huddersfield HD7 5ES 

Telephone; (Day) 0484-846117 (Evening) 0484-845587 

Showroom: 

1006/1010 Manchester Road, Linthwaite, Huddersfield HD7 5QQ 

SPECTRUM 
REPAIRS 

£14.95 inclusive of labour, 
parts and p&p. 
Fast, reliable service by 
qualified engineers. 
Average repair 24hrs. 
3 months guarantee on all 
work. 

For help or advice — ring: 
H.S. COMPUTER SERVICES 

Unit 2, The Orchard 
Warton, Preston 
Lancs PR4 1BE 

Tel: (0772) 632686 

SPECTRUM 
SOFTWARE LIBRARY 

OVER 1,200 SPECTRUM TITLES 

INCLU0ING128K TITLES 

HIRE FEES FROMSOp 

FOR 2 WEEKS 

NO MEMBERSHIP FEE 

ARCADE GAMES 

ADVENTURE GAMES 

UTILITIES & EDUCATIONAL 

TITLES 

Send a s.a.e. and see what we have 

to offer. 

DEPT. YS2, PO BOX 63, 

BANSTEAD, SURREY SM7 3QT 

Computer repairs 
Fixed Super Low Prices! 
Inclusive of parts, labour and VAT 

FIRST AID 
FOR 

TECHNOLOGY 

1 week turnaround. Collection + delivery available for local areas 

★ UNBEATABLE OFFERS ★ 
Spectrums 
C64 
C16 
VIC20.C + 4 
BBC 
ELECTRON 
AMSTRAD 464 
SPECTRUM 128 + 2 at a price of 
C64P.S.U. FOR SALE 

£14inc. + Free Game 
£22inc. + Free Game 
£18 inc. 
£22inc. 
£32 inc. 
£19inc. 
£32 inc. + Free Game 
£16 inc. 
£20 inc. 

Secondhand computers bought and sold 
Please enclose payment with item — 3 month warranty on repair 

Please enclose advert with repair 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS 
5-9 Portland Road, Luton, Beds LU48AT 

Tel: 0582 458375. Telex: 265871 

Q.E.S. 
Quality Approved Computer Service Centre 

We repair all Sinclair Computers & Peripherals 
LOOK: While you wait service / fixed prices. 

SPECTRUM £16.95 FULLY INCLUSIVE 
ALL units fully overhauled and guaranteed. 

ALL Computer Spares available by post or over 
the counter. 

Keyboard Membranes Spectrum Rubber Mat . . £4.95 
ZX81 .£4.50 Spectrum Power Units . £12.60 
Spectrum .... £4.25 4116 Memories.50p 
Spectum -1- . . £4.95 4164 Memories.£1.10 

Please add £1 p.&p. 
Upgrade your Spectrum to a Spectrum -f- £29.95 £1.50 p&p. 

For help or advice give us a ring (0202) 665313. 
Trade & School Enquires Welcomed. 

Q.E.S., Unit A, 38 Lagland St, Poole, Dorset BH15 1QQ. 

THEQUILLAND 
THE ILLUSTRATOR 

We have a limited quantity of the above available 
at a bargain price (without presentation case), 

due to end of line stock clearance. 
The Quill —£3.99 

The Illustrator — £3.99 
Quill/lllustratortwin program pack — £5.99 

Please add50p P&P. Cheques/PO payable to: 
GILSOFT INTERNATIONAL LTD 

Access and Visa also accepted. Send to: 
Gilsoft International Ltd, 2 Park Crescent, Barry, 

South Glam CF68HD 
Tel: 046 732765 

THE SPORTING TRIO 
— CRICKET — FOOTBALL — HORSE RACING — 

For Spectrum 48K and 128K -i- 2 

CRICKET CHALLENGE 
Captain 1 of the 17 county sides in a 1 day 60 
over cup competition. 6 Group/Final Round 
matches. Batting/bowling skills of over 250 named 
players. Team selection and decisions on the field 
regarding batting, bowling, run rate and team 
tactics will determine the result. Scorecard, pitch 

analysis, save game and much more. 
A MUST FOR THE CRICKET CONNOISSEUR 

FOOTBALL FEVER 
Win the league title, European cup winners and FA 
cup features, skill, form, morale, style of play, 
injury, suspension, team selection, buy/sell 
players, players goal tally, 2 legged Euro matches, 

league tables, save game and much more. 
A GREAT GAME FOR FOOTBALL FANS 

YOUNG AND OLD 

THE RACING GAME 
All the thrills of managing a stable of 
thoroughbreds, features include: form, fitness, 
going, training, full betting, stewards enquiries, 
3 levels of play, save game and more. Watch the 

race and cheer your horse to success. 
DEVISED FOR THE RACING ENTHUSIAST 

In all three games your decisions and skill will determine if 
you will succeed or fail, so 

SEND CHEQUE/PO FOR £6.95 FOR ANY ONE GAME OR 
£11.95 FOR ANY TWO GAMES, OR £14.95 FOR ALL 

THREE GAMES 

TANGLEWOOD SOFTWARE 
157 WARWICK ROAD, RAYLEIGH, ESSEX SS6 8SG 

FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE 
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KOBRAHSOFT 

SPECTRUM 48K/128K UTILITIES 

SD4 ADVANCED TAPE TD M/D UTILITY: (NEW!) Transfer virtually — ANY of your 
programs to microdrive. Features: • Uses semi automatic method for best results • 
Contains a large suite of programs to help you, In Basic AND Machine Code • Has many 
hints and tips on transfer methods • Full Technical Section plus "Tricks of the Trade" 
section • Transfers the latest programs e.g. "DEATH WISH 3", "GUNRUNNER", 
ZYNAPS • Transfers the latest Pulsing programs e.g. "ARKANDID", "LEADERBOARD" 
• INCLUDES a superb DISASSEMBLER, HEADER READER and HEADERLESS BLDCK 
LENGTH READER! • FULL Manual with much detailed information. 
Superb Value at: £6.95 (inc. P&P). Also available on Microdrive Cartridge at £8.95 

(inc. Cart, and P&P). 

SD4 TAPE TD DPUS DRIVE UTILITY: (NEW!) As for SD4 - but transfers to Opus Drive 
- similar superb value: Price: £6.95 (inc. P&P). 

SU4 ADVANCED TAPE UTILITY: (NEW!) Make your essential backups with this NEW 
utility. Features: • Will backup MOST "ordinary" programs • Will backup FAST 
LOADERS • Will backup the latest Pulsing programs e.g. "AKANOID" • Will back up 
VERY LONG programs • FULL Manual • Will backup 128K programs. Excellent value at: 

£6.95 (inc. P&P). 

KOBRAHSOFT SPECTRUM MACHINE CODE COURSE: Teaches you machine code 
through a series of 12 monthly newsletters: starting from complete beginner up to 
advanced level. Will have you writing machine code programs in a few days! This course is 
suitable for everyone. Applies to all current Spectrum models. Join at any time and learn 
the wonders of machine code. Course Price: £15. 

SL4 ADVANCED SPEEDLOADER: (NEW!) Speed up your cassette loading: Features: • 
Program can be made to load at any of SIX different speeds - gives loading speeds faster 
than THREE times normal with RELIABILITY • YOU choose a variety of loading border 
colours, e.g. any choice of ELEVEN colours; NO border; MULTI COLOURED border • 
Contains a large suite of programs to help you • Handles even the latest protected 
programs • FULL Manual • FREE DISASSEMBLER plus HEADER READER plus 
HEADERLESS BLOCK LENGTH READER! • Converts 128K programs e.g. "KNIGHTYME" 
- after conversion loads in 4min 45sec (12 min. normally). 
Wonderful value at £6.95 (inc. p&p). 

Send cheque/P.O. to: "KOBRAHSOFT", "Pleasant View", Hulme Lane, Hulme, Nr. 
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST3 5BH. (Overseas: Europe add £1 P&P PER ITEM, 
others £2. Send s.a.e. for FREE FULLY DETAILED Catalogue of ALL our products - please 

mark envelope "ENQUIRY". 

TEL: 078 130 5244 

QUALITAS PLUS NEW! 
This acclciimed print-enhancer is now available in a super new 
version with even more features! 
• Superb NEAR-LETTER QUALITY (NLQ) on a wider range of 

printers. 
• Proportional characters, micro-justification, now even tabbing! 
• More print modes, eg double-height and 

subscript/superscript. . 
• Five business fonts supplied — many others now available in 

decorative, foreign and italic styles. 
• Easy-to-use font designer included. 
• So convenient — use direct from within most word processors. 
Invaluable if you have an NLQ printer, an absolute “must” if you don’t as it 
could save you the cost of a new one! Qualitas Plus £10.95 (Europe add £1, 
elsewhere add £2 airmail). Please state your computer, printer, interface and 
word processor. Fast mail order with 14-day “full refund if not entirely 
satisfied” guarantee (statutory rights unaffected). Upgrade possible from 
earlier versions. * e 

Seven Stars Publishing, Dept S, 
34 Squirrel Rise, Marlow, 
Bucks SL7 3PN. Tel: 06284 3445 

SEVEN STARS 

C.C.L. SOFTWARE LIBRARY 
HIRE 'EM, AND TRY 'EM - BEFORE YOU BUY 'EM 

LOOK WHAT MEMBERSHIP TO CCL OFFERS 

FREE FIRST HIRE 

PRICES FROM 50p PER WEEK 

FREE CLUB CATALOGUE 

FREE MEMBERS DRAW 

FREE TIPS, POKES, HINTS, MAPS 

REGULAR UPDATES 

DISCOUNT TITLES 

FAST, RETURN POST SERVICE 

★ HIRE 3, GET ONE FREE 

★ BIRTHDAY PRESENT TO OUR MEMBERS 

★ ONLY ORIGINAL SOFTWARE SUPPLIED 

★ FREE PROGRAMME FINDING SERVICE 

★ FREE PEN-PAL SECTION 

★ FREE MEMBERS SWAP/SALES SERVICE 

★ ONLY £5.00 FOR LIFE MEMBERSHIP 

Send cheque/PO made payable to: 

C.C.L., 17 Eastbrook Hill, Desborough, 
Nr. Kettering, Northants NN14 2QQ 

FRUITY 
THE ULTIMATE FRUIT MACHINE GAME 
★ HIGHLY PLAYABLE * FAST SPINNING 
REELS ★ COLOURFUL GRAPHICS 
★ IMPROVED SOUND ★ HOURS OF FUN 

FEATURES INCLUDE 
HIGH SPEED ROULETTE GAMBLE 
NUDGES ^ 
SPECIAL FRUIT \ 
REEL CLIMB /•Plflfll 
FEATURE SYMBOL ( I. lUU I 

£6 95 V JACKPOT I 
SEND CHEQUE OR P.O. TO: 
ROSSWARE (DEPT YS) 
646 LONDON ROAD, WESTCLIFF 
ESSEX SSO 9HW 
For fast delivery put Cheque Card No. on back 
of cheque. 

FIXED PRICE 
COMPUTER 

REPAIRS 
All types of home computers: 
Amstrad, Sinclair, etc — prices 
from £7.00 Inc VAT and post and 
packaging and three month 
guarantee. Also available: 

spares, software, cables, 
peripherals, maintenance 
contracts etc. 

Tel: (0702)618455 
for Immediate price. 
ANALYTIC ENGINEERING LTD 

Analytic House, Unit 18A, 
Grainger Road Industrial Estate, 

Southend-on-Sea, Essex 

HACK PACK 
DUE TO THE ENORMOUS SUCCESS OF ‘THE HACK PACK’ 
AMONGST THE MEMBERS OF OUR CLUB, WE CAN NCW OFFER IT 
EXCLUSIVELY TO READERS OF ‘YOUR SINCLAIR . ‘HACK PACK 
Contains OVER 100 easy to use, cheat routines that will 
PLEASE EVEN THE MOST HARDENED GAME PLAYERS. HACK 
PACK FEATURES ROUTINES FOR GAMES LIKE: 

ARMY MOVES. AUFWIEDERSEHEN MONTY. ^^ENGER. BARBARIAN. 
BOMBJACK 2 BUBBLER. COBRA. KRACKOUT. MARBLE MADNESS. 
NEMESIS OUARTET. SENTINEL. SPACE HARRIER. 
FAIRLIGHT 2. HYDROFOIL. IMPOSSABALL. ZYNAPS. GLIDER RIDER. 
FIST 2. SABOTEUR 2. URIDIUM. AND LOTS MORE GREAT TITLES 

HACK PACK IS AVAILABLE FOR ONLY £2.50 inci p&p. SEND 
CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO ‘SOFTLINK’, UNIT 
17/2 VALLEY BUSINESS CENTRE, 67 CHURCH ROAD, 
NEVVTOWNABBEY, CO. ANTRIM, N. IRELAND BT36 7LS. 

HACK PACK ? GAMES WILL NEVER BE THE SAME AGAIN. 
PROGRAMMED BY ‘NIGHTSHIRT PROMOTIONS’ 1987/88 

CRIBBAGE 
The popular pub game six card cribbage is now 

available for the Spectrum 48K/128K 

Features include: 

IMPRESSIVE FULL COLOUR 

PLAYING CARD GRAPHICS 

100% MACHINE CODE 

TWO LEVELS OF PLAY 

AUTOMATIC SCORING 

HELP OPTION FOR BEGINNERS 

Six card cribbage is suitable for both beginners and 
experienced crib players and comes with full 

instructions and rules of the game. 

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

If you are not delighted with six card cribbage then simply 
return the tape within 5 days and your cash will be refunded. 

★ ★★★★★★★★♦■^♦♦■^ 

Send cheque or postal order for £6.95 to 

ESEM SOFTWARE 
95 Rodway Road, Patchway, Bristol BS12 5PH 



COMPO WINNERS 
Oh No! My Winkles Gone All Limpet Compo 

Cast your mind in a backward direction and recall the puzzler we 
posed in August’s Frontlines, “What Are Whales?” The answer, of 

course, for all non-aquatic life forms, was ‘b’ — Mammals. And 
here are the 10 winners, who all receive a Mastertronic ‘Le Mans* 

T-shirt Lucky people ... 

David Haffner, Redditch, Worcs; Chris of Warrington, Cheshire; Kenneth Banks, 
Scotstown, Glasgow; Julian Mawson, Guisley, Leeds; Darren Hughes, Wickford, Essex; 
Martin Wilkes, Coventry, West Midlands; Roger Copleston, Blackwood, Gwent; Darren 

Cook, Cambridge; C Clarke, Glossop; D Schofield, Tamworth, Staffordshire. 

My Names Bond, James Bond, But My 
Friends Call Me Angela Compo 

This caption-compo in the September issue brought 
more than the usual batch of lavatorial humour in the 

mail (some were so filthy that they probably 
contravened the Post Offices' Illegal Publications 

Through The Post Act). This apart we did manage to dig 
out a few reasonably clean and witty entries to win the 
first prize of a rather 'coool' Alba Midi System and five 

runner-up James Bond Movie Books. 

1st Prize Winner: Nigel Sturdy of Chelsea, London. 

Runners-up: Neil Ogden, Wirrol, Merseyside; P A Armstrong, Tooting, London; 
Kristofer Mond, Gognef, Sweden; Jamie Williams, Wigan, Lancs; D C Trevor, 

Guildford, Surrey. 

I Want To Be An Ultimate Photon Warrior 
Compo 

Continuing the YS never-ending struggle for peace and goodwill, 
an Entertech Photon Blasters Set (oo-er!) was offered as first 
prize in this spooky little compo. There were also 20 copies of 

Micronaut One up for grabs if you could whisk up the answers to 
our three tricky mind-benders. One smart alec (actually, a smart 

David in this case), pointed out that none of our multi-choice 
solutions were right since we made a small faux-pas in 

typesetting. Still, you know what we meant! 

1st Prize Winner (Way-hey); Michael Sugrue, Harrow, Middlesex. 

Runners Up; Mark Haynes, East London; Paul Brunford, Minehead, Somerset; Paul 
Williams, Thornbury, Bristol; David Hodgson, Barhill, Cambs; A G Shearstone- 

Walker (oo-er.?), Eastbourne, East Sussex; K M Rix, Norwich, Norfolk; David Merret 
of Rayleigh, Essex; Daniel Thomas, Ponfardawce, West Glamorgan; Andrea Vettese, 

Morecambe, Lancs; Wayne Styles, Breightmet, Bolton, Richard Hall, Tamworth, 
Staffs; Lee Crowhurst, Hornchurch, Essex; RJ Spencer, South Benfleet, Essex; 
Anthony Johnson, Willesden Green, London; Christopher Wells, Cambridge; 

Christopher Flatt, Chelmsford, Essex; Keith Giscombe, Droitwich, Worcestershire; 
Matthew Hobbs, Camberly, Surrey; Alistair Wibberley, Littlemore, Oxford; Joao 

Miguel Dos Santos Barros, Lisbon, Portugal. 

Elementary, My Dear Watson! Compo 
What do you say if you see a citrus fruit coming 

through the door? A-lemon-entry, my dear Watson! 
(Sorry, we couldn't resist it). Anyway, bit of a brain-free 

zone on this compo since most of you missed that it 
was Sherlock Snout himself who commited the dirty 
deed. Twenty-five copies of Melbourne's new Cluedo 
game plus five copies of the Cluedo Video was the 
stake, and here are the successful detectives... 

Winners: Paul Howard, Enfield, Middlesex; D Orosun, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs; Kevin 
Gentry, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex; D M Turvey, Thames Ditton, Surrey; Mark Watkins, 

Amersham, Bucks. 

Runners-up: Andrew Shepard, Fareham, Hampshire; Mark Bunting, Albrighton, 
West Midlands; Jon Rose, Nyetimber, West Sussex; G Smith, Hallcroft, Notts; 

Simon Thomson, Kirkby, Lancs; Daniel Lean, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs; Tom James, 
Allerton, Bradford; Steven Rowell, Washington, Tyne and Wear; James Hughes, 

Stocksfield, Northumberland; lain Ollershaw, Abroate, Angus; David Harris, 
Dundee, Scotland; Richard Jarvis, Acton Park, Wrexham; Neil Preston, 

Wolverhampton, West Midlands; M H Qushu, Normanton, West Yorkshire; Andy 
Edgerton, Penketh, Cheshire; S Reeves, Sulhamstead, Reading; Ralph Caton, Stoke 

Newington, London; Barry J Hemings, Erith, Kent; Lee Jones, Coventry, West 
Midlands; Barry Carter, Ashfield Valley, Roachdale. 

Illusion Is The Ultimate Weapon... Unless Of 
Covirse \buVe Got A 20 Megaton Nuclear 

Warhead Compo 
This has to coimt as one of the silliest titles we’ve ever had for a 
compo and some of them have been pretty silly. The entries we 
had for this caption compo reflected this flash of YS wit There 

were three — yes three main prizes consisting of a copy of 
Gremlin’s Mask game, a wall clock, sports bag and pencil 

Gremlin’s generosity didn’t end there though, since there were also 
20 runner-up prizes in the shape of a Mask game too! 

Winners: Nick Almond, Coundon, Coventry; Nicholas Clark, Wisbech, Cambs; 
Robert Green, Rotterdam, Holland. 

Runners-up: David Alderson, Blackpool, Lancs; Neil Spooner, Billericay, Essex; 
M Rawston, Accrington, Lancs; John Tabraham, Prescot, Merseyside; Andrew 
Longhill, Paisley, Scotland; Jimmy Mulholland, Dumbarton, Scotland; A Hume, 

Belfast; Paul Thomas, Broadgreen, Liverpool; James Donlan, Clapham, London; 
Christian Van Tilburg, Carlisle, Cumbria; Darren Southerland, Lanarkshire, Scotland; 

Timothy James Baker, Hinhead, Surrey; Craig Smith, Solihull, West Midlands; Iain 
Asher, Fife, Scotland; Egbert Brassbottom, Christleton, Chester; Lasse Eldrup, 

Hvidore, Denmark; Seven Heppingstall, Earl Shilton, Leicestershire; James Kenney, 
Weybridge, Surrey; Jonathon Winter, Falmouth, Cornwall; Steve Drake, Dundee, 

Scotland. 

Geepers Creepers Gis' A Gobot Compo 
Well, you didn't have much problem with the 

wordsquare in this compo, did you? Having sorted 
through the warehouse-full of entries in a mere matter 
of months — we can now tell the tale of the winners, 23 

in all, who will each receive a copy of Ariolasoft's 
Challenge Of The Gobots. The top three also get their 

sweaty Cambers upon a toy Gobot and a Sony 
Walkman no less. 

Winners: Gary Owen, Holyhead, Gwynedd; Tony Macdonald, West Beckton, 
London; A Leigh, Hounslow, Middlesex. 

Runners-up: Ian Chatten, Lowestoft, Suffolk; J A Riddle, Herne Bay, Kent; Simon 
Barnard, Herne Bay, Kent; Steve Drake, Dundee, Scotland; Stuart Eastwell, 

Margate, Kent; Stephen Frankham, Gilmorton, Leicester; John Walters, Upper 
Newbold, Derby; Pieter Teuiuermau, Belsele, Belgium; Malcolm Lashley, 

Sprowston, Norfolk; Andrew Strone, Fenny Bridges, Devon; Gavin Hudson, 
Northallerton, North Yorks; Nicholas Clerk, Friday Bridge, Cambs; James Garrett, 

Pond Hill, West Sussex; Darren Hughes, Wickford, Essex; Gary A Vickers, 
Langworth, Lincoln; K Maclean, Claggan, Fort William; Daniel WInterbottom, 

Sutton Park, Hull; Joao Carlos Diroto, Linda-a-Velha, Portugal. 

YS/US Gold Computer Brain Of 1987 Award 
Well, aren’t you a lot of clever espadrilles then? One of the four 
finalists in this TS/US Gold mega-event actually managed to 
score 80 out of 80. As we write the bun-fight in London Town 

hasn’t taken place, but it should be a hard fought contest Strange, 
but notice how three out of four finalists come from Yorkshire?! 

Finalists: Dean Ashton, Brompton-By Sawton, North Yorks (80/80); Andrew Paine, 
Keighley, West Yorks (79/80); Robin Cavill, Dewsbury, West Yorks (79/80); Jamie 

Rowland, Eddington, Birmingham (79/80). 

My Name Is Phweep! Beep Beep Beep! Compo 
Depending on how you look at it, the 20 winners of this Frontlines 

compo were lucky enough to pick themselves up a rather natty 
whistling keyring. Very nice too, and all you had to do was spot 

the fact that Jimmy Bond’s mate in the CIA is Felix Leiter, and not 
that furry feline Felix The Cat as many of you seemed to think! 

Not the purr-feet answer here, we’re afraid! 

Winners: P Williams, Thornbury, Bristol; E Callaghan, Cirencester, Glos; Murray 
McMillan, Gourock, Scotland; Wetor Ellis, Handsworth, Birmingham; Martin 

McKensie, Invervie, Scodand; Christian Morris, Luton, Beds; Simon Ball, 
Loughborough, Leics; Mika Stoute, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk; Paul Tuner, Ingold 

Isthorpe, Norfolk; Richard Dodd, Penhow, Gwent; Master P Beales, Smithills, Lancs; 
Alex Smith, Stockport, Cheshire; Thomas McAleer, Easterhouse, Glasgow; Wayne 

Armstrong, Barnsley, South Yorkshire; Miss E M Dron, Sutton, Surrey; John Monday, 
Bracknell, Berks; Mike Prior, Rutheiglen, Glasgow; Jonathon Roud, Leytonstone, 

London; Keith Goodenough, Anerly London; David Woodfield, Great Barr, 
Birmingham. 
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BACKSTABBIN’ 
Stalking the corridors of controversy, 

walking those mean streets of computer 
gaming — no it’s not Arnold 

Schwarzenegger, but “Slim” John Mtnson. 
This month he turns his mind to women. 

Oo-er! 

Right, I want you to lis¬ 
ten carefully because 
what I have to say is of 
profound importance 
to you, me and 

CAWKI (Civilization As We Know 
It). Gather round for I have made a 
devastating discovery ... it has 
recently come to my notice that 
this fine, upstanding hobby of 
ours has been infiltrated! 

“What?” you cry! “Communists? 
Vegetarians? Bolton Wanderers 
supporters?” “No,” I reply, with a 
shudder (I like a good shudder 
around this time of day), “it’s far 
worse. I mean ... gurlzz!” 

Wibbly Bits 
Yes, girls, most of them of the 

female gender, some possessing 
those wibbly bits which make 
Strong men go weak at the nostrils 
as stiff upper lips transfer their 
starch to other, baser parts (and if 
anyone would like to come round 
and starch my baser parts they’d 
make a happy man feel very old). 

Yes, those terrible typing 
errors, girls, are to be found in 
almost every area of the comput¬ 
ing industry. Take the software 
companies. Take Magnetic Scrolls. 
Take my wife - please (old music 
hall joke performed in old music 
halls - now you know why 
cabaret is dead). Take that com¬ 
pany’s head honcho, Anita Sinclair. 
Is she not fragrant? Is she not beau¬ 
tiful? Is she not (gasp) female? 

Let’s trace the corruption fur¬ 
ther. Who publishes Mag Scro (as 
we hep-cats say - unluckily every¬ 
one else is def so doesn’t hear us)? 
Rainbird. And who owns Rain- 
bird? Telecomsoft. And who man¬ 
ages Telecomsoft? Ah-ha, another 
woman, Paula Byrne! YOU SEE! 

Sensuous 
It doesn’t stop there. Computer 

Public Relations is almost totally 
run by girlies. Lesley Mansford at 
Electronic Arts, Nadia Singh at 
Headlines, Michael Baxter at ... 
whoops, sorry about that Mike 
but you look so convincing in that 
skirt. Yes, all these slinky, sens¬ 
uous love-bunnies buying drinks 
for us poor, innocent journalists. 
What is a mere 'male to do 
(answers on the back of a Donald 
McGill postcard to YS, Third 
Cubicle, Euston Gents)? 

There are even rumours that 
the editor of this very magazine is 

actually a chap-ess. Okay, you 
knew where you were with the 
last incumbent of the Regal 
Throne of Castle Rathbone 
(please flush on leaving). If the 
quivering moustache didn’t give it 
away, the name should have. Kevin 
COX! But as for T-zer, well 

At least there’s one domain that 
the women don’t seem to have 
penetrated yet and that’s actually 
playing with computers. Yes, 
we’re safe for the time being. Gir¬ 
lies don’t play games. And I for one 
am ... 

No, enough of this bull! Over 50 
percent of the population is 
female (so why can I never get a 
date on a Friday night, you ask?) 
and yet the majority of them are 
not buying computers or software 
which is bad for hardware com¬ 
panies, bad for software houses 
and bad for you and me. 

Hang on - why should you care 
if a load of girls don’t want to play 
Mega-Massacre On The Planet 

Zarcjluon} Well, unless we burn all 
the women as witches, most of us 
will spend the rest of our lives in 
close proximity to that other half 
of the population. And establish¬ 
ing a peaceful co-existence is 

going to be a lot easier if we 
understand each other and can 
share common interests. 

Big ‘n’ Butch 
So what is it about computer 

games that attracts men and not 
women? Could it be the subject 
matter? There’s the big, butch 
Barbarian, there’s killer Cobra, 

there’s rampaging Rambo. What if 
Buggy Boy became Buggy GirT 

How about Fergie Hardest'^ And 
shouldn’t we replace Jet Set Willy 

with Jet Set... well, work that one 
out for yourself. 

The only game that I can think 
of featuring a woman in a promi¬ 
nent role is Sam Fox Strip Poker, 

and I think even the most 
entrenched male chauvinist pig 
would raise his snout (Oy! Phil) 

from the trough to agree that that 
is hardly a service to feminism. 

But the real question is whether 
feminisation (good word - The 

Guardian is welcome to borrow 
it?) of games would actually make 
any difference. Certainly it 
wouldn’t change the game-play. 
After 2\\Fergie Hardest would still 
be the same old sprite, with the 

addition of a couple of extra pix¬ 
els. 

But software houses don’t like 
to take the risk. Somewhere in the 
dim and distant recesses of the 
pulpy grey matter I laughingly call 
a brain, I remember a company 
tried to produce a line of titles 
aimed at girls. 1 suppose you 
should give it 10 out of 10 for try¬ 
ing but the first one was a gripp¬ 
ing simulation of... show 
jumping. It fell at the first fence. 

Load Of... 
Could it be that the intended mar¬ 
ket - sweet micro-innocents that 
they were - still recognised a 
somewhat patronising pile of 
horse manure when they saw it? 

Women’s software can work 
though. American adventure giant 
Infocom recently released its first 
title with a female character. Plun¬ 

dered Hearts is a swashbuckling 
romance set somewhere between 
Barbara Cartland and Captain 
Blood. The company held its 
breath. Would it sink with all 
hands? The answer was a resound¬ 
ing ‘No’. It’s become one of the 
most popular releases in ’87 - and 
men are playing it too! 

The secret is that Plundered 

Hearts is well up to Infocom’s 
usual high standard - as you may 
well find out now that the Spec¬ 
trum has a disk drive. But even 
then it has to break a major barrier 
- techno-fear. 

Big Boys 
Yes, all us big boys are brought 

up to believe that we can mend 
cars, change plugs and play with 
computers. Girlies, on the other 
hand, are supposed to be gentle, 
soft and instinctive. We get guns, 
they get baby dolls. No wonder 
they don’t automatically relate to 
the hi-tech mysteries of high 
scores, ‘shoot the red one to get 
the orb that gives you bonus 
-points on level 3’ and POKEing for 
infinite lives. 

Not that they can’t. You should 
see the aforementioned Ed on a 
Friday evening when the Nint¬ 
endo is rolled out and she takes on 
all comers in the weekly Super 

Mario Brothers marathon. As for 
Rachael {Blood WGuts) Smith... 
how did that nice, quiet girl get 
turned into the raving psycho we 
all know and fear? 

Well, they both found out pretty 
quickly that there’s really nothing 
difficult about typing Load and 
starting a tape recorder. In fact it’s 
a lot easier than cooking the Sun¬ 
day roast ... and a lot more fun! 
Which is why I’m offering you this 
suggestion for Valentine’s Day. 

Next time your sister, mum or 
the girl from next door asks you 
what you’re doing, don’t just sneer 
as if they could never understand 
it. Show them and who knows, 
maybe you’ll actually make 
another convert to the Spectrum. 
But best of all, you’ll communic¬ 
ate with one of those strange alien 
beings ... and you may find that 
it’s more fun than jiggling your 
joystick on your own! 

9S 
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A SIX GAME ACTION PACKEI 
COMPILATION FEATURING 

KUNG FU MASTER Battle the deadly ^ 
guardians and demons armed with nothing 

more than your own martial arts skills. EXPRESS 
\ RAIDER Hold ups, robberies and rooftop fights... a wild 

^ wesf classic. BREAKTHRU from 400 miles behind 
^ enemy lines, recover PK430. A revolutionary . 

fighter in a revolutionary game. TAG TEAM 
WRESTLING Body, slams, drop kicks, 
backbreakers and flying head butts - 

stamina and teamwork are the keys to 
championship success. LAST MISSION ^ 

r Armed with the most sophisticated weapons 
systems and guarded by a protective forcefieid, return 
to your invaded galaxy to face the most startling of 

death defying odds. KARATE CHAMP Can you 
^ master the kicks, spins, reverse punches and 

blocks needed to retain your title? 

W so MUCH EXCITEMENT YOU m 
WONT KNOW WHICH WAY TO TU^N! 

CBM 64/128 ONLY £9.99 Cassette £14.9901 


